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ABSTRACT 
Ph.D. THESIS 
POLITICAL EDUCATION IN EGYPT 
\'HTH REFERENCE TO ENGLAND AND THE SOVIET UNION 
Ahmed .K. M. Aly 
The significance of political education is recognized 
by most countries in accomplishing the desired values in 
the society, but differs in form according to their 
ideologies. This research, is an attempt to study the 
different approaches to the teaching of political-
education in Egy~t, in comparison with England and the 
Soviet Union. The research report is divided into.ten 
chapters. Chapters two and three are devoted to a study 
of the theoretical framework of political education, and 
political socialization. The development of political 
life and ideology in Egypt, is covered in chapters four 
and five. Chapter six deals with the different approaches 
to political education, in the light of official state-
ments of the state. Chapters seven and eight focus on 
the·study of the teaching of politic~l educ~tion in the 
school curriculum, and the approaches to political 
education. Chapter nine is concerned with the work of 
political parties in political education. Chapters one 
and ten cover the introduction, conclusion, and 
recommendations. 
In this research, political education is mainly seen 
as the political learning which develops the abil~~y of 
young people to participate in political life, and to 
influence the system and its values. However, attempts 
at political learning which aim to support the system and 
its values, are regarded as political socialization. It 
has been noted that whilst Egypt encourages a more open 
approach to political education than before, the approach 
to political socialization still exists. Improvements in 
political education in England are greater than in Egypt. 
Nevertheless, approaches to political socialization have 
always been emphasized in the Soviet Union. Some recomm-
endations are suggested to improve political education in 
Egypt. They are mainiy based on developing the political 
awareness of the young pe6ple, and their ability to 
participate in democratic life and to influence the system. 
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CHAPTER ONE . 
INTRODUCTION 
A Brief aistorical Baqkground 
The Egyptian people's experience-during a long 
struggle for self-determination led to the adoption of 
democratic sociali~m with an emphasis on practising 
democracy through political parties as a guide and 
ideology for the social and economic development of the 
country. It was hoped that this ideology would 
enable society to develop in a way which the different 
stages of the former struggle had failed to achieve. 
In 1250 the Mamelukes' power succeeded in over-
running Egypt; however their power was defeated, though 
not destroyed, when_Egypt_ \Yas occupied by the Ottomans 
in 1517. In a similar way under the rule of Ottomans 
Egypt was invaded by the French in 1798 and occupied 
by Britain in 1882. During the rules of the Mamelukes 
and the Ottomans Egypt lost its sovereignty and suffered 
from the conflict which arose between the two authorities 
of the Mamelukes and Ottomans. The economic and social 
development of the country was neglected and the Egyptian 
people were not able to participate in the political life 
of their country~ 
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The French invasion of Egypt in 1798 was a spark 
that awakened the Egyptian people's awareness of the 
spirit of nationalism against foreign occupation. 
Because of the n~w spirit of patriotism which was 
strengtherted by several revolts against the French, 
the Egyptians revolted against the Ottoman Empire 
demanding rule based on-consent arid consultation. In 
1805 Mohamed Ali was chosen to be the rule·r of Egypt 
and he brought about some improvements in Egyptian 
society. Yet Mohamed Ali 1 s state collapsed for many 
reasons. He ruled as a dictator disregarding the role 
of the Egyptian people in participating· in the govern-
ment and introducing the monopoly system in almost all 
economic activity. 
However, Khedive Ismail's attempts to improve the 
economy of Egypt came to nothing. Inst~ad, they resulted 
' in foreigh debts which led to an increase of fo~eign 
interference, influence and authority and ended in the 
British military occupation of Egypt in 1882. Despite 
the failure of the Orabi revolution and his defeat by 
the BritTsh military -force-s I the revolution proved a 
starting point on the road towards the demands for 
d~mocratic government, a constitution for the nation and 
a parliament to which Ministers of State should be 
responsible. 
By the outbreak of the first World War in 1914, 
Britain declared her protection of Egypt and the end of 
the Ottoman supremacy over it. Thus, Britain became 
the sole foreign power to have influence over Egypt. 
Britain exploited Egyptian resources, acquired the use 
3 
of land for the British military purposes, and repress~d 
uprisings with the purpose of putting an end to any 
rebellion or protest movement oh the part of young 
Egyptian patriots. 
Because of the rigid British procedure, the Revel-
ution of 1919 broke out against the British occupation. 
The Revolution denounced the British protectorat_e and 
claimed the full independence of Egypt. Unable to main-
tain a po·sTtion of authority ih Egyptu on the 28 February 
1922 the British issued a declaration granting Egypt a 
measur,e of independence. Nominally the declaration 
granted independent status to Egypt and ended British 
protectionism. Even so, Britain still retained the 
right.to preserve British communications, to defend 
Egypt against any aggression or foreign interference, 
and to protect and secure foreign intere~ts and 
minorities in Egypt. The declaration was to remain ~n 
force until the issue of a new treaty. (l) 
This situation obtained until 1923 when a parliament-
ary constitution based on a mortarchy was introduced. 
Under the new constitution issued in 1923 Saad Zaghloul 
formed a responsible cabinet from the members of 
parliament. With the exception of some of the senate 
members who were appointed either by the Palace or the 
1). A.A.Moustafa, Egyptian British Relationships (1936-1956), 
Arab League, Institution of Arabic Research and Studies, 
Cairo, 1968, pp.11-12. (in Arabic). 
. 4 
government v the members of parlii:unent were elected· by the 
people. ( 1 ) Because ~f foreiqn influence and p·ri vi leges 
together with the multiple parties, parliamentary life 
was greatly hindered. Thus Egypt was still doomed to 
be ruled by cabinets formed by the conflicting parties 
of powerful feudalists who were working for their 
interest and satisfying the King's desires. The_refore, 
independence remained superficial ~fid democracy was 
nothing but hollow rhetoric devoid bf its real essence. 
However, Egypt continued her struggle towards 
securing her unconditional independence. This strug.gle 
led to the 1936 Treaty between Egypt ~nd Britain. Though 
that treaty had the advantage of cancelling some of the 
restrictions stated in the February 1922 Declaration, 
Egypt still did not enjoy f~ll independence. As a result 
of the national movement's activity and under the stress 
of public opinion, negotiations were started with Britain, 
and in 1951 Egypt declared the renunciation of the 1936 
Tre~ty. This move created considerable tension between 
Egypt and Britain. The national patriots denounced their 
criticism to the political and social situation and it 
was realized that the government had failed to achieve 
progress or independence or set up a democratic parlia-
mentary life. This situation paved the way for the out-
break of the 1952 Revolution. 
l). A.S. El-Amri, Foundations of Compa:rative Political Systems, 
General Egyptian Unit for Books S::airo, 1976, p. 299, · (ih Arabic). 
- ·_, ·' 
... -~ . _,..' 
·.'-
From the very beginning -of the 1952. Revolution., the 
revolutiona~i~s sef up six print~ples for their work. 
These proved la,nd\'""marks in prOviding solutions to the 
problems which Egyptian society' had been f.acing. before 
the Revolution. Thus, political and social development 
went hand in hand and gave birth to the socialist 
transformation stage in 1961. In that year the July 
Socialist Laws were intrbduced with the aim of a6hieving 
social justice and removing class distinction. The 
Revolution government adopted the slogans "Freedom", 
"Socialism", and "Unity". 
Owing to the corruption of the pol·i tical parties 
during the previous stages of the siruggle the Revolu-
tionary government refused to recognize them. Instead 
the RevolUtion adopted the system of one poJ.j.tical party. 
This began with the formation of the Liberation Rally which 
developed into the National Union, and subsequently 
became the Arab Socialist Union. The purpOse of the Arab 
Socialist Union was to protect national unity ~nd support 
a socialist structure. In 1962 the National Charter, 
derived from contemporary socialist principles and in 
the light of Egyptian social experience and values, carne 
into being. It aimed at reconstructing the principles 
of the Revolution and combining political and social 
democracy. "But the predominance of 'the centres of 
power' over the government caused the Revolution to 
deviate from the right course. So the Revolution could 
not fulfil all her promising hopes for the wel'fare. of the 
people"(l) Realizing this bitter truth, the Revolution 
1). s.H.Abo-Taleb, Ou:r Dembc~atic; Socialism, Cairo Uni\Teristy Press 
Cairo, 1978, p.8. (in Anib;ic). In 1971 some people in the office 
tried to exploit thei.r' authority· tb rule as dictators. . These people 
were called I Centres of i?owE;!r I • . . 
had to renew itself and this resulted in the May Revol-
ution of 1971. 
The purposes of the May Revolution were to improve 
the welfare of Egyptian citizens through assuring the 
supremacy of lavl, to liberate the Egyptian lands from 
Israeli occupation and to rid Egypt of foreign influence. 
The first step taken by the May Revolution on the road 
to setting up a sound democratic life was the issuing of 
the Arab Republic of Egypt consti tutioli in 1971. This 
stated the supremacy of law as an essential principle of 
government in the country. Its first article stated 
that the political system of the country was to be demo-
cratic socialism. 
In spite of the fact that the Revolution of 1952 
aimed to establish a democratic way of life, the Con-
stitution of 1971 emphasized further deyelopments of 
democracy. The democratic principles were included 
in many of the constitution articles aimed to secure 
the rights of each individual and giving him the oppor-
tunity to exercise his freedom and to express his own 
views on the social and political matters of his country. 
The constitution stated that "All citizens are equal 
before the law. They have equal rights and duties 
without descrimination between them" ... "Freedom of 
opinion is guaranteed. Every individual has the right 
to express his opinion and publicise it verbally or ~n 
W 't'ng ;, (l) r1 1 ••• 
1). Ministry of Information, Permanent Constitution of Arab Republic 
of Egypt, Information Department, Cairo, 1971, Articles 4.<:r& 47. 
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Political and social experiences, however, revealed 
that the former one partY political system w~s not 
able to bring about the hoped for democratic life and 
progress within the society. Therefore, there was 
declar~d the reconstruction of political parties nand 
opening the road wide before actual political tendencies 
the Rightists, the left wing and the middle to play their 
political role publicly". (l) In 1976 three political 
parties were established and in the last election in 
19H4 there were five political parties~ the National 
Democratic Party (the ruling party) , the W~fd Party 
(the opposition) , the Collective Progressive Unitary 
National Party, the L~bour Party, and the Liberal 
Socialist Party. Then the Aurruna Party was established. 
The new movemerit towards the ~stablishing of political 
parties represented a further development towards 
democracy and gave the Egyptian citizens real appro-
tunities to express their viewpoints and to participate 
freely in the social and political life of their country. 
The President of the State, H. Mubarak~ d~clared that 
democYacy was essential in giving the opportunity for 
every citizen to participate in political life;and he 
also declared that there was "no restriction on ideas 
or prevention of poin~of view or any distinction between 
l). Ministry of Information, Democracy in the Age of Sadat, 
Information Department, Cairo, n.d., p.l4. (in Arabic). 
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opponent or supporter". (l) 
Consequently, there have been a series of events and 
circumstances that have shaped Egypt's national experiences. 
These events have affected the process of rebuilding the 
nation and political attitudes; and have brought about 
many political changes which were finally crystalliZ'ed 
in democratic socialism with further consideration to 
develop democratic practices through the establishment 
of political parties. 
The Problem of Research and the Need for Pol_i tical 
Education in Egypt. 
Education is influenced by changes occurring in a 
society. Politic~l changes and a country's ideology, 
are the most important factors affecting the methods 
of ~ringing up children,and bringing about the changes 
which could develop the values bf society. This 
ideology reflects the laws, the political system,and 
the political and social attitudes prevailing in a 
society. At the same time as the Egyptian society 
aims at making democratic socialism,and stressing the 
practising of democracy as the style and pattern for 
life, education must bear its responsibility in 
preparing the new generations capable of developing 
democracy and participating freely in political life. 
1). A1-Ahram, 7 November 1983, Cairo. 
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This responsibility cahriot be realized completely 
unless the teaching of political education is fully 
understood. 
Political edu~ation should improve the ability 
of young people to understand the values of the system 
and to participate in the country's syst~m of 
democracy and give them the opportunity to express 
their own views towards political and social matters of 
the country. In addition it is ~xpected that this 
participation will al~o act as a means of i~proving 
the society socially and economically for the sake of 
realizing the welfare and happ1ness for every citizen. 
Political education in Egypt, however, a~ in most 
countries, seems to be used ~s a means to secure the 
country's system and reinforcing in the minds of young 
people the concepts and attitudes of the society and 
its political system. The importance of political 
education in preserving the bases of society and the 
alle~iance to the country and its regime ~ppear quite 
clearly in the terms of formal codes of the country. 
Law 34 of l972 concerning the protection of patriotic 
unity states in its first article that "the protection 
of the national unity is a duty of each citizen, all 
establishments of the country and popular organizations 
must act for their strengthening and securing ... the 
national unity is based on the respect of the country 
system and the basic fundamentals of the society 1 as they 
are stated in the constitution''. (l) However, the 
l). 'The Permanent Constitution and Basic Laws Completing it', 
Attorl)ey,supplernental Issue, the Sixty year, Dar El-Tebaha 
El-Haditha, Cairo, 1980, p.l03. (in Arabic). 
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con~titution declares ~n i~s first part that the system 
. . 
of the country is dem6cratic socialism and the sover-
eignty is for the people alone and the pe6ple are the 
sources of all aUthority(l). Moreov~r, the constitution 
emphasizes the practising of democracy and giving every 
individual the fre~dom of expressing his view. 
It was a failing of Egyptian society in the_ past 
not to provide political edUcation and this led the 
Revolution to deviate from the ·right course and to delay 
the iritroduction of democratic life. The need for 
political education is now recognised.· by society. A 
successful citizen politically is reg~rded as one who 
knows his rights and asks for them~ knows his duti~s 
and performs them~ and, at the same time will not be 
satisfied with the exploitation and the suppression of 
freedom. 
The earlier series of experiments of the Revolution 
in the process of building the country and organizing 
its political system resulted in a move away from the 
revolutionary original purposes, and led to the 
centralization of authority on every matter. This 
could have been avoided by social awareness through 
political education. Unfortunately, social and political 
awareness developed very slowly in Egypt due to the lack 
1). Ministry of Information, Permanent Constitution. 
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of political education. Political education is not 
restricted to political knowledge only : it cannot grow 
without free practice, open argument and the construct,ive 
criticism. Even where there is complete freedom of 
argument and criticism, political awareness is often 
confined to cultured people and not open to the public 
at large. (1) If political and social awareness is to 
be developed in all people, political education needs 
to be introduced as an essential part of the school 
curriculum and for all pupils. 
The young pupil is tomorrow's adult and he has 
a great human energy. He has his abilities, attitudes 
and his desires 1which can be directe~ socially through 
the school, its curriculum and its activities. Pupil's 
positive reaction to-the educational process is considered 
an essential element to guarantee pupils' participation 
in the affairs of their coun~ry. The need for political 
education becomes more apparent 1 because of the grea.tly 
increased number of pupils in primary, preparatory and 
secondary education. During the school year 1956/57, 
the total number of pupils was 2,500,152, in the year 
1966/67 it increased to 4,584,014, and in the year 
1976/77 the total number of pupils was 6,476,615. ( 2 ) 
In 1984 the total number of pupils was roughly 9 millions( 3 ). 
1). M.E.Afefy, Education and Society Problems, El-Anglo, Cairo, 
1972, pp.69-70. (in Arabic). 
2). Ministry of Education, The Development of General Education 
(1950/51-1976/77), The Ministry, Cairo, 1977, (in Arabic) 
3). Al-Ahram, Cairo, 15 May 1984. 
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In the light of this rapidly increasing number of 
pupils, the necessity for political education becomes 
more important. 
Education plays its part in the upbringing of youth, 
and ~n citizenship training in response to the society 1 s 
demands and changes. Here political education is 
crucially important to facilitate changes from old to 
new concepts of society. The development of education 
en~ures a continbing r~view of the pre~ailing values in 
society. This strengthens those values which are 
considered worthwhile and rejects those values which are 
no longer appropriate. 
If values are to be changed, this must not be 
limited merely to an expression of words which denounces 
the old values and replaces them with new ones. Young 
people are influenced more by action than by words. 
At the time in which Egypt seeks to develop democracy, 
practical activity by the pupils plays an important 
part in assuring the formation of democratic concepts 
in the pbpils' minds. Moreover, participation is a 
basic concept in the process of making a decision. 
Although participation becomes more difficult with the 
growing complexity of the problems in society, at the 
same time its importance increases. Democracy is more 
than just a form of government, although the democratic 
form of government is essential in facilitating what a 
democratic society wishes to achieve. (l) The purposes 
of a democratic form of government should be to encourage 
participation through political education and to provide 
1). L.M.Meleka, Psychodynamics of Groups and Leadership, El-Nahda 
El-Misria, C~iro, 1970, p-.419. (in Arabic. ) 
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people with the opportunity to develop their full 
potential as human beings. 
The democratic experiment in Egypt, like a:ny other 
democratic experiment, aims at fulfilling a political 
gap in Egyptian sd~i~ty and giving the chance to 
participate in political work to people of ability who 
otherwise could not do so. So far as the opportunity 
of participatioh is available to the ~ajority of the 
people, the democratic experim~nt has succeeded. This 
particip~tion is not a case of giving votes in the 
elec.tion but, more importantly, enabling the individual 
to choose freely among various alternatives and togive 
freedom of choice without infringing the basic freedoms 
guaranteed in part III of the constitution entitled 
"Freedom- Rights and Dutiies". 
Political education helps to develop the ability 
of an individual to participate in the democratic 
process and to accept its principles. In a study, 
published in 1981, on "The Democratic Conduct for the 
Egyptian Citizen", it is stated : Firstly, it is 
necessary to instill democratic concepts into individuals 
as a: way of life. Secondly, it is necessary to increase 
the number of those who accept such concepts and such 
f l 'f (1) a way o 1 e. 
1) .A1-JI.hram, Cairo, 11 September 1981. 
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The need for political education becomes more 
important during the recent times. In spite of the 
fact that the establishm~nt of the r~cent political 
parties gives the opportunity to citizens to participate 
in political life, many of Egyptian youth are in need 
of political awareness to practise democracy and take 
an active part in the political and social affairs 6f 
their co1;1ntry. In 1983, before the Egyptian Parliament, 
President~ubarak expressed the alienation of youth 
from their society's affairs and he referred to the 
dramatic chang~s and conflict that had taken place 
within the society at the time in which youth had no 
opportunity to understand and assess these ch~nges. 
!'-1ubarak advised on the necessity of giving youth the 
opportunity to express their view~(l). 
In the last election on 27 May 1984, the Egyptian 
newspapers and The Times reported that the election 
~a~ unfair and expressed the unawareness of electoral 
behaviour of many citizens in giving their votes in the 
election. {2 ) The unfairness was due to the election 
1aw which gave the party with the highest percentage of 
votes the right to get all the votes of any of the 
opposition groups who do not get eight per cent of the 
total. Clearly this law could restrict the freedom of 
l). Arab Republic of Egypt, Ministry of Information, Public 
Information Department, President Mubarak's Address on 6 
November 1983, Cairo. (.in Arabic). 
2). The Times, 28 May 19.84; The Liberals, Cairo, 31 May -il..984; 
The Wafd, Cairo, 7 June 1984; Al.:.Ahram, Cairo, 8June 1984; 
A1-Ahram, Cairo, 15 June 1984. 
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the opposition parties and their effectiveness in 
critic ising the r'uling pa-rty. Moreover, some believed 
that because P~resident Mubarak was the leader of the 
National Democratic Party, this party was able to 
be the ruling party. (l) Furth~rmore statistical figures 
indicated that only 43.14 per cent of those eligible 
to vote gave their votes and ~ost of these who did not 
par~icipate in the election were yoting people( 2 ). This 
lower percentage perhaps reflects the loss of confiderice 
in the prodess of elections in the former stage of the 
one party system. Nevertheless, the significant 
indication from these actions is that a rs~listic 
approach to political education:· is a prerequisite for 
the Egyptian youth ~f the Egyptian society faithfully 
desires to practise democracy. Po"litical education 
promotes political awareness of youth and develops 
their ability to formulate a specific view towards 
political parties with a convi9tion and also to influence 
the government. 
It nas beep argued that one of the defects which 
·occurs in democratic sOciet-ies, in spite of the fact 
that democracy is based on the rule of the majority, 
is that in the end power rests with a minority rather 
than the majority( 3 ). 
1) . The Liberals , Cairo, 31 May 1984 . 
2). The Liberals, Cairo, 31 May 1984; Al-Ahram, Cairo, 15 ~une 1984. 
3). S. El-Tamawe, Democracy and the New. Constitution, Ministry of 
Information, Information Department, Cairo, 1971, p.26, (in Arabic). 
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El-Ga,mal, for example v cqntends ,that in representa·t'i ve 
democracy not everyb6dy partidipates in the elettion 
process. Even if we suppose that those who do take 
part represent the majority of people, the representatives 
of people are further divided into two sections. The 
first section is the ruling majority and the second 
is the opposition. Studies have proved that those who 
t k th d . . t th d 1 . . t ( 1 ) a e e ec1s1ons a e en are on y a m1nor1 y. 
If this thesis is accepted, the remedy is to be forind 
in political edpcatibn which raises the genera~ level 
of political awareness, encourages all to parti<;ipate 
in the election process and provic1e~ them with a, sound 
basis on which to make inform~d and re~porisible choices 
in elections. 
Some see the traditional party approach to democ-
racy as an undermining influence. Those who affiliate 
with any party aim to win victory for their party and 
oppose other parties regardless of whether or not the~r 
policies are of public benefit. This leads to the 
conflict within the state and delays its development( 2 ) 
This idea,assumes that the public who affiliate with 
parties are politically unaware and easily mislead. 
But through political education a new gerieration of 
voters is being created who can participate in party 
1). Y. El-Gamal, Contemporary Political Systems, Dar El-Shorowk, 
Cairo, 1976, p.l95. (in Arabic) . 
2). s. El-Tamawe, DE:lllocracy and the New Constitution, p;27. 
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work and practise their political .rights with awareness 
and responsibility. These vot~rs are able to make a 
creative contribution or constructive opposition to 
decision making on the framework of the society and 
its realization of the well-being for. all its individuals. 
It is worth mentioning here that reducing the age of 
voters to 18 years and giving women the right of_ 
practising their political rights in elections in ·Egypt 
give a further emphasis on the necessity of political 
education for young people. 
Aims of the Research 
The main idea in this research stems from the 
conception that most countries are invol~ed in 
political education. The purpose of the research is 
the study and analysis of the different dimensions of 
political education and finding out the similarities 
and differences of the methods of teaching political 
education in Egypt in the light of the development of 
political ideology with some socialist and democratic 
countries. This comparative and theoretical study will 
also give an understanding to develop political education 
and suggest some recommendations to improve the methods 
of introducing political education i:n Egypt. To realize 
the aims of the research it is necessary to study and 
analyse the following aspects: Firstly, from the end 
of the eighteenth century Egyptian society has gone 
through three stages of national struggle. The 'first 
stage was the pre-revolution stage (before the 1952 
Revolution) which was distinguished by a growing ::;pirit 
.. ~ 18 ,,·_--
: :, . ~ .-
of nationalism arid determin.atiori to achieve independence 
by eradicating foreign influence and establishing 
d~mocracy and parliamentary life. Egypti·an society 
before 1952 was characteriZed by class distinction. and 
the foreign supremacy. The government was·controlled 
by an exploiting class of feudalists and capitalists 
which dominated the party system. 
The Egyptian people revolted against this sytem to 
secure independence and a democratic system of society. 
In spite of the revolts, the Egyptian people faileJto 
achieve their goals. The resulting independence and 
new pattern of democratic and parliamentary life which 
replaced the old order was illusory. The new ruling 
authorities in attempting to introduce a democratic 
way of life failed to realize the aspirations of the 
Egyptian people due to continuing foreign influence, 
domination of feudalism and 'the conflict among the 
political parties. 
In the second phase, the 1952 Revolution, Egypt 
managed to achieve complete independence and it was 
hoped to build on the pillars of democratic and 
parliamentary life. The Rev6lution, however, adopted 
the one party political system to realize its aims. In 
this stage the Revolution was more successful in 
achieving socialism and social democracy than developing 
political democracy. The National Charter declared 
that "Democracy is political freedom, while socialism 
is social freedom. The two cannot be separated, they 
are two wings of true freedom and without both or either 
of them, freedom cannot soar to the horizon of the 
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awaited future". (l} However; some negatiVe asp~cts 
hindered the progress of the 1952 Revoltition and its 
aims, in particular the domination of 'Centres of 
Power' and their attempts to gain persona,l interests. 
The Revolution of May 1971 began the third stage. 
It opened a new way for the development of democratic 
life, putting an end to the old centres of powe~ and 
introducing a constitution which acknowledged the 
supremacy of law. The constitution emph;:u;;ized that 
Egyptian society was based on a democratic socialism 
and on the 6ollaboration of the working pe¢ple. The 
essence of Egyptian democratic socialism is, "a 
political and an economic system including both political 
freedom and social freedom in one comprehensive entity 
so t~at one cannot be separ~ted from the other. This 
entity grows and developes in a democratic way". (2 ) 
Due to the failure of the one party system to realize 
the hoped democratic life, the political party system 
was introduced to secure the democratic practices and 
realize the improvement within the society. 
This research is an attempt to evaluate the Egyptian 
experience in an objective way, through the political 
life of the Egyptian society and the development of 
democracy and parliamentary life. This attempt will 
1). Gamal Abdel-Nasser, National Charter, Ministry of Information 
Information Department, Cairo, 1962, p.40. (in Arabic). 
2). Abo-Taleb; Our Democratic: Socialism, p.9. 
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contribute to the analy~is of the different approaches 
to political education in the light of national 
experience and the development of tbe polittcal ideology 
of the Egyptian Society. 
Secondly: in Egypt the school contributesv through its 
curriculum, to the process of political education, and 
to the development of citizenship. It is also believed 
that schools play the chief role in implanting and 
emphasizing the concepts and the political attitudes of 
the society in Egyptian youth. Civic education ahd 
social studies play an important part through var~ous 
subjects, which develop the spi~it of patriotism and 
loyalty to the country and its political attitudes. 
These subjects, however, could be directed to develop 
the ability of young people to take an active part in 
political and social life and the development of 
democracy. Political education is not limited to the 
school. Political parties also influence young people 
through youth organizations. The Arab Socialist Youth 
Organization took over the responsibility of political 
--
education during the former ohe political pa~ty 'the 
Arab Socialist Union'. The recently established 
political parties are also involved in the process of 
political education. 
This research will deal with the methods of formal 
political education within the school and the role 
which can be played by political parties in bringing up 
youth politically through political youth organizations. 
Thirdly: it is argued that "All political systems tend 
to perpetuate their cultures and structures through time, 
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and they do this ··mainly by means of socializing 
influence~ of the primary and secondary structures 
through which. the.young o£ the society pass in the 
process 0f maturation"{l) The political attitudes 
of the society is related to the means of educating the 
society politically. Most countries of the world try 
to make edUcation the means through which particular 
ideology, the concepts and political attitudes may be 
implanted in the youth and new generation~ It seems 
that the differences lie in the ideologies of countries 
and their concepts of political education. ·This can be 
clearly seen in the socialist and the capitalist 
countries. 
Education in socialist countries is closely 
connected with the ideology of the state, and its aims 
are oriented so as to conform to this ideolbgy. In 
such countries, the official statements expressing the 
aims of education are similar and depend on the 
principle of providing for the needs of the society. 
In other words education helps th~ establishment of the 
socialist society by bringing up yorith who h~ve the 
basic information an·d socialist values. For example, 
the basic aims of the socialist educational system in 
Czechoslovakia were expressed by the Minister of Education 
1). G.A.Almond, 'Introduction:A Functional Approach to Comparative 
Politics', in G.A.Almond and J.S.Coleman (eds.), Th!;! Politics 
of the Developing_Areas, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 
New Jersej, 1960, p.27. 
2?. 
as follows~ 
... it is imperativ~ :to strength~n the Marxist-Leninist 
world :upbril1ging, to IJ16uld posit_ive ~olitical stai1ds and 
vieyis of the vounq pecnSle, in oar~ticular to deepep the 
trairiinq tovla.J:"d Socialist patriotism and intern-ationalism. 
The inb~rnational rglations towards the USSR and the rest 
of Soc;:i'alist countries deserve particular sensibility and 
attention. (1) 
In East Germany, the aim of education was spelled 
out thus: 
(the school) has the task of developing the socialist 
national awareness of youth, of teaching yquth love for the 
Ge~an Democratic RepUblic, and to be consCious builders 
of socialism in the spirit of socialist morality, proletarian 
intern~tionalism and firm friendship with 't.he Soviet tJrlio~. (2) 
These aims _are achieved py various means such as 
acquainting youth and childt~n with political theory 
and its practicaJ application, through school si.lbjects 
such as social studie.s and civic education, by means of 
encouraging youth organi~ations and by making good use 
of the mass-media. The political content of school 
subjects is evident in the attention paid to the Marxist-
Leninist philosophy and to the socialist way of life. 
The basic criteria for socialist morality, the constitutions 
of the countries and the system of rule are reflected by 
these subjects. Although social studies are basic 
subjects and serve an essential purpose for the 
realization of political education in a socialist 
society, this aim is also present in other subjects. 
1). Lidov demokacie, August 28, 1969, Quoted by Otto Ulc, 
''czechoslovakia', in I. Volgyes (ed.) Political Socialization 
in Eastern Europe : A Comparative Frammvo:rk, Praeger Publishers 
rric::., London, 1975, p.53. 
2). Quoted by Nigel Grant, Society, Schools and Process in Eastern 
Europe, Pergamon Press I ·London I 1969, p. 90. 
In such socialist ,count'ries the party alw9,ys ·aims 
to use education to as~ert its pQsition, to spread its 
ideology and to ~mphasize the political authority of 
its leaders. The party does not distinguish between 
formal and informal education, it uses a:Ll the Ctlltural 
and educational institutions to indoctrinate every 
individual to follow the pattern which the party chooses. 
In the Soviet Union the party continues to intervene 
in the affairs of education either directly by issuing 
the laws and decisions or indirectly through orientation 
and offering suggestions. The Soviet Union belieVes 
that the party alone is able to bring up the new gener-
ation in the spirit of Marxism-Leninism and its moral~ty. 
Youth organizations play an important role in 
political education in all· socialist countries. The 
political aspeots constitute a ~reat part of the 
activities of these organizations, and is clearly seen 
in their regulations and slogans. ·Junior organizations 
for young children try to attract the yo~ng by means 
of introducing their favourite activities in the fields 
of arts, music, sports, science and camps. In addition 
there are senior organizations for adolescents and young 
adults. Such organizations, whether for young children 
or youth, aim at giving them a distinctive social and 
political outlook on life. In this respect they are not 
separated from formal education in implanting political 
attitudes and loyalty to the party and the Marxist-
Leninist ideology. 
The capitalist countries do not place so great an 
emphasis on political education. It is believed that 
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th~y tend to use ed~cation as a means of inf.lue,ncing 
political attitudes inQ.irectly; they do this to a lesser 
degree than do s6cialist bountries. The emphasis on 
formal c~Vic edJcation and the inculc~tion of patriotism 
in the United States is greater than in Britain, but 
less than in France, and far less th~t in the Soviet 
. ( 1) Union. It is expected, however, that democratic 
countries are more interested in developing the ability 
of young peOple tO take an active part in democratic 
and political life of their country. 
In this resea~h, the researcher is going to study 
and analyse the various approaches to political education 
which have been carried out by some of the socialis.t 
and capitalist countries. In addition this aspect of 
the study will corttiibute to the understanding and 
developing political education in Egypt. 
Fourthly: it is necessary for this research to deal 
with the theoretical concepts"of political education 
and political socializatiori because political education 
and political socialization are part of the same frame-
work. The theoretical £ramew6rk als6 includes the 
development of political concepts in school years and 
the formal political education in the school curriculum. 
This part will contribute to a study of the different 
1). Fred I. Greenstein, 'Socialization:Political Socialization', In 
David L. Sills (ed.), II;iternational Encyclopedia of the Social 
Sciences, Vol.l4, The Maemillan Company & The Free Press, 
New York, 1969~ p;ssl. 
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approaches to political educa'tion in Egypt and other 
countries. 
Natur~ of the Re~~arbh 
This research adopts an analytic·-descripti ve 
approach which depends on reporting the facts concerning 
the teaching of political education and its appr_oaches 
in Egypt. The research relies also on the comparative 
method for the sake of comparing the approaches of 
political education in Egypt with some other countries. 
The comparative study will be limited to England as an 
example of a democratic country and the Soviet Unic;m as 
a representative of socialist countries~ In the study of 
the formal political education, the research will be 
confined to general education; primary and secondary 
schools, and the work of youth organizat~ons and 
polit~cal parties. 
The research report includes ten chapters. Whilst 
the first and the tenth chapters are devoted to the 
introduction and the conclusion, the ch~pters from~the 
second to the ninth cover the main body of the research. 
Chapters two and three deal with the theoretical frame-
work of political education and political socialization, 
the development of political concepts in school years and 
formal political education in the school curriculum. The 
development of political life in Egypt up to democratic 
socialization and the recent movement of establishing 
political parties are covered in chapters four and five. 
Chapter six is devoted to a study of the different 
approaches to political education in the light of the 
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official statements of the state', Chapters seven and 
. . 
eight are devoted to a stud~r of the provision of political 
education in the school curriculum and the approaches to 
political education. Chapter nine qeals with the work 
of youth orgahizations and political parties in political 
education. The study of political education in chapters 
six to nine is not restricted to Egypt but also _includes 
England and the Soviet Union and this cross-cultural 
asp.ect of the research is held to be significant. 
. CHAPTER TWO ~ 
THEORE'f:tCAL FRAMEWORK-OF POLTTICAL EDUCATION: 
DERINITIONS AND IMPORTANCE. 
Political Soci~lizatjon. 
Despite th~ fact that sociologists and anthro~ologists 
have used the concept of socialization for over a hundred 
years, a field of political socialization as a specific 
research focus is a rece~t innov~tibh(l). Most 
researchers accept that Herbert Hyman used the term 
~ . 
"Political Soci)i,:zation" for the first time in 1959 
when he studied the psychology of political behaviour 
under the title "Political Socialization 11 ( 2 ). Hyman 
defined political socialization as a process by which 
an individual learns ~ocial patterns corresponding to 
-· ~·- -- - . -" -
his societal positions as mediated through vaFious 
agencies of society( 3 ). 
l). Robert t\lelssberg, Pbliti<:;al Learning,, Political Choice and 
Democr(;ltic Citizenship, Prenti'C:e-H.:i-11, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey, 1974, p.l2. 
2). Herbert H. Hyman, Political_Socialization : A Study in the 
Psychology of Po].itical·Behaviotir, The.Free Press, New York, 
1959; Herbert Hirsch, Poverty and Pq:Liticization : Political 
Socialization in ap_ American Sub-:Culture, The Free Press 1 New 
York'; ·1971, pp.l-2; A.· El.;.Gohary Ced.) , Studies in Political 
sociology science, El-Taleha, Assiut, 1979, p. 73 (in Arabic); 
R. Welssberg, Politic::al Learning, p.l2. 
( 3) H. Hyman, Political Socialization, p. 25. 
' .?. 8 .··~·. 
In the Dictionary~ of S6cial, Sciences; socialization 
is defined as refer:r<ihg ·t:d the pro¢ess b~i which an 
._-__ ! 
individual l.earns to aojust to the group by acquiring 
social behaviottr of which the group approves(l). An 
individual learns the social patterns and valu.es of his 
culture from others in his enviro:nrnent( 2 ). 
Most attempts to define political socialization 
have emphasized in the first place that political 
socialization is a process of individual learning of 
political orientations. Langton views political 
socialization "as the process, mediated through various 
agencies of Society, by which an individual learns 
politically relevant attitudinal dispositions and 
behaviour patterns" ( 3) . 
As socializ~tion is a process of social learning 
which takes place not merely in early childhood but 
also at different times and places through life( 4 ), 
Greenstein in the International Encyclopedia of Social 
Sciepces refers the term political socialization to 
"all political learnj,ng, formal and informal, deliberate 
~nd ufi~lartned, at every stage of the life cycle, 
including not only explicitly political learning put 
also nominal non-political learning that a£fects 
political behaviour, such as the learning of politically 
relevant social attitudes and the acquisition of 
politically relevant personality characteristics"(S). 
l). Julius Gould & Wl.lliam L~ Kaib (eds.), A Dict:lonary of Social 
Sciences, Tavistock Publications, London,. l964,p.672. 
2) • Kenne·th P. Langton, Political Socialization, Oxford University 
Press, London,l969,p."3 
3) • Ibid. , p. 5. 
4) . Roy Fitzhenry et al. , Introducing Sociology ,Penguin Education, 
1976, p.l55. 
5) . Fred I. Greenstein, 'Socialization' , p. 551. 
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Greenstein divl_des polit;Lcal l-earning into' three 
sections: 
First, le_arping connected with the citizen role' 
such as P<;trtis_an attachment, ideology, and motivation 
to participate. 
Secondly, learning connected with the subject role, ~ike 
national loyalty, orientations toward authority, 
conceptions of the legitimacy of institutions. 
~h~rdly, learning connected with recruitment to.artd 
perfor~ance df.specialized roles, such as a bureaucr~t, 
a party functiona~y and a legislator(l). 
Dawson defines political socialization as a 
developmental process thrOU<jh which the Citizen matures 
politically. In this process the individual "acquires 
a complex of infor~ation, feelings, and beliefs 
that help him bo comprehend, evaluate, and relate to 
the political world around him"( 2 ). Easton and Dennis 
view political soci~lization as consisting of those 
developmental proce-sses through which persons acquire 
political orientations and patterns of behaviour( 3). 
All the above mentioned cohcer:Ytions of )Joli tical 
socialization acknowledge that an individual learns 
political attitudes, knowledge, values and behaviour. 
Greenstein specifically focuses attention on the 
various ways by which an individual learns political 
orientations; formal and informal, deliberate and 
unplanned. Langton is less precise, while Dawson, 
l). Ibid~, p.552. 
2). Richard E. Dawson et al., Pplitical Socialization,Second Edition, 
Little, Brown and Company, Bcist0n,l97.7,pp.J8.,....39. 
3). David Easton artdJack Dennis, Children in the Political System, 
McGraw-Hill Book CblJlpany, New York, 196~, p'. 7. 
.. •. -,.;.· 
Easton and ,beni:lis do l)ot explore, th~se w,~ys. \v'hat. is 
cornrnon to all the'se dEifini-tions is the i_dea that all 
types of pglitic~l ~eaini~9 and experience are included 
in the political socialization process. Political 
learning can be both functional ahd dis£un~~ional in 
relation to the existing political system. 
Da~son a~gues that some students of political 
socialization view political socialization as a means 
for develqping support for the poli ti'cal system. It is 
the process through which appropriate values ~nd know-
ledge regarding a particular system are created 
. . (1) d -among J.ts constJ.tuents . Accor ing Lo this view, 
political socialization develops the citizen and it opens 
up a particular social world : the world of political 
allegiances, political rules and rituals, political 
policies and personalities, political symbols and 
behaviour. Furthermore, Dawson argues that political 
socialization also includes negative and suppressive 
aspects ( 2 ) . 
Negative aspects of political socialization do not 
necessarily create negative feelings towards a political 
system. They may be utilized to support particular 
political attitudes. In Czechoslovakia, a Socialist 
country, pupils study the constitution and state system 
of the Soviet Union and its advantages as compared with 
the exploiting organization of the Capitalist states. ( 3 ) 
1). R. Dawson et al., Political Socialization, p. 8 . 
2). R. Dawson et al., p.37. 
3). N. Grant, Society, p.91. 
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corresponding with this idea Greenstein believes. 
that political sociali~ation s~e~s to have conservati~e 
consequences for existin<;J political arrangements. The 
conservative effects of socializ~tion are not ne~ess~rily 
in the direction of encouraging political stability (.l) . 
In the United States one may learn to be anti-American, 
anti-democratic, ariel unalterably opposed to obeying 
laws, yet such le~rning, despite its potentially 
disruptiwe consequences, is considered political 
socialization(~). 
On the other hand, this approach is rejected by 
others on the grourids that political socialization is 
not merely the le~rning of any politic~l attitude or 
behaviour, "but only those attitudes and behaviour 
that contribute to the basic stc:lbilit:y of the existing 
political system"{ 3). Within this perspective Langeveld 
holds that political socialization refers to "learning 
processes by which social systems protect themselves ' 
ag~inst collapse or radical change. Socialization has 
a conserving and stabilising character when it is con-
cerned with the transfer of values and attitudes fiom 
one generation to the next"( 4 ). 
Whether one acce~ts the concept of political 
socialization either in the form of political learning 
to support a specific social and political system or 
all types of po1itical learning, the concept is 
important for this study in revealing different approaches 
1). Fred I. Greenstein, 'Socialization', p.-555. 
2). R. Welssberg, PoLi,tical I,earl)ing, p.l4. 
3). Ibid.'· p.l4. 
4). Willem Langeveld, Political Educa.tion for Teenagers : Aims, 
Content and Methods, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1979, p.l4. 
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to political edtication 1 It is e~pec~ed\t~a~ not all 
countries seek to reinforbe thei~ eolitLcal sy~tem in 
the same degree. Thu$, a gener~1 appro<;~.ch to the study 
of political socialization should n6t be restricted to 
the narrow concept of supportihg the status-quo. It 
should incluQ.e all types of political learning and 
attitu¢tes, whether used in maintaining speci-fic- social 
and political values or utilized in improving the 
social and political values of society. 
If this perspective of political iociaii~ation is 
adopted, it couid be argued th~t 
First-, political socialization is considered a process 
of political learning. 
Secondly, all types of political learning and experience 
are included in the political sod_ali-zation process. 
Thirdly, political socialization is a cbhtinual process 
which takes place at every stage of the life cycle of 
an individual, through various agencies of his society, 
formal and informal, deliberate and non~deliberate. 
Fourthly, political socialization not only helps maintain 
the existing political system, but also inclu~es 
consideration of other views of the particular political 
system of an individual's environment. 
Fifthly, political socialization should also includ~ 
consideration of other political systems and ideologies~ 
Political Educat,ton. 
Political education is, in a narrow definition, 
a course of study or an approach to teaching about 
politics or government. It has applications to politics. 
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at localp national and international leveiso Judith 
Gillespie spells out that political education i.s more 
extensive than this. It exists in the workplacep the 
homep the community, places of worship and other such 
organizations. They are laboratories for political 
education which have natural linkages into more partisan 
political arenas at various levels(l). 
In Dawson's viewp "the term political education is 
applied to direct, deliberate attempts to transmit 
political orientations. Instruction in politics is 
carried on by the family, the schools, political or 
governmental agencies and innumera})le groups and 
organizations"( 2 ). In political education, instruction 
is taken by the socializer rather than the individual 
being socialized. Langeveld defines political education 
as an "acquiring of the knowh:9ge, skills and attitudes 
necessary for the study of politics and for participation 
in the political process"< 31. 
The common element in these conceptions is the 
emphasis that political education is a process of 
political learning and instruction. Unlike ianieveid, 
Judith Gillespie and Dawson stress the ways by which an 
individual learns political orientations through various 
agencies of society. With~n this perspective Dawson is 
more precise than Judith Gillespie. He spells out that 
the process of political education occurs by socializer 
through ihe agencies pf society. In other words political 
1) . Judith. A. G'iliespie 1 ''IJ1troduct.(on 1 , In Derek Heater and Judith 
A.Gillespie (eds.) , P'olitical Education in Flux, SAGE Publica-tions 
Ltd., London,l981, l?P·lO~iT. 
2). R. Da.wson et al., 1?·10.9. 
3). w. Langeveld, Political Educat_ion for Teenager~,,pp.l3-14. 
_ . .,.._-' 
education is an intentional rather than an unintentional 
process. While Judith Gillespie believes that the 
study of politics is for partisan political arenas, 
Langeveld holdS that its aim is for participation in 
the political proces~s. 
Within the above mentioned definitions of political 
education, Patrick defines political education with 
particular reference to the aspects of poritical 
learning and instruction. In his view, political 
education involves learning and instructiQg about 
politics and political actors. Patrick accepts that 
Learning is a relatively pennanent change in competence 
that results f:rpm experience and which' is ·not attributable 
to physical maturation. A person who has learned c_ari do 
something new as a consequence of interaction with his 
environment. Instruction is the creation of conditions 
that facilitates learning. It involves manipulation of 
the learner's envirolliuent to induce changes iri capability 
efficiently(l). 
This conception of political education implies 
that the purposes of political learning and instructing 
are to enable 13tudents to use their experiences to 
understand political actors and changes, and participate 
iripolit:ical actions effectually. Langevelq in "part~c_::ular 
emphasizes the importance of this approach. "Politicised 
political education implies that we have to enter into 
the socialization experiences of the students to work on 
their direct interests"( 2 ). Education is a process of 
socialization into the values of society as well as 
1). John J. Patrick, 'Political Socialization and Political 
Education in Schools', in Stanley Allen Renshorn (ed.), 
Handboo~ of Pqlitical Sociql.:i.,za,tion, The Free Press Division 
of Macinill,,ari Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1977, p.l9l. 
2). Heitrrieyer w. et_al., "Curriculum", Schule und Aggressiv~s 
Konflikthan()eln, Opladen ,1976. Quoted by W. Langeveld, p. 4:5. 
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improving these values~··· Hence poli tic~l education 
should t~ke into its consideratiOn the ~6ci~lization 
experiences of individuals: their interests and socio-
political issues which exist in their society. 
Bernard Crick, however, does not sripport the idea 
of the direct teaching or learning of political 
concepts. In his view, a study of ~olitics ~ay be 
from the simplest component of early secondary school 
Soc 4al stud4es(l). k k Crick argues that political. l~teracy 
merely implies using concepts clearly and sensibly. It 
does not imply solving the problems, getting them right; 
it only implies understanding and trying to have sorn.e 
effect. So, a conceptual approach to politic~l education 
does not imply knowing or executing any political 
( 2) philosophy· . Political education is :not the same 
thing as political studies. It includes some elements 
of civics and teaches young people to cla~m their right 
to influence the society in which they live()). 
Another perspective of political education focuses 
attsntion on the essence of education as the developrnefit 
of competencies. Judith Gillespie accepts political 
education as the development of competencies in thinking 
about acting in political arenas. Within this conception 
Judith Gillespie spells out three dimensions of values, 
acting and political arenas which relate with this 
conception{ 4). According to these dimensions, political 
education includes : firstly, values whether they may 
1). B.Crick, "Basic;: Concepts for Political Education",In Bernard 
Crick and Derek Heater, Essays on Political Education, The 
Falrner Press, England,l977 ,p.llO. I . . . , . . . 
2) • Ibid., p. 97. . 
3) 0 Mark Jackson, 'The Youth Servi.ce Failing to Meet the Social and 
Educatic;:ma1 Needs of Britain's Ydurig' ,Times Educational Supplement, 
29 oc;:tober 1982. 
4). J. Gillespie, 'Introduction',pp.4'-5. 
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support the system er en'gE:mder cr.iticism in considerxng 
social and ~oli~ic~i iS~ues. In fhi~ ¢aser thinking 
has its significance in developing competencies to 
inquire iritQ pt6~lems, and to propose alternative 
solutions. S~~ondlyr acting denotes individual actions 
affecting political life. Individuals have their impact 
on the political system through political participa-tion. 
Thirdly, political arenas which mean the thinking in and 
the understanding of governmental and non-governmental 
institutions. 
The common conclusion is that political education 
is a process of political learning, it takes place in 
deliberate and formal ways rather than in undeliberate or 
informal ones. Political education takes into its 
consideration all values of the society and the experiences 
of individuals and their interests. Although political 
education has a function in transmitting political 
attitudes and partisan values it focuses attention on 
the development-of an individual's-competence in his 
thinking to understand and evaluate the values of the 
system whether for stability or change. Moreover, 
political education should include the development of 
political participation skills to enable people to pl~y 
an effective part in the political process, this implies 
not only learning to solve specific problems but also the 
promotion of the ability of individuals to know the 
alternative and the potential solutions of the society's 
problems. 
37. 
Political Socialization and Poli tic"al Education. 
As has been seen the concepts of political 
socialiiation stress the importance 6f political stability 
and emphasize the need to preserve the ex~sting political 
system. For examplev Greenstein contends that political 
learning includes partisan attachment and national 
loyalty. Robert Welssberg emphasizes that.political 
socialization is orily those attitudes and behaviours 
that contribute to the basic stability of the existing 
political system. Moreover, W. Langeveld spells out 
that the aim of political socializatioh.is to protect 
the social systems from collapse or ri;ldical change. 
Within this perspective K.Langton affirms tl;lat 
·:, 
political socialization refers to the way by which 
society transn1its its political culture fXOIII generation 
to generation. "This process may serve to preserve 
traditional political norms and institutiohs"(l). 
J. Patrick specifically spells out that : 
Students of political socialization shouldbe concerned 
P!imarily with questions about the maintenance of the 
po1i tical syst!=m a'nd. about the transmission of political 
orthodoxy. . TlJ,ey have- to ask how ,Tndi vi dua-ls learn to 
conform to the socio"'-political status quo so that political 
norms are observed and establishe·d political roles are 
performed ( 2) . 
It can be concluded from this approach to pdlitical 
socialization and from some conceptions of political 
education mentioned above, that there is a similarity 
between them all. Both political socialization and 
political education aid the su~vival of the existing 
l). · K.I.angton, p.4. 
2) • J. u P?trick, 1 Political Socialization and Political Education 1 , 
p.l-93 .. 
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political system~ Jud{th G±lles~le~ for instance, 
argues political education has natural linkages into 
political partisan at various levels. Daws,on, however, 
believes that political education is a deliberate attempt 
to transmit political attitudes. Schools have the 
obligation of providing instruction by which students 
will learn "to adapt and internalize the norms, values, 
attitudes and behaviours accepted and practised by the 
ongoing system"(l). Political socialization, however, 
tends to concentrate on this approach more than political 
education. Although there is a similarity between 
political socialization and political education, the 
latter is not confined to maintaining particular social 
and political values. Political education encourages 
knowing and understanding of other values. 
Even so it is eviderit, from the concepts of 
political socialization, that all types of political 
learning ahd experience are included in the political 
socialization process. This means that political 
socialization can involve riegative aspeCts for the 
surv·ival of the existing political system. -Dawson 
contends this view on the grounds that behaviour of 
the individual which might be detrimental to the 
stability and well-being of the political community 
is often inhibited. And as a matter of fact those 
who are studying political socialization, more often 
thah not have focused on the more positive aspect of 
l). Robert S. Sigel (ed.) , Learning al>out Politics : A Reader 
in Political Sozialization, Random House, New York, 1970·, 
p.xii: 
. ~ .. (_ 
what is aO.ded to the inqi:vidual through_othe process 
of political socialization~l). Political ~ocializ~tion 
does not n~cessarily encourage political stabi-lity. An 
individual acquires information which en~bl~s him to 
understand and evaluate the politicql actions. 
Socialization includes new roles which must be 
forgotten because it is no longer apt for_-the new 
positions that are assumed( 2). Langton argues that 
"when secondal:y socialization agencies inculcate 
political values different from those of the past or 
when children are raised with political arid soc~al 
e~pectations different from those of their for~b~ars, 
the socialization process can be a vehicle of pblitical 
and social change"( 3 ). The important factor which 
diminishes the effect of political socialization on 
political learning is its restriction to political 
indoctrination of specific values in order to realize 
stability. It is natural that society should seek 
to improve itself, therefore political socializ-ation 
should stimula-te the individuals to know the principles 
freedom in discussing and participating in the values 
of the system, its advantages and disadvantages. 
Crick believes that political literacy implies 
understanding and trying to have s_ome political influence. 
Political education should help youngster~ learn to 
l). R. Dawson et al., _p;37. 
2). P.W. Musgrave, The Soqiology .of Education, Second Edition, 
Met,huen and Co.Ltd., London, 1972, p.22. 
3). K. Langton, pp.4~5. 
question basic assumptions of their po:)cicy and to 
consider alternative answer~ (lc). Judi t:h Gillespie 
concurs with- Crick. In her view political education 
is the develcopnie_n:t of corppetencies in thinking about 
the acting in the political arenas. Political education 
includes v_alues which engender criticism in cons:ider-ing 
social and political issues. It also includes acti~ity 
through which the individual may make an impact on the 
political sys:bim. 
Langeveld stresses this approach to pdlltical 
education which aims at understanding and participatii;lg 
in the political process. He cont~hds that students who 
have learned tb analyse their positions in the politico-
social field of conflicts will also be able to do this 
- ( 2) 
as adults . Moreover, Patrick sets out specifically 
political learning and instruction in political education, 
which relate with change in competence as a result of 
e~periences of the learner's environment to create 
effectual changes. Political education in schools 
involves fostering the competence "to think cri ticalcly 
and independently, whi~h could lead to rejection of 
established political beliefs and practices"( 3 ). 
It seems concerning the approach of socio-
political changes of political socialization, the same 
approach in the concepts Of political education can be 
exposed, but through another perspective. Political 
1). H. Entwistle, Political Education in a Democracy, Routlec::1ge & 
Kegan Paul, London, 1971, pp.10..:11. 
2). w. Langeveld, p.:43. 
3). J. Patrick, p.l92. 
educ\;ltion relates to students o experiences to~ be "able 
to understand political actions an'd <;::hanges'and 
~. • t 
participate ih the"m. Besides, it emph.:tsiz~s constructive 
scepticism an¢t development of competencies"in thinking 
of politi~al arenas. 
The accepted.conc~pt of political education and 
socialization whether for stability or chan:ge will 
lie in the character of the state. T. Brennan quotes: 
Orie of thE:!. basic assumptions under],ying bo-th political 
education and political socialization is that tpe lea,rnin,g 
of behaviour has important implications.for stability ·and 
thus for change. If the state through a planped. pr~gramrne 
of political education, can induce citizens to act in 
waYs whi~h help to. ensure the staPility of p'~li:t:ical orqer, 
them preslliric:ibly -the state can al9o modify these -prog-rammes 
to change iJ1dividt,u:il behavio~r patterns and perhaps .the 
nature of the political system. (1) 
The political values of a country have their 
significance whether for stability or change. Non-
democratic countries or countries which need stability 
support the former approach, while democr&tic or more 
stable countries embrace the latter approach. 
Whilst it is accepted that education alone cannot 
significantly chapge the basic structure of a society, 
conceivably it can be a powerful and persuasive 
contributory agent. The preservation and strengthening 
of political democracy can only be achieved if the 
educational system makes a serious effect to heighten 
the general level of social and political awareness( 2 ). 
Therefore the possibilities of political involvement 
1). Quoted by Tom Brennan, Poli,1:.ical. Education and Dempt:racy I 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge~ ·198l,p;l5. 
2). T. Brennan, Political Ed~cation and Democracy, pp.l2-13. 
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are increa-sed 'arid the attitudes, knowledge ?lid skills 
of the youpg are develo~ed and the young themselves 
become politically sensitive and effective. 
In the i:i.ght of concepts of political education 
which focus attention on the development of competencies 
in thinking and critic ism about poli t'ica~l arenas, 
Patrick conceives that political education is not the 
same as political socialization. He believes that some 
definitions of political socialization (Greenstein's, 
Easton and Denis's) equate political sbcialization and 
political education. All political learning and 
education, whether for stability or chang~ is viewed 
as a political socialization. Political socialization 
for Patrick is a "major facet of political education, 
which pertains to learning experiences aimed at shaping 
human potentialities to support the sociocultural 
order ... Political education in schools may be much 
broader than socialization"(!). Patrick accepts that 
schools should emphasise broad political education 
rather than narrow political socialization. 
Political education as a broader term than 
political socialization is rejected by others. Mary 
J. Turner-disagrees with Patrick and considers that 
Patrick's definition is useful in considering the range 
of political education instruction( 2 ). Ehman also 
disagrees with Patrick and conceives that the term of· 
1) . J. Patrick, p .19.2. 
2). Mary Jane Turner, 'Civic Education in the United States' 1 
in Derek Heater and Judith A. Gillespie (eds.J 1 Political 
Education IwF:lux 1 p-.79. 
.- '' 
.._,_. 
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political education me,ans that sY,bpart o·f the political 
socialization process whJch constitutes instruction in 
SChOOlS 1 bOth direct and indireCt 1 whiCh iS 'ainied at 
shaping the political attitudes, knowledge and behaviour 
of youth ( l-) • R. Dawson sets out political education as 
only a fo~m of political socialization( 2 ). 
Moreover, T. Brenn~ri conceives political education 
as "a part of the wider processes of schooling and 
socialization which are intimately linked with the 
nature of society itself''(J). Education is only one 
part of a more general process which is called social-
ization. Socialization begins at birth and ends only 
with death( 4 ). There is a similarity between the terms 
of education and socialization. Both terms refer to an 
activity influencing the individual and moulding him. 
But the shift from education to socialization is from 
an essentially normative perspective to the perspective 
of a detached observer, from moral philosopher to 
social scientist(S). 
Political education a~d socialization are 
coterminous, both maintain tradition and seek to teach 
the individual to conform so that political orders 
endure. Nevertheless, they should teach the individual 
to create and to change political orders. Students of 
political education should be interested in the adjustment 
of society to meet the needs of individuals as well as 
the adjustment of individuals to meet the n~eds of 
1) . Lee H. Ehman, I Implicq.t.ioi1s for Teaching citizenship I , Social 
E<;lucation, voL43, No.7, November-December 1979 1pp.594-95. 
2) . R.Dawsdn et al. , pp:i95::.,lo9. 
3). T. Brem)an, Polit:icalEducati.on and Democracy,. p.3. 
4). R. Fi-i:,zhenry, iiltroductirig sociology, p;l59. 
5). Kourt Dapz.:i.ger, Social,Lzation, Penguin Books, Ltd. ,England, 
1978·,pp.l3-.1'4. . 
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o'£ society(l) o 
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Ed'uCat"'fori cOn~?i'St$ of; inecreas,irtg;;th~ 
ability to l.lpe it ~6 a's· to Cidjust tb externai relation-
ships and events, to extend one's ran,9e of choice wi,t:hin 
them (lnd finally to influence them( 2 ) 0 
J;n the light of the above ment;ioned thes,is of the 
different conceptions of political socialization and 
political education, it is clear that both are part 
of the same framework of political learning. However, 
the.re are some di.ff.erences in the extent of tne· role of 
political socialization and education .for stability or 
create the developments and changes in the values of 
the system. It can be concluded that political edu·cation 
is a part of political socialization, although political 
education has deep conceptual content more than pol:i tical 
socialization. Political education focuses the attention 
on the development of an individual ability in uncler-
standing and thinking with competence in the values of 
the system and influence in them. 
Taking into consideration this perspective of 
political education, this study will deal with polit~cal 
education as a part of political socialization because: 
First, this study deals with formal education, schools 
and youth organizations, which consider primarily a 
deliberate attempt of political education while 
political socialization involved in formal and informal 
methods of political learning. 
Secondly, dealing with political education in this 
1). J. Patrick, P. 193. 
2). B. Crick, 'Basic Concepts for Political Education', p.95. 
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perspective will enable the'tes~aicihe~ to stud~ the 
diffe.rent approaches to political learning which are 
undertaken by the countries concerne.d with the study 
of political education or political socialization. Tt 
seems more useful to consider political socialization 
as mainly pertains to political learning which supports 
the values of the syste~ and its ideologies. 
}(nowledge, Skills and Attitudes. 
Most educators have generally emphasized that the 
main dimensions of instruction and learning about 
political education are knowledge, skills and attitudes(l}. 
Cri-ck, for example, considers these approaches as 
"the right and proper holy trinity for all depa!'tments 
of education"( 2 ). Patrick argues that these dimensions 
can be used to guide appraisals for altertiative 
curricula and the political learning. For ~udith A. 
Gillespie, these approaches are important aspects of 
political education. 
An active citizen in a democratic ~ot:iety needs 
to have basic knowledge about his social system and 
how it works. Basic knowledge in political education 
includes concepts, information and factual judgements 
about government and politics. It also includes knowing 
the legal duties and the responsibilities of political 
and gbvernment officials, various patterns of voter 
- .- : '·. -. 
1) . B. Crick, 'Basic Political ConC:Eipt$ .and Curriculum Develppment' , 
In Bernard trick' i:uiq ·Derek Heater, Essays on Political Education, 
p.85; J.:i?atr:i.ck, pp;l93-195; Judith A. G:i,lleppie, 'Introduction', 
pp.4:..:10; Mary <:1~ _ 'I\l:r:n~·r:'- ic~vic EchiCation in the United. states', 
i?P· 59:76i; H.Eritwistle, Pol{tical Educ·at.ion in. a Democracy,p; 22. 
2). B.Crick', ''Basic. POlitical concepts I I p. es. 
~ ·- .'.·' -
behaviour and the relationship between s·oc1oeconom.i6~· 
status and political particip.3,tioif(;T) . Judj_,th A. 
Gillespie argues that politic~l education compriE;es the 
structure.s and functj.ons of government as well as how 
the political process works at the local and nationa:l 
level ( 2 ) . 
The aims of political knowledge are related to the 
common goal of developing good citizenship. Knowledge 
provides the citizens with ability to part'icipate in 
the democratic process and to influence action. An 
individual does not participate in the political process 
without encouragement because he needs the confidence 
created by his knowledge of the machinery{a). Crick 
stresses the role of political knowledge as a part of 
political literacy on the grounds that the politically 
literate person would possess the basic information 
which is prerequisite to the understanding of the political 
dimensions of a given context. He would also have the 
ability to determine the right kind of knowledge 
applicable to particular circumstances. A political],y 
literate person must be able to use his knowledge in 
political participation effectively( 4 ). The main role 
of political knowledge is for effective participation 
in political action. 
Patrick would argue that political knowledge plays 
another role as many political educators assume that 
1). J. Patrick, p.l94. 
2) . Judith A. Gille~pie, 'In:troc1uction', p.6. 
3). Derek Heater, 'His:tory Teaching· and Political Education~., Tn 
Bernard Crick and, Derek Heater, E~~ays on Political Education, 
.p.J.48. 
4). Bernard Crick and Alex Porter, Polit.l.cal Education and.Poli'tical 
Literacy, Longman Group Limited, L·andon, 197 a ,pp·. 31 .;;;40 ~ 
···_J 
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knowleDge is necessary in pr(?mb:tirig bbservanc~ of-
national loyalty. ·"Gbod citizens. know the· <Jlories of 
their political h~ritage and the p.recept~ of patriotic 
behaviour"(l). ~n fact, political knowledge provides 
the ina~vidual with information which enables him to 
understand political issues and participate in them. 
It can also be used to promote patriotic behaviour 
towards a particular system. 
Political participation has two dimensions; 
intellectual skills and participation ski~·ls. 
Intellectual ~kills refer to the individual's ability 
to understand and evaluate political action. This 
requires "questioning, information gath~ring, classifying, 
comparing and contrasting, inferring, analyzing, 
hypothesizing, evaluating and even intuiting••{ 2 ). 
Intellectual skills, as called "Inquiry" by Judith 
Gillespie, means analysis, a critical approach and 
practice of knowledge and attitudes. It involves "the 
manipulation of evidence and ideas, without which there 
would be no translation into active citizenship''( 3 ). 
Intellectual skills· become a fundame-ntal requirement 
to create a good citizen who will be able to use his 
critical and evaluative skills effectively in political 
matters and to participate effectively. However, the 
development of intellectual skills is related to the 
nature of the political life and character of the socio-
political system. It is usually expected that the 
1). J.Patrick, p.l94. 
2). M.Turner, 'Civic Education in the United States', p.60. 
3). J. Gillespie, 'Intibduction' , p; 9. 
,, 
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in democ:tatic cpun'tries. l:IOWE!V~r, non-derriqt:r~tic 
countr:Le's ;discourag~ ttle de'veloprri~nt of intelleCtual 
skills to_ prevent chaLlenges to the current regime. 
Political p-artiqipation skills are a consequen.ce 
of intellectual skills. They pertain to an individual's 
ability i•to interact smoothly to maintain a group_, to 
co..,..opf:!rate with others to achieve a conuntm goal, and 
to negotiate and bargain to influence and or make 
decisions~(~). The ultimate end of political education 
lies in the fact that participation skills do not mean 
only knowing, but also doing( 2 ). Pupils should learn 
political Skills that enable them to participate 
effectively and to express their views and ideas. These 
two approaches of intellectual skills and participation 
skills are combined together to promote the_ citizen's 
ability to understand and evaluate political events so 
that he may participate knowingly in political issues 
and actions. 
Political education in schools teaches pupils "to 
know more about politics, stimulates them to take an 
interest in political events an:d to participate in 
civic affairs"()). It is acceptable that explicit 
instruction should be provided in the skills of 
participation. Participation is not restricted to 
voting in national elections but also include other 
actions in political afta:i_.rs. Pupils should learn to 
1). J.Patrick, p.l~S~ -. 
2) • H. Entwistle, Pol:i tical Equcation i_n :a· Democrac;:y, p .1(>3. 
. ...:---?-
3) . Alex Inke.les, 1 P~rticiparit ·ci tizer:~!;;hip .in Si~. r;ievel9pil:ig Countries 1 , 
In Lewis Bqwman and G-; R. Boynton ( eds ~) I Pol.:Ltical: Behaviour ,arid 
Public Opinion, Prend:ce Hall, Inc. 1 ~nglewood cHffs 1 New"·Jersey 1 
197.41 p~2.47 o 
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exercise v9.rious roles, in the political aren'a and how 
- •, 
to influence political issues and policies. 
It is maintained that a cidtizen w~o has received 
better political education will be more involved in 
politicc:H activity. H. Entwistle argues that political 
wiSdom is incidentally acquired through political 
activity itself, and that it could be contended that 
this diminishes the need for political education in 
schools. However, he stresses the need for political 
education on the grounds that participation in 
government is itself educative. It is quite obviously 
necessary to ensure that "a large number of citizens 
are brought into an active relationship with those 
associations which are often held to provide the best 
schooling in politics" (l). The disposlt.j_on towards 
active responsible citizenship is essentially an 
educational object. Political education leads to 
political interest and political interest leads to 
political activity( 2). Education had previously been 
,identified by many studies as a significant factor in 
developing participation in the ci~izen role( 3 ). One 
of the main criteria in democracy is that citizens 
should be involved in the political process. 
Lip~et argues that a very high level of participation 
in itself is not always an indication of a society's 
political and social well-being. For example, the 
1). H.Entwistle, Political Educatior1 il? C1 Democracy,pp.7-8 
2). D. H~ater, 'History Teach:i;ng and PoliticaLEducation', p.l47. 
3). A. Inkeles, 'Participant Citizenship', p.244. 
: .-_ .. -
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events of the- 1930's in·-:·t:e'rmany ~ai{d ·th-~' .i'ise' of I:Iitl.~rjs 
-'. ·. : · . ...,,~_~, -· 
Nazi Party sh9w an increa~E7 iri ·the• level of participa:tion 
but th:is reflected cO'nfiict and· the d~cline of soci:al 
cohesion. Tl1e principles of democracy require suff-icient 
particJ:pat:i,on t:o maintain democrp.cy but not to undermine 
cohesion(i). Tq)?per resolves these potential problems 
of a high level ~f poritical participation by holding 
that the ;j.'ndividual should be trained before becoming 
. (2) 
:i,-n:v:olved in the polit-ical pr-ocess . An indiVidual 
cannot involve himself in all issues, but he must feel 
he has a potential influence if the occasion arcise_s. A 
political participant should be able to advocate hi;s 
ideas and respect other views. Appropriate participatitm 
as has been seen needs skills which enable the citizen 
to interact smoothly to maintain a group, to achieve a 
common goal and to make national decisions. 
Political education is a significant .factor in 
formulating political attitudes or values. This as-pect 
of political education concerns the feelings of acceptance, 
rejection or the avoidance of some attitudes rather than 
others. The principle goal --of--political education "is 
weighted heavily with affeCtive concerns such as promoting 
interest in politics, t6ler~nce of diver~ity, feelings 
of efficacy, feelings of trust in government, feelings 
" ( 3) 
of patriotism, support for law and order · . 
Political attitudes take a wide variety of 
1) . Seymour Ma:rtin Lipset, PplfHcal M~m, Heinem.ann Educational Books 
Ltd., London, 1973, pp.:32.;33. 
2). E.R.Tapper·, PoliticaT.Educa:t:i,on and Stab.l;li.ty, John Wiley and Sons 
Lt<;'l., London, 197-~, p~61. 
3). J. Patric;k, -p,l-95. 
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persp'ecti ves in p_ol<i- t'ical e-dtica,tion depending upon the 
attitudes of particular po]:itical and social systems. 
Political education in schools is an attempt to implement 
a set of values through a particular curricula consistent 
with the norms of the system(!). Developing nations and 
Super_Powers, such as the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R., are 
concerned to confirm the~r political attithdes. For 
the most part political education in these countries 
fetuses attention on developing loyal, patriotic 
behaviour, commitment to the existing political system 
and to nationalism. 
Patrick argues that the attitudinal goals in the 
democratic model takes place in two educat"ional 
perspectives. Some educators have highlighted the 
importance of conformity to majority rule and support 
its values. Superficially, however, they proclaim 
allegiance to tolerance for diversity, open~mindedness, 
and constructive scepticism. This is not a valid approaCh 
to the development of democracy. The secohd perspective 
is t-hat some po1itical educators have tended to stress 
critical -thinking, Qpen-minde"dness and freedom of speech { 2 ) . 
This second perspective maintains that all values are not 
equal, and that although values should be interpreted 
in their social cohtexts, some of them are more valid 
than oth,ers(J). 
To realize this approach, political education should 
l) _. E~R;~ Tapper, Political Education and Political Stability ,p. 55. 
2). J. Pat:rick, p.l96. 
3). B.Crick and A. Pol?ter, Polit;ical Education and political LitE;!racy,p.40. 
. . . 
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education requires teachel:'S to'-r;_uftu:te certain proqed]lri:d 
values such as, f):"~edo'm, t·o1-erance., fairness, respect 
' ' for truth anq for re:asoning. However these values can 
conflict with each other and with substant-'ive rules 
such a$ religious and political doctrines ~mbody. The 
rble Of political ~ducation i~ to examine ~Uch 
conflicts (l) The significance of procedur'al values is 
accepted by oth~rs such as Kohlberg and McNai.fghto~ ( 2") . 
Therefore political education should encourage rational 
discussions ahd procedural values rather than the 
development of particular attitudes ahd values. 
Political attitudes are shaped by many factors. 
Almond and Verba make three assUil1ptions concerning the 
formation of political attitudes. First, early 
socialization experiences will affect later political 
behaviour. Second, these experiences include non-
political experiences, however, they have later 
politic~l consequences. Thirdly, the socialization 
process is an unidirectional one : basic family experiences 
have a significant impact upon the secondary structures 
of politics but are not in turn affected by them( 3 }. 
These assumptions are focused on early non-political 
experiences of social situations within the family as a 
source of political attitudes and play a crucial role in 
the formation of political pr'e~disposi tions. 
1) . Ibid. , p. 41. 
2). A.H.McNaughtqn, 'Cogni.tive Development, Political Understanding 
and Political Li b:racy', Bri ti~ll :Journal of Educational Studies, 
Vol. XXX ,No.3, October 1982 ,. p:~ 267. 
3) . A1mqnd arid verba; The ,Civ.i,c; Cul:t;:Ut"E: .: Political Atti tuqes and 
Dem<Jc:racy. in Fiv!3 _N~tidns, Princeton U:Qiversi.t.y Press ,New· Jersey, 
1963', pi:l23. 
,, 
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Non~politicql ~xpex:L~~n~es;r 9s indirect h?oliti,Ya,l 
c 
socialization, are illustrated l;:ly t}fe a.~surr\ption ttl,at 
the child, as a result of his re:L~tionship with parents, 
siblings arid otherrelatives, develop certain expectations 
toward people in pOsitions of authority. From his 
personal experiences the child acquires a seneral 
attitude not only to par·ticular forms of authorit:Y but 
also toward authority in general. When the child 
develops awareness, these general predispositions 
toward authority are directed toward other particular 
authOrities(l). In short, the child can derive 
political attitudes from his contact with his parents 
and other close relationship by the indirect politicc:d 
socialization in a two-step process. First, a general 
predisposition is forrned by non-poli t.i.cc=tl experiences. 
Secondly, this general predisposition is transferred 
to particular political objects. 
The family is a powerful force in building 
attitudes towards authority and decision-making which 
can be transferred to the political spher~l2 ). Non~ 
- . -
political experiences in childhood may play an important 
part in later political attitudes and behaviour, but 
these influences can be mitigated and even reversed by 
other factors. 
w6ilst non-political patterns within the family 
have an important effect on an individual's attitudes 
1). R. Dawson et al., p.95. 
2) • ~"i'iUiam (;ardner, 'Poll.t:j.c"al Socialization • , In Derek Heater 
(ed.), The T.eaching of Politics, Methuen Educational Ltd., 
1969, p.35. 
.·· ~'1--:: ·.t' '· .. 
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toward political ?ti.tnority p howkver 1 th,e~_l;J,~l.'ief .that 
family is ana1og"qus to a politic.ill sys,tem is too simple. 
In the fi:r:-st pl~'b€l, certain behaviours of farn1ly 
authqrity pattern::; ma,ke generalization to political 
real:m sonfewha t cti-fficul t. Furthermore~- there are many 
of ot,her non=political authority patterns to which the 
iridividual is exposed : ~uch as schools, pee; groups(l). 
These patterns J!1ay include greater impact upon political 
behaviour than· the patterns of the family. 
Political attitudes and behaviours are shaped by 
.various methods. Indirect or non-political learning may 
be intentional, as when a child is told that he is a 
good boy if he obeys what he is told by an adult~ or 
unintentional, as when the child learns·the rtiles of 
games. On the other hand, direct political learning 
refers to the processes in which the conte~t ~f 
orientations transmitted is specifically political and 
it may be, alsoi-intentional and unintention~l(2 ). 
Intentional, as when the pupils in school learn about 
government and learn to obey the laws. Unihtentioncil, 
as when the child hears incidentally the views about 
political issues. Political socializatio~ students 
emphasize both direct and indirect political learning. 
It is difficult to determine which method of 
political learning has the strongest impact, but 
generally it may be said that unintentional methods 
1). Almond and Verba, The Civic Culture, pp.324-325. 
2) . R. Dawson et al. , pp. 95...:96. 
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-have greater inf'lueh(:e OJ1' t:Qe~: c~j~i~.,th~m int€rieional~(J) .. 
For instance I the tr~Iisfe·r. of partis~r{ aTl~gi·ariCe fro~ 
generation to generatio:p In<:tY be unint,eritional. I-t. may 
be due to what t11e children hear from the political 
views of others :r:ather tnan upon t.he intentional 
teaching of political views. Again, more general 
attitudes, such as respect or lack of re9pect for 
government, might b;e developed in this way (·2 ) . 
Schools are important sources of ·both di'rect and 
indirect methods to formulate political attitudes. 
Pupils learn intentionally political attitudes through 
curriculum courses in history an:d social science. 
Nevertheless they learn.unihterttionally by styles of 
behaviour, classroom procedure and attitudes towards 
ch:Lldren. 
The pattern of school authq"i:·ity is less personal 
than in the family. The teachers are much more like a 
political authority than parents, that is to say ther.e 
is a considerable element of separation in the role of 
the teach~r and .the ~erson of the teacher. "The child 
- ---···- --(3) 
iea:tns to obey any inc-umbent filling the role of teacher" . 
Therefore, non-political learning in formul~ting 
political attitudes toward authority is more effective 
in school than in the family. Moreover, the framework 
of school activities has a consiperable impact on 
formulating pupils attitudes towards authority. 
l) • w~ L'angeveld I p ;li!l .. 
2) . A)-rnond and Verba; - I?. :3:2.5 ~ 
3). Rqbert E. Dowse arid Jolm A. Hughes; Po:litical Sociol,()gy, 
John Wiley and Sons Ltd., I,.o~~kin,l972, p.l87. 
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acquisition of political ~itittlae~. Politic~l att±tu~es 
attribu-ted to p~ers dt1ring the adolescent years ar~ more 
significant than the preadolescent years. Dean Jaros 
r.efers to four processes through which peer groups can 
influence political values<l). 
First, in homogeneous cultures, peers transmit and 
reinforce the prevailing values. Secondly, peers may 
act to instil particular values in a segment of the 
population who do not have these values. Thirdly, 
groups of peers may develop new and distinct-ive sub-
cultures of their ovm. Fourthly, peer groups may 
provide a process of indirect political learning. For 
example, peer ~roups authority structures influence the 
political behaviour of their members. 
Peer groups can transmit and reinforce the political 
culture of the society. They may provide a social 
system in which individuals learn new attitudes and 
behaviour. In this study, Langton examined the relation 
between class homogeneity - h.e:terogenei ty and peer 
groups and political attitudes of working class respondents. 
He found that homogeneous and working class peer groups 
function to maintain working class political orientation 
and political cleavages which may exist between this 
class and other blasses. On the other hand, heterogeneous 
working class peer groups appear to be re-socialized 
l). Dean Jaros, sc)dalizat±o~ to -P~l.it'fqs : ·Basic Cc:mc~pts in 'Pqli-Dical 
Science,Thomas N~lson and~Bons Ltd.', London, 1973,p.126. 
__:,r 
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in· the direction of fligh~:t cl(;1.~S pbli't·ica:l norms(.;],) . 
In general peer gro\1}?S, t'hroU.gh direct or iiidirect 
ways, support preva.:j..Li.ng values, create new political 
orientations as well as transferring partitUlar values 
to their meinbers who do not have these values before. 
The combination of knowledge, participation skills 
and attitudes is accepted by researchers as being_ 
important. Gardner defines three factors related to 
the development of a citizen's role. First, participation 
in decision-making in school and the feeling that 
individuals have the right to participate in political 
processes. Secondly, knowledge of roles, symbols and 
institutions in the system. Thirdly, a generalized 
sense of trust in other people( 2). B. Crick suggests 
political education should be renarned political literacy. 
He maintains that political lit~racy must be compounded 
of knowedge, skills and attitudes, to be developed 
together, e·ach integrating with the- other, knowledge 
alone is rejected as the object of political education. 
An individual must know how he can use his knowledge 
in political participati6n. At the same time participation 
without knowledge of the national institutions of the 
country can be self-defeating(J). 
Although political knowledge alone is insufficient, 
it is no less important than political participation. 
Crick argues that in democracies : 
l). K. Langton, pp.l24'-'-l3Q. 
2). w. Gardner, 'Political ·socialization', p.30 . 
.3). Crick and Porter, p.31,'.3:7. 
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P~ople ffiU?1;: _kno_w;, h~owever vaguely; what decisions are~ made 
by cjover'iiment, how ·.they are made and~ what is ;happening-·~ •. 
Governing' ~'utnor . ities of. al'i kin&r a:f~·-more.•apt'•to tirge 
part:\.'cipatioh beca~s~ they knpw th~1; ih -~- widesprea~ 
manner it 'is iinp~actic~i, thaJi ttu:iy ,ar~ to study how to 
niake 'thi3msel~.~s govetri inore openly and: less s~~re'tively ... 
Goverrune~J:s ai:-e mdr~ restX:<;t~hed J~y k~e>~ing 1:hat their aets 
a:r,e .public~ied thah by partiCipant devices themselves. (1) 
It can be argTted that political information about 
the system is more important in reformulating a citizen's 
' ' 
political orientation towards the system. Howeve-r, 
political partic:ipation to influence and change the 
character of the system is an ultimate cibject of political 
education. 
In comparison with other factors such as the family 
and peer groups, school is an important factor for 
transmitting political knowledge to pupils, since school 
is more successful in teaching kno~ledge than attitudes 
aiid behaviour. Lee Ehman' in his. research( 2 ) I argues 
that a systematic and carefully developed curriculum 
can result in the successful transmission of politdcal 
informatdon in elementary and secondary ~cnools. 
Knowledge ip the cornerstone of citizenship educati:on, 
but the overemphasis of knov1ledge or low~r leve}- _kn()wledge 
outcomes may have negative attitudes consequences. A 
careful balance must be maintained between basic 
knowledge, decision·-making, and participation outcomes. 
The Importance of Political Educ.ation. 
The importance of po~itical education has long been 
1) . B. .C.rick 1 'The In,troducil)g of Poli,ti<;:s' 1 in Derek Heater 1 
Th,e Teachipg of Politicq, pp.l7-l8. 
2) .. Lee· H·; Ehman, 'IrriplicationE; for Teaching Citizenship' I 
pp.5~4'-'596 . 
. i 
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and Aristotle were interested in the ii,nportance.of 
education and its role to maintain political stabil~ty. 
In their view, the main function of education was to 
produce a harmonious state and a stable government. 
The function of the state was to make the education of 
its citizens a means of achieving harmony with the law. 
Plato and AriStotle gave the priority to ~ducation and 
believed that the educational function of the st~te 
was to rear the citizen in the spiritual life of the 
state. 
For Plato, law is the common spiritual substance 
of a society; it is the cohe~ive force and sovereign bf 
a society. This substance has to be transmitted and 
imparted by education, ditizens must be educated by 
the state according to the law, so they may receive 
its content into their being(l). Plato, in h~s 
Rep\;lblic:, wrote-: 
When chi~dren have made a good beginning .... education 
has instilled a spirit of order, this reverence for 
law ... will' attend them in all doings and .foster their 
g~owt:h, r-est:6iif!9 ___ Cl.Il~ i_hst~ tution~ t}1<;~:!: may earlier 
have fallen -into dt::!;cay(2) . 
The main id~a of Plato's state is that the ideal 
state must be a stable state. Plato hoped to realize 
political stability by the institutional control of 
succession in leadersh~p. 1he control was to be 
educational, based upon an authoritarian:::view of 
upbringing, the a.uth()rity a learned e){p,ex:t and .a man 
1) . Ernest Barkt;!r, G~eek P~H,ti!=,al_ TheoJ:"Y ; Pl,~t9 and hi.s 
Predece.ssors ~ r-Iethuen ary(? Cp. Ltd. ~ Great Britain, 19_60; p. 43 . 
2). P-lato; RepuJtLj,c, trans. F.M.Corn:ford, Oxford Univers{ty :Press, 
London, 196'1 1 p·.n3 . · · - -
.,:·_' ,.f 
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of proven probity (l}. So- th~ educ~tHmal; syste_m must 
provide not only soldiers bUt phi~~osophers. The need 
for philosqppers is derived frqrri the idea of a stable 
state. "The f-irst and the most; ~rnportant function of 
the philopopher king is that the city's founder and 
lawgiver .... only a philosopher .... is able to see, and 
to copy, the heavenly original'd 2 ). 
To avoid chang~ citizens must be educated accordi:ng 
to their proper roles, ..-there are innate differences 
which fit them for different occupations'' ( 3 ) . 
Without proper education, citizens lose their right ~o 
social posi ti·ons, "the interference and exchange 
of social positions .... or the attempt to combine all .... 
forms of work in the same person, would be fatal to 
the commOn we a 1 th ,;. (<4) • 
The special emphasis placed by Plato gpon 
education has been affirmed by Rousseau. "Tf you wish 
to know" writes Rousseal}, "what is meant by public 
educat'ipn, read PJ_ato's Republic. Those who merely 
judge bqoks _py theiJ;" titles take fhis for-a treatise 
on politics, but if is the finest treatise on education 
( 5) 
ever written" 
Aristotle, like Plato, was quite aware that there 
was a connection between education and social ideals. 
The ai~ of political education was to achieve the 
stability of the c6untry's constitution, so its 
citizens m_ust be educated intpe spirit of that constitution. 
1). K.R.l?oppei, The'Open',Sod .. ety and its :E_r!'~mies:The Spell o:f Plato, 
Vol;.l, Routledge & ·Kegan. PC?ul', t.6rid6ri;,l:962 ,p. 13 7. 
2). :tbi<:i., P',i4s-~ , _··. · · 
3). Plato, ReptilJlic;., p_.S:S. 
4) . Ibid., p-.1:2~. . . -
5). Rquss~au, _:Emile',:trans.by Barbara Foxley, J.M.Dent & Sqns Lt¢1., 
ion.d'6~ ~ !~96l!p;:8. 
•." .. ~' '' 
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Th~ ec1uc;abi'on functfo11 lias been- ~een to- train _chXl_dren · 
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in good hab1 ts _. For -~r.i~totle, th~r-e is· ho profit- in 
the best of l,awf;, even when C~:Ei_~en·s ar~ 'sanctione'd by 
general c::ivic consent~ if the citizenp'themselves have 
not been attt1ned by the force O'f habi t:{l) . 
Aristotle co:pceived that civic tra:-ining is to 
create the charadter appropriate to the consti tut'ion 
whether by democr9.cy or oligarchy. "The education of a 
citizen i_n the spi:r_±_t of his constitution dp_es not 
cons~st in his doing~the actions in which the partisans 
of oligarchy, or the adhe~ents of democracy, delight. 
It consil?ts in his doing the actions by which an 
oligarchy, or democracy, will be enabled to survi~e·•( 2 ). 
The ideal state is a common end, therefore the 
system of education must be the same for all citi-zens; 
This system must be directed by the state because "we 
must not regard a citizen as belonging just to himself: 
we must rather regard every citizen as belo_nging to t_he 
state"( 3 ). The ruler is needed to r~gulate the 
political aims .. through ~- uniform system for all, and 
so tne ruler should "make "'the education of the young 
his chief and foremost concei'rt;; ( 4 ). 
Both Plato and Aristotle ~oved in harmony and they 
were aware of the crucial importance of political 
education in securing the stability of·regimes by 
state control of the ed~catibnal system. The difference 
l). Aristotil~, PQlitics,trg_ns.by Ej;nest Barker,Oxford University Press, 
Lonc1on ,1961 ,p·. 233. 
2). Ibid., p.233. 
3). fbid., p.333. 
4). !bid., P.332. 
between them is that "Plato :S~j?a:i::~tes tl}e ideal f-:t:bm 
the materi!il wor~d of particular things a,rid sees the 
physicc;a env,.:lronilfent of man as neceS$ar:j._1y more or less 
imperfect" ('l·) . Therefore Plato interprets education, 
at least at the h:i.:'<:Jlier level, as a purely intellectual 
activity. For Aiistotle, however, education emphasizes 
sense experience as the starting point of learning, arid 
not pure thinking. The provision of the system of 
education "must be a matter of public actiori"( 2 ). 
For John Locke (1632-1704), political education 
derived from the authority of the family and school, 
and this authority must be without ascendance or horror. 
Unlike Plato and Aristotle, Locke emphasized the prin-
ciples of freedom in education. In his view parents 
and government have their authority but "they should 
use it with great moderation, and not make themselves 
such scarecrows that their scholars shoUld always 
tremble in their sight"( 3 ). Every child had a 
particular nature which required freedom in activity 
and decision but at the same time he must conform to 
the pattern ana vaiue~ of his : - ( 4 ·) SOClety . Locke 
argued that the curriculum should include subjects 
such as history, civil law and geography. He regarded 
history as the great mistress of prudence and civil 
knowledge, and ought to be the proper study of a 
gentleman(S). 
1). George Howie, Aristotle (on e~uC~tioh),Educational Thinkers Series, 
Collier-Macmi Han Limi tE;!d, :London,' 1968, p. 13. 
2). Aristotle, Pol,i.tic!'),.p.3)2. 
3). John Locke, On J?olJtics and EQ.up~ti:on,Edited by Howard R.Renniman, 
o. van Nos.trand company, Inc. , Ldt:!d()n, 194 7, p. 345. 
4) . F. W. Gar forth, I.qck.El' s Thoughts Coh_c~rni)1g Educat~on, Heinemann 
Educational Boqks :LTD.,· London /1964 ;p; 11. 
5) . J. Locke, On . Poll, tics , p. 360. 
·' 
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Rousseau ( 1712~177~3:) also .~riipha§iz!?d the import,ance 
of political edu(;:ation. The mafn ld~.a. of :Roussecnl Is 
thinking was to achieve the gene:ral will. Each ci tize11 
"must put his person and all his power in coimnon under 
the supreme direct:i,on of the general will .... each member 
as an indivis.ible part of the whole" (l). At the tim_e, 
although the social compact gave the political body 
absolute ~ower over all its members, this po~er was 
al.so to be under the direction of the general will. 
And this could be fulfilled within the collective masses 
and sovereignty of people. 
Government cannot ever make the laws. Laws can 
be enacted only by the sovereignty of peopl·e, a-c::t;.tng 
directly and not by way of representation( 2 ). On the 
ground of these conceptions, Rous~eau stressed the 
i~portance of political education for gtiidance with a 
view to producing harmony. Citizens cannot legiilate 
without prior instructipn, they cannot see the good o';E 
the general will. Therefore, all citizens have equaJFly 
the need of guid~nce, they must be tau~ht to,know what 
is their wili."rf -that is done, ·pul5fic. ·enlightenment 
leads to the union of understanding and will in the 
social body : the parts are made to work exactly 
together, and the whole is raised to its highest power''(J). 
In another place, Rousseau reveals the need for 
political education directly through specific cases. 
1) • 
2) • 
3). 
Ro~ss_eau,···The Social Coht:rac:t and Di's.courses, trans. by G;_D~IJ.Gole, 
J.M.Dent & Sons Ltd., London, 1961, p.l3. 
. .. •: . 
Ibid., p.xxii 
t-l:>i_o . , P. 3:!. • 
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In his educationa-l pl<3.n ·:for Bo-land he" ~dVo.cat-ed a 
system of national education. The prl.mary conc.ern of 
his State..,.controlled educationwas to produce toUgh, 
patriotic ci~izens ~ble to de£etid their country in the 
~ . 
time of ne~d·. To realize this object s·chool should 
develop the feelings of nationalism by teaching 
children the history, geography and traditions of their 
country(l) 0 
J .s. Hill (18'06-1873) considered education a 
potent instrument in the development of democracy. He 
defended representative government on the ground that 
education was the character and intelligence gain~d 
f~om participation in public functions( 2 ) 0 Representative 
democracy fulfilled the essential criterion of good 
government. This could be achieved by diffusion of 
responsibility, by allowing citizens "a voice in the 
management of their own affairs, by encouraging active 
participation at local and national level"( 3 ). 
It is quite clear that famous philosophers, ancient 
and mddern, have emphasized the importance of political 
education. The common element in their thought is 
that the pur_po~e of the educ.ational system is to 
._,_!' 
encourage stability and harmony in the social order, 
but they differed in the ways and in the extent to which 
this putpose could be achieved. For Plato and Aristotle, 
the educational sy'stem was to maintain the political 
1) . F. C. Green, Rdri$s~i;l\l ' : 1¥ ·Study of '}I]:.~ Iiife and Writings, 
Camb;r?:t!lge un:iversity .,Ri~ss, .cainbridge, 19'55 ,p. 309. 
2) • E. Barker, Gr~~* ~ Pdl f.ticb.'1 . TheCiry, pp. 44-' 4 5. 
3) . F. w. GaJ:'fO:Ftn~: 'John.; St:Ua:r;:i:.: :~ill's Theory of J?d)Jcation, 
Mart~n ~oberfson:'& Company'::L;tc'l. ,. oxford,·· 1979, p: 132 . 
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system arid -p:todub-e ·-a- harm6n:i,ous 'state o c The s(a_te' 
control of the educatipnai 8ys{em Ja.s t~ b~ ·t:h'qrough 
and absolute o State c·ontrof ln ed,U¢att6n ~as necessary 
..• -%' •• . . 
to produce harmopy, bc:llances within the state and 
protect citizens from n~gligenc;e. 
t-1odern philosoph,ers have emphasized the role of 
political education in pplitical action in fluid ways 
ahd in the presence of freedom and democracy. John 
Locke s'pells out the importance of authority within the 
family and school in the presence of fr~edom. Rousseau 
emphasizes the geri:~ral will and sovereignty of the 
peopleby J::>eholding that political e'ducation must be 
for all citizens by guidance to achieve t·he harmony 
and enable them to participate in enacting the laws. 
Nevertheless, he stresses the importance of __ pQli tical 
education through state control in educ_ation in urgent 
cases as happened in Poland. Rousseau doubts the 
ability of the representative democracy of government, 
whereas t\.ill's defence shows the connection ·between 
educat.ion and representatiVe gov,e:r;nment. 
The importance of political educatton has been 
revived in recent times. Most societies, whether 
democratic, totalitarian or developing, give their 
citizens the chance to have extensive information about 
their ideology and political system. They encourage 
and provide methods of political education in order to 
i :'. 
''·; 
inculcate loyal fy, patrfoti!::;m and support. :!for 't·heir 
political system . 
. . . . Each. (natioi:'J.al ~ducat:j.onal) system tries to involve the 
young, implici':t:ly or e?{plic;i tly, with its . pa.rt.icul:a,r 
not{ons of autrrC>rity, lE;'!git'inuicy, the role of the citizen, 
and c)_:t; th~ gqod l:Lffo; at the same time it tries to 
present negative interpretations of politically alien 
systems (1) . 
Most political systems conceive the significance of 
the transmission of their particular values through the 
different agencies in society as an important instrument 
to sustain the system. Easton and Hess emphasize this 
approach and interpret the importance of political 
education by holding that: 
Regardless of the specific devices any syst~ utilizes to 
perpetuate i tsel'f, no system is able to furiction, much 
less maintain itself for any length of time, without 
educating its young politically in the broadest sense 
of the m·eaning of these terms. Either intuitively· or 
consciously it must undertake to transmit soineof its 
political heritage to the maturing members of 'the '$0Ciety 
or to construct a new heritage for them so that a·system 
that is undergoing serious transformation may anticipate 
future supports (2). 
Most countries tend to encourage loyalty to their 
ideologies, consciou~ly or unconsciously, throu~h the 
educational system. The Soviet Union g'-i.v:e;s priori-ty 
to the educational system to achieve political consensus 
for the political system and ideology. Frankly, all 
school curriculum, in particular history, is taught to 
promote loyalty to the communist party and an accep-
tance of its rulers. In England, history textbooks 
provide examples of this approach: for instance, in 
describing the War of ~panish Stu:::cession, .British books 
1). Quoted by R. Jackson, 'Political kaucation in the E1;1ropean 
Economic Community - So!lle ObseJ:Vatiorts', Teacping Poli:tic;:s, 
Vol, 2, N_q. 3. September 1973, p_y2:t.. 
2). Da:vid Easton and R()])gtt D. Hess, 'The Child's Political .World', 
Migwest Journa.l of .:P6~i tical Sq,i,emce, VoL vi, No.3, 1\ugust, 1962, 
pp~23'1;.:.232. 
tend to mention only ~ri tci~h viC·tor"'ies and omit French 
ones, On the othe.r hand 1 Frenc~h books tend to minimize 
or completely omit the part played by Marlborough(l), 
Political education has its importance in supporting 
and achieving polit;ic.al stability, but the' po1i tical 
system may be changed, Easton refers to the importance 
of palitical education in securing system maintenance, 
but at the same time the system could change or fail to 
maintain i tself{2) , Easton and Dennis arg.ue that 
political education could perpetuate either stabil.i ty 
or instability~ depending Upon the character of the 
polity(:3). 
Pblitical stability has different concepts. 
According to Lipset the criterion of stability is the 
continuation of political democracy( 4 ). Another 
criterion has been offered by Needler, who regards a 
polity stable, uif it has been functioning over a 
long time in keeping with its set of official prescrip.-
t . . 11(.5) lOnS , The latter concept does not distinguish 
between all types of political system. 
The important feature of stability is that it 
does not refer to the structure of the political sy~tem 
but only to its behavioural aspects. Sharma argues 
that: 
1). P. Musgrave, 'i'he Sociolcigy 9f Educ;ition, p.270. 
2). David Easton, 'The Function of Formal Education in a Political 
System', The School Review, Vol.65, 1957, p.309. 
3). D. Eas.ton and J. Dennis, ·child:r;eil in tbe Political System,p.4. 
4). S.M. Lipset, Politica_l Man,,-.p~~-;48. 
5). M.C.NeeC:\ler, Poli:t-ic.al Deve}:opment .in Latin America, Pandom 
House, New York, 196B 1 p'~2o. 
· .... ~· 
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The poLitical sys:t:ein 1 for' its s·i.i~}Ai~l a.hd effectivelie;~ 
is a ":fe-~dba'ck systern~·-. ;bike ~{$e:anqstaf 'i.i res~(:;~~·;:to 
the enyirghinent outsiC:l:e the syst.~;p'( ·tn~· r1,c;ituiel 'degr~e ;and 
pgla:r:it;:y of tl1e feedback usuall.yhaV:e a d~c~sive effe:c.t on 
its sta.J:>.ili-ty or instabil:l. ty. In a work:J.hg 'systell) I therefore I 
a varieJy' oldisturbances will evoke a v~t:tietY of matched 
~espoi}ses. Failure to do so will result into disorder or 
ins tajjili t:Y n·l . 
Thus; the stability of a systsm is not detetmined 
by one of its components_but by the whole of the system. 
The whole of the system includes social, politicat and 
economic status and not the government alone. For 
example, in his study on economic status, in stable 
de~ocracy, Lipset found that various indices of economic 
· development such as average wealth and degree of 
industrialization are much higher for stable democ-
racies(2). A stable system responds quickly to a change 
of opinion or interests in its components and keeps the 
balance between action and reaction. 
In the light of the above mentioned ccincepts of 
politital stability, political education, as a factor, 
has its importance in achieving political stability. 
Lipset has s;how_n the connections between stable 
democracy and several 'iridi:ces o'f eoucation. - He 
cornpated stable democracies of 13 countries with unst~ble 
democracies and dictatorships of 17 countries in Europe 
and English~speaking Nations. Lipset found that the 
indites of education are much higher for the more 
democr~tic countries( 3 ). Education is essential for a 
stable .. Cl.etnocra·cy. In Bri~ain, the extension three years 
1). J,.c-~ sh~rm_a/ Educatiop· 'ani;l Political stability: A comparative 
Ana_l.Ysis of Reli:iti9hShtp·s ~et"!-~,ep E(iucation .and Political 
Stabili.ty with Illustra_ti've GP.~I? Studie~,'University of London, 
1·972, unpublished Ph-.n·.· Thesis~· i·;24:. 
s'~M.~· L;ipse.t, Pol;iticaJ,. Mali, pp .. 50~?4. 2). 
3) • :tb;ld. , pp:AS-33. . . 
, ... 
-:._-,~- . -- - ;_- ~- -
_.,_ .. -. 
. ' 
ear:)..;L~r o,f the vot(:i' "to. 'tb€! •'!TI.a"+e ur}?an ~o;r:king c:r:~-~s 
necessitated the es:f~blisnment of Sta-te=aideo elerri~ntaTy 
. . " . . -· ' ~. ·. 
education in 1,870( l),. 
It can be arg1,1ed that there is a positive correla~ 
tion ]:)etween formal education anq political stability. 
Howeverp this cor~elation does not mean that education 
is the only factor achieving political stability. 
There are also many other factors. 
Sharma concli.lded that the significant positive 
correlation between formal education and political 
stability on his sciinple does not mean that political 
stability is the only product of formal education. 
Education is, nevertheless, involved in the input of 
political functions( 2 ) as one of the many structures. 
Its influence will have to be looked at viz-a-viz 
other structures which perform political socialization. 
Sharma derived from the cases of Afghani~tan and Japan 
that both these countries sh(lred a common level of 
political stability, alth~mgh the education level in 
Afghanistan is less th~n in Japan. In bbth cases he 
found the dominan.-t···v-a.r-qe o·rientat.ions . .iri. the .. polity and 
political socialization were performed by the primary 
structures of family, kinship, lineage, clan tribe, 
religion and community. This resulted in the similar 
level of political stability in these two countries( 3 ). 
Political stability iS due to the relationships 
l) . P. Musgrave, ThE;) socio:Logy o:f Eaucatioi1, p. 272. 
2). Inp~t pol,itical function ·in<;:l.~c:!es. p6lit:ical socialization, see 
G. A: Almpnd , ' In traduction: A :Fuf.l'ctional Approach to Corilparati ve 
Pol,iti"c.@' , p .17 . . · 
· 3). Shqrm~; 'Educ.ation and Pol,itj.pal pt<;lbility ~'passim. This research 
~a,s ,sonducted in 1972. The: S:i't~atibn now is chc;mged because of 
the. s·dViet invasion of A~ghani:stan. 
~': 
e;stablished betw~~n-- t,h,e pfqi·g:i;c?tl sy's:t;:~m ar~d' orJerr:3 
tat ions Of citizens to.war.d the sYs't;efu. Irtrt>iai1y I 
there are general feelings of c;tc~~ptanf$.e or rejection 
towards the sy-stem. To realize stability the system 
trie's to convinc-e people to accept its values ( 1 ) . But 
groups of pe9ple will have different backgrounds and 
perspectives; some may attempt to influence policies, 
others may accept the values of the system and others 
may be completely ignorant of the system. 
Political education has its significance in responding 
to these relationships either to ach.ieve stabilit-y or 
.,_,.'.1; 
. ...:..~·· 
change. It is accepted that citizens ne.ed actual 
information about the system and to develop critical 
thinking to enable him to evaluate the system. There-
fore, the possibility of stability or change will be 
mainly related to the values of system and its ability 
to change itself to be consistent with the demands of 
change. A political system will be more stable if th~ 
people accept its values and orders with conviction based 
on educational criteria rather than indoqtrination and 
violence. 
Political education has its importapce at times of 
crises and it is also important for achieving 
nationalism and integration within a society. 
Civic training becomes a deliberate policy when elements 
of potential instability are perceived in a political system. 
For instance_ 1 when an attemPt is b$ing _made .. to weld 
together divers and antagonistic popul(ltions into a single 
. ' . . - - . . 
1) • W. Gardner, 1 Political Socialization 1 1 p. 24. 
·. ;:~ . ; 
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ne>tion. ·E;xt:€_nsive :formal· po.1i tical edJc~t1'bn also. be curs 
where, as 'fn t,hE:!. ·CaSe und:Qr tb,tal{ta'rianlsm) ):h~ stat~ 
caries 6n nigj{y qf the. function's o:r:~in1:iiry p~;rformed l:>y 
other iristitu£idns · {I) • · · · 
At times of rad!d~l transformatiotts, ~n educatioh~l 
system becomes rtmoh more vital and subjec·t to close 
scrutiny. For exaiflple, after both the French and 
Russian Revolutions, the new regimes ixmnediately 
directed their attention toward renovating~their _whole 
educational systems. Curriculum and provis,i.On of 
education were modified to be consistent with the 
demands of the new regirnes( 2 ). In Britain, according 
to Entwistle, the period before and immediately following 
the Second World War was a period of heiHhtened interest 
in the training of citizens and the deveTopment of civic 
courses in schools(J). This interest had to do with 
the reinforcement of nationalism in a time of crisis. 
Similarly, before the Second World War, schools 
in the United States emphasized the virtues of the 
American system, stimulated students to take an active 
part in civic services and stressed the duty of voting. 
During the Second World War, considerable attention 
was paid to arousing feelings of patriotism and 
allegiance to the courttry( 4 ). 
Hitler realized the significance of education; he 
reiterated the need to exploit it in the service of 
National Socialism. The whole of the German Education 
system was promptly and efficiently linked to social 
I). Fred I. Greenstein, 'Socialization', p. 551. 
2). D. Easton, 'The Function of Formal Education in a Political System' 1 
p.310. 
3). H. Entwistle, Political E;ducation in a Democracy, p.2. 
4). Mary J. Jurner, 'Civic Education in the United States' 1 p.53 . 
. : ' : ~ 
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and political ends. Qur:r~it_uluin ~§l?A/~'9ts, ,~-~\J~c'i~J-~y 
history and biology vyfire ~xpl'Oited. ·to 81.J)?P9r't the 
glorification of the German race and Nazi theories ·-of 
race (l). 
For most coufitries, especially younger nations, 
nationalism is a major important reason for intro-
duci-ng political education o They want their citizens 
to associate themselves not only to the local community 
but also to the larger community of the n'ation o FtH:'":ther-
more, it is hoped that these feelings will create 
nationalism and loyalty to the system. ·The existence of 
nationalism is strongly related to "the extent to which 
it is able to undermine local community loyalty and 
" ( 2) create a loyal national citizenary . 
The state promotes broader allegiance to a national 
entity. Belle and Goncalves support this idea and 
accept that a state has two important objectives. One 
of the goals of a state is to subvert local Sources cJf 
solidarity and loyalty. The second goal is to 
legitimate state authority and the establishment of a 
·u.nifoiin ·ideo fogy <3 ) -~ The French Revolution is an 
example of the unification of different groups toward a 
common national purpose in the overthrovl of aristocracy, 
and the establishment of a nation-state under the 
1). F.W.Garforth 1 Education and Social Purpose, Oldbourne Book 
Co. Ltd. 1 London 1 1962 1 pp .Jo.-.'31. · 
2) . N. Paulantzas 1 Pouvior Politi,que et Classes SociaJes 1 Vols. 
1 arid 2 1 Petite Col.ection Maspero 1 Paris, 1975, Quoted by 
T.J. la Belle and J. da S. Goncalves, 'Control and Service of 
School : The Community and the State 1 ,<;orilpare :A Journal 6f 
Comparative _Educat:i..on 1 Vol.lO, No. 1 ,_ 1980, P• 4. 
3) . T. ·Belle an:d J. Goncalves, 1 Control arid Servj,ce of School 1 1 
p.4. 
. '\' 
.... ,-
. ~' } . ~- . 
-. ,· . fl) 
con:t;t"ol of the ·'national l;>ourg~qi~ie: ..• _. ·" ~-
:.•·· 
Most systems, in particliXcir ·n~w syst~m~ f try to 
. ;; . ~- ' 
.. , 
integrate the.j;r !nembers and create 'a. nd.:ti,oni:i:l ccnnrrmnit.y. 
Hqweve;r, the int~gJ:"ative role,()~ education-depends 
upon the ideologyo;f the syste:;m arid its capacity to 
accommodate na.tional u_nity. The integratiye role of 
educe1tion is al·so rel~ted to the extent of dif'ferences 
between the s_\lbcultures of a society. These factors 
have their significance, but education cari• ]:)'e q.n 
instrwnent for unde:tstanding the similariti~s and 
differences within society and trying to •mtnim'ize the 
differences through common uniform objectives. 
1) . H .. Lefebvre, De 1' e"tat :De' HegeY•~ _Mao, Vo;J. .2. _, Union 
Gerierale d' e~iti.ons, · :Paris·i -~~76; Quoted by T .Belle ano 
GoncalVes',- ··control and Service of School!?', p. 4. 
.; ·., 
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FR7\rJit4dRI~. OF~'goiriicAi} 'E))D¢~'J:':t6N: 
. ~OR~ffit. ?OLITJ;CAL,:E'Qub~~IOI'!. 
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'J:'he ~eveJopme:r1t of Political Concepts in School Years. 
Piaget examined pcili tical understanding in an ear·ly study 
of "The !>1ora1 Judgement of the Child". From his research i,t 
can be concluded that political terms deve,1op through a 
child's experience and cognitive development. Piaget 
noted that children, before the age of lQ, see rules as 
unalterable facts derived from the authority of adults. 
"Children harbour an almost mystical re$HE!Ct for ru1E!s 
rules are eternal, due to the authority of -parents, cif 
the gentlemen of the commune, and even of an almigh;tY 
God." (J) ·But--after the age of--ten, Piaget foun_d __ that 
the concept of democracy follows on from theG>cracy and 
gerontocracy. "Consciousness of. rules utidergoes a 
complete transformation. Autonomy follows upon 
heteronomy ... the child no longer thihks that everything 
has been arranged for the best ih the past ... he believes 
in the value of experiment in so far as it is sanctioned 
by colle~tiVe opinion ... t 21 
1) .JeC!n Piaget, Tpe Horal_.;f~?dgement of the GhLld, Trans. 
by H:arjorie Gabian, Rdutredge &'Kegan Paul,London,l975,p~52. 
-... ( . 
2) ~bid~ 1 p.56-57 .. 
J .:~.-
.. ~ ·- ~- -
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The devel,oproEmt of co<_:Jriitiye- thli.1;k,i1}g i_s .re-1<:1;!:;€d to 
the capacity of the individual to un-c!re'rst~ha- 'hi$ environ-
ment. Cognitive thinking develops throug;h a series of 
stages of the individual's life and it differs from stage 
to stage. Politi~al learning coincides with other types 
-of learning according to individual ca~acity for cognitive 
thinking. Therefore, "older children whose cognitive 
capacity is further advanced are in a position to under-
stand and think about politics in a manner qui-te different 
from younger children." (1) 
Piaget discovered that children°s thinking takes 
place in different ways at different periods in their 
lives and that is what is called cognitive development. 
Piaget postulated three states in which cognitive 
development occurs throll.gh childhood and adolescence. 
First: the period of preoperational thqught, thi-s 
stage starting from the age of 2 to 7. Children can 
distinguish between the words and symbols and what they 
represent, ahd their behaviour is largely "egocentric" 
and non-sociaL ~ecause of tnat they cannot deal with 
- -· 4 - 4 • -. • - ~ -
or understand the viewpoints of others and the·y believe 
that everything they think is right and everyone thinks 
as they do. (2 ) 
Second:_between the ages of 7 and 11, the child 
acquires what Piaget called concrete operations. At this 
period the child is able to think about things. (J) Concrete 
1). R. Dawson et a:L,,,,p.7L 
2). Bcp::~y J. Wadsworth, :PiCJ.get,' I? Theory or ~Cogpi·t:i,.ve D_evelopment, 
Lo~gman Inc. , New York, '197 7 , pp. 70-':fl, U6 . 
3)~ Dav.i,d Elkind, Childr:~n andAd¢lescents:Int~rpretive Essays on Jean 
:piaget, Th;t.rd Edition~ oxford tJniver~ityPress, oxford, 19Sl, 
P.-.~:t. 
_,. _·., 
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6peia.tiops ~~e <;>nJy_{~s~f~J,·-foi' A:l1~, sShi\<l::·:r~.;~_()'~~viti<J~ · -
p;toblems in\l;olvin'g con;ci.~te('C)~:ie¢t.s· a~cl 'ey~r/t's.''~ . ;i\i-tlt6ti9'h 
the child can thi·n:k. lq~t:~·qa)::_iy, hJ~ c-annot ~:P~JY- his logic 
·" . 
to ve.rbal anQ. hypo-bfi~hical probilems. (l} At the pe:tio_d 
of preoperation_al 'fhpUght the- child is utr2tJS1e to de_~l 
with the viewpoint of others and needs to be told what is 
right, but at the yeriod-of concrete operation he becomes 
aware of the difference between his thinking and oth~rs. 
In other words his thoughts become socia.'l~ 
Third : the stage of formal operations between the 
ages of 12 and approximately 15. Formal thought permits 
adolescerits to think about their thoughts~, to construct 
ideals and reason realistically about the future. (i} 
During this period, the adolescent's cognitive structures 
enable him to think similarly to adults. But at the same 
time adolescent thought is not the same as adult thought ~ 
it is only that the adole~cent achieves a new potentiality. (3) 
During the period of formal operations children can solve 
most problems which they cannot solve in the concrete 
operations stage. They can apply their logical thou_gh:t. 
to complex verb'ai . and hypOthetical problems-·: (· 4 ) The. main 
difference between the formal and concrete operations 
stages is that concrete thinking is restricted by tangibLe 
problems of the prese_pt and children cannot understand 
l). B. Wadsworth, Piaget's Theory ·of Cbgnitive D_evelopment, p.90. 
2). D. Elkind, Children ahd AClol¢scei'}ts,-p.24. 
3). B. Wadsworth, Piaget's Theory of Cognitive Development,p.lOl. 
4) • Ibid. , p. 116. 
------
. ·- ~; .~' . 
··., .;-, 
'.7 .. ; 
·,_ .. :_ 
-, '.·,· 
verba:l i=in9 h:~a~.othf!:)_c._~l>R:~9~;1¢}1ls:~ 13n·t. in th$;:.f"o'~m~J/· 
operati.qns stag~ cJ~±I~.i~Ii cail 4eal with e1hstb:rct Icfea,;s 
and vevbal and. hyf5o$I1~'tical problems of present, p~st 
and future. 
The;! theory of cognitive development contribute;!~;; to 
an und~rstanding and an illustration of the development 
of political co;ncepts. !tis reasonable·to infer frbrn 
this theory that the d'Elvelopment of political conG~pts 
folfl:ows the capacity of indi vfaual thinkf:hcj'<f:torn egocerl·t:t~ic, 
personal, and concre-te. to formal operations. During the 
formal operations stage ''the adolescent is able to confront 
politic~l issues arid ideologies."(l) In dhildren of six 
and seven, concepts of the political world a:t.e vague, 
personal and nondiscriminate because the~r cognitive 
thinking is not yet developed. "Only astheir cognitive 
capacities are developed can they begin to come to grtps 
with the complex and often abstract notionsand relationship 
of the political world and their own role in it."( 2 ) 
To study the development of political concepts 
during the period of p~eadul,thood, it is u$eful to divic::le 
----- - -· --"'· -
this period into two -sub-perioc1s: 1) Childhodd which 
includes early childhood from the age of 5 td 9, and 
late childhood from the age of 9 to 13. 2) Adolescence, 
roughly, from ages 13 to 18. (3 ) These age categories are 
l) . Selma Gillman and Elain~ Graham Sof,er 'Children, adolescents, and 
politics: a selective r~vi€-w' , (:ambridge Jo4riH'll of Education, 
Vo1.8, Nos. 2 and 3, 1978, p~Bl. 
2). R. !;lawson et al., p·.38. 
3). I~idw, p.SO. 
_·-:• -. 
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approxt!fiat:e. Human b~haV:iour is co!np:Iex ,and affeCt~d ~by 
many social factors. It is. not expected that all individuals 
follow the sa.me age categories. 
The Development of Polit.i_cal Concepts in Childho.od. 
Most researches. dealing with the development of 
pGlitic:al concepts during childhood, and adolescence, have 
be~n conducted in the United States (Greenst~in, 1965; 
J:Iess and Torney, 1965, 1967; Hess ahd Easton 1960, cl9·62; 
Easton and Dennis, 1965, 1969; O'Neil, 1960; Ragon and 
Coles, 1972) and soine such research has been undertaken 
in Britain (Jahoda, 1963; Morrison, 1967; Jackson, 1971; 
NcNaughton, 1982; Stevens, 1982). These studies haVe 
indicated that the most important political concepts are 
acquired in early childhood. 
Easton and Hess have concluded about the American 
child that : "every piece of evidence indicates that the 
child's political world begirts to take shape well before 
he even enters primary school a:nd that it undergoes the 
the most rapid change qurirtg these years .'";(l) Greenstein 
.- - .. . -- -. 
found that, when he asked children aged 11 what changes 
they would make in the world, the majority of the responses 
were political. ( 2 ) Hess and. Torney's research was conducted 
with children in the age range 7 to 9. They found that 
acquisition of political information and attitudes proceeds 
rapidly during the primary.sch6ol year~. (3) 
1) . D. Easton and R. IIess 1 'The Chi;ld' s Political World', p·; 235 
2) . Fred I. Greenste,tn I Chi1drep arid Politics, Yale University 
Press, New Haven qnd Lo11dol11. 1965 1 p.69. 
3) . Robert D. Hess artq ,Judi tl1 v. Torney, . The Qevelop~:u=~nt of Political 
Attit\lde§ in. Children,. Aldine Publisning corppany, Chicago, .·1967~:P~ 26. 
. _ _,._. 
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Studaes cond;qctr2d- .J;n BJ;it:a:in have also concluqed 
that developmerit of 'poli ticaT c6nC:~J?tS <;i•hd awareness of 
political events cqme in ea(;L':Y years. English children 
too can begin to develop th~ir politic~l outlook before 
they enter prima;-y scl)ool. Jackson's s.tuc:'ly concluded that 
children develop their political concepts between the age 
of four and eight. ('l) According to St~vens' study 1 at 
the age of seven many children were able to take part 
i-ntell'igently in d:lscuss_ion apout politics. ( 2 ) Jahoda' s 
study qn the acquisition of the concept of nationality 
revealed that between the age of six and eleven, children 
acquired a set of conceptual tools enabling them to 
organize their environment me:(,'lningfully and to identify 
d . . 1 . . h' . . ( 3 ) tra 1t1ona convent1ons 1n t ~lr soc1ety. 
Early development in childhood of political concepts 
and a sense of nationality occur in other nations as well. 
Studies by Bereday and Azrae.l have indicated that S.oviet 
children acquired political at-i:.;i.tudes and patriotic feel-
ings in the early years. ( 4 ) Gi1:1in-an and SoBer argue that 
Australian children at the a·ge; of five begin to acquilre 
poii tical concepts- a-iid at:t:'rtuo'es- towEira·s-- autfiorfty:~(-S-> 
Although the above mention~d studies have been conducted 
with children from dif'ferent nations and although these 
studies had different aims, jhey indicate in the first 
1) . R. Jackson, 'The [)evelopment -of Political ConGepts in Young 
Child!ren', Edu<;:atic;>na,l Resea:r:;ch, Nov .1971, pp. 51-55. 
2). Olive Stevens, Children T.c;J.ki'ng Politics:Po.lit.'ical LeCJI;ning in 
Ch:Llqhoocl,Martin ~cib~;rtson .&<9p~,P;:iny Ltd., _Oxford, 1982 ,p.-168. 
.. . . . -· 
- -
3) .G. Jaqoda, 'The Development o:l; Children's Ideas About Country and 
Nati~nali ty' , Tf1e .Br'iti-~h .Jo'!lriia'l df 1,!:<3,u6ational ~sychology, Vol. 3 3, 
February and .:rurie, ):g§,3, 'p-~:lpl. 
4) .George z. Be_reday a,hq :a~:mn.:j,__e B. s:tx:~tcl]., 'Political .Educat;.i;on in 
the u.~.s. A. and u; s'.:S ·R~ ; ' Gbnipar~tfv¢ E;d'(lc~tion"al Revi_~w-, c,V:9L7 ' 
~c,: .. 1, .Jutie: · i96.~, ·p.~:; Jer;en:y:~:.:~Az:r~i=l~;''~',Sov'let. thtion'''In··~J. 
co'l'eman .. (~d. ) E:d~ca tion c ~cL:P6i±'-tic.ai . ri'Eiv.ej,:opment ~ .P./2 39. · 
. -) . . ·- . . ;.,>;it.->·~ .. ·, .~ ~ ' :. . . • -- . ~ 
5) S. GillJ:!l1'iri" and E .Sof~r,.: ':Ch.LI,.d:~:en; aa'qies:c;:eri:ts, "1:nd.J?oii ti<::s.' , p. 81. 
•••;o 
.. .--, -~. 
. . ';- ~ . 'r,, 
'. ;;~ \' .. _ .. ~-:: .. :_>----.:-~~- . 
place tb<Olt children .hi ri{o~s'f .cO'uht.~::Le:s st(;l~r:.t ,.'t:o.· ~~~lii're 
. --c· ·-=J:· .• ;.",.<·<r-
"'· ·.· . 
early childhood even be.fore they enter pr;i_Illa,:ry s.ch'o91-. 
It seems that the ~arJ"y acqpi?i tion of poli t:i·cal a-tt-{tudes 
occurs regardless O·f the ideology and po1iti~al system of 
the country concerned. 
Studies investigating the development of pol'itieal 
concepts in childhood conclude that different as.pects of 
political learning t'ake place at different s·tages of .the 
cognitive development. Basic attachments ahd identifica-
tions are acquired as the first political 9utlook in 
childhood. Studies indi~ate that early attachment to the 
nation and poli tica·l system is associated with the head 
of the state, monarch or president. 
American children first become aware of their 
political system and authority through a knowledge of 
the President. Hess and Easton concluded that American 
children between the age of 1 and 13, especially at an 
early age, have a high positive imE~:ge of the Preside:rit. 
The primary school child tends to view even unfamili·ar 
figu~es of authority in- p~sltive terms. (l)· Positive 
attitudes towards the President and national symbols 
derive from two factors 
First, children see the President on the television screen 
as the most important figure in national and international 
affairs. 
1) . Robert D. Hess and David Easton, 1 The Child as Changing Im~g·e · pf 
the ~resident 1 , Public Opinion Quarti3:i:"ly, Vol. 24, 1960, · p ~636, 
:639. 
• i •. :- ·- ,_ •• ... -
se~oni1't¥, tJ;1e J?tesi<:ient is ~~e,ri as li1e f9r~njpsJ;. ~\1tl1q~t+t~('; ·. · 
in the A.Me:t i c ah poli ~f~a1 S.Y~-t~~-:- (1) 
Engli$h <;:J:iii'c(f~p adgtj~~-r.~. :posi;_tive feedings towards 
na-tional :f~-~n,ti:l}.i.C,at;~.Q:ri and lo:Y41ty thrqligh the monarch 
. •' 
and the u'i1ion Jack. rn his study cOnducted with children 
between the age of 4 to 8, Jackson fo-u-nd 4l1~t nearly 
three-quarter-s e>f 4 year· olds liked the Que·en: C:lhd: the 
nati~nal flag a1thou<::Jh they were unable to identi,fy tl;lem 
as J?tHitic-ill concepts until one to three years late·r. -{-~) 
Chi1d:re'n developed positive feelings towards the Queen 
becau.i~· tb.ey had se~n pictures of the Queen in court 
dress and partic;!.p'at;ing in state activities on the tele-
vision. ·Thus the ·otieen was relatively easy :.to identify 
as a symbol of state power. Positive fee'ling develops 
towards the national £lag because of its 'proximity and 
familiarity. 
Although a young_child has strong positive feelings 
. . 
toward'S hiS natio-ri 1 he Cannot jUStify hiS patriotiC 
feelin9. By late childhood, ;powev~r, young people are 
able to justi~y tq~ir;)?~tr·:i,o~·t~;;m. Hess and Torney con-
cluded that the- ~~·r:ic:a.n· -thilcl' s' str~~g attachrnen~t to 
• ' ;J. .· '. 
the United States.is quick'l,yestablished at an early 
age, but his attachmerft is vague and crude. A child at 
the age of 7, wheh asked~if he w6ul~like to be an 
1). I}j:id._, p.633. 
··. . ··;~ ' 
2). R. Jackson, 'The Develo.r>)}lent of Political Concepts in Young 
Children '·, p. 53, 55 . 
:;;. > ~ 
' '1 ·. ~· . : . : > :-., _,_,_ ., .,., -,~· _) . . . -~,--, "-...... :. /-" • " -: c ~-.;t -~~2··· 
Englishman or c3,n Aitleric;::at}, .~a,t(l· g 1 '~ii:$).1 I .woul4j:i .. 'f ·~~~Re 
to be an Englishman becaup'e I woulgn'·t like to ;taJ:k 'the"ir 
way, and I v d rather b~ <;\n Ain.erica'll. ·becai.l~e they have 
better tQys ... better b~qs and blarikets ... apd better 
schools and teachers." (:l) 
Young American children have little information about 
their country and acquir,e national :Loyalty through 
"concrete objects" and "national s~iinbols" such as the f'lag 
and the Statue of Liberty. As they develop, concre·,t:;e 
objects and national symbols become less important and 
the child's image of national pride includes ideol()gical 
components and abstract ideas. Older children juSt·ify 
their patriotism by using words such as "freedom", ".:r:ight 
to vote", and "political system. n'(2 } ResponE;es become 
more sophisticated at the threshold of ado.l~scence and 
they often approxim~te to the ideas of their tecicher. 
While children of 7 said that it was the United States 
that kept peace in the world, children at 13 said it was 
the United Nations. 
It is difficult for a young child to understand 
political institutio~s. 
.. . . . -- ... --
Although there. a~e symbols of 
government, they are not used with the s.:;mie frequency as 
the flag ~nd other.similar national symbols. Government 
is an abstract idea and includes many complex institutions 
1). Hess and Torney, The Development of P<Jlitical Attitudes in 
Chil'dr.en, p. 27. 
2). Ibid .. , pp.28-30. 
, ·~ ~:-~ ·n . 
·Th.c-:r:efor.e-
pE;!rsonaliti§:!l:)• In'. Easton. aricfD~rinig' s research, Ch:Lldreri 
: ~-- .• :' . ' . ' . . . -· .:·· ... t.: ".;f(" .· ... . . • . . . " . ~ '. . ; 
said: "Gqverrirn~ri-t is. a man th~t -'}f~l~ps people when they are 
. ' . in need. •i' N). '1-I.e~s and Torr.1:ey f'ound chi].:dre.n aged 7 or 8 
referred to government as ii£he man who si~ns cheques" 1 
"the state and city government are different men, }:)ut they 
both are government", or "th~ government is a nice roan". {2 ) 
Throp.gn. attacl1m$nt towards the head of stp.te, ·tl:J:e 
child relates to gqyernment and political ~'Llt;hority. 
British children first become aware of th.e_.;-poli tical 
system through the monarch, who is ini tia).:Ly seen as the .. 
effective ruler of the country. To the ybung child the 
{'3) Prime Minister is a helper of the Queen. For an 
American child, Copgress is a lot of men who help the 
President. { 4 ) 
As has be.en seen 1 the child acquires early attachn1ertt 
to nationality without the al\lili.ty to justify his 
patriotism. He cannot describe ac;1E!qua,tely what the 
concepts of government and of the p6li1:ical ~ystem are. 
Easton and Hess conc-J.:udefd· that, an Atrie.rican-ch-i-ld- ''learns 
to like the government before he really knows what it ts."(S) 
Gillman and Sofer argue that Australian 6hildren at the 
age of 9 are aware of gov~rnm~rit, but with no concept of 
1). Easton and Denni?,. C:hi],.d:r:::en in the Po:t_iticc3.l Syst~m, p.l29. 
2). Hess and Torneyi·p.33A 
3) . BCi:r:::rie sta:cey, P,qlitj.c_a,l.Socj,alizat:iq!l· in _WE? stern_ Socl.e'ty, 
Eflward Ar.nold, t..oild6n, i97a,-·;:Pdb:· 
4) . fl.ess .and To;rney, p •. 32. 
5). Hess and Denn:is, Oh,,!l(Q:;en iii th,e Po;Lit:i¢9-1 Syst~, p.l3e. 
.·-. '" 
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government as a §ocia_l' sl:rpqtti're . 
• • - - -~ ' -<. "'· ' • 
As children grow old~:t, they $ee conCepts df government 
in less personal terms. Daw£mri argues th<:ft J::)y the age of 
11 children be.g.;ln t'o move qway from tpe highly personal 
and emotional perception and begin to understand more 
abstract ideas and relationships. By the ages of 12 and 
J-3 their cognitive capacity increases and they be.corrie more 
able to und'erstand and distinguish betwee.n differ~pt 
political rolErs'. <2 ) Gradually, the child becomes awc?-Ye 
of governmental institutions and learns some things 
al:wut the norms of democracy such as voting and representa-
tion. Hess and Torney investigated the res;J;)onses of 
Children between the ages of 7 and 13 towards making laws 
and governmental institutions. They found older children 
believed that Congress is more important in law--making than 
t.he President. At the age of seven 76 per cent chose the 
President and 5 per cent Congress when asked who makes 
the laws . In con tr as t, by the age o·f 13 , the rna j or ity. of 
cihil~reh chose Congress. ( 3 ) 
Easton and Dennis supported these results. They 
concluded that.at the mid point of this period (7-13), 
i.e. approximately at 10 years, significant changes toward 
the understanding of concepts of government occurred. 
The child moves from a personal image to a cognitive image 
1). s. Gillman and E. Soter, 'Children, adolescents, and politics' ,p.8l. 
2). R. Dawson et al., p.54. 
3) . Hess and Torney, p. 33. 
'. ·,{. 
~ ' . ·- ·, ·~ '. 
and functiox1cH qpnc$ption of 96~~:~~j~~~~':,,·t:?FS~~,h,~,Sf~_ .. i 
institutions $UCh Congress an!;l th~ ,s·~·n~t$. '.Ph.e cl\ilq 
. :.·,. '-f·' ' 
"elicits deinocrasy in his iJ'it.efP,petci;E:l'op·of wl;lat 'AIUE:d:ican 
government is. A:t the sa:me time 1 he :i.~s }jgginhing to 
- . . -· .. · ___ .. . 
sharpen his knowl~dge about the bound:ari~.s of g.O\f~r:ti:mE!nt 
·- -~ • . . - ·, . ~! 
by sorting what is outside the reaim o'f gov~rnmertt ffom 
Wh. at J..• S • th •· • t' II (1) WJ..· · J..n J.. ·" 
It seems that the child moves from a p~r9ona;liie~ci 
concept to an ) .. mpersortalized ofi'e 1 from one or a small 
number of persqns: t<:> a large group, from crude political 
cbnc~pts of governrfiemt to more rational; and conc:epts of 
government author:l ty and norms of demo_cracy become more 
meaningful. ACcording to these studies., .the child first 
begins to identify government simply as a pE!rson 1 then 
becomes aware o£ the group char:ac_:t.E!r of government; 
governmental institutions and their authorit-y. At the 
s~e time children show more awareness of the representative 
character ·of democracy and law making. 
Another as.p.ect of the ·deve:p)pinent of p~:>li tical 
concepts is an attachment to· _:political pi:t:rities ... 
Individuals learn to prefer some political parties to 
others. Attachments to political parties a:te- formed by 
an early age in different ways. Hess and Torney's research 
in connection with att.:rdhments indicated tha:t the first 
awar~ness of political parties was associated with 
l). David Easton and Jack Dennis, 'Politial ·socialization of the 
ElEmleht:ary School ~hild' , ;in Do~a:ld H. Riddl~ arid Robert S. 
c'l'ea~y_ ( ~ds. ) , Polit±c:~l S¢i~nC:E?, ±n $ocial s·tug:i;es, 36:tl1 Yearbook 
of. Nii4ion(ll. Counct·l· ,Jpr the, sc)c.l~l st.udie::;;; . The Coundfl ~· 
wa$hirigton, 1966; 1?~'233. 
. . ~·. . ~ ' 
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children. first become ·~wa're c:)f nation ancl governineht 
concepts in persqfl.al t~·J;in~, their first uhder:stariding 
of a political party comes wh~n they label the presidential 
C:andid~tes eithfr 'DJ;~rhocrats or Republ:icans. 
The p:pocess of pa.r-tY identification is not clear to 
young children and "their preferences are only a ref1ection 
of the adult world of parents, relatives and neighbours ... (2 ) 
Identification is .tmportant to distinguish between the 
child himself and others, at the same time to provide a 
link between the child and his parents and other signi,ficant 
individuals. Therefore, the child in early years acquires 
the same orientation towards the political parties as ,·h:is 
fam:Lly. 
It is clear that early party attachment is an 
emOtional feeling rather than a cognitive linkage. Young 
children do not understand the differences between 
political parties and politica..l parties have no ideo19.gical 
meaning for them. (~) ·The young child develps a party 
preference before he can maXe q,dequate distinctions 
.. ---
between party philosophies or identify partisan positions 
on crucial issues. ( 4 ) 
As the child grows older, he develops his capacity 
for understanding the nature of a political party. Studies 
l). Hess and Torney, P• 82. 
2) . Fred I. Greenstein, Children and J?olitics, p .• ·7 4. 
" . 
3) . B. Stac:ey, Poli tic.al soCi'alfz~h:iori in ·we~t!'!~n Society, p; 13. . 
. ·. ·; 
4). w. Gardner, 'Political S6Cializ,c;ttion', ·p:37. 
conducted l:>y G:i::e:~1TsiF!j:!cr: -a~4- :Easton_ /r~i:liJ~atea: :t:h'~±~ chi;£dx~rt:·,; 
do not become fa~ihhir W:~:t:}J>':f·~~~'terfu o:E p~:nit:Lc~J party 
until the age of, 9 I althottgh :·trrey w~re aplE~ to assert 
. ' • ,. • • . .• _, • • _<.,· ~ ·_ - • 
·• .. 
a party att<;wh!TlePt be-~.qr~ this 9_<ie (pge 7 for Baston and 
' ' ' 
age 9 for Greehsf.eil"i~(l) By the e;ge of 9 the major-ity of 
chi1:dreh .could riot hai:ne the leaders of the two mne·rican 
· , r~, 
parties o After the p.ge of 10 chilq.ren ¢_arHname one .. par~ty 
lea,c:ler ancii by the age of 13 children :n,~e J,eaders oJ:the 
two parties. (2) Children c9-nnot understand the Q.if£ereh'ce$ 
between political parties on specific issues before the 
age of 13 o ( 3 ) 
Attachment to a political party seems to be ac,quTr~d 
in early.age in personal terms. iike a~tachment to 
• • ; > -, ~ 
national loyalty or the political ·system, fni ti<H l::iart;isan= 
ship lacks cognitive content. ··:The Child ha_s ·feel:ings 
about political parties without information or understanding 
of what constitutes a po.li.tical party 1 the differences 
between them and their attitude·s toward spee.i'f-ic issu·es. 
As the child g·rows older 1 he acquires information abouit 
political parties and at _the ~,ge of 13 he pecbmes awa,r~ 
distinguish between the di_.fferent views of. poTitical 
parties towards specific iss.ues. 
It is quite clear that the different aspects of 
1). Easton and Hess, 'The Child's Political World', p.245; .F. 
GreensteHn, Chilc;lren and Politicsc.P•7/. 
2) • F. Greenstein, ~nlldiJn ang. P§l:it:ics, p. 71-72. 
3) . Hess and Torney; :~:.flo, 
.. · ·'-'. 
;,._· 
·-.ij . 
~oJitical conc~pts :i.n ~aJ;Jy -~h*Jdl}ood~car~ ~.$Jated \q: __ .the 
stage of th~ ihtef:l;ect1,lal d:E:!.\:/~iormient of the indi~~Pu(:ll. 
Young chi:tdr·en ar$ 'ti~d to personal figl,lres ()f n~tic;m 
attachment c:t.nd J?oli;:tical system. Ear.ly at.tachn't€mt to the 
polit:ilcal system seem$ to -be in positive f,"E!elipgs. 
Although many children have little knowiedQ~, they 
rap.id1y develop their political attitudes during the 
period of childhood. As the child gets Older personal 
aspects become l~$'S important and are rep):aced. by 
impersonal concepts. Children's thinking becomes more 
cognitive and at the end of this stage (at age 1~) their 
thinking becomes more· ab'stract. 
The young child's failure to understand politica-l 
concepts in the abstract is due to intellectual limita-
tions. Political concepts such as the political system 
and community are abstract.ideas and they include a wide 
range of relationships not merely between persons but 
also between groups in the soci§!:tY as a whol€7.. They 
also embrace many purposes ·anci ideological concepts of 
their own. Young chi1dren'-s thinking is restricted :by 
egocentric thought. In their re$earch Adelson and O'~Neil 
concluded that unt~l the age of ll, young children's 
failure to grasp political concepts in the abstract can 
be attributed to two factors. "First : these children are,in 
Pia.get' s sense, egocentric, in that they cannot transcend 
a purely personal approcfeh to matt~rs which require a 
sociocentric perspective. Secorid : th~y treat political 
iS$\leS in a concrete fashion and cannot manage the 
. ' . ·_. ' (t} 
abstr~<:t.ness .. · ·of' a'ttl 1:\.id~·'!· ~ 
.. '.'·:_:""': .. 
regyisite 
1 ). .. Jqseph J:~.qel_son and Rober.:t · P .o' Ne~l, 'Growth· of P(Hiti¢aJ: ''Ideas in 
Adotescehc::~: '!'he sen~w .of community; , Jburri~l pf :r>ersqna;ti.ty and 
so.Ci~l Psyc:J:loJ,:pgy, 196Ji, ·v<;>i.4, No.3, p:;'297. · 
'X'h~ Developmep:t · df P~ol:L -tl6~1Gco~~~~~~" -~·!f. Ad.ofel:{cen'ce·:~ · 
,,.-·;_.,, ·'' .'~- ~ '" ---"'. i ~ .... 
Researches i·nd:.lc·g.f~/ctf:hit. jT\aj or in¢.±·:~~ses iri ~p<iY)j:H?ici:fl 
knowleg5_f,e, with an unctefstaricli.'~g 9f. pot.j:t;i¢ai1 proces$.eS 
. . 
and m9re interest il} .. pofi,tical events, tals;e ph;we during 
th~ period of ac1oleiicehCe o Tl;le adolesccht begins to 
de:v€nop his politic.al thinking and interest.s in a-rnore 
a.d:ul t way o (l) During this periqd much is · le.:l'rned about 
the structure anc:l mechanisms of governt:nent, the pol-itical 
system arid a sense of community. :P~rspec"t{ves Of t·ime 
are deyeioped: past, present and future. "The adolescent 
begins to understand historical occljrrencep --in their 
chronological seg:uence and also to antic'i;pat~ the. potent.l;a"l 
sequences of political actions. Ideolog.ici::t'l thinKing 
' ·.' -
begins to develop and social gro.upings inc;J::.~asJrigly take 
. ·, 
ori political relevance~ <2 > 
The early years of adolescence, from the age of 
about 12 or 13 to 16, are mark~d by impbYta:ri·t develqpments. 
Ba!:jic orientations towards politics and the·,norms of, t~he 
politi'cal system are est:ablished. ( 3 ) Ade1s_on found, 
; . ·-, 
during these years, that~ the adolesceRt 'c8 ');ll1derstandli;·n9 
"· ~ . ~., . -
. . . 
· of the politic~l world is like'tl:iat of a:d~lts~ The 
·adolescent moves with some. agility within the terra,in of 
political concepts, he has reached the stage of being 
able to understand abstract ideas and his capacity to deal 
1). s. Gillman and E.Sofer, 'Children, adolescents, and politics' 
p~83; R.Dawson et al., p.58. 
2) .B. Stacey, p.l9. 
3) William A. Welsh, Studying )='ol.i:t:;i,ocs ,Thorna"$, Nelson and SOJ?S Ltd., 
London, 1973, p.l25; ·R. bowsori.and J. Hughes, Poli.tical Sociol,ogy, 
p.lB7; .Easton and Hess, 'T~e Child's Pol:i,tical World', p.236. 
';'" 
. ,,~, .: 
with ideo1og:La~l thfurik:Lri,g- .~ft1,~~:c;lsi~;.,,f:t{ -~'~-~1--~~Y< ~Cioles'c~J1~o,e­
is also chara9terized by''inctt.'~:~:s~<i:il{~~j:-€tst in pb'iitical 
' .. ~: 
affairs and the ability ~0 reason p"O~;t't'.i,c~·lly Q 
Norrison' inve:stigated British chi~d:t;en' s attitudes 
towards inteJtnational aff:airs. He concluded that children, 
in early adole9cence, become ·aware of the concept of the 
Col.d War in terms of the western viewpoint of ·East-west 
affairs. This awareness was achieved before international 
affairs were taught by formal instruction in· schools. (2 ) 
The American child at approximately the age of 14·was 
able to reason politically. Sigel quoted from the res-
ponses of children to unreasonable behaviour of the 
President, " ..• we would not re-elect him. Congress wol1'1'd 
not pass his bills, he would not be voted.money to run 
government, he might be impeached".( 3 ) The_se r.eponses 
were beyond the capacity o:f the younger children. Stacey 
argues that the period from 13 to 15, in comparison with 
the period from 16 to 18, is characterized by quick 
growth in political cognition. (4 ) 
Although the studies oh the developm~nt of polit'i·caJ. 
concepts during adolescence have emphasized the impertan~e 
of the early years of adolescence, this does not mean 
that no development takes place as the adolescent matures. 
Childien's knowledge and ability to unde~st~nd and think 
1). Jof?eph Adelson, 'The Politic!31 Im~gin,ation ·of the Young Adolescent', 
in J erorne Kogan and Robert Col~S? . ( e'ds. ) , Twel~e . to Sixt:e~n :-E.ar·Jy 
Adolescence, w.w. Norton and Company Inc .. , ~ew ·York, 1972', p.io6. 
2). A. Morrison, 'Attitudes of <;:hildren Towards International Affa.i.rs 1 , 
Educati'qnal Re9ear¢h, Vol.9. No.3, 1967, p.:2()i. · 
3) • R. s.ig~i' I Pol.itica:J. s.ocia._lizat,i~m: some RefJ;~cHons on cw::::re.n:t 
Approe19hes and Conceptual'izC!t~pns' , U!1r:>l1~-f~·sp~(l ,p<n>e.r pr~~E!n,t~d at 
the Meetings of the Atnerica_n Political s.9ience Asso.c:iat:i.QJ1, New 
York, s~pternber 1966, p.8, Quoted by R< •. pa~sdi{et al., p~S4. 
4). B.Stacey, p.31. 
-- --:--r.·.· 
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about poT&t:ic;s- C()rfti:nu_~-~',tb· gJ;oW- q~ir±:n<J p.dO:tes;cenc_e. 
Their political thinking beq()m~s wore c]::ystallized and 
. . . (1) 
refined th.:1n it we1s previously,/ -
J:os,eph Adelson and his assOciates have investiga:t_ed 
the shif-ts in ch~YactEkr of political thotic;Jht through 
int~rv1ews with about 450 adolescents 1 r~hg.J,ng in age from 
11 - 18, in 'the United states v Gr·eat Bri·tain, and: .i'les.t 
c;ermcmy. Their fipdings indicate that th'e developmen-t 
(luring this period is due primarily to ag'eimj. ·Although 
th~re were some national differences in political th,6:tl'ght 
during the period of adolescence, these differences are 
by no means as strong as the effects of e1geing. "A tw~lve-­
year~old German youngster's ideas of poli~tics are Closer 
to those of a twelve-year- old Ainerican than to those ·of 
his fift-een~year-old brother" .. (-2 } There we·re ·some 
differences in sex, intelligence and social class, but 
these differences also do n:bt count as a potent factor 
(_} '·.· 
'- -in the growth of. political con,eepts. "Bri-<;3':t_i·t, adolescents 
are capable of abstract thou,g.ht a bit earlier; memb_ers of 
the upper midaJ.e-class are s_omewi-rat less authoritarian, 
but these differences are on 'the whole minor. What does 
count, and count heavily, is age". ( 3 ) 
Although the sense of community is primarily due to 
ageing,- the responses of the American and German adolescents 
1). R. Dowson et al., p.5; R. Dowson and J.Hughes, Political Sociol,ogy,p.l87. 
2). J. Adel~on, 'The Political Imagination of the Young Adolescent', p.l08. 
3). J. Adelson, p.l07. 
. ~:. '.· . ._ 
ex\1phg5'ize the irnpqrtan~~' ,k~:: :J?~?tiiit~tv·. s.osiai 11'-krrno~y,,. 
and strengthening the stJte m6re thc;n ei-J:tish adol~scents. (~l) 
It is bel-ieved ih Bri~a:1il, .in cont:t:ast to the United States 
,. 
and Germa:py, that the b~rtefit of the law and political 
decisions acc~~ue to the individual rather' than to the 
community as a whole. "F()r the British, what comes first 
is the well~being of the individual citizen. Whereas the 
German or American might say that what is good for the 
community is good for the citizen, the Britis_h c1early 
believe that what is good for the citizen is good for the 
( 2) 
country. " 
Authoritarian attitudes decline from early through 
mid-adolescence to late adolescence. In e.ir1y adolescence 
there is an ingenuous belief in the goodness and justice 
of authority. It is difficult for the young adolescent 
to imagine that authority mi~ht be arbitrary or mistaken. 
Thus he supports any law, even when he is not altogether .-
clear about its purpose. He :f~els that his duty is to 
obey the law. The young adol~scent's orientation tow.ards 
government and law rs t;rusting:, uncritical and acq1.Iiescent. 
-- --
These concepts change as the ·adolescent moves- through 
adolescence. At fourteen, fifteen and beyond, the 
adolescent's thinking towards authority becomes critical 
and pragmatic. ( 3 ) He understands that concepts of 
1). J. Adelso~, pp.l39-14o. 
2). Ibid., p.l36. 
3). B. Stacey, p.33; S.Gillman and E.:?ofer, 'Children, adolescents, 
and politics' I p.BS; J. Adelson, pp:ll7-ll9. 
,._ ·.·.· 
·'.'· -::{,--
indfvi:dual .r~ghts 'cl!l'cl }:)ecdme's aw~rf3 that law giiid so,C::i',~fl . 
. . . ' ~, .. 
poliqy can b'~ ch,ari'ged or am~nd~d.o 
Adelson corl"c::llr~'H~d :that ·t:he roost ii:DJPottant change ·is-
the achi~vement .Of abstractnes's in the t;r-ansition from 
-the th;res·hold of adolescence to middle ad6·1escence 
(ag~s 14 a:[l,d 15) . This change is illustrated by comparing 
the responses to the question : what is the purpose of 
laws? The answers for the age of twelve or thirteen were: 
•ithey do it, ·like in schools, so that people don 1 t get 
hurt o If we had no laws, people could go around kill-ing 
people 0 So people don 1 t steal or kill." The answers 
for the age fourteen or fifteen were : "to- en,sure safe;ty 
and enforce the government o To lirni t what people can do.~ .. (.}) 
It is clear that the difference between these two responses 
is that the political th;i.nkin_g Qf ad.olescents at the 
threshold is related to concrete e:x;amples, while at the 
middle of adolescence, political thinking takes place -in 
abstract conceptions. 
The youngster by mid-aqol~scence can deal with 
· ahs:tractions i:p. rel~ting- to sotiety or cornhp.1nity o ·At 
--- - - ·-
the threshold of adole"scence the youngster gi:ves few 
. . ·- . ., 
signs of a sense df community; He cannot imagine social· 
reality in the abstract. He enters adolescence with only 
the weakest sense of social institutions : their structure, 
1). J. Adelson, p.l08. 
i'·' 
( :· 
. . ~ 
- . . 
tions to each othe"r. With advancing age, the adolescent 
begins to underst~nc:l the stFlictul;'e and functioning of the 
social order as a. wh,ole. At the same til'ne he also begins 
to understand the specific social institutions and t;heir 
relations to the whole. The failure to achieve a:b9tractness 
does not pe:rmi t young adolescents to· understand poli,tici:d 
concepts such as community, authority, rights, 1-ibe:tty, 
equity and representation. By the age of :fifteen the:y 
can understand these concepts. In the early years of 
adolescence, the child's mind is locked ihtb t])e_present. 
He shows little sense of history or .. a precise and 
('1) differentiated sense of the future. •. Gradually he 
becomes able to link past and present to understand 
that the present is influenced ·by the past. At the same 
time he develops the ability to imagine the future and 
what aspects of the present may be important for the 
future. 
As in Piaget's model on the theory of cognitive 
development, it_seems th_at the adolescent moves from 
--'··-·- . .: ·- -----
concrete operations_, to :f6rn1al operation in· understanding 
his political world.. His thinking ability to deal with 
political concepts in the abstract has been-achieved. 
By the age of 11 children's politi€al concepts are 
understood in terms of concrete and egocentric thinking, 
1). Ibi_d.·, p.l09,110; J·. Adelson an¢1 O'Neil, 'Growth of Political 
ideas in AdolesceJ1c:::e' , p. 304. 
---~ - -~-------
·- - --- --~- -~;~ 
But by tl)E? a,ge o:f t3, app:2¢.xim~~~rY:u-- c}tj~ldr-c¢~.15-e'girl,"Jto'. 
' -~ ., - ,.. • • • ·-... t - - • • ... • • ~ ,.,.- • - - • ··: - • 
be able to deal wii:h 'p8J.ilica~ al:n~··.tractiops ~n·d· to u·s~~ 
the hypot(iet,ic;q~cleClucti ve metfiod of formull:lAdhg ahd 
: ... '. -· ) 
1-•• ' • :. '~ .- • - • 
tes tipg pypoth%s~~s ~ 
Ac1~lson a~d ()'iN-~il, ·in their study, o,n deve<lopinent 
of political conCepts in children at th~ a;ge of 11, • 13, 15 
and 18, concluded_ t}fat the C:hild at 11 catin-ot achieVe the 
capacity for formal operations. His thinking is qoncJ::"ete, 
egocf=:ntric, tied to the present; he is unEi:bTe to eii~vi-:ilage 
long-range so¢ial copsequehces; he cannot cqfnfbrtabl-y 
reason from premises; he has not attained h:ypothet:ico..,. 
deductive modes of ana:);ysis. At age 13, the c;hild a'chieyes 
these capacities some of the time, but he -i.s· unable t.o 
display them with any consistent effectiveness. The chlld. 
at this age is on the threshold Of mature modJ~S of 
reasoning.(l) The 15 year-old has an ass}lred grasp of 
formal thougl:lt. He ne1 ther he!:\i ta.tes nor ·f'al ters in 
dealing with the abstract. The differences'between age 
15 and 18 are less than. between age 11 and 13 or 13 and 
15. The 18-year-old is the 15-year--old, but he knows 
more, he speaks -more fllJ,ently and he oah .ei~b~r~te his 
idea. His. thinking bec::;omes more philosophical and 
ideological. ( 2 ) 
The development of political concepts over the sch~bl 
years has its importance in the process o£ political 
2). I_bid., p. 306 
".., ~''; ;_' 
educa:J;ion. Ead1 ,pepf~.cl has its criaJ:-aCteristics ~ 
• - 7>, '" ,~_ .,. • : ~---_ :·'/,: -~~-:: r~~>~:--~ .. :·::··""'•>" >:- ~.:-·r~~---: ;-.: '- !.: - •. -
it is not permissible ·-t6 as~e~s> any 'on'§ pEiriod as -the. :ffiost 
important. 
The pe:t.iod of ch:i,ld}1ood which consists of early 
. . . 
chil4hood (n~-twe~l) the ages 5 to 9) and nrte childhood 
(approximately ag?s nine to thirteen) is a11 important 
periodof the process of~political education. It is 
believed that what an individual acqp.ires. in tbe way of 
political conc;;(:pts i;n the early years plays ·.an important 
role in the development of individual persolla.li ty an_d 
the individual's attitudes towards politics. Early 
political learnir1g is not easily changed -later in li,fe 
because what individuals learn as childreh·is-more 
. . ( 1) permanently ingrained than what they learn in later l·1.£e. 
In re~ent times this belief has been supported by psycho-
analytic theorizing which stresses both ch1:ld.hood as a 
major formative period of life and the intet-relationship 
of authority structures in family and socie:t;y_. (2 ) 
As has been seen, studies indicate'd th<;tt positive 
feelings toward nat.:i;ona1ityand the political systemare 
c:u::qu-i:ted in eatTy years. Ecu3ton aria Dennis csupporfed . 
these findings arid they found positive fe'eli}1gs toward 
the political system continue until even the end of 
childhood and the beginning of adolescent~. "When the 
child is thirteen or fourteen years of a9e ... (he) still 
1) . P. w. Musgrave, Tl)e Sociology of Education, p ."22. 
2). B. Stacey, p:S, 
.. o-·v· 'e-r .. n· m·'·--e' n ___ ,t-- -:a-·;.n'_:_a·· -tn'"d·~·vAa··u' a; ·r·· · --- - · .~- - . - ··- --. ___ · · r,ecJar'c1s~ _ .·-- ::-;. .,, ... ... __ ..._ ,._ , _ authd:ti'ti~$,,- a's\~r,e<:\:t. 
blessin9so o ~I!~- :s~-e:~'$' :t~:luCt~rit t"o give up'his ii1itf4;1, 
highly positive evi:{J.:(la:t:ion. 0. th~ etfrly formation of ,a 
bond ... is hard to loos·€m. '1 ( l) Easton a.n~ll{eS$ ·concluded 
' ,, '':' ., .·, .. - ," .. 
ah:;o, t:Qa:t chil:~~-en at the age of 12 and. 13· ha,:ve developed 
highly favourable opinions towards the-political system 
and gov~r'nmen-t 0 ('2 ) 
A:ccording to these find:i,n,g.!3, it is dif-:ficult for 
children to lose the·ir early attachment to the :poli-tica:l 
system and nationality. Positive fee'liriss t:n·this period, 
thel:'efore, count as i'inportant factors .iii :thE? proc:es:s of 
political learning in order to support t{ie'i:~o'litica_l 9ystem . 
. ·-. 
If the political system desires to pe:rpetuiizte itsei:f, and 
it does, it is easy to do that through poli'tical socia-IJ...;.;_ 
za.tion. This can he done b,Y providing cJ:fild~en wi-th the 
informations and atti t'ud.es creating pos·it:tv_e ;.fee-l·i:ng-s. 
It has been shown that-. t}Je "qeve'lOE?ment of politic el-l 
Great changes ·ta~e 
of late childhood, 
.:, ~ ~-· 
-seems-to be th~e-age o:f th'e uCwori,d vieW11 ''-ai1El-there is 
. .' . ·'. - ' '- -~ ..... 
an increase in children's abili'tY to disc\iss and understand 
·political concepts, By the age of ~leven, children are 
capable not only of acquiring political·information, but 
1) • Easton and Deill!is 1 c-hild.r:,~n in ~e ... Political ,_$ys:t:em ,p-.-1-28. 
'~- . 
2) • Ea:;;tq_n a:nd Hess I ' '.l;'he Child •:s'-politica;L worid..~,. p. 240. 
3) • Hess. and Torney, p .26. 
. .... · 
~-,>-:·-, ,,: ","' ::~-"~ 
'·-~ :~ra: · 
·:. >'• 
.. : .. -,,.,_ .. ,.; 
·~' z ... •: 
of ustpg it :i,ntE?1J;~·gentJ:y" '' <Jl :t11 .st9?t=·t:;t:9X1.p · i(t · li~s·'~l?~~n 
concluded that between e~rly 611rtanpb.d ~tic1· the-<?,~~ ··of 
eleven, appJ::"oxirna te ly,. chi :t:<lren 9 s thinking lacks ttfe 
cognitive el~~ent and they cannot under§tand the pOlitical 
world in abstract conceptions. They acquire thei~ poli·tical 
concepts in personal perc$ptions Or concrete fashion. By 
the end of late childhood and threshold of adolesc~nce, 
the capacity of children increases to comprehend abstract 
political ideas and to distinguish between poli t'ical ·rbl'es: 
Development of cognitive thinking durin_g these years 
enable children to understand and think about their 
political world more than the children before these ages. 
From thil? perspective the period of childhood i-s 
important with respect to the changes in the development 
Of political concepts. Children develop their informati'oh 
and knowledge about the political world in late childhood. 
This development has an important implication for pol·i tical 
eclucation with an emphasis on 'the personal, symbols and 
concrete thinking until the age of 11 approximately. 
Political and social atti t:qdes, relationsh~ps between 
indi vicfuats and society' are·--tq'o' 6omplex and too difficult 
for children at these ages to comprehend. They must be 
symbolized by material or syinbols to be understood. The 
end of late childhood a_nd threshOld of adolescence, ages 
12 to 13 approximately, becomes more i~po~tant because the 
child begins to understand the political world in more 
impersonal and abstract thinkihg. 
l) . o .. Stevens, Children: T?.l}ciz}g. J>plitics; p.l68 ;173. 
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As hu.s been seen 9 s-t.·JcHes. invest:iga·ting the d_evelop· · 
ment of political concepts during the pre~adult period 
suggested that Piaget 1 s stages o·f development of cognitive 
thinking coincide with the development of p6litical 
concep·ts. However u Piaget' s model of cognitive development 
is not necessarily a rigid model for the development of 
political learning. Piaget and his scholar followers, 
such as Adoleson and ouNeil, were more interested in the 
interpretation of the development of political concepts on 
the basis of the theory of cognitive development. In 
spite of the significance of this theory, political 
learning and the acquisition of political concepts can 
also be explained and reinforced through environmental 
stimuli and social status. 
For example, Jahoda replicated Piaget and Weil's 
study, on the development in children of the idea of 
homeland and of relation with other countries, with 
Scottish children between the age of 6 and 11 in Glasgow. (l) 
He found that it was impossible to follow exactly the 
limited procedures in Piaget and Weil's research. Jahoda's 
findings paid considerable attention to soci~l status. 
Jahoda concluded that Piaget made a mistake in his 
assumption that children under the age of 11 were not able 
to understand nationality relations because of their 
inability to make logical class inclusions. However, both 
studies revealed that children between 6 - 7 and 8 - 9 
years showed a marked increase in awareness of other 
1) . B. Stacey, Political Socialization in Western Society, p. 51. 
.)~ 
countrie.l?. 
' . '. ~ - . . . 
level of awa;reness tifar). o'th~r ·C:f{i:J2q;r-~n. Moreover_, as 
has alrea<;ly heeh -inc:i~cat~u a,ltholi.gh Adels()n' a\tten1pted 
to attribute the develop~ent of political.thought mainly 
to age and cognitive development, it is clear that national 
differences and social status have their i!T\pact uj?6n the 
development of political concepts. 
Furthermore, Gr~enstein and Easton and D~nnis's 
findings showed that upper class children exceed lower-
class childten in their political interests:{l) Tapper 
argues that adolescents from privileged fam;i·lies are 
more interested in politics than those who caine from other 
families. (2 ) Social class differences are due to the 
differences in the home atmosphere and the -pol·it-ical 
in.terest of parents from different social· classes. ( 3) 
Middle and upper class Ame-rican parents are generally 
more inter~sted in. poli;tfcs ana current events and have 
a more developed eciucational-hackground 'th,an lower class 
' • • . r 
parents._ C:hild!:en __ ~rol'll the nUddle and upp_er classes are 
more inclined to acquire , from their parents, an interest 
in political affairs, than children from the lower class, 
although there are obviously inter-class variations. 
Other studies proved that some children are able to 
l) . Freed I. Greenstein, Chilc}r~.n anq Po],itics 1 p. 94 1 llS; Easton and 
Dennis, Children in th~ Pol."itica]; $y"~feiiJ, p. 349. 
. -
I j. ~ ' 
2). E.R. Tapper, Political Ech:iciation CiPd Stgbil:ity, p.64. 
3) • Hess and Torney, p .100. 
that c}i:i_I'cl.r~n b~-f\y~€h ,the' .ages ~of _f;)E)ven. ana· thirteen 
• • . . ~- ->- • ' . . 
years com~ .to perceive tbe. pplftJcal world in a more 
... ,,_.,__,- ; . . '" 
abstract·ini:ln:n·er. ,·(:[} In another st.u<:ly conducted with 
ch:i.ldren .ih the ag.e :range four to eight v Jackson found 
thett the pol;itical concepts of Prime Mini$ter and the 
notion of the state are somewhat abstract to the young 
English ·child. (2) However, Olive Stevens found that 
. ·._, .. 
some chi'idren at the age of nine were able "to construct 
the possibility of alternative social and political 
arrangemE;nts to their present ways of life, and to 
' .-.. ~-
.. ::·· 
justify these alternatives according to certain principles."(J) 
This ability is related to the stage of formal 
operations or abstract thought which takes place at the 
age of 12, approximately, in Piaget's model. It would 
seem, however, that the development of political concepts 
may occur earlier than the expectations of the theory 
qf cognitive development. The process of political 
education way speed up the-de:velopment of political 
concepts. 
According to studies of the development of political 
concepts during adolescence, it can be concluded that 
the period from the onset of adolescence (age 12 or 13) 
1). R. Dowse and J. Hughes, Political Sociology, p.l87 
2). R. Jackson, 'The Development of Political Concepts in Young 
Children' , p. 55. 
3) . ci. Stevens, Children T<ilking Politic!;>, p .169. 
·,, ,. 
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uhtil mid,-ac1-olce'~c,~ri~~e{:r;9ughly a~~--1_5) ~s" 'c;ihar?'c;:t~r::i~z~¢1 
by sigrii'jhc~ht' d~,Jei6pn\ents D • Mat\h?_atfon of apstra_ct 
- - ._, ____ ,_"_·). ·. 
thought has· est:aplished d,uring these years. The ability 
to think. in aJ.>s·tr,ict" -e:;rtables tl1e adolescent to deal with 
political cohe:epts i-n an abstract and critical way. 
He beco!lles able to urid?rstand political processes and 
is more interesteq in political affairs. These develop-
ments have their importance in the implications for the 
proces:s of political education during the 9-g~s 13 to 15 
approximate],y. 
If an understanding of politics depends on the 
cri ticial thinking and abstract concepts .and if poli~tical 
education aims at the development of criticia-1 thinki:rrg 
and an interest in politics, these ages cijn be considered 
as an important time to introdu_c::e politicC).l_edue:ation. 
Political education can be continued through late adolescence 
because the adolescent's political th-inking becomes more 
crystalliz~q than in the previous ages. 
It is quite clear that political learnirig is not 
confined to specific agep, but it can be introduced to 
•. . 
a~l ages in the pre-adult'. from early childnood to -l~:f:t'e 
adolescence, in primary and in secondary schools according 
to characteristics of the development of political concepts 
at these periods. 
Formal Poli tica.,l Educatipn ino. School. 
Researchers generally regard school as primarily a 
~103 
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formal institution oJ po~i.tical educafion·"(l) Fo:r::mal 
inE?truction ,ci:f _.political e(iuc<ation· wfthin the school 
Carl take ~ever,a:l dfffe;rent: ,fQ:t:mS 1 for e;x:ample 1 it Can 
be incluoed within the cur:riculum as a subject in its 
own right or in other subjects such as hj.story and 
civics. The styles of administration of the school 
can also be regarded as an influential factor in 
political education. 
Although the forma:j, ec1ucational system is only one 
among the many agencies and processes involved in the 
formation of political orientations, it is acc_epted-py 
some researchers that formal schooling is the most 
important agent of political education. (2 ) This idga 
is derived from the fact that school is more readily 
controlled by the state than other agencies of pol~tical 
education. Schools transmit political beliefs through 
conscious and planned instruction. That is to say 
schools are direct rather than indirect, ~lthough they 
include indirect methods, agents of political education 
and transmit their political role in a deliberate way 
rather than a non-delibeiate way. 
Formal schooling in most nations is used as a 
legitimating agen91 for the dominant ideas and values 
in society and for the social order and its power structure. ( 3 ) 
1). For example, I. Volgyes, 'Political Socialization in Eastern Europe: 
A Conceptual Framework 1 , in Ivan Volgyes . (.ed .. ) 1 Political Socializa-
tion in Eastern .Europe;A Compar.ative F:J;"amevlork 1 Praeger Publishers 
Inc., London, 1975, p.13; J.S .Coleman, 1 Introduction :Education 
ar{d PolitiC:~l De.veiopment 1 , in J. s .coieman .(.ed.) , Education and 
Poli~ical Development, p.l9; W.Gardn~r, 1 Poli,tical Socialization 1 , 
p.47; R~Dawsqn et.al.,, p>l38; R.Dous~ & H.Hughes, Poli.tical So;ciology 1 
p.l86 1 R. Wels_sperg,' Politi9al· Lear11ing, p.lS. 
~- . ~ 
2). E. Tapper, Political Education and Stability, _p.38. 
3). B. Stacey, p.75. 
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Volgyes argues that formal educational institutions in the 
communist countries are more important as -agents of 
political learning than in non-communist countries. 
Education-al institutions under communist direction 
attempt to inculcate the norms of the regime in pupils' 
minds. (l) It is expected that the communist system 
subdues all ~ducational institutions under its cont~ol 
more than in the democracies in order to create compliance 
to the corruriunist ideology. 
School is not restricted to formal political educa-
tion. It also includes informal, direct and indirect 
leatning of politi6al orientations. Social climate, 
styles of behaviour, and unplanned activities contribute 
to the acquisition of political orientations. Langton 
argues that school can implant political beliefs informally 
through unintentional, casual experiences in the school 
environment. (21 It appears that although schools include 
informal political learning, it is in the first place 
formal instruction of political learning. Curriculum, 
styles of administration, most activities and ritual 
life are Consciously introduced into ~chool and are 
planned by official bodies. 
It is difficult to separate or distinguish between 
the fqrmality and informality of some school activities, 
1). I. Volgyes, 'Political Socialization in Eastern Europe', p.l3. 
2). K. Langton, p.84. 
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but certain school activities mainly take place in-an 
informal way. Neverthelessi informal activities and 
indirect learning·ha~~ a significant impact upon the 
development of political education. For example, 
voluntary activities develop the children's ability to 
take a part in, to organize and to make responsible 
choices in their activities. "Learning to weigh. the 
alternative claims b£ different activities, ~hoosing 
between them and then committing oneself to them fully, 
is essential to maturity and requires, in itself, a.skill 
essential to the defuocratic society". (l) The significance 
of these activities lies in the fact that they occur 
voluntarily avmy from school authority and in an interesting 
way. Moreover, voluntary activities give children the 
opportunity to contact and deal with other institutions, 
bodies, and personnel outside the school. 
Entwistle argues that school activities-outside the 
curriculum encourage childr~n in considerable participation, 
management and the making·of policy. He quotes from 
Coleman: 
Suppose we take the focus away from internal government -
that is, decisions about the \vay the school should be run -
and put it on external actions, actions which the student 
body can take towards the outside : interscholastic competition, 
expositions, class excursions, parties, community surveys, 
or work projects. Students can be given a wide range of 
authority over such activities without endangering the policies 
or procedures of the school. (2) 
l). Entwistle, Political Education in a Democracy, p.65. 
2) . Ibid . I p . 6 3 
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The Eff~ct of-school on-Political Education. 
The effectiveness·of political education within the 
school depends on many factors both internal ahd ext~rnal. 
Internally it is related to the curriculum, teachers and 
their attitudes, styles of administrationv activities and 
the social climate. Externally, agencies such as the 
family, peer groups, and mass media either support or 
negate t.he wo:tk of the school. Dawson says "although 
education programs are more uniform, manipulable, and 
deliberate than the family, they are generally short of 
total control and uniform effect."(l) Langton suggested 
that schoolsv impact is still an unsettled question 
because very little has been done to examine systematically 
the influence of the school environment. ( 2) Beck supports 
this view and attributes the uns~ttJ.~~ role of school 
influence to two reasons. First, researches in political 
learning have considered the family as the primary model 
in the process of political socialization, at the same 
time relegating schools to a secondary role. Second, 
severe methodological problems in demonstrating a school's 
influence have hindered researchers. (3) 
In spite of these findings, school has its prominent 
role in political learning. Langeveld argues that studies 
which prove that school has the primary role in the 
1). R. Dawson et al., p.l69. 
2) . K. Langton, p.84 
3). Paul Allen Beck, 'The Role of Agents in Political Socialization', 
in S.A.Renshon (ed.), Handbook of Political Socialization,p.l28. 
:_ /. ~ 
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formation o:e political attitudes are :(lot less than studies 
which have ·relegated the role of school to a subordinate 
- ( 1) position. Dawson. stres-ses that although there are 
some factors workirig ~gainst the role Of school, it 
remains one of the more controllable sources of political 
learning. (2 ) Almond and Verba suggest that the school 
is more influential in the formation of political behaviour 
than the family. ( 3 ) 
School has been used as an institution of political 
learning since ancient times. In recent times it has 
become more important since the political role of 
traditioris, churches and elites have diminished. ( 4 ) 
Heater emphasizes that if the school omits politics from 
the curriculum, it will neglect its duty to prepare the 
young for the life. ( S) Key and Ga-rdner concur with 
Heater and they see the educational system as a powerful 
force for induction into citizenship and in providing a 
view of the political world. ( 6) 
It seems that although some research has relegated 
the importance of school on political learning, school 
still has a significant role in the process of political 
education. School is closer to the political system, 
therefore it is more responsive than the ,family to state 
controls. Consequently it has a greater significance for 
1) . W. Langeveld, pp. 31-32. 
' 2). R. Dawson et al., p.l69. 
3). Almond and Verba, T}1e Civic Culture, p.268. 
4). w. Langeveld, 'Political Ed\.]catioh:Pros and Cons', in D.Heater and 
J. Gillespie, (eds.,) Po~itic:<?r_riaucation in .Fli;Jx, p. 24. 
5) . H. Heater, 'Political Studies in the School', in B, Crick 
and D. Heater,· E'ssays em, Political Education, p. 23. 
. . . . 
6) • V .0. Key, Public- Opi~ion and Afne:r;ican D~mocracy, AlfreQ. A.Knoph, 
New York, 1961, p.317; 'vLGardn~r, 'Political-socialization', p.39. 
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shaping political attitudes o In addition v the si-gnificance 
of school is related ·to its influence during the crucial 
yeats of the de~lo~merit of politic~l attitudes in child-
hood and adolescence. 
In the United States school is the most important 
agent of political education. An American educator reports 
School is the greatest and most effective of all Americanization 
agencies. This is the one place where all children in a 
community or district, regardless of nationality, religion, 
politics, or_ social status, meet and work together in co-operative 
and harmonious spi.tit .•• The children work and play together, 
theyt:atch the school spirit, they live the democratic life, 
American heroes -become their own, American hist9ry wins the-ir 
loyalty, the Stars ancl Stripes, always before their eyes in 
the school .room, receive their daily salute. Not only are 
these immigrant children 1Unericanized tJvough the pUblic school, 
but they, in turn, Americanize their parents carrying into the 
home many lessons of democracy lear'ned at school. (l!) 
It seems that the American school is an important 
instrument in promoting the community spirit, Americanizing 
the citizens and preparing them for the American way of 
life in a democratic society. This aim of school is 
derived from the fact that the United States have a large 
number of immigrants who differed in their social and 
political values. This aim is derived also from the belief 
that the American political system is a democratic one. 
Moreover, the United States is considered a super power 
which tries to prove and display its ideology against the 
Soviet Union. 
In line with the·previous case, the schools in most 
modern countries and the Soviet Union occupy a significant 
1). A. Dahl, Who Governs?, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1961, 
pp.317-318, Quoted by R. Dawson, et al., p.3. 
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role in learning its political oriefitation~. neck argue~ 
that the Soviet Union is alleged to have played a critical 
role in socializing children to the norms of communism. (l) 
Key observed that schools are used as a major element of 
the apparatus of the modern state in learniilg apecific 
political orientations. In his comparati~e observations 
"elementary and secondary schools mould children into 
little Americans 1 little Germans, little Russians. They 
propagate the historical lore of the people, the myt~s, 
the beliefs and the faiths .... Beyond its inculcation of 
values and beliefs, the educational system develops 
intellectual skills and basic attitudes that are·reflected 
in the political behaviour and opinion of the adult long 
after he has left school."( 2 ) English school is not the 
same as American or Russian school, although the former 
is considered a centre at which an individual acquires 
the characteristics of citizenship. ( 3 ) 
In fact, educational systems in most societies reflect 
their social and political ideology. Although most 
societies use schools to transfer the social qnd political 
values to the new generati·on, they differ in the aims and 
ways of political education which depend on the values 
of a society and the norms of its political system. 
School influence on political learning has two 
1). P.A. Beck, 'The Role of Agents in Political Socialization', 
p.l31. 
2). V.b. Key, Public Opinion and American Democracy, p.315. 
3). E. Tapper, Political Educationa,nd Stability, p.45. 
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dimensions. J;t is utilized· tp encourage the :lciyal.ty and 
conunitment to the country arid the values of its political 
system. school con·tr1butes to ;integration within the 
society and to m~intain-ing the political system. It 
helps, develops and transmits certain bases of political 
orientation that members of a society should share in a 
(1) 
specific era. This aim can be realized by introducing 
a curriculum which informs students of the system and 
its norms, and through ritual lif·e inculcates patriotism, 
positive feelings and attitudes towards political leaders 
and institutions. 
Educational policy makers assume that systematic 
exposure to the national symbols will produce greater 
attachment and respect for the nation arid its institutions.( 2 ) 
Patriotic feelings are transmitted to children through 
the ritual life of the school : saluting the flag, 
repeating the pledge of allegiance and singing patriotic 
songs. In addition, pictures of historical figures, 
national heroes, sayings and maxims of leaders and their 
pictures are displayed to incUlcate patriotic feelings in 
children. In the American school, "the feelings of 
respect for the pledge and national anthem are reinforced 
daily and seldom questioned by the child ... ( 3 ) Rituals 
surrounding the flag and other national symbols are more 
1). D. Easton, 'The Function of Formal Education in a Political System", 
p. 311. 
2). R. Dawson et al., p.l46. 
3). R. Hess and T. Torney, The Development of Basic Attitudes arid 
Values Toward Government and. Ci:tizenship During the Elementary 
School Years, The· University of Chicago, Chicago, 1965, p.202 
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frequently presented to young children than to older 
children, 
It is assumed that these acts produce awe for govern-
mentp attitudes of submission, respeqt and dependence, 
Ritual life in the early years of sch6ol establishes "an 
emotional orientation towards country and flag even 
though an understanding of the meaning of the words and 
actions has not been developed, These seem to be 
indoctrinating acts that cue and reinforce fe~lings of 
loyalty and patriotism, This early orientation prepares 
the child for later learning and stresses the importance 
of loyalty for citizens of all ages,"(l) The importance 
of ritual life springs from the nature of group activities 
and their behaviour which is considered more meaningful 
and effective when these acts are practised collectively 
in school, From this perspective school is more important 
than the family in implanting loyalty and patriotic 
feelings towards· the nation, political s·ystem and its 
values. 
Inculcation of political knowledge and emphasis of 
loyalty towards the political system is an indoctrination 
process. Schools in most regimes use political indoctrina-
tion with the aim of inculcating loyalty, values and norms 
of the system and its institutions to the nation, 
Deliberately or unintentionally through textbooks and ritual 
life, school tries to advocate and justify the social and 
pol~tical system of a particular society, 
1). Ibid., pp.202-207. 
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In the Sovi~t Union it is believed that political 
indoctrination plays a significant part in the educational 
process. Soviet political indoctrination was emphasized 
by educational leaders in the early years of th~ Soviet 
state to implant corrununist morality. In bringing up 
children Soviet educational leaders suggest that the aim 
is "the formation of behaviour, character and traits of 
personality necessary to the Soviet State."(l) The major 
task of education is to inculcate loyalty and to support 
the political system and its leaders. 
Schools in the Soviet Union are the most important 
agent in carrying on political indoctrination. According 
to Merriam, "the Corrununists in Russia have seized upon 
the schools as one of the most effective agencies for the 
purpose of building up a new generation impregnated with 
communist doctrines and ideals. (2 ) In all stages of the 
educational ladder schools impress upon the mind of the 
pupil the values of communism and its norms. With great 
enthusiasm they teach revolutionary history, struggles, 
victories, heroes, the philosophy of Marx and Lenin, and 
the principles of communism. 
The Soviet Union is not the only country which 
utilizes schools as a means of political indoctrination. 
Governments in all new nations use their educational system 
to introduce socio-political indoctrination. (3 ) Political 
l). N.A.Lyalin (ed.), Kollektiv i razvitie lichnosti, Leningrad, 1962, 
p.28, Quot~d by Frederick C. Barghoorn, Politics in the USSR, Second 
Edition, Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1972, p.94. 
2). Charles Edward Merriam, The Making of Citizens:A Comparative Study 
of Methods of Civic Training, The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1931, p~93. 
3). B. Stacey, p~3. 
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indoctrination is also to b~ found in some democratic 
nations. As has been mentioned schools programmes in 
the United States also have political content with a view 
of instilling p6litical beliefs and loyalty to the nation. 
Jaros concludes from various pieces of research that direct 
indoctrination has important political consequences. 
American school programmes are designed to buttress the 
young against the influence of Communism. In spite of 
thi~ approach of political indoctrination, educators stress 
the virtues of democracy and encourage participation in the 
affairs of government. (l) Political learning in the 
United States is not restricted to political indoctrina-
tion. It takes into its consideration the democratic 
attitude by giving the opportunity to discuss political 
affairs. 
It seems that most countries teach their political 
values and support their system. Political indoctrination 
is related to what the norms and values of a country are 
and to what extent it needs to support the specific 
political system it embraces. Political indoctrination 
depends on how much the values of the society permits it. 
It is expected that : first, a new nation feels the 
need for political indoctrination more than older nations. 
Secondly, while indoctrination in non-democratic countries 
l). D. Jaros, Socialization to Politics, p.l5. 
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has a prominent role in the process of political ~ducation, 
democratic countries do not encourage this fashion of 
political education. The first expectation relates to 
the need of new nations for unity and harmony within the 
society and also the need to support their new system. 
The second expectation derives from the fact that democratic 
attitudes give an individual the opportunity to learn 
about other values and have the right to select between 
different alternatives with the aim of improving the 
values of the system. 
Although democratic attitudes do not encourage 
indoctrination within the process of political education, 
Heater argues that the fear of indoctrination is one of 
the factors which leads to the neglect of political 
education in Britain. (l) Langeveld, however, maintains 
that indoctrination should not be a fund~ental reason to 
hinder political education because this fear is common in 
other subjects such as history and religion. (2 ) 
The common impression, then, is that whilst the 
degree of political indoctrination depends very much on 
the values and political ideology of a country, political 
indoctrination has its enthusiastic advocates in most 
countries. This belief is supported by Merriam. ( 3) 
Dawson also argues that most political regimes and 
1). Derek Heater, 'A Burgeoning of Interest:Political Education in 
Britain',InternationalJournal of Political .Education, Vol.l. 
Part 4, November, 1978, p.325. 
2). w. Langeveld, 'Political Education:Pros and Cons•, p.46. 
-
3). c. Merriam, The Making of Citizens, p.l9. 
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educational leaders accept political indoctririation as 
an important part of ~ducation~ (1) 
Although indoctrination in political education has 
its advocates, some-researchers reject this dimension of 
political education. Crick contends that teachers "should 
not advocate one doctrine or another."( 2 ) Leming argues 
that indoctrination in school is not effective in shaping 
either student's moral knowledge or moral behavi~ur. (3 ) 
Dawson argues that political indoctrination may be quite 
ine£fective. ( 4 ) In his view there is _not clear evidence 
that particular values that are taught are internalized 
by the student. Moreover, attempts to introduce political 
indoctrination in some school courses seems to be boring 
to the student. 
It seems there are two related issues in which 
political indoctrination is regarded as acceptable. 
First, loyalty to the nation is different from support 
of specific values and a political system. What justifies 
this view is there are many revolutions against specific 
values and systems. These revoluttons are led by patriotic 
individuals with the aim of realizing the development of 
a society. In the light of this perspective political 
indoctrination is an important approach of political 
education with the aim of supporting loyalty to the nation. 
l). R. Dawson et al., p.l69. 
2). B. Crick, 'The Introducing of Politics in Schools', p.l5. 
3) . James s. Leming, 'Implications for Teaching_ Values', Social 
Education, Vol.43, No.7, November-December 1979, p.597. 
4). R. Dawson et al., p.l46. 
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Secohdp and related to the .firs,t, societies are always 
changsable, therefore political iridoctrination to specific 
values is not permitt~d. In this perspective political 
indoctrination diminishes political education. School 
indoctrination is only one dimension of political learning, 
it should not be restricted to particular values and a 
system. 
As well as conserving values in a society the 
educational system has alsb a role in intrbducing wider 
social and political values. Schools 11 are in the position 
of being able to do something about changing an ethnocentric 
atmosphere to a more global one". (l) Crick concurs with 
this approach of political education and he argues that_ 
teaching of politics should help to embrace other political 
viewpoints. (2 )Political education within the schools can 
include studying international leaders, other political 
and social values which are different from one's own, and 
issues in international politics. From this dimension of 
political education within the school, it is expected 
that the ability of pupils in c~itical thinking can be 
developed. Moreover, they can discuss and participate 
in political affairs and become able to improve their 
social and political values of the society. The basis 
for this idea is that children of today will be the adults 
1)~ w. Gardner, 'Political Socialization', pp.48-49. 
2) • Crick and Porter, p. 33. 
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of the future. 
Thus Crick suggests three logical stages of compre-
hensive and objective political education within schools. 
First, political education should. take into consideration 
knowledge of the political system, its values and how the 
system works. Secondly, political education creates 
active citizens who can participate in public affairs and 
influence them. This requires an appreciation of 
different viewpoints, values and interests within a 
society. The third stage is related to the possibility 
of changes or alternative values to the system. (1) To 
realise the third stage it is necessary for students to 
be habituated to use critical thinking of the values of 
society and other values he will meet in the real world. 
Thus any good programn1e of political education should 
include all of the three stages. 
These three stages of political education within 
the school c;tre related to both conservative and progressive 
theories. Conservative theory regards political education 
as a means of respecting values and traditions of a society 
and maintaining the status-quo. "If the main goal of 
political education,is the legitimization of the status-
quo with all its injustice, inequalities in power .... it 
is understandable that progressives reject it ... (2 ) The 
progressive view is to give an individual the opportunity 
to use his ability as much as possible to create and 
1). B. Crick, 'Basic Political Concepts and Curriculum Development', 
pp.90-91. 
2). w. Langeveld, 'Political Education:Pros and Cons', p.31. 
improve the values and system. of a society. 
Most political r€gim~s desire to perpetuate their 
values and systems. In many countries educational 
policy makers and school programme designers are in a 
position of authority and also close to the government. 
Therefore, it is difficult for· political education to work 
in such a way that contradicts the values of the system, 
that is to say the progressives view is not easy to 
reaiize. Even so the educat~onal systeM can be used to 
improve the values of a society. 
It can be concl~ded that political education should 
~each children not only the values of the system to cope 
with that society as conservative theory believes, but 
also how to improve values and systems of their own 
society as it is believed in the view of progressive 
theory. In other words it is necessary for political 
education to take into consideration conservative and 
progressive theories in maintaining the political values 
and system of society in addition to improving and changing 
them. 
School influence on ~olitical learning can take 
three different forms, the provision of knowledge, the 
development of participation skills and the shaping of 
attitudes. School provides pupils with political knowledge 
about the system and its values and how the system works. 
It also develops students' participation skills and their 
attitudes towards the system and its values. As has 
( 1) 
already been discussed, children learn significant 
1). See the part of the Development of Political Concepts. 
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information and acquire political a·ttitudes towards the 
system during the years bf pri~ary and secondary schools. 
Almond and Ve~ba in the~r cross-n~tional studies in 
five nations (United States, Great Britain, Germany, 
Italy and Mexico) stressed the crucial iilfluence of the 
school on political attitudes. Among other factors and 
variables, "none compares with the educational variable 
in the extent to which it seems to determine political 
attitudes. The uneducated man or the man with limited 
education is a different political actor from the man who 
has achieved a high level of education ... even when these 
additional factors are controlled, respondents of lower 
and higher education still differ substantially in 
political attitudes."{l) In all the five nations, the 
study's findings proved strong correspondences between 
the level of education and political attitude£. The~e 
were substantial differences between an indiviqual who 
had received more education and an individual who had 
received less education in his attitudes towards politics. 
Compared with a less educated person, a more educated 
person: 
1) is more aware of the impact of government. 
2) is more likely to report that he follows politics and 
pays attention to election campaigns, 
3) has more political information, 
4) is more interested in political subjects and more 
likely to engage in political discussion, 
1). Almond and Verba, The Civic Cultu:r;:e, p.379. 
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5) feels free to discuss politics with a wider range 
o.f peop J;e , 
6) is more likely to c.onsider himself competent to 
influence the government, 
7) is .. more likely to be a member of some organization, 
arid 
8) is ~ore likely to express confidence in his .social 
environment. (l) 
In each of the five nations, the degree of the 
differences between those .who have had a primary education 
and those who have had a higher education is at least 
twenty percentage points. "More complex attitudes depend 
upon such basic orientation as awareness of the political 
system, information about it, and some exposure to its 
operations. It is just this basic set of orientations 
that those of limited education tend not to have". (2 ) 
The prominent role of a school's influence on political 
orientation has been emphasized by other studies. Key, 
in his research, concluded that (1) a more educated 
individual feels that his duty is to vote and to fulfill 
his political role, (2) a well educated citizen feels more 
competent in his political efficacy, and he thought that 
the government has regard for him and he could reach it, 
3) a better educated person is more active in politics. {3 ) 
1). Ibid., pp.380-381. 
2) . Ibid. I p. 382. 
3) .V.O. Key, Public Opinion and American Democracy, pp.323-331. 
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In a large measure Key's findings correspond with 
Almond and Verba cross~national studies. The common 
conclUsion is that schools have a significant effect 
over the process of the formation of political attitudes 
and acquiring political knowledge. Political outlook 
varies with the extent of education. The well educated 
person has more political knowledge, more interest and 
acitivity in politics, he feels more competent in discussing 
political issues and in influencing the government than 
those of limited education. These differences which 
refer to educational differences are associated with other 
dif-ferences in social and political behaviour. In school an 
individual learns specific subjects, acquires political 
information and skills that develop his political attitudes 
and helps him to participate and to involve in political 
actions. In a large measure schools also reflect the 
values of society and its political system and transmit 
them to an individual. 
Although political information has an important role 
in understanding the political system and issues, in 
formulating political attitudes, in participating in 
political affai~s and in making decisions, Ehman argues 
that an overemphasis on political knowledge goals can 
result in negative outcomes of attitudes. (l) It is a 
predominant role for schools to take into consideration 
knowledge, participation and attitudes and also to achieve 
the balance between them. 
1) Lee H. Ehman, 'Implication for Teaching Citizenship', p.595. 
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Political education is considered -a significan·t 
factor in creating a predisposition towards political 
participat~on and preparin~ young people ior this activity. 
A school's environment ~nd ~tructure can be viewed as a 
minor political system. Pupils may extrapolate the 
styles of authority and relationships within the school 
to the political system. (l} Schools can p'rovide students 
with many opportunities to be involved in a participating 
process. Students can improve their participation skills 
from experiences within the school such as taking part 
in classroom discussion and curriculum decisions, school 
activities, interaction between different individuals 
and groups, and election processes. These experiences 
develop competence in decision-making. 
When Welssberg examined the behaviour of part-icipation 
in American high school, he found that most students 
participated in electoral activity. However less than 
50 percent participated in school decisions; only 40 percent 
participated in classroom discussion and only 45 percent 
felt free to protest against unfair treatment from 
teachers. ( 2} Political participati6n within schools is 
not restricted to voting and elections. It includes 
other aspects of participation such as school decisions 
and classroom discussion and these are considered more 
effective in improving participation skills than the 
participation in elections. Thus although democratic 
1). R. Welssberg, Political Learning, pp.88-89. 
2) . Ibid., pp. 89-91. 
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values are predominant in America, American students have 
a low level in involving themselves in the most important 
processes of participation. 
In sp~te of the fact that participation in American 
schools is low, there are other nations in which school 
participation has an even lower level. Almond and Verba's 
study indicated that in Britain only 16 percent of students 
particip~ted in school discussions and debates, and only 
35 percent felt free to discuss unfair treatment in school 
or to disagree with teachers. In Italy the figures were 
11 percent for the former and 29 percent for the latter. {l) 
In Britain political education in schools was neglected 
during the period of the sixties. (2 ) Despite the high 
standard of democracy in Britain, the neglect of political 
education resulted in a low level of political participation 
within schools. 
In a study undertaken by the Education Commission of 
the States in 1973, Patrick deduced that only 25 percent 
of 17-year-old students could mention four ways of 
political participation, and O!!lY 11 percent could list 
five techniques for exerting political influence. Less 
than half of the sample could participate in ballot 
correctly. In Patrick's view political knowledge was more 
prominent than participation skills in the process of 
political education. ( 3 ) These findings reflect a low-level 
1). Almond and Verba, The Civic Culture, pp.332-333. 
2). H. Entwistle, Political Education in a Democracy, p.2. 
3) .. J. Patrick, p.l99. 
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of political p~rticipat~on associated with p6fitic~l 
education.·. 
Although political participation is a significant 
approach of political education, the cornn'ton conclusion 
is that schools alone ca:imot develop all aspects of 
politic~l.p~rticipation in a large measure. In other 
words schools are not able to improve all approaches of 
political education in the same degree. Political know-
ledge can be taught more directly than attitudes and the 
ititellectual ~kills of participation. Low-levels of 
politi9al participation with~n schools reflect the fabt 
th~t participation needs intellectual skills which require 
in turn high levels bf cognitive thinking. 
'Alth6ugh political educators have acknowledged the 
virtue of participation skills in democratic attit~des, 
"they have given little attention to teaching these 
skills."(l) Political participation depends upon many 
factors within the school such as curriculum and its 
content, attitudes of teachers, the relationships in the 
school community, and how much students participate in 
these ac'ts. 
Hess and Torney consider teachers a model in the 
processes of identification and imitation. ( 2) Thus 
teachers are influential in formulating children's political 
attitudes. Stacey sees that most teachers seek to instil 
1). Ibid., p. 200. 
2). Hess and Torney, p.lll. 
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a particular view pf a gi.ven society and to -supp()rt its 
system. (l) Althpugh t~achers share in transrrii tting -the 
political information and in shaping political attitudes, 
there is evidence to suggest that teachers can not 
completely develop the ability of students ih political 
partic:tpation. 
Langton deduced that American public school teachers 
"are often hostile or unconunitted to democratic ~rinciples". ( 2 ) 
When Langton examined the effect of teachers performance 
of seconc1ary school on the political impact o~f ci vies 
curriculum, he found that teacher performance did ndt 
significantly alter curriculum effect. ( 3) Hess and 
Torney found that teachers avoid discussing the attitudes 
dea:)_ing with partisan conflict and disagreement in the 
classroom, while they express their opinions concerning 
other attitudes. ( 4 ) Langeveld's observations concur 
with Hess and Torney's .findings. He obs~rved that 
teachers avoid discussing national political conflicts 
in their classroom and they discuss internati,onal 
conflict~ without making links to natiohal~politics. (S) 
Teachers' attitudes undoubtedly have a.·sigri.ificant 
role either in reinforcing or minimising the impact of 
classroom discussion participation in the tea~hing of 
politics. On the one hand teachers are in a sensitive 
1). B. Stacey, p.75. 
2). K. Langton, p.86. 
3). Ib;Ld. I p. 98. 
4). Hess and Torney, p.lll. 
5). w. Langeveld; 'Political Education: Pros and Cons', p.33. 
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position, in -discussing some political issues in the 
classroom such as partisan: values and national policy 
or controversial issues. On the other hand political 
education should include knowing and understanding these 
political issues. The teacher can improve this task 
of political education and encourage stud~nts to political 
participation by introducing and discus~ing partisan 
values and controversial issues without giving any 
particular view or bias towards any political issues. 
Political participation depends very much on the variety 
of ~iewpoints. Thus teachers should help students to 
express all their points of view and to feel free iri 
discussing such issues. Consequently, teachers can 
improve their role in reinforcing the effect of classroom 
discussion in pol.i.tical participation. 
A school's role in developing the ability of 
s·tudents in political participation becomes more effective 
by introducing political knowledge to students in a 
critical way, to help them express their opinion, and to 
give them the will to participate effectively and responsibly. 
Participation is not developed without political information 
that gives students the confidence and enables them to 
avoid the fear and illusion in practice. Participation 
does not necessarily solve specific issues, it rather 
provides students with competence to discuss and to 
understand political issues. 
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curriculum. 
The curriculum is rE:!garded as a significant instrument 
in the process of pOJ.i:tical education. "The school 
curriculum that lies in the heart of education~l systems 
of western soci~ties is one of the great cultural forms of 
human history. Its content embraces diverse culture 
traits believed to be requisite for participation in the 
soc~ety ..• Many of the basic values of the society are to 
reinforce (if not originally transmitted to pupils) by 
means of the choice of materials placed before them in 
socie,ty" (l) In order to transmit and reinforce social 
and political valu~s of the society, the school curriculum 
in most countries tends to teach children subjects or 
lessons about politics and values of the society. 
The curriculum in American primary aiid secondary 
schools includes American history and government. The 
aim of teaching social studies is to give children an 
understanding and appreciation of the American political 
traditions and values, in addition to implanting in them 
these values and prepa~ing them to participate in the 
Arne~ican system. (2 ) Learning about politics is not 
restricted to social studiei but also occurs in other 
subjects such as reading, English and art. (3 ) Socialist 
countries are involved in political learning by using most 
of school curricula even mathematics. ( 4 ) It seems that 
1). Arnold and S. Fisher, 'The CurriculurJ) as an Instrument for 
Inculcating Attitudes and Values', Comparative Education Center, 
University of Chicago, unpublished manuscript, 1967, Quoted by 
R. Dawson et al., p.l40. 
2). Marian D. Irish and Elke Frank, Introduction to Comparative Politics: 
Thirteen Nation-State$,Second Edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
E.nglewood Cliffs, New JeJ;:sey, 1978, p .154. 
3). R. Welssberg, ~olitical Learning, p.l5. 
4). I. Volgyes, 'Political Socialization in Eastern Europe', p.l6 
· .. •-
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democratic or socialist countries utilize the school 
curriculum to introduce and inculcate students in their 
social and political values according to a specific 
ideology. 
Social studies are more related to social values and 
politics, therefore, they are more significant than other 
school subjects in provi-ding children wit.h politi~al 
information and in shaping their political attitudes. 
Civic education is one of the prominent subjects of 
social studie$. In an early study undertaken in eight 
de'inocratic and socialist countries, Merriam concl-qded that, 
"in all the systems appraised in this study, the schoo'l 
ecierges as the heart of civic edu~ation of the political 
conununity, and in all probability wil,l continue to 
function increasingly in this role."(l) The significance 
of civic ~curses in learning political orientations has 
been emphasized in more ~ecent times. ( 2 ) Civic education 
in the United .States ·include? courses about the political 
system and political affairs such as American Government, 
Problems of Democracy, Americ~nism, Communism and Democracy, 
International Relations, World Citizenship and Comparative 
Politics. ( 3 ) The overriding aim of these courses is to 
create "compliance to rules and authority:•( 4 ) Civic 
education is designed to introduce children into the norms 
l). c. Marriam, ThE;! Making of Citizens, p.288. 
2) . o. v. Key, Public Opin.i9n and American Democracy, p. 317; D. Jaros, 
Socialization._ to Politi,cs, p. 9. 
·-. , ... 
3). K. 4angton, p.90. 
4). Hess and Torney, p.llO. 
1.i9 
and character of the system. 
Langeveld argues that civic educ.ation provides 
studentEl with knowledge and understanding of the processes 
of the political system to create a strong conviction 
with the existing political system. (l) Bourne observed 
that civic courses aim to develop the pupils' performance 
of their duties of citizenship by studying the structure 
of government and the duties of individuals towards it 
and by learning them the performance of social duties. (2 ) 
A wider aim of political education requires more than 
loyalty to the system or knowing and performance social 
duties. 
Civic education should include the various aspects 
of society which are related to individuals. It must 
involve the concept of democracy that gives an individual 
the opportunity to share power, share responsibility, 
share respect, and to share knowledge. Therefore civic 
education has its important role in stimulating an 
interest in the processes ·of democratic government and in 
providing students with knowlexge and experiences will 
make them more active as citizens in the political 
affairs. ( 3) Civic education can create a good citizen-
ship by providing students with knowledge and understanding 
the process of the system and its values, and by knowing 
the rights and duties towards the society. It should also 
1). w. Langeveld, 'Political Education:Pros and Cons', p.37. 
2). Henry E. Bourne, The Teaching of History and Civics in the 
Elementary and Secondary School, Lorigmaris, Green, and Co., New 
York, 1921, pp.9j-94. · 
3) Benjamin Nispe1,'Teaching Civics' in JosephS. Roucek (ed.) 
The Teaching of H·istory, Peter owen Limited, London ,1968 ,pp. 246-4 7. 
improve the ab,tolity of· students to. parc:ticipate in· political 
matters. 
Some studies,, however, in<:licate that some courses in 
civics fail to pr9mote pglitical learning. In the United 
States some courses in government and civics failed to 
provide pupils with the ability to dis~uss political 
affairs. (l) From various pieces of research , Langton 
deduced tha·t some courses on ci vies and politics had 
little impact upon the abilityof students to participate 
in political affairs, although these courses have 
significant impact on supporting patriotic feelings and 
democratic belief~. (2 ) These findings refer to twb factors, 
on the one hand pblitical participation needs practi6al 
experiences, on the other hand civic education provides 
children with theoretical experi~nces. 
Although there was a lack of evidence that civics had 
a significant impact on political attitudes in American 
secondary schools, Langton's research does not support 
the thinking of those who look to the civics as a minor 
source of political learning. ( 3) Generally his find~ngs 
revealed that civic courses had their impact on political 
attitudes. In his words "the :more civics courses the 
student has had, the more likely he is to be knowledgeable, 
to be interested in politics, to expose himself to the 
l). David G. Armstrong, Social. studies in Secondary Education, 
Macmillan Publishing Co. , Inc. , New York, 1980, p. 377. 
2). K. Langton, pp.87-88. 
3). Ibid. I pp.llS-16. 
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political content of the ma~s media, to have mox:e pbliticai 
discourse, to feel more efficacious, to espoUse a 
participative orientatioJ1, and to show: more civic 
tolerance''. (l) The sighificant role of ciVic courses had 
been reinforced by other studies. Almond and Verba's 
findings sugge~t that teaching about politics increases 
the political competence of an individual in the United 
State$, Great Britain and Mexico. (2) In another study, 
Hes.s and Torney indicated that American teachers felt 
that teaching about pqlitics was at least as important 
as other subjects (reading and arithmetic) in citizenship 
(.3) traihing. 
The common conclusion is that, although some researches 
minimise the impact of civic education in formulating 
students' attitudes towards political participation, it 
is still one of the more significant instruments in 
citizenship training. Langton, in his research, found 
that American students taking courses on traditional 
American Government, compared with students taking the 
American Problems courses, more often stressed the loyalty 
rather fha~ the participation aspect. ( 4 ) It appears from 
this study that the impact of civic courses depends upon 
their content. Courses related to the political system 
and its values can develop loyalty and patriotic feelings, 
1) . Ibid. I p. 97. 
2). Almond and Verba, The Civic Culture, p.36l. 
3) • Hess and Torney, pp.l09-llO. 
4) . K. Langton , p. 9 7 . 
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while courses ,deciling with political aff,aib:> an,d problems 
have their imp'act on the developmerit of attitudes towards 
political participation. 
Civic education becomes more effective if its 
programmes are not discrepant with the child's actual 
ob$ervatiohs in political life. ( 1) Civic education has 
little impact if it is only seen as a part of social and 
political life. So "it cannot long be forgotten that 
political loyalty d~pends upon the balance of social 
interests of which it is an index, and without whiCh it 
is nothing ... Unaerstanding of systems of civic educati.on 
will not be reached unless they are tak~n as a p~rt of a 
total social situation". (2) Civic Courses should take 
into its cori~id~ration what children learn and meet in 
other agencies of political learning and the different 
attitudes within the society. Children are not satisfied 
if their learning differs from what they perceive in 
their actual life. 
Bourne argues that there is "no subjebt in the school 
curriculum touches deeper-rooted or·· stronger interests than 
·history.,; (3) This belief refiects an important implication 
in facilitating and simplifying the political learning 
through history teaching, 11 actual historical case studies 
can help breathe life into the textbook statements."( 4 ) 
1). R. Dowse and J. Hughes, Political Sociology, p.l88. 
2). c. Merriam, The Making of Citizens, pp.B-11. 
3). H. Bourne, The Teaching of History and Civics, p.4. 
4). D. Heater, 'History Teaching and Political Education', p.lSl. 
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On the one hand ~~story is r~lated to politics and 
political life. On the othe~ hand teaching politics 
includes many abstract ideas which cah be drab. So many 
of these abstract ideas can be learned in the interesting 
subject of history. 
History i.s a prominent vehicle for political educa-
tion. In the United States the history curricula includes 
citizenship training through the study of American 
traditions, ideals, achievements and failures, political 
systems and the principles of democracy. (l} In France 
national history is used to foster patriotic feelings by 
revealing the superiority of French culture. (2) Official 
educational reports in Britain have asserted the importance 
of history for poiitical education. The Committee of the 
Secondary School Examinations Council in 1943 argued that 
through the teaching of history "we believe the best 
contribution can be made in schools to the growth of an 
inform~d democracy."( 3} History is a significant subject 
in the creation of good citizenship in a democracy. In 
most developing countries schools use history to reveal 
natiortal ~chievements and strug~le. (4) The principal 
aim is to realize patriotic feelings and introduce the 
values of the society to children. It seems that most 
countries utilise history as an important instrument for 
1). B. Nispel, 'Teaching Civics', p.248. 
2). w. Langeveld, 'Political Education:Pros and Cons', p.34. 
3). Board of Education, Curriculum and Examina,tion in Secondary 
Schools, H.M.S.O., London, 1943, p.loo. 
4) • R. Fitzhenry, Introducing- Sociology, .p.l73. 
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political education whether to create a love for the 
country and support for the system or to promote good 
citizenship. This depends upon the ideology of the 
country. 
The significance of h~story in political learning is 
that history has 0ider approaches of instruction which 
are closely related to the different meaning of ~olitical 
education. History is an important subject in creating 
loyalty and patriotic feelings towards a particular 
nation. "It is impossible to ld:>ok for patriotic feeling 
from one who is ignorant of what his country has stood 
for in the development of civilization". (1) National 
history provides children with many lessons in patriotism 
such as national achievements, specific civilization, 
victories, stories of national heroes and by transmitting 
a specific ideology. 
This aim of history is to be found ih a~cient and 
modern time. During the Greco-Roman period history 
consisted largely of stories of the exploits of regional 
and national heroes. (2 ) Burston argues that history in 
Victorian times was seen as the "school of statesmen", 
at other times history is used to engender the right kind 
of patriotism by teaching children the heritage of their 
societies. ( 3 ) . 
1). H. Bourne, The Teaching of History and Civics, p. 89. 
2). Mehdi Nakosteen, 'Ph.i,losophies of History and the History Teacher', 
In J. Roucek (ed.), The Teaching of History,p.lB. 
3) . W. H. &lrston, ' The Place of History in Education', Ih W. H. 
Burston and C.W. Green (eds.), Handbook For History Teachers, 
Second Edition, Methuen, Educational Ltd., London, 1972, p.3. 
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In modern times hi:story has served s_pecific national 
interests. "Each national cr1.sis was reflected in the 
history program. Republic France, independent Belgium and 
United Italy naturally w~nted their for~er historical 
accounts revised and brought into line with the new 
situation. The Wo~ld War had a stmilar :effect. 
Revised programmes appeared in nearly all the countries, 
and in most instances they reflected pn accentuated 
nationalism. (l) Whatever the degree of using history to 
support patriotic feelings and specific system, th~s 
approach of history depeh(ls upon the time and the need 
of the country to support its system although love of the 
country is desired by most countries regardless of the 
time and ideology. 
History has always had a socializing fQDction by 
teaching the values achieved by a country to the new 
generations. COnsequently, history teaching could exert 
an influence in perpetuating the values of society. 
However, the purpose of history is not restricted to this 
approach since history can be used to evaluate and promote 
the values of society. This purpose can be realized : 
If the objective procedures of history are followed, it may 
well be that they produce pupils with knowledge and insights 
that will strengthen their loyalty to, and acceptance of, the 
values in .... society, which may be shared. On the other hand 
those same skills and insights may enable other pupils more 
effectively to challenge, indeed to seek to change, those 
values. If history teaching seeks to guarantee either of those 
outcomes, it ceases to be histbry and becomes indoctrination. (2) 
1). Wesley, Edgar Bruce, Teaching the Social Studies, D.C.Heath and Company 
Boston, 1942, 2nd. ed., pp.l77-178, Quoted by Mehdi Makosteen, 
'Philosophies of History and the History Teacher', p.l9. 
2). John Slater, 'The Case for History in School', The Historian, No.2, 
Spring 1984, p.l6. 
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Political education is not restricted to preserve or 
promote the values 6£ s6ciety ~nd its system. It includes 
knowing and unde:r:standing international events and 
activities. History can develop this approach of 
political educatiqn by sttidying history of the other 
societies. Corresponding with this approach the D.E.S. 
in 1967 argues "that we ought to be teach-ing world history 
rather than British history:(l) Professor Batho deduces, 
from L.E.A. Guidelines for th~ teaching o£ hi~tory in the 
years of compulsory school, that the purposes of teaching 
history are "to allow the pupils' handling of a wide range 
of evidence, to offer a balance between local, national 
and world history". Moreover, the concern of history as 
in Cheshire's discussion document is "to make clear the 
inter-relationship of political, social, economic, cultural 
and technological factors and others over a sufficient 
span of time to show change and continuity and to al:low 
comparison with the present day~( 2 ) Therefore, history 
could develop students' ability to understand that <:me 
particular society is different £rom another and to conceive 
that societies have different political and social back-
grounds and attitudes. Moreover, it enables a student to 
compare the development of his own society with that of 
others and detect real evidence of progress. 
In spite of the significance of history in teaching 
1). Department of Education and Science, Tow~r9s World History, 
Pamphlet No. 52, H.M.s.o., London, 1967, p.2. 
2). Gordon Batho, 'Hist;ory:A most Crucial Element of the Curriculum', 
Teaching History, No.42, June 1985, pp.4-5. 
political education, s-ome research-ers have relegated the 
role of history in the development of political e-ducation 
to a secondary position . :For example, Ian Lister states 
that "Perhaps the most corrunon objection to the introduction 
of political education is the claim that an adequate 
political education is already gained through such subjects 
as history ... This claim, which has been accepted_by too 
many for too long, needs to be challenged ... (l) Moreover, 
Brennan argues that history may be 11 a necessary conch tion 
for political understanding, but it is not , of itself, 
a sufficient condition 11 .,< 2 ) Although the present can be 
understood in the light of studying the past, Heater 
contends that 11 there is no necessary transfer of under-
standing from the political past to the political present. 
The civic education ffinction of history can only be 
~ ,• 
performed by studying the past in such a way as deliberately 
to illuminate the -present ... The function of history is to 
understand the past, not the present ... ()) Perhaps the 
limitation of the role of history in teaching political 
ec;lp_cation is due to the belief tnat history is mainly a 
study of the past and it alone cannot develop the under-
standing of political institutions and issues which are 
more relevant to the present conditions. 
The function of history, however, is not restricted 
l). Ian Lister, 'Political Education and the Schools', New University, 
May 1969, p.23. 
2). T. Brennan, Political Education and 'A Framework for the School 
Curriculum', Documents of the Political Education Research Unit, 
Department of Education, University of York, 1980, T s. p.S. 
3). D. Heater, 'History Teaching and Political Education', pp.l53-l54. 
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"to promote an enlarged understanding of the hi.uuan condition; 
princip~lly in the past, but also by inference in the 
present and the future 11 • (l) Consequently, history plays 
an important role in preparing students for citizenship 
by enabling them to understand the present and also by 
provid~ng them with perspectives for the future. Burston 
argues that history is sign~ficant for citizenship training 
for t~o reasons: first, history con~ists of a selection 
6f materials based on what is important in the present. 
Secondly, the past is directly connected with the present, 
ahd history is the study of this connection. (2 ) Historical 
studies enable students to understand that the present is . 
the· result of what happened in the past and to understand 
that the present -is different from the past, therefore, 
the future will be different from the present. ( 3) From 
this approach of studying history, students are aware 
that society is always changeable. This fact is allied 
with one of the important aims of political education 
which considers that changes within the society an its 
system are significant factors in realizing the development 
of society. 
In line with the pre~ious approach, history enables 
an individual to ''understand previous stages of civilization, 
discover the achievements and mistakes, adopt what has 
l). Richard Aldrich, An Introduction to the History of Education, 
Hodder ~nd Stoughton, London, 1982, p.l65. 
2). W.H. Burston, 'The Contribution of History to Education in 
Citizenship', History,Vol.XXXIII, OCtober 1948, p.227. 
3). D. Heater, 'History Teaching and Political Education', p.lSO. 
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proven useful and discard what has proven erroneous and 
obsolete. •i ( l) History is hot restricted to s,tudying the 
achievements of the society. It includes the failures 
and miStakes of the society. Th~s is an important aspect 
of political education since it enables an individual to 
understand the problems of the ~ociety. History helps 
students to understand how present problems often have 
th~ir roots in the past and encourages them to think 
logically and historically to disover the facts- of these 
problems. 
The significance of history in teaching political 
education relates to the fact that history develqps the 
ability of young people in intellectual thinking. History 
is relevant to the questio~s how do I know this is true? 1 
\•!hat was it like to be? 1 and what would I have done if ... ·? ( 2 ) 
The responses to these questions need a series of skills 
and insights which are relevant to the evaluation of 
evidence. Thus studying history helps students to thdnk 1 
discuss, and examine the evidence which support theirown 
conclusions. From this perspective history is related to 
evaluating and understanding political and social develop-
ments within an open society. 
Moreover 1 history has become more political in recent 
time. Most history teachers "accept that one of their roles 
is to try to make the world in which young people live 
1). Mehdi, Nakosteen, 'Philosophies of History and the History 
Teacher', p.l9. 
2). J. Slater, 'The Case for History in School', p.l6. 
- - ~- ; 
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less incomprehensible by putting it in its historical 
context."(l) Batho argues that history in recent time 
becomes more politically-minded and a fundamental feature 
in preparation for life. (2 ) This purpose can be realized 
by teaching young people contemporary history and equipping 
them with knowledge and skills which enable them to 
understand political and social contemporary issues. The 
characteristics of contemporary society which the history 
teacher ought to help pupils understand 
is a society which at all levels, politically, sociaLLy; in 
the appearance of our cities and countryside and in our moral 
attitudes which is inescapably and profoundly affected by 
developments in science and technology; it is globally 
interdependent; (it is also) an open society which gives 
young people constant opportunities, and sometimes the 
obligation, to make choices between alternative points of 
view. (3). 
Furthermore, history provides itudents with oppor-
tunites to develop certain concepts, attitudes, and 
skills which are related to political education. For 
example, history can develop political concepts such as 
power, welfare, freedom, socialism, conservat~sm and 
nationalisation. Attitudes such as tolerance, compromise 
and open-mindedness can also be developed by studying 
history. Moreover, history seeks to develop pupils' skills 
by evaluating evidence and identifying bias and propaganda. ( 4 ) 
It could be argued that school can be one of the most 
1). Ibid., p.l4. 
2). G.R. Batho, History:The Useful and Cost-Effective Subject, 
Report of a survey on.the position of history in the polytechnics 
and colleges of H.E., The Historical Association,l983, p.4. 
3). J.Slater, 'The Case for History in School', p.l5. 
4). ILEA, ~istQry and Social science at Secondary Level:History, 
Part two, ILEA, London, 1981, p.68. 
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important· instniments of poli:tical iearning to 'support 
the approaches of ei'ther political socialization or 
political edticatiori. The importance of school in 
political learning ~elates to the fact that schools are 
usually more closely under the control and supervision of 
the ~t~te. It seems that new systems and n6n-democratic 
countries attempt to exploit this feature of schools in 
order to propagate the desired values and ideas of the 
system and to realize their perpetuation. Although it 
expected that political understanding in democratic 
countries will be further developed through the approach 
of political edticati6n, it is likely that in some 
democratic countries the two approaches of political 
socialization and political education will be fourid. On 
the one hand these democratic countries are aware of the 
signifiC'ance of school in the acquisition·of feelings 
of loyalty and patriotism to the country and the system. 
On the other hand they emphasize the principle of democracy 
by encouraging young people to practice democracy and 
participate in political affairs, enabling them to discuss 
and t6 change the values of the system. Consequently~ it 
could be argued that the promotion and development of 
political education depends to a large extent on the 
values of the system and its ideology. That is to say 
school is not always in a position to promote political 
education except in a more democratic country. 
School has its influence on the acquisiiion of 
political knowledge, the shaping of children's political 
attitudes, and stimulating them to political participation. 
The influence of school lies in the purpose and content of 
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school curriculum and the way in which the curriculum is 
conmmnicated. A school curriculum can develop all 
approaches to political education. However, schools 
are ~sually more explicitly concerned in teaching 
political knowledge than political participation. In 
spite of the fact that the curriculum can provide for the 
development of children's skills in political participation, 
such skills can be further developed through most formal 
and informal school activities. 
Social studies have a prominent role in the introduction 
of political learning. The significance of social studies 
lies in the fact that they are more closely related to 
the values of society and consequently social studies 
are more appropriate in teaching pupils particularly 
social and political values and shaping their political 
attitudes. Courses in civics provide young people with 
knowledge and understanding about their present political 
system, society's values and institutions, and prepare 
them for citizenship by teaching them their duties and 
rights. Moreover, civic education can promote the ab~lity 
of children in participating in social and political 
matters of their country. The purpose of civic education 
depends upon the values of the system and its ideology. 
Some countries utilize civic education to develop loyalty 
to the system and its values, while the purpose of civic 
education in other countries is to develop the ability of 
children to understand and evaluate the values of the 
system and participate in political affairs. 
It could be argued, however, that not all courses 
of civic education do develop children's skills to discuss 
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and understand pol-i'tica·l affairs an_d participate in them. 
Participation skills can only be pro~oted through courses 
derived from political affairs and interesting. issues from 
everyday political li£e at the national and international 
level. Moreover, attempts to relate theoretical to 
real experiences within a society have their influence 
in developing the ability of childr~n to participate in 
political life. 
Teaching of history has various approaches which 
serve the wider concept of political education not only 
in sUpporting loyalty and patriotic feelings but also in 
understanding and irnprov:i,.ng the values and system of the 
society. History helps pupils to understand and interpret 
the present political action in its historical context 
and also provides them with perspectives for the future. 
The acquisition of knowledge and understanding of 
international events and activities contributes to under-
standing and evaluating present' evidence and values of a 
particular society. Contemporary history could be 
utilized in reinforcing this approach and enabling 
students to a further understanding of social and political 
issues specifically in their country and generally in the 
world. 
Moreover, historical studies develop the ability of 
pupils in conceptual thinking through the evaluation and 
discussion of evidence. Conceptual thinking through, 
weighing the evidence is a necessary approach to the 
development of political education not only in understanding 
political and social development but also in giving the 
reasons behind them. Therefore, young people could 
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develop particular and alternative viewpoints towards 
what has been done and what could be better, that is to 
say their critical thinking could be developed. These 
characteristics of history enrich its effect in the 
development of political education. However, the 
responsibility for political educatidn does not lie only 
within th~ field of teaching history. Other subjects 
and branches of social studies also have their influence 
in teaching political education, especially courses which 
concentrate on present social and political issues and 
institutions. 
CHAPTER-FOUR. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL AND DEMOCRATIC 
LIFE IN EGYPT BEFORE THE REVOLUTION· OF_ ~952 
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the devel-
oi;nneh_t of political life and the extent to which the 
Eg"yptian .people participated in political institutions 
during the period 1517 tb 1952. ~he ~hapter will also 
trace the effects of educational developments on politi-
cal life and g~owth of political awareness. 
The Ottoman Occupation (1517 - 1881) . 
From 1250, Egypt was under the rule of Marnelukes 
who were white slaves brought from the middle and the 
west of Asia ahd ~sed in the armies by rulers until they 
seized the authority. (1) During the rule of the Mamelukes, 
Egypt was invaded and occupied by the Ottomans in 1517. 
Their aim was to establish some sort of sovereignty over 
Egypt and then to control the country by the elimination 
f h . t• {2) o t e exls lng governors . Hence the Ottomans tried 
to remove the Mamelukes, put an end to their authority 
and prevent them from taking part in the political and 
1). Said Abde1-Fatah Ashor, Egypt in Age of Navy Mame1ukes State, 
E1-Nahda E1-Misria, Cairo, 1959, pp.12-13.(in Arabic). 
2) 0 Halil r:nalcik I 'Ottoman Methods of Conquest I ,Studia Islamica, 
Vol.II (1954), P.l03, Quoted by P.M. Holt. 'The Pattern of Egyptian 
Political His tory from 1517 to 1798 • • In P.M. H_olt -(ed.) , Political 
and Social Change in Modern Egypt, Oxford University Press, London, 
1968, pp.80..,81. 
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social life. Nonetheless, the Mamelukes retained. a 
share in the government of Egypt(l). 
In spite of the Ottqmans 1 declared sovereignty over 
Egypt the influence of the Marnelu.kes and their distinc= 
tive military power exi~ted alongside the Ottomans 1 
authority. Therefore Egypt began to suffer from the two 
authorities and the conflict that took place betw_een them. 
The conflict reached a crisis in 1769 when one of the 
1'1arnelukes, Ali Bey Al Kabeer, seized power and declared 
Egypt independent of Ottoman rule. His attempted coup 
failed largely because he did not use effectively the 
Egyptians' hatred of the foreign occupation( 2 ). The con-
tinuous conflict between the Marnelukes and the Ottomans 
led to a neglect of economic and social development and to 
the exr..l nsJon of t.he Egyptians from political J.jfe. 
The poor economic and social condition of the country 
during the rule of Mamelukes had deteriorated further 
with the discovery of the way round the Cape of Good Hope 
at the end of the 15th century. This tended to leave 
Egypt socially as well as economically isolated from Europe 
at a time when the European renaissance was begin~ing. The 
Ottomans did little to change the situation. The principal 
aim of Ottoman rule was to get maximum exploitation of its 
resources for the benefit of the Imperial Treasury( 3). 
The Egyptian farmer worked the land without owning it 
and was subject to high taxes imposed by the Sultan and the 
Marnelukes. Furthermore, skilled Egyptian tradesmen were 
1). P.M.Holt,'The Pattern of Egyptian Political History from 1517 to 
1798' ,p.Sl. 
2). Girgis Fauzy, Studies in the Political History o:f Egypt Since 
Mamelukes Age, El-Dar El-Misria, Cairo, l958;p.21,22. (In Arabic). 
3) . Stanford J. Shaw, 'Landholding and Land-tax Revenues ih Ottoman 
Egypt', in P.M.Holt (ed.) ,Political and Social Change. in Modern 
Egypt ,p. 94. 
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sent to Turkey to participe3.:te in-d~V,eloping Turkish in~ 
dustry, whilst high tax~s were imp~sed on Egyptian indus-
try(!). Moreover the Ottomans did not significantly con-
tribute to the cultural developmeht in Egypt( 2 ). 
The political and military conflict between the Otto-
mans and the Mamelukes only served to aggravate the economic 
and social situation. Th~ Egyptians received little en-
couragement to develop agriculture ~nd in~ustry and little 
progress was achieved during the four'centuries of Ottoman 
rule. 
During the latter part of the 18th Century, Turkey 
suffered increasing internal and externc1ll yroblems arising 
from its colonial conquests. At the same time Britain was 
emerging as one of the most advanced industrialised coun-
tries in Europe, and France was beset by unrest which 
eventually led to a revolution. The growing competition 
of European countries for markets and resources, the de-
sire of England and France to extend their empires, and 
the advantages of the geographical position of Egypt as a 
route to the East led to the invasion of Egypt by Napoleon 
in 17 9 8 ( 3 ) . 
The French occupation was short lived but highlighted 
the strategic position of Egypt as a trade route to India. 
Furthermore it opened the door to the introduction of modern 
western progress and culture to Egypt( 4 ). During the short 
French occupation France tried to change the image of the 
feudal Egyptian society into a capitalist society on the 
1). G.,Fauzy, Studies i.n the Political History,pp.lS-19. 
2). Mohanuned Anees and S.Rag_a:b Haraz, The Revqlution of 23 July and 
its Historical F'oundation,Dar El-Nahda El-Arabeia, Cairo, 1969, 
p.6. (in Arabic). 
3). G.Fauzy, pp.22-23,p.~6. 
4). Sobhy Wahead, Foundations of Egyptian Question,El-Anglo El-Misria, 
Cairo,l950, pp.l29-130. (In A'rClbic •. ) 
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line nf the French capit~lism. This was important for 
three reasons. 
First, the French expedition was successful in 
arousing a patriotic spirit and popular resistance on the 
part of the Egyptians against the Ottomans and Mamelukes 
as weil as the French. While the Mamelukes and the Otto-
mans claimed that they were defending the Islamic civili-
zation, it was obvious that the religious imperialism of 
the Mamelukes and Ottomans was no different from the im-
perialism o£ France. 
Secondly, by trying to overturn feudalism in Egypt 
the French were obliged to weaken the authority 6f th~ 
Mamelukes. They passed a law on the 16 of September, 
1798, that a person who plant~d the land also had the 
right to own Lhe land. The French also proposed the 
abolition of taxes on the land(l). Although these two 
re.forms were not implemented due to the departure of the 
French from Egypt, nevertheless they did mark the begin-
ning of the move away from feudalism in Egypt. 
Thirdly, the French expedition initiated the idea 
of building the Suez Canal. Furthermore groups of 
scientists who accompanied the French expedition intro-
duced significant ideas which were later made use of by 
Mohammed Ali in the subsequent development of Egyptian 
society. 
With the aid of a British force the French expedi-
tion was expelled from Egypt( 2 ). Although the circumstances 
1). M. Anees and R. Haraz, The Revolution of 23 July,p.30; 
G. Fauzy, p. 3o. 
2). A. A. -El-Gamal, Introduction to Foundations of Political and 
Social System, First Edition.i Dar El-NaJ1da El-Misria, Cairo, 
1957 '· p'. 364'. (in Arabic). 
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appeared to provide an opportun~ty for the establishment 
of an Egyptian government, in fact, there were no E~yp-
tians capable of assuming power. Thus the country remained 
under the rule of Ottomans and Mamelukes, 
This situation, however, changed dramatically after 
1805 when a Turk, Mohammed Ali, became ruler of Egypt, 
Mohammed Ali enjoyed the support of both Turkey and the 
Egyptians. He quickly seized on the hatred of the Egyp-
tians for the Mamelukes, whose position had already been 
weakened by the French, to drive them from power(l), Thus 
Ali became regarded as a saviour who had put an end to the 
rule of the Mamelukes which had lasted for more than five-
hundred years. Clearly, the support of the Egyptians 
for Ali's action reflected their desire to achieve indepen-
dence and a share' in their country's government. Never-
theless, in the absence of effective Egyptian leadership, 
Mohammed Ali and his successors were to remain in power 
until the July Revolution of 1952. 
Although in effect Mohammed Ali was a dictator, his 
rule was a curious mixture of autocracy and consultation 
through various councils and departments which he estab-
lished to investigate, discuss and administer state affairs. 
The most important council was the high council whose 
functions were to investigate all affairs except finance{ 2 ). 
Other important councils and departments included the Dep-
artment of Accounts, the Schools Department, the Military 
Department and the Council of Public Health. 
1). Anees and Haraz, p.71. 
2). M.F.Shokry (ed.), Structure of Mohanuned Ali Egypt State, Dar El-
Fekre E1-Araby, Cairo, 1948, pp.B-12. (in'Arabic.) 
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Hohanuned AJi w<'l.s_ concerned to fost~:L t-pe development 
of Egypt, and no doubt his style of government could be 
justified, to some extent ini-tially, given the shortage of 
trained people. E~en so, it was clear that Ali did not 
trqst the Egyptian people and was determined to retain 
control over all the authorities in the state. Thus the 
Egyptians were not provided with an opportunity to develop 
and exercise effective political power. 
Ali's main aim- was to replace the Ottoman rule by his 
own dynasty. Thus he attempted to establish a powerful 
army supported by economic development. His economic 
policy was based on securirtg national economic independence 
and socialist government. Consequently his government 
attempted to control all the means of production and to 
control any prof~ts(l). 
Agriculture and industry became state monopolies. 
In respect of agriculture, Ali sequestrated most of the 
l~nd and granted vast ar~as to certain classes of soc-
iety. Although he was keen to improve agricultural prod-
uctivity by the introduction and development of new tools, 
farmers were tenants who were required to sell their crops 
to Ali at a fixed price. In respect of industry, the state 
received all profits and workers, in effect, became state 
employees( 2 ). 
To achieve his political aims, however, Mohammed Ali 
realised the necessity of extending educational provision. 
Therefore he attempted to increase the number of schools 
1) . Gamal El-Deen Mohammed Said, The Way to Socialism, El-Nahda El-
Arabeia, Cairo, 1962, pp.-137-144. (in Arabic). 
2). Ahees and Haraz, pp.74-75. 
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In imp:roving the social and ecqnomic conditions of 
Egyptian society, Mohammed Ali was less concerned about the 
welfare o~ the people than in securing his own ambitions 
and e~tablishing a powerful arroyo This can be seen in 
the Londop Treaty of 1840-by which the Ottoman Sultan 
granted the rule of Egypt to Mohammed Ali and his descen-
dants i~ return for .a decrease in the size of the Egyptian 
ir~y. Sub~e~uently, many of the -ptojedts which had been 
introduced by Ali were neglected( 2 ) 0 In any case, many 
of the social, economic and cultural projects had been 
implemented somewhat hastily and did not attempt to solve 
the deeper and long-standing problems of the Egyptian 
people. 
The trend to autocratic and totalitarian government 
was carried further under the rules of Abbas I (1848-1854) 
and Said (1854-1863) . Attempts to improve society were 
abandoned, heavy taxes were imposed, individual freedom 
was restricted and there was a rise in the incidence of 
. . t. ( 3) lnJUS 1ce • Furthermqre, Egyptians were removed from 
important offices and replaced by Turks and other foreign-
ers(4) 0 Consequently the Egyptians were largely excluded 
from the political affairs of their country. 
As a result of Said's extravagances the debt to 
foreign countries rose to approximately L.E.ll,l60,000 in 
1863 and led to foreign interference in Egypt's affairs. 
Table ( 1 ) shows that the expenditures exceeded revenues 
1). H~El-Fiky, The Cultural History of Education in the United Arab 
Republic ,El-Nahda El-Arabeia, Cair9, 1966 ;Chapter 2. (in Ara:b.fc) 
2). J:bid, p.59 
3). A. El-Gohary (ed.), $tudies in Polit,ica:l Sociology,pp.252-"253 
4). H. El.Fiky, The cultural Historyof"Education,pp.64-'66. 
during Said 1 s rule. 
TABLE 1 
Expenditure and R~venue D~ring Sat~'s Rule. 
Years :Expendi ture_s Revenues 
i854 2.817.000 2.200.000 
1855 2.383.000 2.078.000 
1856 2.637.000 2.474.000 
1860 2.984.000 2.154.000 
1862 8.868.000 3. 7o7:.ooo 
1863 14.395.000 6.094.000 
Source: Moha.nlmed Fa,hmy Leheta 1 Economic History 
of Egypt ip Modern Ages, EI-Taalef Press 1 
Cairo, 1945, p.239. (in Arabic) 
The sucession of Khedive Ismail to power in 1863 
brought little change in the mode of government. In 1866, 
however, Ismail established a Representative Council of 75 
members elected fro~ the great landlords. Unfortunately, 
the landlords tended to be mainly concerned with pro-
tecting and furthering their own interests. Moreover, 
the Council's terms of reference were limited to discussion 
of secondary affa~rs such as taxation and irrigation, with 
the Kh~dive ret;:1i_ning the right to make decisions and 
formulate final orders on all important political matters(l). 
A further disadvantage of the Council was the fact 
that the members were indirectly elected. In the process 
of indirect election, the people who had the right to vote 
elected their representatives in two stages. First, people 
in each area were divided into groups and each one elected 
an envoy to represent them at the second stage. Secondly, 
1). A. El-Gohary (ed.) 1 Studies in Political Sociology 1 p.253; 
G.Fauzy 1 pp.B0-81. 
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the envoys from the groups elected -the member of Parlia" 
ment ( l) . In other word-s, the role of the people was res-
tricted to electing t[leir envoys. This system was very 
different fr6m the tru~ democracy through which the people 
choose fheir_representative directly. 
In spi-te of these disadvantages the grO'IrJing mood of 
Egyptiah patriotism and other factors conspired to encou~ 
rage the Council to press for a greater measure of democ-
racy. 
Perhaps the most important of these £actors were 
Ismail's attempts to introduce European civili~ation to 
Egypt and his imposition of heavy taxati6n(~). The fntro-
ducti6n of European civilization reinforce~ the growing 
cultural and social awareness in the country and the 
claims for sound democracy. This was further strength-
ened by the spread of'the education and the sending of 
missions to the European countries. The imposition of 
heavy taxes led to a feeling of oppression among the 
people and that the Khedive was not prepared to tackle 
the economic and social problems facing Egypt. 
These factors led to the emergence of the pioneers 
of the social movement such as Refaha El-Tahtawi, Gamal 
El-Deen El-Afaghani, and r1oharnmed Abdu. They had con-
siderable influence in encouraging the growth of national 
awareness and claims for constitutional life and sound 
democracy. 
During the rule of Ismail the foreign debts rose from 
1) . T. Badawe, Political Sys terns, Dar El-Nahda El-Arabeia, Cairo, 
1975, pp.26o:...26L (.in Arabic). 
2). Saleh Ramadan, Social Life of Egypt in Ismail Age (1963-1879), 
Mansheit El-Maharef , Alexanderia, 1977 ,p;s2. (in Arabic). 
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L.E.ll.160.000 to one hundred million pounds. These debts 
were incurred by unwise and was~eful spending{l). As a 
result of the gtowing imbalance between revenue and expen-
ditures, see table (2), Ismail had to mortgage the provin-
ces of the country u and the profits of the railways. Ul tim-, 
ately, he was forced to sell the Egyptian's share in the 
profits from the·suez Canal. Public opinion became alarmed 
at the growing economic problems and pressed the government 
to solve the problems of the debts. 
TABLE 2 
EXPENDITURE ,AND REVENUE DURING ISMAIL'S RULE. 
: 
Years Expenditures Revenues 
1864 13 D 551.000 6.972.000 
1865 10.785.000 5.~62.000 
1866 15.278.000 5.058.000 
1867 10.854.000 4.129.000 
1868 16.637.000 6.011.000 
1869 10.530.000 5.255.000 
1870 12.309.000 5.389.000 
1871 15.084.000 5.711.000 
Source : G.Fauzy, p.62. 
Although Ismail drew up a plan to pay back for~ign 
debts within 60 years, some of the creditor countries 
refused to accept the plan( 2 ). This led to European inter-
ference in Egyptian affairs. Ismail requested officially 
that Britain send financial experts to help the Egyptian 
ministers ~n regulating the financial affairs. 
A committee of five English experts was formed and 
1). s. Ramadan, Social Life of Egypt, p.82,ll6. 
2). G. Fauzy, p.66. 
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they reported that the financial conditions of Egypt·cou-J.d 
be improved only unde~ the sup~rvision of the creditors. 
Consequently, Ismail established the debt box as a res-
p_onse to the creditors' demand. The purpose of this was 
to raise a sum of money for the payment of debts. When 
this failed, a European Committee was set up in January 
1878 to investigate the financial affairs of Egypt. In 
March, 1878 Ismail granted the Committee the right to 
supe~vise the fin~ncial affairs of Egypt. At the same time 
that committee demanded guarantees for the payment of the 
debts by mortgaging Ismail's possession~ to the state. In 
August, 1878 Ismail had to agree to the demand of Bri ta:.in 
and France to form a new ministry including two European 
ministers - an English minister for the Ministry of Fin-
ance arid a French minister for the Ministry of Businesstl). 
During the new Ministry Ismail attempted to concen-
trate power in his own hands and insisted on attending 
Cabinet meetings. Nobar ~asha, the Prime Minster, resis-
ted these moves and was dismiss~d from office by Ismail. 
Britain ~nd France, however, compe~led Ismail to form a 
second Ministry in March 1879 under the supervision o£ 
his son Mohammed Tawfeek. Furthermore, they required 
that the Khedive should not attend Cabinet meetings and 
that the two European ministers should have a right of 
veto over the Cabinet's decisions( 2 ). 
M~ny Egyptians resented this growing interference in 
Egyptian affairs and reacted strongly. They demanded the 
1). S.Ramadan, Social Life of Egypt, Chapter 3. 
2). Ibid; ;pp.l27-"l28. 
formation of a Cabinet which would be consi:itutioh(l~ly 
responsibie to an Egyptian Parli.:iment and which ex-cluded 
foreign meml?ership. Faced with this ris'i,ng tide of pat-
riotism and his pos~tion ~eakened by fo~eign interference, 
on the resignation of Tawfeek's Ministry, Is~ail acquiesced 
to these demands ( l) . 
Britain and France objected vigorously to Ismail's 
action. In the meantime,however, the Ottomans had decided 
to depose Ismail.from power, and on the 26 June 1879 Tawfeek 
was appointed as ruler of Egypt( 2 ). Tawfeek was clearly 
shaken·by the factors that had led to the deposition·of 
Ismail and he quickly abolished Parliament ( 3-) . Al-though 
the Parliament had been shortlived it gave birth and 
impetus to a movement for constitutional reform. 
Tawfeek was faced by a deepening crisis in Egyptian 
affairs. It was difficult to maintain the army due to 
indebtedness; the price of crops was falling; and there 
was a marked decline in the economic and social welfare of 
Egyptian society. Tawfeek responded by adopting an auto-
cratic pattern of government, exiling some of the pioneers 
of Egyptian patriotism such as Jamal El-Deen El-Afaghani 
and Mohammed Abdu, and refusing to approve the draft of 
the first constitution and laws of election which had been 
-prepared by national representatives( 4 ). The aim of this 
first constitution had been to widen the authority of 
Parliament and_to restrict the power of the Khedive. 
At this time, however, the idea of forming a National 
l). G.Fauzy, p"B4. 
2). A.El.Gamal, Introduction to Foundations of Political and Social 
system, pp.368-369. 
3). G.Fauzy;p;85. 
4). A.El-Gamal, Iritroduction,pp.369-370. 
., 
Party was emerg.±ng and r.eflected the desire of patriots to 
secure ~ democratic form 6f governmerit. This Party was 
later led by Moustafa Kamel (1874-1908) and Mohammed Farid 
(1868-1919) and succeeded in spreading and re-inforcing 
the spirit of nationalism among the E~ypt~an people(l). 
The policy of the Partywasto save Egypt from totalitarian 
rule, to pay b~ck outstanding debts, to expel foreign 
influenc~ and to implement urgent reforms to improve living 
standards (2 ) . 
Moreover, .armed patriotic groups under the leadership 
6f Ahmed Orabi were formed and in 1881 Orabi led an armed 
revolUtion. The main purposes of the revolution were to 
free Egypt from foreign interference, to regularise the 
country's financial affairs, to replace totalitarianism by 
constitutional government(J), and to exile the Khedive( 4 ). 
The British Occupation (1882-1922). 
The nascent national movement and Orabi's armed 
revolution had a dramatic impact on the development of 
constitutional and democratic institutions. Khedive Taw-
feek ~as forced to issue a new constitution on 7 February 
1882 followed on 25 March by a law for electing members of 
Parliament. The most important principles underpinning 
the new constitution were:-(S) 
1 - Bembers of Parliament were to be free to express their 
opinion. 
2 - The Representative Council (Parliament) was entitled to 
question Ministers. 
1). Arthur Goldschmidt, 'The Egyptian Nationalist Party (1892-'1919)', 
In P.M. Holt ( ed.) , Political and Social change it} Modern Egypt ,p. 308. 
2). A.l;:l-Gohary (ed.) ,Studies in Political Soc'iology,p;254. 
3). G.F;'auzy,p.86. 
4) . A.n'ee's and Haraz, p: 107. 
5). El-Gamal, Introduction,p.371; A.El-Gohary (ed). ,studies in Political 
Sociology,pp.255-'256. 
: -,__, 
3 ~ Tl1e Cabinet was to be re,sponsible to Parliam'ent. 
4 - Parliament must approve the state budget. 
5 Ministers had the ~ight to attend sess,ions of Parlia-
ment to express their points .Of vi~w. r-1inisters could 
also submit proposals for l~gislation. Such proposals, 
however, ~~qui~ed the approval Of P~rliament and the 
ratification of the Khedive. 
Electoral law decreed that every Egyptian citizen 
over the age of 21 who paid an annual government tax of 
not less than 25 pounds was entitled to vote. People of 
the educated classes, however, were exemptedfrom this tax. 
Despite the inequities in the polling system, the Con-
stitution represented a further step forward on the road 
to :democracy. 
Unfortunately, this step in the development of demo-
cratic life in Egypt only existed for 47 days unt~l 26 
March l-882. After that the parU.amentary sessions were 
not run according to the democratic principles of the 1882 
Constitution(l). This can be attributed to the following 
factors. 
First, it is true that the 1882 Constitution had been 
i~troduced as a result of growing national political aware-
ness. But this awareness was restricted to culturetl class 
and did not extend to the great majority of the Egyptian 
people. Furthermore, this awareness was a relatively new 
phenomenon and not the product of long term social evol-
ution. A wide gap remained between the class of feudal-
ists and the great landlords on the one hand and the maj-
ority of the society on the other. In 1914, for instance, 
1). E.S.El-Dawla, Parliamentary System and Dem9cracy Problem, Dar El-
Thakafa El-Arabeia, c·airo, 1976,p.l53. (in 'Arabic). 
·,,.-
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7% of the total number of landlords owned 36.7% of -the 
total cultivated area in Egypt(l). Nevertheless, the 
,. 
great landlords formed the majority tif those who part-
icipated in government anc1 political li,fe. Between 1914 
and 1917, 80% of the ministers came from 'the great land-
lords and capitali~ts( 2 ). Ministers represented the 
executive power and conse,quently they had the opp~rtunity 
to work for their own political and social interests at 
the expense of the interests of the majority of the people. 
A similar situation was reflected ·in Parlia:ment. This 
was supposed to represent the people. However, in 1913, 
for example, 76% of the members of Parliament came from 
the great landlords( 3 ) · 
Secondly, the poiitical awareness which emerged 
during the period was a reaction to the dictatorship of 
Mohammed Ali's dynasty represented by Khedives Ismail, 
Tawfeek and then Abbas II. This dictatorship, presum-
ably, should have ended with the disappearance of this 
group of rulers who were originally non-Egyptians. Never-
the less, f\~ohammed Ali's successors continued to exercise 
considerable political power. It was because of this 
possible situation that Orabi had stressed the need to 
declare Egypt a republic governed solely by Egyptians. 
Thirdly, the 1882 Constitution had been secured 
partly by national awareness but also by armed force 
represented by the Orabi Revolution. To ensure the con-
tinuity of this democratic gain, it was necessary to some 
l). Quoted by Asein El'-Dosoky, Great Landlords arid-their Rbl'e.in_ Egyptian 
Society (1914-1952) , First Edi tioh, Dar El-Thakafa El..; G3.deda;Cairo, 
1975,p.57.(in Arabic.) 
2). Ibid., I>P·218-219. 
3). Ibid., p.2ll. 
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extent for the constitution to continue to be support(3d 
by armed force until its roots had e~tended to most classes 
of the society. However, the armed force was suppressed. 
One of the most important reasons for European 'inter-
ference and the occupation of Egypt was the dictatorship 
of rulers. This made it Orabi's major goal to end this 
rule. Orabi's Revolution represented a threatto Taw-
feek who asked for the protection of foreign countries. 
tn response to this call, the British ~nd fhe·Frendh 
armies entered Alexandrian waters and both Britai.n and 
France asked for Orabi to be exiled fro.m Egypt(l). 
As a result of Turkey's call for the withdrawal of 
these armies, France withdr~w its forcesr the British 
forces, however, remained and fighting between these 
forces and the Egyptian army headed by Orabi broke out. 
Orabi was defeat~d( 20 and Egypt was occupied by Britain 
when the latter entered Alexandria on 11 July 1882( 3 ). 
The 1882 Constitution was shelved and a new stage bf the 
struggle for both ind~pendence and the constitution 
started. · 
Although Orabi's Revolution was suppr~ssed, it sup-
ported the national movement for establishing democracy 
and participation in political life. Orabi's Revolution, 
however, ended with the occupation of a foreign power 
supporting a regime opposed to the demands of the people. 
( 4) Orabi's Revolution came to an end for four reasons : 
First, there was a lack of solidarity among the leaders, and 
1); A.El.Cohary (ed. ,) , Studies in Political Sociology,p.256. 
2) . A.El.Gamal, Introduction,p. 372. 
3). G~Fauzy,p.90 
4). Anees and Haraz, pp.l07-lo8. 
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Orabi 1 s Revolution failed to gi3-in the support of -the poli·-
tical and civi~ forces. The §plit was intens~fied by a 
disagreement over relieving Kheoive Tawfeek of his post 
and declaring a republican sys-tem. The great landlords 
also refused to support the Revolution because there was a 
direct relationship between the monarchy and the preser~ 
vation of land ownership.· Thus, the Revolution WC!-S 6nly 
backed by the middle cul tur.ed class. ThH; class was not 
politically influential whereas the bl~ss of great land-
lords played an important role in political life. Secondly, 
Orabi t'l.eglected the popular forces ·and did not enlist them 
in preparin,g for the struggle against occupation al:though 
the people were ready to face the inva~ion arid support 
the Revolution. Thirdly, the army incltided element~ that 
supported the Khedive. Fourthly, Orabi miscalculated the 
intentions of the European military forces. He believed 
that France would not allow Britain to interfere in Egypt 
a.nd he also hoped for the assistance of the Ottoman Empire. 
Orabi's Revolution may appear to have been the direct 
cause of the occupation of Egypt by the Bri'tish. There 
were, however, other factors which also contributed to the 
occupation. 
First, the aspirations of the European countries 
motivated by capitalist interests which emerged at that 
time. France had tried to occupy Egypt in 1798. In res-
ponse, Britain had also attempted to occupy Egypt in 1807. 
With the defeat of France at the battle of Trafalgar in 1805, 
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BTitain hC!d gained fu:Ll c:::ontrol oyex the area of the Medi.-
terranean(l). secondly, the weakness of the internal situ-
ation in Egypt and its inability to practise democracy. 
This is due to the fact that despite the realization of 
some democratic principles 6 this democracy did not emerge 
through social evolution. At the same time dictatorship 
continued to prevail and this led to Orabi's Revolution 
and Tawfeek's call for the protection of foreign countries. 
Thirdly, Britain's military power and the Ottoman's weak-
ness, the latter having the real control over Egypt should 
have been· able to defend Egypt. Fourthly, Egypt's stra-
tegic position both econimcia1ly and politically. 
With the advent of the British occupation of Egypt, 
the constitution of 1882 was cancelled and the British 
and Ottoman authorities laid down a new .constitutional 
system ih May, 1883. This established an Advisory Legis-
lative Council and a General Assembly. The Advisory Leg-
islati ve Council was entitled to g,i ve advice reg~rding 
draft laws and budgets submitted to the .council by the 
government. If, however, the government rejected the Coun-
cil's·recommendations, the Council was entitled to be in-
formed of the reasons for rejection. The Council, however, 
was not entitled to question the rejection. The most im-
portant duty of the General Assembly was to decide upon 
taxes. The Advisory Legislative Council had no right to 
object to the General Assembly's decisions( 2 ). 
Thus, the parliamentary system was a set back along 
l). Anees and Haraz, p.49. 
2). A.El-Gamal, Introduction, pp.373-374. 
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the road to d~mocratic. life. Ac.co:tding to the previous 
- . i. ~~ . . . ., . . 
constitution (18B2) the legi~l~tive body was ri6t~orized to 
question the Cabinet and to pass laws. According to the 
? 
new system, the parlia~ents terms of re£erence were only 
advisory. This prevented the people from practising true 
democtacy and cehtralized authority was in the hands o£ the 
government arid the Khedive whose position was strengthened 
by the British occupation. 
Although the British auth,ori ties had declared on 
several occasions that their occupation of Egypt was tern-
porary, "Cromer acting from day to day to solve Egypt's 
most pressing financial and administrative problems, gradu-
ally established a set pattern of government. Under this 
system, often called "the veiled prot~ctorate'', the 
appearance of rule was retained by the Khedive and his 
ministers, while the real pow~r rested in the hands of 
Cromer, aided by the British officers in the Egyptian army 
and in the army of occupation, and by a growing corps of 
advisors in the Egyptian ministers''. (·l) 
Consequently, the occupying authority strengthened 
its position. This situation aroused national feeling and 
renewed the demands of the national movement. The chief 
goal of the national movement had been to set up a demo-
cratic life. But after the occupation it also became con-
cerned with the necessity of achieving independence and 
the evacuation of occupying forces. 
When Khedive Abbas II came to power in 1892, the 
1) . A.Goldschmidt, 'The Egyptian Nationalist Party', pp. 308-'-309. 
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national movement and res'istahce to the occupation iri't.en~ 
sified. Abbas II tried to exert his full authority and 
this soon bropght him into conflict with Lord Cromer(l). 
In his struggle against the British authorities Abbas II 
sought alli~s among ambitious patriots, thus becoming a 
popular figure and succeeding in arousing animosity against 
the Btitish occu~~tiori( 2 ). 
The alliance between Abbas II and the national move-
ment was perhaps more apparent than real. The former was 
intent on retrieving his power from the British whereas 
the latter was trying to achieve independence. Althpugh 
the national moveiT\ent <;Uq not trust the Khedive, they 
found the alliance a temporary convenience. This situa-
tion was a major feature of the political life during 
that period. 
Ane.ther factor which gave impetus to the national 
movement and reflected the desire to participate in the 
political life was the emergence of political parties 
during the period. Political parties are considered the 
real channels through which the individual can take part 
in the political life. Moreover, they are one of the 
most important means by which individuals develop their 
ability to comprehend the problems of the country and to 
find various solutions to them. 
The political parties which emerged during this 
period can be classified into a majority party and a num-
ber of smaller parties representing the minority. The 
1). Ibid., p.310. 
2). Mohammed Zayid, 'The Origins of the Liberal Constitutional Party 
in Egypt', in P.M.Holt, Political and SoC:iC11 Change in Modern 
Egypt, p~336. 
majority was represented by the National Party headed by 
Moustafa Kamel. This party was established in 1907 although 
the idea of forming this party had emerged in the period 
preceding the issue of the 1882 Constitution. 
The popularity of the National Party can be attri~ 
buted to its adherence to the necessity of achieving in-
dependence and establishing democracy. Moreover, the 
Khedive also backed Moustafa Kamel because the former wanted 
to curtail the authority of the occupation. Furthermore, 
.l\1oustafa Kamel's own personality was highly influential 
in attracting the national forces towards the goals o;f 
the party. His magnetic personality, his vigorous pat-
riotism and his abilities a~ a writer and orator ehabled 
him, with the assistance of the Khedive, to build :UP the 
national movement in Egypt(l). These factors enabled the 
party to carry the standard of popular opposition against 
the British occupation of Egypt{ 2 ). 
The programme of the National Party consisted of ten 
principles which aimed at achieving Egypt's independence 
with no foreign protection or mandate and forming a con-
stitutional government in which the sovereignty must be 
in·the hands of the nation. Moreover the executive power 
should be responsible to a parliament having full author-
ity. The National Party was also concerned to improve 
health conditions, to extend education to the poor, and to 
( 3) 
revitalise the Egypticm economy . 
Among the minority parties established were the Party 
1). Ibid., p.336. 
2). A. Goldschmidt, 'The Egyptian Nationalist Party' ,p.308. 
3). Youn~n Labeb Rezk; Egyptian Parties Before the Revolution of 1952, 
Center of Strategic and Political Studies of Al-A1hram,Cairo,l977, 
p. 95. (in Arabd) 
of the Nation, in 1906, and the ~ej6rmParty, in L907. 
Both parties supported the nationa:l movement alt-hough the 
former concentrated on improving education arid the economic 
aspects and the latter support~d the Khedive(l). 
The Noble Party, in 1908, was established to defend 
the interests of the Turks, and the Lib~ral Party, in 1902, 
was the only party Which supported peaceful acceptance of 
the occupation and sought benefits from the occupants( 2 ). 
The goal of the Liberal Party was based on a misconception 
that weak countries like Egypt must make peace with strong 
ones. In-addition to these parties, there was the Con-
stitutionai Party which emerged in 1910 arid which concurred 
with the Re-form Party in their support for the Khedive. 
Two other small parties the Republican Party and the 
Socialist Party, which were set in 1907, were character-
ized by ideological goals( 3 ). The Republican Party de-
manded the establishment of a republican system of govern-
ment on the grounds that this was closest to the pr,in-
ciples of democracy and justice. In spite of the validity 
of this idea, it could be argued that a constitutional 
monarchy as in the case of the United Kingdom would also 
achieve these principles. Perhaps the call for a repub-
lican system could be justified by the past experience of 
the Egyptian people with the dictatorship of the inherited 
rule of Mohammed Ali's dynasty. The Socialist Party 
believed that the adoption of socialist principles repre-
sented an alternative for solving the problems of the society 
1). Ib.td., p.28, 96. 
2). Ibid., pp.33-35. 
3) . Ibid. , Chapter 5 . 
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and eradicating feud~l{sm and capital~sm. 
Clearly, the }1ational.movement for demanding indepen-
dence and democratic life had iricre~sed during that period. 
Two factors supported the national movement - the agreement 
of the majority party and Khedive Abbas II on the goal of 
shaking off the authori~y of the ocqupationu and the emer-
gence of several other parties. It seems clear that many 
of these parties generally agreed on the necessity of achie-
ving independence arid sound democratic life. This goal 
had the utmost priority ·to the party of the majority. Des-
pite the Khedive's support of that party, its goals re-
flect clearly a desire to reform the government system, 
and to establish a cbnsfitutional system in·which ~he 
executive power should be res~onsible before the people. 
There were other parties such as the Party of the 
Nation and the Reform Party which supported the National 
Party in achieving independenc~ and democratic life but 
their.priorities were the reform of the society econom-
idally arid cul~ur~lly. It is clea~ from the goals of some 
parties such as the Reform Party and the Constitutional 
Party that they terided to supp6rt the Khedive. Naturally 
the achievement of democracy was not embraced by the Khe-
dive. This was understood by the National Party which re-
fused to declare its support for the authority of the Khe~ 
dive and instead called for independence and the constitu-
tional life. 
The national movement had its effect on the occupying 
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authorities who attempted to soothe down public opinion. 
In 1913 the previous parliamentary system Which,comprised 
the Advisory Legislative Council and the General Assembly 
was amended and replaced by the Legislation Assembly. The 
government appointed the.head of the Legislation Assembly 
and one of its two deput~es whereas the other deputy was 
elected by the Assembly from among the elected members. 
The only important authority of the Assembly was to de-
cide upon taxe$. The government was required tocconsult 
the Assembly before passing legislation. The Assembly 
was also consulted in the affairs of the state. However, 
the government had the power to abolish the Legislation 
Assembly(l). 
Clearly then, the Assembly did not meet the demands 
of the national movement for establishing democratic 
life and constitutional government. With the exception of 
the Assembly's power to block new taxation it was mainly 
an advisory body. Moreover the right of the government 
to appoint the head of the Assembly and one of the two 
deputies hardly represented sound democracy. 
In 1914 when World War I broke out, Turkey sided 
with the enemies of Britain. This affected thepolitical 
life in Egypt. Britain declared Egypt tinder her protec-
torate on 18 December 1914. Meanwhile, Britain deposed 
Khedive Abbas II and replaced him by Sultan Hussein who 
was succeeded by Sultan Fuad in 1917( 2 ). The protectorate 
ended any remaining Tutkish control over Egypt and all 
1). A. El-Gamal, Introduction,p.376. 
2). A.El-Gamal, Introduction,p.377. 
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authority passed to the hands 'of ·the Bri.tish occu-pation o 
The Egyptian struggle contim.1ed · th:t:oughout the war. 
vJhen the war came to an end, Egypt looked forward to real~ 
i~ing its aspirations for independence and a constitution. 
The declaration of t_he prin-ciple that peoples had the 
right to d_e_cide their self-determination by the American 
President Wilson strengthened the de_termination of the 
national movement to achieve independence. The national 
movement led by Saad Zaghl·oul ·rejected the protectora.:te 
and demanded full inqependence 0 A corruni.hrique issued by 
Saad Z~ghloul asserte~! 
.•. All scientists of international law assert that the 
prot~ctor.3.te c~m11cit h~. valid. ~xcept through· a contraCt between 
tWO partieS I Orie Of W}liCh _·demandS tO be Under the prOteCtOrate 
of the other who accepts,th~ resp6nsibilityof thisprotec~ 
t.orate .•. In 1914 Britain declared her protectorate of its own 
accord and without being reqtiest~d or.acc~pt«:9 by the Egyptian 
nation. Thus it is an ;invalid and illegal protectorate. It 
is a necessity of the war 'which has-t~ be ~ancelled.on:Ge the 
w~r comes to an end it can never iive after-the war. (l) 
Saad and his colleagues requested to be allowed to 
attend the Recoqciliati6n Conference held in Europe in 
order to call for Egypt•s independence. However, Saad 
and his colleagues were exiled in Malta in· March 1919(2 ). 
This led to angry demonstrations and strikes -in Egypt 
denouncing and protesting against this action and to the 
1919 Revolution. Saad returned from exile and independence 
was negotiated with Britain. These negotiations culmin-
ated in the British declaration of 28 February 1922. 
The declaration terminated the protectorate, declar-
ing the independence and full sovereignty of Egypt. It 
l). Al-Ahram, Fifty Years After the Revolution of 1919, Centre of Doc-
uments and Historical Researchof Contemporary Egypt, Cairo,l969, 
p.172. (in Arabic)· 
2). M.A.Drowza, Arap Ul)ity, Publications of Commercial Bureau, First 
Edition, Beirut, 1957, p.477. (in Arabic). 
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also established Egypt a~ a cbnsfitutiori~l mo~a;c~i(l). on 
the 15 March 1922 sultan Fuad issued a cqrnrnunique ass-
uming for himself the title of His Majesty King of Egypt( 2 ). 
The declaration, however, included certain provisos ensur-
ing British transport through Egypt, retaining Britain's 
power to defend Egy~t against any foreign aggression, and 
protecting foreigners 1 interests. The provisos ~ere enfor-
ced until a later agreement bet.ween the Egyptian and ·British 
goverrim~ni(3 ). The 1Sl9 Revolution end~d with a decl~ra­
tion of superfic~al independence devoid of content and the 
conditions which preserved occupation. However, this Rev-
elution ended the British protectorate and opened the·way 
to participation in political life through demands for the 
introduction of a constitutional state based on the prin-
ciples of democracy. 
The 1923 Constitution (1923-1952}. 
The previou~ p~riod was characterized by the rise of 
the national movement whose aim was to achieve partici-
pation in political life through the setting up of a gover-
ning regime on democratic and constitut~onal lines. Further-
more, the national movement aimed at achieving independence. 
This period ended with renewed demands for the issue of a 
constitution and the achievement of complete independence 
as a result of the declaration of 28 February 1922. The 
following period from 1923 to 1952 was generally character-
ized by developments in democratici and constitutional life 
l). A.S. El-Amri, Foimdations qf Comparative Political Systems 1p.299. 
2) . Al-Ahram, Fifty Years After the Revolution of 1919, p; 533. 
3). A. El-Gamal, Introduction,pp.377-378. 
, ~ 
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based on the 1Q23 Constitution. There werep however, 
obstacles to the implementation of the democratic prin-
ciples set out in the 1923 Constitution. Moreover, Egypt 
was not able to achieve full independence though the 
national movement tried hard to secure this goal. 
The new constitution was issued on 19 1\pril 192 3 ( 1) . 
It stated that the people was the source of all a_uthori ty. 
The legislative power was taken ov~r by both the King and 
an elected parliament comprising the Senate and t,he ;Rep-
resehta,ti ves' Assembly. ·One fifth of the to-tal number 
of the Senate was ~ppointed by th~e King .and the others 
were elected. As for the R¢presentatives 8 Assembly, all 
its members were elected. Article 19 of the constitution 
asserte~ the principle of the sovereignty o£ the people 
by stating that the members of parliament represented the 
whole na:tiorr (2 }. 
According to the con~titution, the executive power 
was tb be taken over by the King and the Cabinet. The 
Cabinet was to be responsible to the parliament which had 
the right torequire the resignation of a government. 
The government could, however, request the King to dis-
solve the parliament. Moreover, the constitution secured 
the freedom of the press and of individuals and the form-
ation of political parties()). 
The 1923 Constitution was considered to be a reaction 
to the national movement and the outbreak of the 1919 
Revolution. This constitution set out many of the pillars 
1). Ga1a1 Ye}.lea, Foundationsof-the.:Revo1ution of·23_Ju1y,Dar E1- Kawomia 
Le--E1-Tebaha, A1exanderia, 196_4, p.l31. (in Arabic). 
2). E. E1-Daw1a, Parliamentary .Sy~tem,pp.156-157. 
3). Y. E1-Gama1, ConstitutidJ1al Systeinin Arab Republic of Egypt, Dar 
E1-Nahda E1-Misria·, Cairo, 1974;p .107. (.in Arabic) . 
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of democracy and a parliarnl':!ntary systei!\ which facilitated 
opportunrties for participa'ti6n in political life on demo-
cratic lines. Although the 1923 Con~titution r~flected 
the aspiration of the Egy_ptip.n people to establish a sound 
democratic lifei it was only a theoretical gain. Subse-
quent experience revealed that many of the democratic 
principles included in the constitution ·were not followed 
in practice. This was due to two ·factors. 
First~ the cortstitution·required that·metnbers of the 
Senate· should be from the higher classes of the society 
such as minist~rs, deputy ministers, reputable scientists 
and lawyers, great lanqlords and professionals. The _pol-
ling law also imposed severe financial restrictions 6n 
nomination for the Representatives' Assembly (1) • Clearly, 
these restrictions c6nfined participation in polit~cal Life 
to a limited class within the society and deprived the 
majority of the opportunity to practice their political 
rights. 
The electoral law issued on 30 April 1923 gave the 
right to vote, without any financial conditions, to every 
Egyptian over twenty one years of age, for the Represen-
tatives' Assembly and twenty five years for the Senate. 
Nevertheless, it also imposed some restrictions. In 
effect, these restrictions made the election of the mem-
bers of the Representatives' Assembly a two stage process 
and the election of members of the Senate a three stage 
process( 2 ). In the case of election to the RepresentatiVes' 
1). E. El-Dawla, Parliamentary System, pp.l56--167. 
2). Ibid., pp.l57-158; T.Badawe, Political Systems,p.250. 
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Assernbly every thirty individuals were required to elect 
one representative who in turn woul~ ~l~ct the members 
of the Repre!:)entativesp Assembly. In the three stage 
process every thirty indivi4uals elected one represen-
tative. Every -five representatives were required to 
elect an envoy who in turn would elect the members of the 
Senate. 
In contrast, democratic practice normally gives the 
r-ight to every individual to elect members of parliament 
directly and n6t through the mediation. o~ another per-
son. It must be mentioned, hqwever, that variations were 
made to the electoral system during this period. For 
example, election Act 4 of 24 June 1924 cancelled the 
multi-stage voting system and asserted direct public 
voting. However, this act was disCorttinued and cancelled 
on 8 December 1925 and the multi-stage voting was re-
sumed with further financial restrictions on voters. 
As a result of the rejection of this action by the 
national movement, the 1924 Act was reintroduced on 22 
February 1926(l). 
The 1924 direct voting Act asserted an important 
principle of democracy by providing the majority of the 
people with an opportunity to participate in the politi-
cal system. The purposes of the act were not fulfilled 
except in the first year's elections when the majority 
party won the right to form the cabinet( 2 ). When the 
act was reintroduced in 1926 the election of members of 
1). T.Badawe, Political Systems,pp.260-261; E.El-Dawla, Parlia-
ment~ry System,p.l58,167. 
2). Has$anYousef, 'Democratic Practice in Egypt (1924-1952) ',in 
Al--Ahram,· Democracy in Egypt:Quarter Century After the Revol-
ution of 23 July, Centre of Strat,egic and Political ·Studies of 
Al-Ahram, _Cairo,l977, p.l3. (in Arabic) 
parliament was not conducted in a democratic way. The 
representatives of ths bourgeo\s class sribsumed unds~ the 
various parties form~d ohe front ~nd held an agreement 
which was declared on 3 .April 1926 to share seats o.f par-
liament(!). This was not consistent with the principles 
of democracy embodied in the 1924 .Act since it deprived 
the people of practising their own right of selecting 
their representatives in the parliament. 
The second. fa'ctor was related to the misuse of the 
principles of democracy brought about by the 1923 Consti-
tu'tion. When th.e first Representatives' .Assembly was 
formed in the light of the consti tutiqn, the '1\Tafd Party 
held the majo~ity of seats. ~t the first meeting of tbe 
Representatives' .Ass~mbly, the wajority decided to s~lect 
Saad Zaghloul as its head. But the monarch rejected this 
and issued an order dissolvTng the parliament only a few 
hours after it was forined( 2 ). According to the constitu-
tion the King's order was an unconstitutional procedure 
since the King was not entitled to dissolve parliament 
except on the request of the government. The King tri~d 
to replace majority governments by weak governments which 
felt the need for his protection and consequently led to 
the King's directing policy. 
The Wafd Party, which was set up on 13 November 1918 
led the constitutional movement and the negotiations with 
Britain to achieve independence. It was the biggest 
party and supported the participation in political life for 
1). E. El-Dawla, Parliamerita:i:'ySystem, pp.l67-168. 
2). Y. El-Gam<H, C,pnstitutional System in ARE, p.l08. 
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a great sector of the pedpl~. r.rne party formed·. seven 
ministries between 1927 and i!:)5.2 v a greater numb$r than 
was achieved by any other party(~). ~his contrast~ with 
the fact that 36 ministries were formed during this period 
with an average of only nine months in power. Some minis-
tries in fact only lasted for three month~( 2 ). 
Collectively these figures reflect the realities of 
political life in Egypt during this period. First, the 
constitution asserted that the riation was the source of 
ail authority. Since the Wafd Party was the large~t 
party electorally it could be argued that it had the right 
to form the government for long periods. However,.th.i:s 
did not occur. Furthermore, attempts were made by the 
King to preveht the majority party from participating in 
political life. Secondly, in spite of the King's action, 
the Wafd continued to participate in political life. 
In fact the Party managed to form governments for periods 
longer than any other party. Furthermore, it could be 
argued that the Party was more successful when in oppo-
sition rather than in power in confronting the authority 
of the palace and the occupation. Thirdly, the figures 
reflect the political instability during that period. 
Whilst theoretically the 1923 Constitution represen-
ted a democratic gain, nevertheless the disadvantages of 
the rules for electing the members of parliament, the 
dictatorship of the King, and the structure of society. 
led to. the domination of political life by the class of 
1). Y. Rezk, Egyptian Parties Before the Revolution,pp.44-48 
2). A. El-Dosoky, Great Landlords and their Role in Egyptian SOCiety, 
pp. 218-2·19. . 
---------------------- ~---~~~ 
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of feudalists and capitalists. 'I'his class succeeded j_n 
wielding the authoi·it:y anq preventing the rirajcn:'i ty from 
. ·. ,_ ·'; 
practising their poli tidd rights. For example, during 
the period 1923'~19"33, between 60 to 80 p~r cent of the 
ministers came from the grea:t landlo:tdso Moreover, be-
tween 1924 and 1936 half the members of the Senate came 
from the class of fEmd'alists ( 1 ) o This ~naJ=?led a !flinori ty 
class to work for their own political and social inter-
est and to neglect the, interests of the majority cl<iss 0 
A further hindrance to the de'velopmerit'of democratic 
and~political life stemmed from the lack~of dev~lopments 
in education to promote the ability of citizens to prac-
tise the democratic principles o~ the 1923 Constitution 
and to develop social and political li.fe/wi thin the 
Egyptian society ( 2 ) 0 Whi:ls.t the educational system did 
not provide universal education for most children and 
the majority remained illiterate, the feU:dalist arid cap-
ital class received a privileged education. Thus, in 
effect, the educational system merely served to rein-
force the domination of the minority class over the 
political and social life. Even so, some of the members 
of the middle class, and perhaps a few of the poor class, 
who were able to complete their education, had a great 
impact in the development of the national movement and 
political and social life. 
In spite of national demands for the full imple-
mentation of the democratic principles of the 1923 
l). A. El-Dosoky, Great Landlords, pp.212-219. 
2). See part 'The E:ffect of Educational Development on Political 
Life and the Growth of Political Awareness'. 
- . •" .. ~-
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Constitution and for the achievement of ;independence; 'the 
King succeeded in a})olishing the Constitution of -19;23 and 
replaced it by a new-constitution in 1930. The new con-
stitution extended the authority of the King and reduced 
the power of paJ;liament. 'i'he King was accorded the right 
to appoint three~fifths of the total membership of the 
Senate and indirect voting was reintroduced(l). 
The introduction of the 1930 Constitution proved a 
stropg nationalist reaction and the majority par-ty ·deman-
ded the reintroduction of the l-923 Constitution. The 
-.-,_ ., . 
.·' 
nationalist movement also renewed the demands for ind~pen-
'dence through negotiations between the British and Egyptian 
governments. Cons:equent·ly, the 19 23 Cons_titution was 
reinstated on the 12 December 1935 and subsequent nego-
tiations with the British authorities ended wi-th the i.ssue 
of the 1936 Treaty( 2 ). The treaty terminated the British 
military occupation but contained provisos giving Britain 
the right of transport through Egypt particularly in cir-
cumst·ances of warfare. Furthermore, Britain retained some 
po\Ver in respect of the Suez Canal zone (3'') • In eff~ct the 
Treaty-fell short of Egyptian hopes for complete ·indepen-
dence ~xcept for the protection of foreigners' interests. 
Most of the provisos of the 1922 Declaration remained. 
Despite the reintroduction of the 1923 Constitution, 
deomcratic principles were not implemented due to the 
continuing of political and social deterioration. The 
King continued to fail to abide by the principles of the 
1) . E. E1-Daw1a; P.arliam~ntary system, pp .169-.,.170. 
2). ,H. Yousef, 'Decmocratic Practice in Egypt (1924-1952)',p.14. 
3). A. Moilstafa, Egyptian British·Reiationship (1936-1956) ,pp.l3-l5. 
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Constitution. Statistics indicated that between 1924 and 
1952 parliament was dissolved riirte times and in three 
instances the dissolution was followed by politici:d over-
throw(l). Parliamentary life was subject to continual 
hindrance and cabinet responsibility to parliament was 
shelved. The political parties were subject to internal 
cbnflict and the minority parties supported the King in 
order to wield power and realize their own interes'ts. 
It seems the period preced'ingthe 1952 Revolution 
was distinguished by two· aspects. o:n .the orie hand, .the 
period was characterized by the emergence of the ·national 
movement and the growth of political awarei;}ess. Orq.bius 
Revolution, the 1919 Revolution, The Constitutfons of 
1882, and 1923, and the ind~pendence negotiations were an 
expression by the Egy'ptian people of their desire to 
develop democracy and, achieve independence. On the 
other hand, the political and social experiences of 
Egyptian society failed to achieve the development of 
democracy and social and political life. Moreover~ 
Egyptian ·governments were unable to achieve ·the complete 
independence of Egypt. Contributory factors to this fail-
ure were the power of the King, the domination of feu-
dalists and capitalists over the political and social life, 
the conflict among political parties, the lack of poli-
tical awareness, the existence of occupation, and economic 
and social backwardness. Clearly, great changes were 
needed in most aspects of society. 
1). H. Yousef, 'Democl;'atic Practice in Egypt (_1924-1952) ', p.l6 
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The Effect of_ Educatl.onai DeVelopment ·on l?ol1 tical Life 
and the Growth of Political Awareness·. 
·---:- --.- - ----.-
,Although educational development_s took place during 
. - . 
the period from the beginning of 'the nineteenth century 
until the middle of the 20th ·century, in general, they 
did not meet the cultural and social n~ed~ of the so~i-
ety. Egyptii:n1 society was still char-ac.terised by cul-
tural and social backwardness Which hin~ered democratic 
life. It had been hoped to develop an educational system 
based on the principles of equality of opportunity. 
In 1920, a sub-comrilittee of the Milner CollUT\ission, 
which had been sent by the British government to invest_i-
gate the polit,ical unrest in Egypt, castigated "the fail-
ure of the administration to establish any system of edu-
cation which extends to the mass of people" and asserted 
that "no t;:rue social, econom:i,c or political progre.ss can 
be looked for without complete revision of the educa-
tional system in Egypt."(l) 
In essence the existing educational system reflected 
the political aims of a dictatorial rule and a fuedal 
society. Instead of promoting changes in a corrupt polit-
ical and social system it merely served to reinforce the 
status-quo. 
The modern educational system in Egypt which had 
begun during Mohammed Ali's rule continued until about 
the first half of the 19th Century. The goals of educa-
tion were related to Mohammed Ali's political and mili-
tary aims. Mohammed Ali sought to create a modern state. 
1) . 'Rec9mmendations of Sub-commi.ttee ~~~ 11 on Education' , manu-
script, private papers of LordMilner, New College Library, 
Oxford, England, Quoted by Malcom H. Kerr, 'Egypt', in J.~s. 
Coleman (ed,), Education and Political Development,p.~l73. 
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He admired the international power of Great Brit_ain and 
France which he belieV~d was based on military for6e. 
Conseqqently, he wanted to establish a strong Egyptian 
army which would enable him to secede from the Ottoman 
Empire(l). His f:it"$t requirement was skilled manpower, 
and this led to the introduction of a new education 
system. 
Educational provision before Mohammed Ali 0 s reforms 
had been of a traditional and religious character pro-
vided in mosque schools. This form of.education was 
·largely based on .indoc'trination and rote-learning rather 
thp.n understanding ahd discussion. Moreover there .was 
no organized pattern of administration to supervi-se 
educ_ational matters. Thus, the existing provision was 
inadequate to meet Mohammed .Ali's needs. He placed the 
supervision of education under the mil-itary department (2 ) 
rather than a special educationil body and f~rst of all 
attempted to establish a system of higher education be-
fore reforming primary and secondary education. 
During the first year of his rule he set up h~gher 
schools which recruited from El~A~har students. The aim 
of the h:igher school was to prepare students for employ-
ment in government departments and military affairs . As 
the need arose for students with a knowledge of military 
preparation and modern science, Mohammed Ali was sub-
sequently obliged to establish the secondary schools 
which became known-for their military characteristics. 
1) . Jos£:iph s. Siyliow;i.cz, Educati_on -and Modernization in_ the Middle 
East~ Gornell university, London, 1973, p.l02. 
2) • Eventually, Mohaimned Ali. estcililished the Department of Education 
in- iS-37-. 
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The first secondary schopl was established in 1825. The 
students for t:tle secol}dary school were drawn from those 
who had completed th~ir education in mosque schools. 
The aim of t}1e school was to prepare these students for 
entering higher schools. Finally, in 1833 Ali established 
primary schools to provide students for s;econda,ry schools(l). 
Alongside this new system the traditional Islamic 
educational provision continue~L This included the ·Kuttab 
(i<oran..:;me'morization schools) and m6sque-sbho6ls which were 
the only form of, educ<;~.tion for :the majority of chi.ldrep. 
These schools w¢re devoted to teaching the· chi~ldr·en the 
Koran and a simple Islamic doctrine. At the ape:X.of this 
system there was the ancient university of, Ai--Azhar in 
Cairo, where students studied the Islamic religion an-d 
the Arabic language in depth( 2 ). Some of the students 
from this traditional pattern were transferred into the 
modern educational system or were sent to Europe, and 
eventually a few of them made interesting contributions 
to the intellectual and political life of Egypt. 
Although the modern system which was introduced 
during Mohamed Ali's rule led to the appearance of .men of 
thought and to the leaders of national movements, it was 
not a system of universal education. The objective of the 
system was to fulfil Mohammed Ali's political ambitions. 
Thus the emphasis was placed on the development of higher 
education to produce a restricted elite for the army and 
employment in the government. Furthermore, primary and 
l). Georgie D.M. Hyde, Education in Modern Egypt:Ideals and RealitiE!s, 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1978, p.3; H.El-Fiky, Chapter 2. 
2). M. Kerr, 'Egypt', pp.l70.;..l7l. 
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secondary schools were c6rJ.Cerned. with preparing pupil:;; 
to enter higher education for eventual service in the 
army and government. 
The new educational system was st~ll characterized 
by indoctrination, the neglect of discussion and inbro~ 
duction of modern ideas(l). Moreover, "Regardless of 
whether this was owing to I>1ohammed Ali us concern _for rapid 
results or to fear of consequences of a people exposed to 
mo~ern ideas, the result was th~t the tradLtional school 
rem1ained the only source of education available to the 
mass of the populac~".(2 ) 
Inthe year 1840 Mohammed Ali was obliged by European 
powers to reduce.the size of his army and this was followed 
by the closure of many primary, secondary and higher 
schools. Indeed, by 1841 only five primary s'chools and 
one secondary school remained. Some educators would 
argue that these reductions were a direct result of the 
restrictions placed on the size of the army( 3 ). This 
would seem to support the contention that Mohammed Ali 
had been more interested in securing his military and 
political ambitions than in promoting the education of 
the people. So, when his ambitions were thwarted, edu-
cation was affected and the number of schools decreased. 
At the first stage of education Mohammed Ali's 
policy left a small group of rich people receiving 
"primary" education, but the majority of children still 
continued to receive an "elementary" education. Furthermore, 
1). ~. El-Fiky, p.61. 
2). J. Szyliowicz, Education and Modernization,p.l08. 
3). Ibid., p .. l07; H.El-Fiky, p.35,55. 
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the aim of preparing a small elite nfunb~r- fpr .govern-
ment service dominated the provision of state education 
for many years. MoreoV~r, the division ot the society 
between rich and poor reinforced educational differen-
tiation. 
At the beginning of the second half of the nineteenth 
century, education provision s~ffered further set backs 
as the result of foreign debts incurred by Said. Further 
scho6ls ~ere clo~ed, expenditu~e on education w~s reduced 
from L.E. 26,528 in 1857 to L.E. 12,756 in 1863 and the 
department of education was closed (l) . Some attempt-s, 
however, were made to redress the situation by a group of 
cultured people who had been educated during Mohammed 
Ali's reign. Their aim was to improve the. primary stage 
of education and extend it to the majority of people. 
They argued that education should prepare citizens for 
life and not only for service with the government. When 
the Representative Council was establishe4 in 1866 some 
of its members demand~d the extension of education as a 
means of developing pblitical awareness among the maj~ 
ority of people( 2 ). 
This led to the Department of Education being re-
established in 1863 (renamed the Ministry of Instruction 
in 1878) and the number of the first stage schools was 
increased. From 1869 to 1875 the number of primary 
schools expanded from four to 102 schools. During the 
same period the number of Kuttab schools grew from 1219 
1). A.E. Abdel-Karim, H:Lstocy of Education in Egypt, Vo1.1Cl848-
1863), Cairo, p.l89, Quoted by H~ El-F:lky,p. 70. 
2). A. El-Fiky, Chapters 3 and 4. 
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to 4696. Further~ore, ther~ wa~ also an.incr~ase in 
the number of secondary and higher schools arid the finance 
allocated to educat~on rose from L.E. 50,000 in 1871 to 
(1) L.E. 81,949 in 1~81 . These developments reflected 
the emergence of the national movement and a deepening 
political awareness in society during the second half 
of the 19th Century. 
Nevertheles$, educational developments were retarded 
by the legacy of Mohammed Ali's educational policy. 
Although improvements took place during the latter part 
of the 19th Century and the first half of the 20-th Cen-
tury, the system did not achieve significant progress in 
providing education for social development or enabling 
members of society to participate in democ~atic and 
political life. Certainly, there was no conception of 
political education during this period. Democratic and 
political life cannot be achieved without a style of 
education which is sympathetic to the principles of 
democracy and allows the individual freedom of opinion, 
discussion and criticism. Not only were these require-
-
~ents absetit in Egypt but the majority of the people were 
deprived of even the rudiments of educa.tion. 
The defects in the educational system continued 
during the period of the British occupation of Egypt (1882-
1922) . It is alleged that the aim of the colonial policy 
was to maintain the status-quo, in order to maximize econ-
ernie benefits and minimize political instability. 
1) • Ameen Samy, Education in Egypt, Matbahet El-Maharef, Cairo, 
1917,p.31. (inArabic). 
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Consequently 1 i.n an at·tempt to disc_qur~ge the spread of 
the na-t:iorial movemen·t against coloniali~m, education was 
neglected and not given a high priority. Szyliowicz 
argues that, 
Th.ts was particularly the case in Egypt, where the British, 
ex:rlicitly viewing the occupation as a period of tutelage 
duringwhicp th~y should not make basic changes in the local 
so-ciety, could therefore sponsor no fliridamental rEHorms in 
Education. Buttressing this phil-osophical orientation wa:s 
the fear of Lorc;J. Cromer (the B:titisl;l age_nt arid consul. general 
who actually ruled the country) , based 6n' the Indian experi-
ence, that-educational reform and expansion would lead to the 
de~elppment of ~ nationalist j antFBri tish elite I and chis 
b~lief was riot, in k_ny case, a goverrirnen tal responsibility 0 
Hence previous ed,ucational expansion not orily- came . to an 
aliDost complete halt, which was justifH:.dinBritish.·eyes 
by the need to eliminate the large E9yptiap ~ebt and :te~tore 
fit)ancial stability-to the country, but various steps wi;!re 
taken to minimiz.e the politically destabilizing potential of 
the existing educational system. (1) 
Lord Cromer's educational policy aimed at reducing 
expenditure on education. He so~ght to make education 
self suppo:r?ting by eliminating fellowships and finally by 
cancelling free education. In 1881, 70 per cent of the 
students had received some sort of subsidy from the govern-
ment; by 1892, 73 per cent of students '"'ere paying all 
their own expenses( 2 ). By 1893 only 1337 students were 
receiving free edUcation and in 1904 free education was 
abolished completely( 3). In 1900 funds for education only 
amounted to 1.03 per cent of the budget( 4). 
It could be argued that this policy of reducing edu-
cational expenditure was the result of Cromer's over-
riding concern of solving the problem of Egyptian foreign 
debts. "But even when the financial crisis had been 
l.). J. S~yliowicz, Education and Modernization,p.l22. 
2) . Quoted by Il;>id_., pp .122-:-123. 
3). H.El-Fiky,p;ll5. 
4). Alia Ali Farag, 'Education in Egypt, Dar El-Mahrefa El-Gamehia, 
Alexanderia, 'i979,p.134. (in Arabic). 
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resolved only limited additional resources wer~.div~rt~d 
to the schools ... It is therefore, impossible to avoid·a 
conclusion that extreme parsimony remained the rule in 
educational matters, even when change was possible". (1) 
The total expenditures on education in 1910 was only 3.33 
per cent of the budget( 2 ). As a result of this policy 
the percentage of illiteracy in Egypt decreased only 
slight~y from 91.7 per cent in 1882 to 91.3 per cent in 
1917( 3 ) . lilhatever the justification of Cromer educational 
policy the iesult was reflected in a continuing backw~rd 
social and cultural society and the inability•of the 
masses to participate in political life. 
Other factors also hindered the development of edu-
cation. There was a rapid growth of populat~on which was 
not matched by the growth in the economy. 
The population grew from 6,712,000 in 1882 to 18,96-7,000 
in 1947( 4 ). In the absence of government funds clearly 
the growth of population hampered the education movement 
and prevented educational reform. An extension of edu-
cation to the majority of the people requires a considerable 
number of years. Even after the 1952 Revolution when ser-
ious attempts were made to extend educ~tion ~nd make it 
compulsory, the population factor presented a difficult 
problem in the development of the first stage of education. 
After Cromer's departure in 1907 the occupying auth-
orities agreed to the national demands for an extension of 
education. Considerable progress was achieved after Egypt 
1). J. Szyliowicz, Education and Modernization 1p.·l32. 
2). A. Farag, Education in Egypt,p.l34. 
3). H. El-Fiky, p.ll3. 
4). Central Agency For Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAPt-iS), 
Statistical Yearbook (:L952-19?ll, Cairo, 1982,p.6. 
: ·', . 
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had gained partial irid~pehdence and the new constitUfion 
was issued in 1923. Although there was an increase in 
the number of pupils in all stages of education the aim 
of universal provision at the first stage was not ach-
ieved. The percent,age of illiteracy remained high. It 
was 85.6 per cent in 1927 and it had only decreased to 
75.7 per cent in 1947(l). 
Dur~ng the period of part~al independence, the pro-
portion of the total budget allotted to edUcation rose 
to 6.8 per cent in 1925-26 ~nd to over 12 per cent in 
1945-46 (2·) . The number of secondary school r>upils in-
creased from 8100 in the year 1925-26 to 3'8 ,· 8.23 in the 
year 1945-46 then to 93,767 in the year 195i(~). The 
increase which took place during the last five years was 
roughLy double the increase which had taken place during 
the first twenty years. However, the desire of the 
people for universal secondary education was not met 
until 1951 when secondary education became-free. 
The most important reform introduced by the 1923 
Constitution was in the field df the first stage of edu-
cation. Under article 19 of the Constitution, for the 
first time, education was made compulsory for every child 
from 6 to 12 since it was felt acutely that a healthy 
social life could not be achieved unless people were edu-
cated. Education was seen as the royal road to social 
reform and to a truly democratic state( 4 ). Compulsory 
education at the first stage was an important step in the 
1). Calculated from CAPMS,The different censuses of Egypt. 
2). M. l(err, 'Egypt', p.172. 
3). A.H. El-Koussy, '_Egypt', in G.B.Jeffery,The Year Book of Education '(1951), 
Evans Brothers, London, 195~, ,p.454. 
4). El-Kous~y,'Egypt', p.446. 
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development of democracy since it provided a mearis of pre<-
paring individuals for citizenship. Furthermore to some 
extent it enabled the people to understand and---share in 
the country's affairs. Moreover, it provided the basis 
for the further development of knowledge and skillsp and 
political and social values. 
In Egypt there were two kinds of education at the 
first stage. First, there were fee paying primary schools 
which ~ere the pr~serve of the aristocracy and provided 
access to the next stages of education. secondly, there 
were the elementary schools which provid~d .popular e~p-
cation for the children of the poor and peasants. Whilst 
primary schools were provided with good facilities, mod-
ern curricula and trained teachers, the elementary schools 
were characterized by limited opportunity, t_raditional cur-
ricula and untrained teachers(l). Although the 1923 Con-
stitution introduced compulsory education for every child, 
thi~ was restricted to attendance at elementary schools 
and primary schools were not included in the provision. 
Thus dualism at the first stage continued. 
Under the 1923 Constitution, the Ministry of Edu-
cation introduced their project for the extension of edu-
cation. 127 elementary schools were established in which 
education was free for six years( 2 ). However, the Min-
istry did not complete the initial project and instead 
decided to extend compulsory education by establishing 
what were called compulsory schools. The Ministry 
1). Moustafa Darwish, Some Problems of Primary School, Dar El-Maharef, 
Cairo, 1974,pp.31-32. (in Arabic)~ 
2) . Mopeer Solieman, E!istory of E;ducation System in the United Arab 
Republic, Third Editiori,El-Anglo El-Misria, Cairo,l969,p.l47. (in Arabic). 
,.,,);. 
established 762 compulsory ,schools in whicheducafion 
was free for six year~ but redticed tb five years in 1930(l). 
Although pupils received only half-time education, finan-
cial obstaciles prevented the Ministry frbm extending the 
provision of compulso~y schools. 
As a result of the 19'23 constitutiong the number of 
pupils in the first stage of Sducation increased. The 
number of elementary and compulsory school pupils rose 
from 190,6.73 il1 1925~26 to 862,929 in 1950-:-51,. whilst 
the number of primary school pupils rose from 3-1 ,05~ to 
:1.22,144 during the•same period( 2). Nevertheless, there 
were two and a half million children within the first 
age grou~(J). Consequently, in effect, only 39.4 per 
cent of the age group were receiving some kind of edu~ 
cation. 
In 1951 under law 143 compulsory attendance was 
extended to primary schools( 4 ). The law also stated that 
the first stage of education should be renamed primary 
education and should be free for six years ~( 5 ) . Although 
the law appeared to introduce unity of provision within 
the first stage of education, nevertheless 1 t-his gain was 
theoretical and legislative only. "In fact both elemen-
tary and primary schools remained as they were."( 6 ). 
The primary schools still retained the better facil-
ities with generally better qualified teachers and greater 
opportunities for the children. The primary school also 
favoured by government funding. Between 1949 and 1951 the 
1). H. El-Fiky, p.l62,174. 
2) . A.H. El-Koussy, 'Egypt', p. 449. 
3) . H. El-Fiky, p .175. 
4) National Centre of Educational Research, A Report_on the Development of 
Education .i.n the Arab Republic of Egypt_<l974/'l5 - 19;75/76), Centre pf 
Educationiil 'bocutnentat:i.on, Cairo, 1977 ,p. 2. {i,ri Arabic). 
5) .Ministry of Education,Geiieral Administration,Priniary· Education in the 
United Arab Repu,blic, .Ministry of Educatj,on Pre!;;s ,Cairo, 1969 ,p .13. (in _Arabi· 
6) .Asmail M.El.Qubain,_ Studies on Education Organizatiqn. in Egypt, E1-Nahda 
EhMis:i:'ia, Cairo,l958,p.~lJ-. (in Arabic). 
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amount of money provided by the Ministry of Educa'tion 
rose from 19 to 29 million pounds. The funds allocated to 
elementary education increased from 7,633,000 to 8,816,000 
which represented only an increase of 16 per cent. How-
ever, the funds for general education had increased from 
5,8:93,000 to 10 8 785 8 000 which amounted to ah increase of 
83 per c~nt. Furthermdr~, half of these funds were allo-
cated to primary shcools(l). 
The leaders of the movement for educational reform 
were very much concerned with the continuing deficiency 
ih educational provision. Taha Hussien argued that edu-
cation was as necessary to everyone as air and water. He 
contended that it was not only a means for developing 
culture but also a means for introducing pol-itical edu-
cation and realizing democracy. In 1938 he wrote that 
education was "The means by which people know the source 
of oppression and till they punish those who oppress 
them and humiliate them ... and oblige them to believe in 
equality and verbally and actually; tellthem to-realize 
equality in their conduct not by words which mislead 
people" ( 2 ) . VJhen Taha Hussien b.ecame the Minister of 
Education he used the opportunity to translate his ideas 
to action. In 1944 he abolished fees in primary schools. 
In 1951 he abolished fees in secondary schools and crea-
ted more opportunities for free education in higher edu-
cation. 
Though the extension of general education to different 
1). Ibid., pp.lBS-186. 
2). Taha Hussien, Future of Cultural in Egypt,El-Maharef Press, 
Cairo,l938, pp.ll7--ll8, Quoted by H. El-Fiky, p~88. 
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classes in society is an important factor for the develop-
ment of democracyr it is not, however, the only factor. 
The development of political awareness through political 
education is also important to enable people to partici-
pate in political life, Most Egyptians had little know<J 
ledge of the constitution. Furthermore, their political 
awareness was not sufficiently developed to enable them 
to participate in electing their political representa-
tives in any meaningful way(l), 
Qubain and Taha Hussien argued that the lives of 
most people were governed by an unwritten law based on 
customs and traditions which obliged them to follow cus-
toms and traditions( 2 ). This was reflected in the educa-
tional system and no doubt explains the lack of political 
awareness o~ong the majority of people. The nature of 
the duties and traditions imposed by the authority on 
the young hindered freedom of thought and prevented dis-
cussion or criticism on the need for change in society. 
In 1935 the Minister of Education criticised the cur-
riculum of secondary education. He argued that it was 
overloaded and failed to develop the constructive and 
critical faculties of students( 3). This criticism was 
reinforced by a study of the· Arab League Educational, 
Cultural and Scientific Organization (ALECSO) (4 ). The 
main aim of secondary education remained preparation for 
higher education. However, at a time when Egypt was in 
need of cultural and social growth, secondary education 
1). A. Goldschmidt, 'The Egyptian National Party (1892-1919) ',p.332. 
2). G.Hyde, Education in Modern Egypt, p.l. 
3). El-Koussy, 'Egypt', p.451. 
4). Arab League, Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific 
Organization (ALECSO) , Meeti~ of General and Technical Secondary 
School, The Organization, Cairo, 1972, p.ll5. (in Arabic) 
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failed to prepare students ~o meet 1 appreciate and solve 
the wider problems of society. 
The curriculu~ of schools continued to be based on 
indoctrination and memorising knowledge. Teaching methods 
neglected thinking and consideration of alternative views 
and attempted in inculcate attitudes of obedience and dis-
cipline(!). Moreover 1 the curriculum did not deal with 
national problems, the development of political life and 
. . : 
the trials of the national movement in resisting cor~up-
tion in soc~al and political situations(2 ). 
Undoubtedly, the absence of democracy and the ability 
to participate in political life to a large extent can be 
att~ibuted to educational conditions in Egypt. The limited 
extent of educational provision, the defects within the 
syste~ and the high level of ill~teracy were important 
factors in preventing the development of democracy and 
political awareness. 
1). J. $zyliowicz, Education and Modernization,p.l27. 
2). A. Farag, Education in Egypt, p.l31; H. El-Fiky,p.l76. 
CHAPTER FIVE. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL AND DEMOCRATIC LIFE 
SINCE THE 1952 REVOLUTION AND THE DEMOCRATIC 
SOCIALIST ATTITUDE. 
The period which preceded the Revolution was dis-
tinguished by the growth of theoretical concepts of democ-
racy. The existence of a dictatorship, conflict among the 
political parties, and the domination of political life 
by capitalism and feudalism, however, prevented the irnple-
mentation of democratic practices. Furthermore, in addi-
tion to the cultural and social deterioration which had 
taken place Egypt was not in a position to achieve its 
independence. 
As a result of this situation a group of free officers 
in the army under the leadership of Gamal Abdel-Nasser 
instigated the 1952 Revolution. Thus the 23rd of July 
Revolution began within the army as an expression of the 
will of the people. Nevertheless partly because of his-
torical factors the respons~ to the Revolution was di~-
organized. Gamal Abdel-Nasser, in his book The Philo-
sophy of the Revolution,describes this in more colourful 
terms by saying: 
Prior to that date (July 23rd) I imagined that the whole 
nation was on tip-toes and prepared for action, that it 
awaited the advance of the vanguard and the storming of the 
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outside walls for it to pour down in a solid-phalanx 
marching faithfully to the gred·t godl. .. Endless crowds 
showed up 1 but ho~ different -is the reality from the 
vision! The muiti tudes that arrived were dispersed 
followers andcoritrasted remnants •.. we needed discipline 
but found chaos behind our lines. We needed-unity but 
found dissens~ons. We needed action but found nothing 
but·surrender and idleness. It was from this source and 
no other the Revolution derived its motto. (1) 
The new revolutionary regime was faced with a number 
of serious problems including underdevelopment. Further-
more, the new leadership was hinder~d in the implementa-
tion of its aims by the political inexperience of the 
masses. 
The 23rd of July Revolution was an expression of 
the people to rule themselves and to get rid of economic 
and soci<;1l retardation. In The Philosophy of the Revolution 
Nasser comments " ... the Revolution of July 23rd was the 
realiZation of a hope that dangled before the eyes of the 
people of Egypt since they began, in modern times, to 
think of governing' themselves and having the final word 
on their destin¥." ( 2 ) The problems of social and p·oli-
tical life were reflected in the aims of the Revolution 
which were embodied in six declared principles: 
1. Getting rid of imperialism. 
2. Getting rid of feudalism. 
3. Getting rid of the domination of capitalism. 
4. The establishment of social justice. 
5. The establishment of a strong army. 
6. The establishment of a sound democratic life. 
Althot:J.gh the establishment of a sound democratic life 
. . 
1 ) . The motto referred to was "Unity 1 Discipline and Work" 1 Gamal 
_Abdel-Nasser 1 The Philosophy of the Revolution, Dar Natabeh 
El-Shahb 1 Cairo 1 l966 1 pp.l9-20. 
2.). Ibid. I p;l7. 
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was the last principle in the declared list, this does 
not mean that the Revolution regarded it as less import-
ant than the other principles. The principles, however, 
reflected the fact that society had suffered socially 
and economically leading to a deterioration of democratic 
life during the preceding years. Thus, in effect, the six 
principles attempted to fuse both political and s9cial 
democracy. This philosophy has been crystallized in the 
democratic socialist attitude as the ideology of the 
society. 
The first step in the Revolution was the dismissal of 
King Farouk on 26th of July 1952. This was followed on 
18th of June 1953 with a declaration introducing a repub-
lican system of government ~o replace the monarchy(l). The 
RP.volution now turned its attention to achieving the 
country's independence and on 19th of October 1954 issued 
an agreement of evacuation. This involved the evacuation 
of British forces from Egypt within 20 months and also 
cancelled the 1936 treaty. By 17th of June 1956, the 
evacuation of the British forces from Egypt was completed( 2 ). 
The Development of Political and Democratic Life. 
Since the 1952 Revolution, democratic and political life 
in Egypt hcis passed through many stages. The starting 
point was the Liberation Rally which inaugurated a one 
political party system, and which ended by the adoption of 
l). Y .El.Gamal, Constitutional System in ARE, pp.l06-l07 
2) .A. Moustafa, Egyptian British Relationship (1936-1956) ,p,l29,180. 
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a multi:·party system as a means of practising sound democ-
racy. At first the nature of the revolutionary action had 
necessitated the adoption of the one p-arty state to achieve 
the necessary radical changes in society. Unity and con~ 
solidation were essential and it was felt that a one 
party system was the most practical way of achieving these 
objectives. 
Although the one party system had disadvantages, never-
theless, it reflected the nature of society and it~ poli-
tical il11lllaturity. At that time the life-style of Egyptian 
society was not conducive to practise democracy through a 
multi-party system. The experience of political parties 
before the Revolution revealed that participation in poli-
tical life was dominated by a minority of feudalistic and 
capitalistic interest. Political parties did not adhieve 
their political aims and were beset by internal dissension. 
The economic structure was also dominated by capitalist and 
feudalist interest and large areas of the fertile land were 
held by a small number of individuals. The government had 
failed to develop natural resources and industry, and 
social and economic problems had been neglected. More-
over, due to the low cultural level of the majority of 
Egyptians at the beginning of the Revolution it was not 
possible to introduce a system of democracy based on a 
multiplicity of political parties. Consequently a deci-
sion was taken to adopt a one party system during the first 
years of the Revolution. 
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The Liberation Rally and The National Union . 
. -
The first year following the Revolution witnessed 
the abolition of ex~sti~g politic~l parties. On the 18th 
of January 1953, the Revolutionary Command Council issued 
an edict dissolving the previous political parties. 
Articles 2 and 6 of the edict prevented the members of 
the dissolved political parties from participation in any 
political activity and from forming new political parties. 
The political parties were replaced by the Liberation Rally 
which was formed on 23rd of January 1953 and which con-
tinued until the 2nd of December 1957. The aim of the 
LiberationRally, as stated in its charter, was to reali~e 
the essential interests of the people and the fundamental 
political and social freedoms for citizens(l) . 
Essentially, the Liberation Rally was the only poli-
tical organization permitted. It was considered the first 
expression of the shift from the revolutionary action in-
side the army to popular participation in political life. 
Although the Liberation Rally adopted the motto, "We are 
all members in the Liberation Rally .. ( 2 ), the nature of its 
political procedures, the abolishing o£ the political par~ 
ties and the invoking of the emergency laws, however, pre-
vented many sections of the population from participating 
in political activity. 
Although it can be argued that the nature of the 
tasks facing the revolutionary government required state 
domination, nevertheless this affected political life. 
1). 1Documents of Political and ~arliamentary Life in Egypt (1952-1976) ', 
in Al-Ahram, Democracy in Egypt:Quarter Century,p.92-Herearter 
referred to as 'Documents(l952~1976) '. 
2) . El:""Said Yassen, ·The Revolution and Social. Change :Quarter Century 
After· July 23rd ,·1952 ,Centre of Strategic and Political Studies of 
Al-Ahrarn, Cairo, 1977, p.51 (in Arabic). 
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The abolishing of political parties was followed by a 
limited period of three years of transformation which 
began from 13th Janu~ry 1953. A constitutional declara-
tion was issued dn lOth of February 1953 which explained 
the system of rule which would be adopted during the period 
of transformation. (l) Under this systemv the authority 
of the state was concentrated in the hands of the Revolu-
·tionary Command Council and a Minister's Council. The 
Minister's Council was responsible for th~ le~islatiVe 
and executive authorities and the Revolutionary Command 
Coun~il was concerned with overall policy and implement-
i~g rules to protect the Revolution. 
The purpose of this period of transformation was to 
create conditions which would facilitate the introduction 
of a democratic society. The constitutional declaration 
had justified the system on the grounds fhat it was neces-
sary "to realize settlement and production and to be able 
to set up a democratic constit~tional rul~". (2 ) More-
over, articles 1 and 3 of the declaration asserted that 
the people was the source of all authority and protected 
freedom of opinion and other personal freedoms. 
It is clear that this declaration was imposed 
through the needs to secure a settlement between con-
flicting economic, social and political interest. Al-
though the purpose of the settlement was to prepare for 
the establishment of a sound democrac~, it resulted in 
limited participation in political life. The limitations 
1). 'Documents (1952-1976)', pp. 91-'-92 
2.) .'Documents (1952-1976) ',p.91 
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on participation in political :).ife were perhapsaccept-
able during the period of transformation. However, it was 
expected that the political sy~t~m would be adopted to 
realizing democratic aspiration, and provi~ing the oppor-
tunities for participation in political life. Unfortu-
natelyu the ~evolution was not able. to establish a sound 
democracy for more than twenty-five years when a system 
of political parties was adopted. 
At the end of the period of transformation·, the Con-
stitution of 1956 was issued which replaced the Libera-
tion Rally by the National Union. Article 1,92 of the 
Constitution stated that the citizens shoul~£orm a 
National Union to work to realize the aims for which the 
Revolution arose and to urge efforts to build the nation 
in a right way politically, socially and economically. 
The National Union will undertake the process of nomina-
tion to the National Assembly (Parliament) . The way of 
forming the National Union will be determined by a 
decision of the President. (l) 
By law the National Union included all people. ( 2 ) 
The purposes df the National Union were to realize a 
democratic socialist society through improving political, 
social and economic life and planning the overall policy 
of the country. Furthermore, the Nation~l Union was 
required to assess wrong practices and to request their 
correction, to determine good practices and seek their 
implementation, and to establish procedures for the 
1). 'Documents (1952-1976) i ,p.93. 
2). 'Documents (1952-1976) ',p.95. 
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introduction of a sound democratic life. 
In spite Of the fact that the National Union was 
working to achieve the aims of the Revolution and to 
initiate a sound democralic system, however, the Union°s 
policy had defect~. Although it was the only political 
party, the effectiveness of the National Union was limited 
by the executive authority of the President, and the 
legislative authority of Parliament was limited by the 
National Union. The President was the head of the. execu-
tive authority and he determined the form of the National 
Union. Although the National Assembly (the Parliament) 
was an elected body, the proposals for nominat'ion for 
the National Assembly had to be approved by the National 
Union. Thus, whilst to some extent there was an inbuilt 
system of checks and balances, overall executive author-
ity rested with the President, and the National Union 
exercised restrictive powers over the National Assembly. 
Whilst the purpose of the National Union•s domination 
over the National Assembly was to exclude anti-Revolu-
tionary elements, reactionaries, feudalism and capital-
ism, in fact these elements tainted both the National 
Union and the National Assembly. Furthermore, from the 
start the National Un~6n was also hindered by the nature 
of the revolution which did not represent varying view-
points. Clearly, the one political party system could 
be justified by the circumstances, but it was incapable 
of encompassing all attitudes. Consequently it became 
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increasingly apparent that a multi-party system was neces-
sary. 
In 1959 Nasser attributed the reasons which hindered 
the National Union from achieving its aims, to two fac-
tors. (l) First u the Revolution 1 faced with the necessity 
of social change, was unable to establish guidelines and 
a programme for revolutionary action which had the support 
of different interests. Secondly, the Revolutionary 
thinking which looked forward to national uni-ty mistakenly 
believed that the feudalist and capitalist classes would 
accept national unity based on populist powe~s. 
During 1961 and 1962( 2 ) Nasser declared in his £or-
mal communiques that reactionaries had infiltrated into 
the National Union and dominated the principal offices 
resulting in the corruption of the Nation~l Union. 
Accordingly, it was necessary to reform the National 
Union to be a revolutionary instrument for the patriotic 
masses only. Nasser also announced the formation of a new 
political orgariization with·a membership restricted to 
workers( 3}, farmers, educated people, traders, owners 
whose properties had not been freed from exploitation, and 
military personnel. The new political organization which 
replaced the National Union was called the Arab Socialist 
Union (ASU.). It was based on broad representation and 
it gave the people practising control over the affairs of 
the state. 
l) ·Gamal Abdel-Nasser, Democracy, Dar El~Kawomia, Cairo, n. d. , pp. 9 7-9 8. 
2}.P.J.Vatikiotis, 'Some Political Consequences of the 1952 Revol-
ution in Egypt', in P.M.Holt (ed.) Political and Sodal Change -in 
Modern Egypt; p.376~ G.Nasser, Democracy,p.62~ E.El.Dawla, 
Parliamentary System, p~l87 
3) .Not just labourers but anyone who works for his living. 
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The Arab Socialist Union (ASU.). 
The Arab Socialist Unioh became the only political 
party permitted. The features and aims of the ASU were 
defined by a law issued on 18th December,l962. According 
to this law and the Constitution of 1964, the ASU became 
the highest authority in the state and represented all 
working people. The authority of the ASU w~s based on 
the effective control of national programmes to promul-
gate democratic socialist attitudes. 
The law instituting the ASU states that it was estab-
lished "to be the socialist pioneer which leads the 
people, to express their will, and to d~rect national 
work and perform the effective observation on its action on 
sound lines''. The ASU also worked for "the realization 
of the sound democracy ... and social revoltition which is 
considered the revolution of the working people". (l) More-
over, the law defined the participatory membership of the 
ASU in such a way as to include all the different classes 
of people except the exploiting class of capitalists and 
feudalists. 
The structure of ths ASU was based on fhe local unit 
in the village, factory or city. (2 ) The conference of 
each lo6al unit which inclrided all the membership of the 
ASU then elected an executive committee. Then at the 
regional level there was a governorate.conference which 
consisted of the members of the executive committees 
elected from basic units. The governorate's conference 
l). ··oocuments(l952-l976) • 1 pp.97-98. 
2). G.Nasser 1 Democracy, pp.l00-101. 
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also elec-ted an executive committee. The members of the 
executive committees of the governorates were then eligible 
for election to the higher executive committee of the ASU 
by the general conference which consisted of all the 
executive committees. 
Figure (3) 
The Structure of the ASU. 
The Higher Executive Committee 
General Conference 
(Executive Committees 
of Governorates.) 
Governorate Conference 
(Executive Committees of Units) 
Unit Conference 
(Local Units) 
The.Constitution of 1964 made the ASU the highest 
authority in the State. The ASU observed and directed 
all the authorities of the State. Article 3 of the 1964 
Constitution stated that "Working people ... make up the 
ASU, as the power representative of the people, driver 
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of the Revolution's.potentialities, and protector of sound 
democratic yalues '' (l) In the light of this article, the 
ASU posssessed, as power driver of the Revolution's paten-
tial, the right to diiect authorities and to urge them to 
realize the aims of the Revolution. Moreover, the ASU, as 
the protector of sound democratic values, had the right 
to reprimand any authority when it deviated 'from demo-
cratic attitudes. 
ArtiCle 12 of the Constitution of 1964 reinforced the 
authority of the ASU, as a representative of the people, 
in its direction o! the dif£erent institutions of the State. 
This article asserted that "The people control all means 
of production ..• to increase the wealth and continuously to 
raise the standard of living". (2 ) Similarly, Article 
13 confirmed the power of the ASU over the responsible 
sectors of development inside the society, whether the 
public sector or the private sector. 
The functions of the ASU were not only limited to 
the direction and monitoring of all authorities and 
institutions inside the state. The ASU also had an impor-
tant relationship to legislative authority and the pro-
fessional organisations. These organisations were 
required to carry out the policy of the ASU. The law 
stated, "The ASU, which is the popular authority, per-
forms the leading and orientating action drawn from the 
people, while the National Assembly and p~ofessional 
syndicates carry out the policy drawn up by the ASuh5 3 ) 
1). U.A.R., Ministry of Culture and National Guidance, The Const1tution, 
March 25,1964, Infonnation Department, Cairo. 
2 ) . Ibid. 
3). 'Documents (1952-1976) ',p.98. 
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Clearly,popular support w~s assured for the A.S.U. · As the 
only political or':lanlsctLiou, it absorbe.d the popular and 
professional organizations which adhered to its policy. 
Although the A.S.U. represented the authority of 
people, its functions could conflict with those of the 
National Assembly which also represented the authority 
of people. Whilst the A.S.U. had no rights to legislate, 
the National Assembly was required to carry out the policy 
of the A.~.u. This situation restricted the freedom of 
National ASse~bly in legislation. Although the membership 
of the A.S.U. was a necessary precondition of membership 
of the National Assembly, it was still possible for dis-
agreement to arise between the A.S.U. and the National 
Assembly. Furthermore, the requirement for professional 
syndicates to follow the A.S.U. policies led to a con-
flict of interest within the syndicates. 
The A.S.U., in this way, was similar to the National 
Union in being the only political party which was allowed 
to determine democratic socialist attitudes and orientate 
national work. The A.S.U. differed from the National 
Uriion in that the former represented the people in-a 
broad way often excluding the exploiting classes. Whilst 
the A.S.U. limited the perc~ntage of workers and farmers 
to 50% in .all its units,(l) this limiting percentage was 
not present in the National Union. Moreover, the A.S.U. 
had assured, in large measure, the domination of the people 
and their monitoring of the state's authority, while the 
l). P.Vatikiotis, 'Some Political Consequences', p.377. 
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power of the National Union was confined to tracing errors 
and trying to remedy them. 
In general, the A.s.u. represented the will of the 
people and took active steps to monitor and orientate 
the auth6rity of the state. This was one of the most 
important aspects in the changing practice of political 
life con~erring the right of sovereignty on the people. 
Political participation of the pe6ple was guarant~ed by 
th.e suppleme11tary laws of the 1971 Constitut.ion. :Law 74 
stated that. "the ASU ... gives the widest range for free 
discussion inside its formation~ ... ~{l)_ Eowever, the 
law could not be completely effective except through a 
multiplicity of poli ti.cal parties which provided oppor-
tunities for the emergence of opposing points of view and 
constructive discussion. 
The result of this situation vvas that a number of 
people were deprived of the opportunity of participating 
in effective political discussion for three reasons: 
First, because the ASU was the only political party it 
became the apparatus of authority inside the state and 
controlled state policy. Thus, the ASU became the policy 
making body of the state rather'than fulfilling its 
bri~f of guiding authority and observing its actions. 
The ASU also became intolerant of opposition and of the 
other points of view. Moustafa Khalil, one of the poli-
tical leaders, argued that "the ASU did not permit the 
expression of opposition inside it. Moreover its internal 
1). 'The Permanent Constitution and Basic Laws', p.l04. 
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elections wer~ of a tindemociat~c form and their results 
were an express;i..on of the interests of the leaders of the 
Asu:(l) Secondly the ihef~ecti~eness of the oppo-
sition with~n the ASU to its ~uthority meant that many 
of its decisions represented the desire of the leader~ 
ship rather than the desire of the people. Eventually 
this led to the appearance of the Centr~s of Powers 
within the ASU which attempted to control policy. Thus, 
there was a gap between the leaders of the ASU aridits 
membership. Thirdly, in political life, in spite of the 
fact that the membership of the ASU was theoretic~lly 
voluntary in reality it was obligatory. Any citizen who 
had the desire to participate in political and social 
activity had to be a member of the ASU and adhere to its 
policy. For example, a law issued by the National 
Assembly in 1963 stated that only persons who were mem-
bers of the ASU and whose membership had been approved 
for at least one year had the right to be nominated to 
the membership of the National Assembly. Similarly, a 
precondition of taking a leading role in professional 
syndicates was membership of the ASU. Furthermore, la:w 
59 of 1964 required that anyone who was appointed a 
sheriff or She.Lkh had to be a member of the ASU. (2 ) 
Clearly, these defects limited real participation in 
political life. Such participation is distinguished by 
the effectiveness and the ability to involve the largest 
number of citizens. Participation necessitates the 
1) .Moustafa Khalil, 'ASU and Political Parties' in Al-Ahram, 
Democracy in Egypt: Quarter· Century,. p. 61. 
2) .Gamal El.Hetafy, 'ASU a Political Power' Quoted by E.El-Dawla, 
Parliamentary System, pp.l98-199. 
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existence Of continual contact betwe~n the people and their 
leaders. People should be able to participate in deci-
sian-making ~nd directing the policy of the state. The 
decision-ciaking pr6cess must also includ~ opportunities 
for the expression of the opposing views and the accep-
tance of criticism. This was not to be found in the ASU. 
Quantitatively,to a large extent, the idea of parti-
cipation was present in political life. During the per-
iod between 196~ to 1971 the ASU included ~bout one-
seventh of the Egyptian people. The membersh~p was more 
than four and a half million as compared with a popu·la-
tion of 31 and a half million in 1~68. The membership 
also included a great percentage of young people within 
the 18-21 age range. (l) These numbers reflected the 
fact that the people had the desire to participate in 
political life and apparently the ASU had realized its 
aim in including a great percentage of the people regard-
less of these points of view. 
However, not all of these members were active within 
the ASU. Thus, the effectiveness of the ASU, as a means 
of securing participation in political life, was much 
le~s than indicated by the figure$. No doubt, the pas-
sivity of some of the members was due to the intolerance 
of the opposition within the ASU. However, it is clear 
that many citizens joined the ASU to exercise their 
rights of participating in political life in a positive 
way. 
l). Yassen, The Revolution. and Social Change, p.$2;CAPMS, 
Statistical Yearbook, ·p.8. 
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The extent of participation in political lif-e is 
also reflected in the number of people voting in elec-
tions. The number of.people who had the right to vote 
were approximately five ahd a half millions in 1957. By 
1976 this h~d increased to approximately nine and a half 
m-illion citizens. However~ only approximately four 
million citizens or 40 per cent of those eligible to vote 
took part in elections. (l) This indicates a low level 
of political participation and an absence of political 
awareness on the part of many people. 
A fuither iridication of the 16w level of politi6al 
participation is seen in the numbers nominated for 
National Assembly. In 1957, 2508 citizens were nominated 
decrea~ing to 1698 in 1964 and then to 870 in 1969. This 
can be explained by the fact that there were certain 
restrictions which made some people ineligible for nomin-
ation to rnerr~ership of the National Assembly. Following 
the issue of the Constitution of 1971 which abolished 
these restrictions the number of nominations for the 
National Assembly increased from 1522 citizens in 1971 
to 1660 in 1976. (2 ) The latter figures was also clearly 
influenced by the abolishing of the membership condition 
which was issued irt 1975. (J) 
In spite of the weakness of the ASU, the one party 
political system represented an important stage in the 
development of political life in Egypt. It became clear, 
however, that the extension of democracy and the one 
1). Yassen, The Revolution and Social Change,p.56. 
2). Ibid. ,p.56 
3). E.El-Dawla, Parli~entary System, p.226. 
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political party system were in~ompatible. Consequentlyp 
attempts were made to replace the ASU by a multiplicity 
of politic~l parties. 
The_ Emergence of Political Parties·~ 
Political parties represent the most important aspect 
of de~ocracy in the machinery of government. The 
function of political parties in a democratic nation is 
to orientate ~nd·o~gan~ze the struggle for the wielding 
of the authority. Political parties are the means through 
·which the populace can exeicise 6hoice and particioate in 
democratic process. 
The democratic significance of p_61itical parties 
is that a party cannot achiev~ pow~r unless it secures the 
support of the largest number of voters in an election in 
comparison with other parties. Mo~eover, by regulating 
the conflict whiCh arises from the competition for autho-
rity, political parties embody the democratic atmosphere. 
In multi-party regimes the electorate chooses between 
several candidates, each of whom is nominated by a party. 
A party can be considered as· organised opinion and as 
such, it clarifies issues for, and canalizes the views 
of, the electors. Where there is a number of parties, 
opposing views can be expressed and represented, the 
opposition constraining to some extent the actions of the 
majority party and helping to ensure that the govern-
ment pursues policies consistent with the welfare of the 
people. 
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The politi~al patty·s~stem plays an important part 
in the political life Of ~ations such as Brit~in and u~s. 
The democratic function 6f these parties is to enable 
citizens to become i~nvolved in the p'olitical activity of 
the society. Political parties represent different in-
sights into the problems of society and attempt to influ-
ence the solutions proposed by government. Consequently, 
opposition parties in a de~ocratic system provide a means 
fbr the ~xpression of different attitudes to political 
life. T~ey bring the other points of Vie~ within society 
to the attention of the government. In contrast, a on·e 
political. party system can lead to the neglect.of other 
view points within a so~iety. Furthermore, the fun~tion 
of the party may be merely confined to endorsing the 
authority and policies of the party leaders. This could 
result in political apathy. 
These negative aspects of the one party system 
appeared in the ASU which failed to promote democracy and 
participation in political life. Coriseque~tly, the state 
began to look towards the introduction of a multi-party 
il. 
system. At first a Multiplicity of Forums" was estab-
lished which later became the basis of the subsequent poli-
tical parties. In August, 1974, a paper was issued on 
the future development of the ASU. The paper outlined 
proposals to provide opportunities for the expression 
of different opinions within the ASU. On the 23rd of 
July,l975 the general conference of the ASU established 
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three forums inside the ASU namely~·-
1 - Egypt's Arab Socialist Organ·ization, which 
repr~sented the Centre. · 
2 - The Liberal Socialis_t Organization, which 
represented the Right. · 
3 - The Coll~ctive. Progressive Unitery National 
Organization which represented th'e Left. 
Each organization has the right to express its opin-
ion, within the framework of the ASU and in compliance 
with the three basic principles~ the necessity of the 
socialist solution, social peace, and national unity. 
Whilst this development was·an initial· step towards the 
formation of political parties and the termination of 
ASU it could hardly be described as a multi-party sys.tem. 
In 1976 the People's Assembly {Parliament) decided 
to transform the three forums into political parties and 
to abolish the ASU. Furthermore, the parties were to 
have the right to direct their. activities in accordance 
with the constitution and within the necessity of the 
socialist solution, social peace and nation~l unity. (l) 
In the same year the law of political parties was issued 
which ensh~ined this new attitude to democracy by giving 
Egyptians the right to form polit~cal parties and to affil-
iate to any political party. (2 ) This law allowed the 
parties to participate in government and to put forward 
programmes for the development of society. However, the 
politic~l parties were required by the law to adhere to 
principals of national urtity, social peace, and the 
1). 'Corrective Revolution After Nine Years', Al~Ahram,Cairo;May 13, 
1980. 
2). 'Docwnents (1952-,.1976).' ,p.l06; Arab Republic of Egypt, Ministry of 
Information, Public Info.rmatioJ1 Department, Political system 
in the Arab Republic of Egypt, Cairo,. 1984, p. 35 (in Arabic) 
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furthering of ~emocratic socialist attitudes_ 
Accordingly, Article 5 of the Constitution of 1971 
was amended to comply with the termination of the ASU 
and the establishment of political parties. Article 5 
stated ~ "The political system of the Arab Republic of 
Egypt is a multi-party one, within the framework of the 
basic elements and principles of the Egyptian society as 
stipulated in the Constitution". (l) The most important 
princiip1es of the constitution required the maintenance 
of the democratic socialist state with the aims of 
realizing justice and narrowing the gap between the clas-
ses. Consequently, the political parties in Egypt were 
required to function wi~hin the state policy and its aims 
of realizing a democratic socialist society. This did 
not prevent, however, the emergence of the varying opin-
ions within the parties on how a democratic socialist 
society might be achieved. 
Four parties were established. First, the National 
Democratic Party which represented the Centre and was 
initially called the Egyptian Arab Socialist Party. 
-· 
Secondly, there was the Collective Progressive Unitary 
National Party which represented the Left. Thirdly, 
there was the Liberal Socialist Party which represented 
the Right. Fourthly, there was the Labour Party. 
The intention of the state was to work towards the 
establishment of the democratic socialist attitude through 
the involv~ment of both the private and public sectors in 
1). Ministry of Information, Permanent Constitution. 
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the field of social and economic development. 'J;'he public 
sector was completely owned and supervised by the state. 
However 6 the private sector depended on the provision of 
capital from private individuals under the supervision 
of the state in order to prevent exploitation. The le£t 
party advocated greater state intention in the field of 
economic and social development . The right wanted more 
encouragement to individuals and private capital. The 
middle party argued for a balance between the two sectors, 
the private and the public. Nevertheless 6 all of the 
parties were committed to achieving a democratic social-
ist society. 
·whilst the establishment of the political parties 
in Egypt was a significant step in the direction of demo-
cracy, nevertheless, there were limitation~ and restric-
tions on the activities of parties and their participation 
in political life~ (l) The law of parties imposed res-
trictions on the freedom to form parties. Moreover, 
traditionally the executiVe authority had always exer-
cised a strong power and this tended to diminish the 
effectiveness of opposing-parties in criticisin~ and 
influencing government policies. Furthermore, ministerial 
responsibility in the People's Assembly was divided into 
two divisions; one was subject to the principle of res-
ponsibility whilst the other was not. Consequently, it 
was difficult to d'efine the responsibility of the ministry 
and this hindered the opposition in fulfilling the function 
1) .Al-Ahram, Cairo, July 18,1983; Tarek El-Beshry, 'The Revolution 
of 1952' in Al-Ahram, Democracy in EgYPt:Quarter Century,p.22~ 
Ali Ei-Dee·n Helall, 'The Problem of Democracy in Egypt' , in 
Al-Ahram, Democracy in Egypt, p.67.,..68. 
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of monitoring government .policy. 
Recently, two other parties were in the process of 
being estab~ished duting 1983 and will clearly have an 
impact on democratic life in Egypt. In particular the 
re-constituted Wafd Party (originally set up before 1952) 
is likely to provide a more effective opposition to the 
ruling National Democratic Party. Historically the 
f6rmer Wafd Party had strong associat~on with achieving 
the iridependence of Egypt and the ~ov~~ent tow~ids a 
secure democratic state. Its current policies(l) are 
securing the narrowing gap of classes; encouraging 
development of national capitalism; opposing exhaustive 
intervention of the state in the economic development; 
and encouraging the development of democraticpractices. 
Thus, the Wafd Party appears to support both the 
socialist democratic attitude and the important contri-
bution that can be made by the private sector and 
individual initiative. If the Wafd party can enlist 
successfully the support of other opposite parties it is 
likely to compete successfully with the National Demo-
cratic Party. Consequently, the National Party will 
feel the need to take into account wider political 
viewpoin~s when it realizes that it could be defeated 
in an election. 
It is also likely that the other new party, the 
Aumrna Party, will have popular appeal. Fundamentally, 
the party supports the principles of the 1952 Revolution 
and these principles are popular with a large sect'ion of 
1). E1-Akhhar, Cairo, 28 January, 1984. 
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the population especially among the farmers and workers 
who have limited incomes. 
In recent years the inadequacies of the one party 
system haVe become increasingly clear. Further, social 
and economic and political development requires a multi-
political party system with each party putting forward 
clear policies. As Ali Helall stated "What is r~asonable 
in a d,emocratic life i,s to continue for a time dealing 
with mottos and broad principles but the time will come 
when the people asks every party to say what it has done 
about the problems of the society. In short, what is 
n.eeded is to have plans, policies, and programmes and 
offer them to the people". (l) 
Although the historical background'of political 
parties began before the Revolution of 1952 the actual 
experience of political parties in operation is a new one. 
Given the social and economic problems it is.:hardly 
surprising that there have been some negative aspects to 
the ne~ experience. Nevertheless, it represents growing 
matfirity in the development of democratic life in Egypt. 
Furthermore,the adoption of the multi-party system is 
likely to c6ntribute to the realization of politital, 
social and economic progress although this takes some 
time. 
Constitutional Life. 
The emergence of political parties in Egypt was one 
-· ;-
1 ) . Ali El-Deen Helall 1 'The Future of Parties in Egypt' 1 Ros El-
Yousef, December 5th 1 1983, I>P· 44-45. (in Arabic.) 
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of the important aspects in the development of political 
and democratic life. Moreover, the introduction of the 
coristitutional system was also another significant devel-
opment. From the beginning of the Revolution the aim of 
constitutional reform was to provide a framework for 
achi~ving democratic life. Initially the constitutional 
system failed to achieve this objective due to the con-
tradiction of the one political party state and the nature 
of democratic 'life. 
The first constitution following the Revolution was 
issued in J~nuary 1956 and set out many democratic 
principles which were later subsumed im the Constitution 
of 1964. A revised constitUtion was issued in 1971 and, 
apart from the abolishing of the ASU and the establish-
ment of political parties has remained in force today. 
The constitutions have been mainly concerned with'empha-
sizing democratic principles . Both the Constitutions of 
1956 and 1964 allocated legislative authority and over-
sight of the action of executive authority to the Nationa~ 
Assembly. (l) The significant feature of the 1956 and 
1971 Constitutions was that they were referred to the 
people for approval. 
The 1956 Constitution decQared Egypt to be a demo-
cratic country and sovereignty vested in the people. The 
state guaranteed freedom, security,and equal opportunity 
for all citizens. The national economy was to be organized 
according to plans which ensured social justice and raising 
1). 'Documents (1952-1976)' , p.93; A. El-Amri, Foundations of 
Comparative Political Systems, p.309. 
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the standard of living. (1 ) ~he Const~tution of 1964 
expanded the contept of fr~edom bf o~~niort and expression. 
The article 35 stated that "Freedom of opinion and scien,-
tific research is guaranteed. Every individual has the 
right to express his opinion and to publicise it verbally 
II ( 2) 
or in writing or by photography. 
The Constitutions of 1964 and 1971 extended the 
right of participation in political life to farmers and 
workers in legislative assemblies. The article 49 in the 
1964 Constitution stated that "at least one ·half of the 
members of the Assembly must be workers and farmers". ( 3 ) 
This was reaffirmed in the article 87 of the 1971 Constit-
ution. (4 ) The 50 per cent allocation to the farmers and 
workers in the legislative authority was considered a 
compensation for being previously denied the right of 
representation in parliamentary life. Undoubtedly, this 
encouraged some farmers and workers to become more in-
valved in politics and to developpolitical skills and 
understanding. Nevertheless, there is a heed to raise 
the general cultural and social standard of these classes 
to enable them to participate fully in the political 
process. 
General election and the use of referenda are impor-
tant aspects of Egyptian democracy and have been empha-
sized in the consEitutions. For example, the 1956 Con-
stitution stated that whilst the function of the National 
Assembly was to nominate the President of the Republic 
l) .S.H. El-Nassage, Egypt and Phenomenon of Revolution, Dar El-
Nahda El-Haditha, Cairo, 1969,p.207. (in Arabic). 
2) ,UAR, The Constitution, March 25, 1964. 
3) .Ibid. 
4) .Ministry of Information, Permanent Constitution, p.28. 
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the nomination had to be referred to the ,people for a 
plebiscite. It ~lso stated that the President, after 
consulting Parliament, could also call areferendum of 
the people on important matters affecting the supreme 
interest of the country.(l} In addition to confirming 
these practices the Constitution of 1971 required that 
any modification to th~ constitution must be referred 
to the people for a plebiscite (article 189}. A parallel 
development took place in the extension of franch~se. 
All citizens who reach the age of 18 have a right and 
duty to vote. This includes women and the armed forces. 
Democratic safeguards are also provided in other 
charters. For example, the National Charter also stated 
that 
The freedom of an individual to shape his destiny, to define 
his position in society, to express his opinion, and by means 
of his thought and experience and hopes to take an active 
part in leading and directing the evolution of his society (2) 
as an inalienable human right which must be protected by law. 
In spite of the changes in the nature of Egyptian 
Constitutions the aim of establishing a democratic soc-
iety was not fully realized. Political freedom, freedom 
6f opinion, meeting, publication or criticism were not 
practised. The ruling leadership exploited their author-
ity in suppressing the freedoM of opinion and opposition. 
Furthermore, they adopted the practices of imprisonment, 
internment and confiscation of propertyagainst those who 
1). Y. El.Gamal, Contemporary Political Systems,p.l4l. 
2). G.Nasser, National Charter, p.54,90 
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criticized and opposed the policies of the leadership. (l) 
The Octob~r Pap~r of 1974 stated th~t: 
Whereas the Revolution has accomplished so much in the field 
of social freedom, \.,.e must honestly concede that poli,tical 
freedom has not run the course people wanted. Centres of 
power and other bodies rather imp_osed their custody on masses 
and several restrictions and measures ensued. (2) 
These negative aspects prevented people from parti-
cipating in political life, in spite of the democratic 
principles which were included in the constitutions. 
Whilst the subsequent constitutions included many 
democratic principles the one party system oft~n prevented 
them being put into practice. It seemed that the ASU 
often failed to obs~rve the democr~tie principl~s in the 
constitutions arid the ASU itself became the source and 
expression of the authority in the state. Eventually, 
this resulted in the emergence of the Centres of Power 
wi~hin the ASU which tried to exploit the authority by 
trying to restrict the freedom of citizens and by imposing 
their will on the people. This position led to the rise 
of the Corrective Revolution in 1971. 
The Correetive Revolution paved the way for the 
democratic principles of the -1~52 Revolution to be re-
asserted. The most important steps taken by the Correc-
tive Revolution were the-adoption of the- system of poli-
tical parties and the abolition of the one party state. 
The Corrective Revolution began with the eradication of 
the Centres of Power and interment. ( 3 ) Furtherm6re, it 
issued Egypt's permanent Constitution in 1971 which included 
l) .Universities Higher Council, Democratic Socialism, ~eneral 
EgyptianUnit for Booksj:airo, 1977,p.58. (in Arabic) 
2) .M.Sadat, The October Paper, pp.25'--26. 
3) .Ministry of Information, 15th May:Correction of the Path of the 
Revolutionary Trend, Public Information Depa:rtnient,Cairo,l974, 
p.l4. (in Arabic). 
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many democratic princ~ples. 
The most important principles i"ncluded in the 1971 
Constitution was the sovereigriity of law which.is con-
sidered the basis for setting up the democratic state. 
Article 64 stated that "Sovereignty of law shall be the 
basis of the rule in the State 1'. In addition article 65 
stated that "The.State shall be subject to law". As the 
practice of personal freedom and freedom of opinion were 
some of the most important guarantees for democ:ratic 
practices, article 66 emphasized that "There shall pe no 
crime or pehalty except by virtue 6f the law. No penalty 
shall be inflicted except· by a judicial ~sentence ... oi ( l) 
Moreover the constitution. protected the freedom of indivi-
duals and assured that every citizen, even the most impec-
unious, had the right to defend himself and to refer 
matters to judicature (articles 68 ahd 69) . 
Individual freedoms, freedom of opinion, and freedom 
of the press were assured by many of the articles of .the 
Constitution. These stated that all citizens were equal 
before the law and that they all had equa·l civic rights 
regardless of race, ethnic origin, language, religion or 
treed. Freedom of expression of beliefs and opinion were 
also guaranteed. Moreover, the Constitution emphasiied 
the right to peaceable and unarmed private assembly and 
the right to form societies and syndicates. (articles 40, 
46, 67, 54 -56). 
The democratic principles enshrined in the 1971 
l) .Ministry of Information, Permanent Constitution. 
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Constitution provided the basis of partieipation in poli-
tical life without the feeling of fear or threat. As 
President Hosny Mubarak commented in a speech to the 
Egyptian Parliament in November 1983, 
" ... democracy.is the essential characteristic which influences 
the national work and polit~cal participation. Guaranteeing 
freedoms are important matters of general interest, and no 
restriction on ideas or prevention of point of view or any 
distinction between opponent or supporter can be permitted". (1) 
It would seem that the emphasis on democratic princi-
ples contained in the Constitution was contrary to the 
existence of the one party state represented in the ASU. 
However, the abolitiort of internment and the assurance of 
the sovereignity of law represented a significant step 
in minimizing the authority of the ASU. The next step was 
the gradual establishment of the political parties. In 
1975 the state set up three forums to provide the oppor-
tunities for political groups and people to express their 
opinion. This was followed in 1916 by setting up the 
political parties. The adootion of the political parties, 
in effect, provi-ded the means for the implementation of the 
democratic principles set out in 1971 Constitution .. 
In general, it seems clear that since the beginning 
of the Revolution of 1952, Egypt had tried to create a 
democratic state. However, the one party system had 
hindered democratic development ahd p~rticipation in 
political life. The period of the end of seventies is 
considered the beginning of a new approach towards demo-
cracy through the political parties and the democratic 
1) . Al-Ahram, Cairo, 7 November, 1983. 
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principleR of the 1971 Constitution. 
Undoubtedly, the experiences through which Egypt 
has gone has given it the ability to judge appropriate 
democratic p~actices and to try to avoid practices which 
hindered the development of democracy. In addition to the 
need to create a political awareness and to develop the 
ability to participate in political life, .this is one of 
the most import~nt factors in the emergence of a demo-
cratic state. 
The Democratic Socialist Attitude. 
From the very beginn.ing the Revolution of 1952 
sought to establish a democratic socialist st~te. The 
purposes of the Revolution were:-
First, to overthrow imperialism, feudallsm and the 
domination of capitalism over the system of govern-
ment. 
Secondly, to establish social justice, a strong army 
and a sound democracy. 
The movement to social democracy was reinforced by con-
stitutions issued in 1956, 1964 and 1971 and in formal 
charters such as the National Ch~rter issued in·May 1962. 
The Constitution of 1956 attempted to lay down the foun-
dation for the development of s·ocial and political demo-
cracy. (l) Social democracy was to be achieved through 
social justice and promoting of the standard of living 
of the majority through state control of the means of 
production. The National Charter also stated that "Demo-
cracy is political freedom while socialism is social 
freedom. The two c~nnot be separated."( 2 ) 
' . 
1) .Y. El.Garnal, Const:itutional System in ARE, p-.110. 
2) .G. Nasser, National Charter, p. 40. 
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For the first time the 1964 Constitution used the 
expression of "Democratic socialist" as a basis for the 
nation's philosophy. The f~rst article of that constitu-
tion stated that "The United Arab Republic is a democratic 
socialist State based on the alliance of the working 
powers of the people". (J) Similarly, the first article of 
the 1971 Constitution stated that "The Arab Republic of 
Egypt is a democratic socialist state ..... (2 ) 
It has already been argue'd that the development of 
the democratic life had been hindered due to the adoption 
of the one political party. Experience of the one party 
system s~ggested th~t true democracy could only be reali-
zed through the existance of several political parties. 
Consequently the one party system was abolished and re-
placed by a multi-party system. 
On the other hand, however, a great deal of interest 
was shown in the first years of the revolution in encour-
aging socialist attitudes. This was due to the revolution's 
attempts to dominate the means of production through the 
process of nationalization which was implemented after the 
issue of the socialist laws of July 1961. It was believed 
that the aims of developing democratic practice and socia-
list attitudes through social justice and state control of 
economic development were not at variance. In fact, how-
ever, state control through one party system proved detri-
mental to the development of democratic practice and 
socialist attitudes. The adoption of the multi~party 
1). U.A.R. The Constitution, March 25, 1964. 
2). Ministry of Information, Permanent Constitution. 
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system now provides Egypt with the oppor:tuni ty to realiz-e 
the democratic socialist state. Political parties have 
resulted in the minimiiing 6f the concentration of power 
and the domination of the state over the means of pro-
duction, thus offering opportunities for private capital 
investments to contribute to the development of the 
society. 
Since the end of 1960's several factors have slowed 
the rate Cif. economic development which ha-d been achieved 
during the early years of the revolutibn. These included 
the newness of the socialist experience together with some 
negat~ve aspects of the style of planning and adminis-
tration, the wars with Israel, and the population explo-
sion. All this led to a re-evaluation of the democratic 
/ 
socialist experience. The state now atte~pted to encou-
rage the private sector to contribute to economic develop-
ment. At the same time Egypt also had found a solution 
to the hostilities with Israel through a peace treatyand 
the re-possession of Egyptian territories. 
Before 1952 one of the foremost factors which hin-
dered the development of the democratic life was economic 
and social deterioration. Feuda~ists and capitalists domi-
nated the economic resources while the majority of the 
society had a low economic and social standard. Egyptian 
-society was divided into three classes:(l) 
First; there \·1as a limited number of great landlords 
and capitalists. This class dominated social, economic and 
political life. Secondly; there was a middle class wh~ch 
1) . Refhat El-Mahgoub, Socialist System in the United Arab RepUblic 
First Edition, Dar El-Taleha, Beirut, l967,p.l7 (in Arabi,e). 
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was limited in number and was unable to realize social 
mobility. However, some members of the class contri-
buted to social reform. The third class consisted of a 
large number of poor farmers and simple workers who had 
limited income. This class was characterised by a low 
social standard. 
This social system reflected the injustice in the 
distributing of wealth and income and the exploitation by 
the class of landlords and capitalists of farmers and 
workers. Indeed, there tended to be a widening ~n the gap 
between social classes. This is shown by the fa~t.that 
the annual average income of 1.3 million poor familie~ in 
1950 was about L.E.26 whilst the annual average income of 
the family of great landlords, from the rents of their land 
only, was about L.E.l5 thousand. (l) 
Statistics issued in Almossawar magazine in February 
1952( 2 ), in an article entitled "Half the population of 
Egypt live the life of ani~als", indicated that four mil-
lion Egyptians had a per capita income which did not 
exceed one pound per month and a further, five millions 
received no more than two pounds per month. Though there 
was an increase in the average income in some years, gen-
erally the average income decreased from L.E. 14.2( 3 ) in 
year 1913 to L.E. 7.6 in year 1952, taking into account 
the purchase values of the Egyptian pound. 
Further evidence of the poor economic and social con-
dition of the majority and the increasing gap between the 
1). Yassen, The 'Revolution arid Social Change, J?P. 29-30. 
2). Quoted by Ibid., pp. 22-23; M.Metw.aly,. Historical Foundations of 
Egyptian capitalism_and its development, General Egyptian Unit for 
Books,cairo, 1974, p.256 (in Arabic). 
3) . £1 = L.E• · L 56 according to the price on 9th April ,·1985 
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classes is found in the dist~ibution bf agricultural land 
at a time when the Egyptian economy depended on ag:ricul-
ture. In 1952 the st.atistics indicated that about 35 per 
cent of the total area .of ag~icultural land was owned by 
more than 2,600,000 with an average ownership of 0.8 
{~ddan (l). In the meantime 20 per cent of the total area 
of. agricultural land was owned by only 2,000 individuals 
with an average ownership of 551 feddan. ('2) 
The significance of the maldistribution of the cul-
tivated land.becomes clearer when it is considered that 
more than 70 per cent of the population depended on agri-
cultrire. Moreover, the agrictiltural production constituted 
the greater part of the national income. Between 1937 
and 1949 the average value of the agricultural income 
was 48 per cent of the national income as compared with 
8 per cent produced by industry. (3 ) 
This meant that most farm workers had either a very 
limited ownership or worked as farm employees. Without 
doubt this was an uneconomic method of production in the 
most important field of development. Moreover, the domin-
ation of the feudal system and the absence of a minimum 
wage for agricultural workers provide a disincentive for 
agricultural workers to improve their productivity. 
The agricultural production was also inadequate in 
meeting the needs of the increasing population. Popu-
lation increased by 64.5 per cent from the beginning of 
the 20th century to 1937 whilst in the same time the growth 
l). Feddan = 42'00.8 sq.metres = 1.05 acres. 
2) . Mahammed Roshdy, Economic Development in Egypt, Vol. 2, Dar El-
Maharef, Cairo, 1972, p.l8l (in Arabic). 
3). S.El-Nassage, Egypt, pp.l60.,-l6l. 
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of land in the cultivation only inc:te~sed by 3.8 per 
cent. Similarly in the year 1947 the population increase 
was 99.5 per cent whilst the increase in cultivated area 
(1) 
was only 13.~ per cent. 
The industrial sector also failed to expand ade-
quately and thus contributed to social and economic deteri-
oration. In Egypt industrial growth was not planned and 
tended to respond to special circumstances such as the 
first and second world wars. One of the studies( 2 ) has in-
dicated that in spite of the increase in industrial pro-
duction between 193,8 and 1952, this failed to meet the 
demands for employment and increasing consumption. A 
major problem facing the industrial sector was clearly a 
lack of experience at all levels. All industries were 
based on simple production techniques and did not meet 
the demands for increased productivity and the changing 
requirements of the market. 
Statistics show that in 1950 the industrial income 
represented less than 10 per cent of the national in-
come. (3}. In 1952 the industrial sector employed less 
than 10 per cent of the work force. Moreover, the income 
of 33 per cent of the total number of about 19527 in-
dustrial institutions did not exceed L.E.5bb annually and 
the production of 60 per cent of them did not exceed L.E. 
1000 annually. Furthermore, 75 per cent of these insti-
tutions did not employ more than ten workers. The 
Egyptian industry Union addmitted that the period from 
1) .M.Roshdy, Economic Development in Egypt, p.2SO. 
2) .Ibid., p.l94, 301-302. 
3) .Rached El;....Barrawy, Economics of Arab World., Second Edition, 
Maktabet El-Nahda El; M~sria, Cairo, 1968, p.289. (in Arabic). 
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1950 ' 195'"~ "• d f . . " (l) ~o ~was a pcrlo o_ rr~s~s. " 
This economic and social position reflected the 
fact that Egyptian society was distinguished by its low 
standard of living for the majo~ity of the people, the 
gap having widened socially and econ6mical~y between the 
class of landowners and capitalists and the majority of the 
people. 'rhis was due to- the bad distribution of land-
ownership and the inability of the industrial and agri-
cultural sectors to meet the in~rea~ing needs cif the popu-
-lation. 
On the other hand, social and economic conditions 
were related to the democratic and political life. The 
class of feudalists_dominated political life wielding 
authority, while the majority of people were deprived of 
participation in political life~ The f~udalists and 
capitalists exploited their own social and economic posi-
tion whilst restricting the political freedom of the poorer 
classes. During the time in which the majority of the 
people were distinguished by their poor social and economic 
position the rich class could deceive these poor classes 
in the elections, attaining authority and realizing their 
own interests. This was intensified, as has been seen : 
from the previous chapter, by the inability of the educa-
tional system to educate the poor classes, and to develop 
political awareness and participation in political life. 
This prevented the development of democratic practices. 
1} .M. Metwaly, Historical Foundations, pp.253-255 
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Consequently, Egyptian socie·ty before 1952 wa:s charac" 
terized by two main aspects. Firsf, ecbnomic and social 
deterioration and undemocratic political life. Secondly, 
a strong connectiori bet~een economic and social life from 
the one side, and the political life from the other side. 
The philosophy of the state was affected by its economic 
and social problems, and it became clear that poli~ 
tical democracy cbuld not be realized given the state of 
tne economy and the wide gaps betw~en classes in society. 
This meant that the introducing of democratic practices 
depended on raising social and economic standards, liber-
ating society from exploitation and domination .by capita-
lists and feudalists. 
A way forward could only be found by the elements 
of Egyptian society joining together to solve the country's 
economic, social and political problems. This neces-
-sitated the adoption of the democratic socialist atti-
tude with the aim of solving economic and social problems 
and realizing the social freedom to guarantee the safety 
of the democratic practices - in other words fusing social 
democracy and political democracy. The National Charter 
expressed this philosophy by saying: 
Political democracy cannot be separated from social democracy. 
· No citizen can be regarded as free to vote unless he is given 
the following three guarantees: 
1 - He should be free from exploitation in all its forms. 
2 - He should enjoy an equal opportunity to have a fair share 
of the national wealth. 
3 - His mind should be free from all anxiety to undermine 
the security of his life in the future. (1) 
1) . G. Nasser 1 National Charter 1 . p. 50. 
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Clearly,the democratic socialist attitude has emerged 
in Egypt as a result of social and economic needs on the 
one hand and the impact of these needs on democratic 
life on the other hand. 
Furthermorev the adoption of the democratic social-
ist attitudes referred to the belief that the traditional 
democracy which assures economic freedom could not apply 
in a society like Egypt where the majority of its people 
were characterized by social and economic backwardness. 
This was due to the fact that the principle of economic 
freedom depends on the freedom of ownership, work, in-
dustry and commerce. The functions of the state are 
limited to its defence from outside attack and keeping 
peace inside and promoting justice among individuals 
without interference in their economic activity except in 
ways which would help these functions. (l) However, the 
principles of economic freedom cannot be applied in a 
society like Egypt if they merely maintain position of 
the poor class whilst benefiting the minority class of 
feudalists and capitalists because they own the means of 
production. 
However, the principle of economic freedom has a 
positive effect in the capitalist system since the majo-
rity of such societies are distinguished by their high 
social and economic standards. These systems have realized 
great progress in the field of industry and means of pro-
duction. The capitalist system becomes more effective 
1). T.Badawe, Foundations of Political Thought, Dar El-Nahda El-
Arabeia, Cairo, 1976, pp.l77-178. (in Arabic.) 
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if the state contiibutes to the treatment of economic 
and social problems and offers protection for workers from 
exploitation and ~~yihg to raise the standard of limited 
income. 
Comparing this situation with a developing country 
such as Egypt it seems clear that economic progress can-
not be achieved through capitalism alone. Western capi-
talism emerged from the industrial revolution and the 
appearance of modern inventions and industries. More-
over, the western countries had their own means of pro-
duction arid scientific renaissance. These factors led 
to the appearance of capita-lism and the development of 
industrial economies. This condition was not present 
in Egypt. Egyptian capitalism had a negligible effect on 
economic and industrial development. This w~s because 
of the lack of capital to establish effective industrial 
projects or to face the competition of western capitalism. 
In the light of these considerations the adoption of 
a capitalist system did not correspond with Egyptian cir-
cumstances in realizing econo~ic development. In the 
meanwhile the economic_problems had increased. Moreover, 
dependence on capitalism would have meant the continua-
tion of its domination over political life and the widen-
ing of social differences. Thus it was necessary to pro-
mote social improvement through state intervention in 
economic development to achieve social justice and a 
narrowing of the gap between classes. 
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To re~lize these ends~ from its first years the 
revolution tried to est~blish state coritrol over the 
means of production and a re~distribution of wealth to the 
working classes. It is remarkable that there ~s a rela-
tion between socialism and economic development,_ that is 
to say that the distribution of national wealth on the 
right bases requires economic progress in order to realize 
the aim of socialism in raising the standard of living 
for the working ~lasses. 
In realizing the socialist attitude in the light of 
the problems of the society, the state drew up the follow-
ing means: (l) 
1. Fixing a maximum for land ownership and re-
distributing the surplus among poor farmers. 
2. Creating a public sector to bear the respon-
sibility in thedevelopment plan and na{ional-
izing the important projects. 
3. Achieving state control on the special sector in 
order to support the-domination of the people 
on the means of production. 
4. The re-org~n{zation of the relations between work 
and capital by limiting the houri of work, .fixing 
a minimum for payments, offering the workers a 
share in the profits and the administration of 
their companies ... 
5. The re-distribution of the national income on 
behalf of the classes with limited income by 
imposing graduated taxation and the e~pansion of 
free services. · 
Accordingly, the state issued the first land reform 
law in September 1952 which limited larid ownership to 
200 feddans as a maximum. The second land reform law 
was issued in 1962 which reduced the maximum of land 
l).R. El-Mahgoub, Socialist System in UAR, pp.28-29 
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ownershjp to 100 feddansu to be furth~r reduced to 50 
feddans after a few years. The lands taken were re-
distributed among the poor farmeis. Moreover, the laws 
of land reform established the co-operattve agricultural 
societies which provided the farmers with the needs of 
agriculture. 
The laws of land reform resulted in an increase in 
the number of landowners from 2;801,000 before the 1952 
law to 3,211,000 in 1965. The percentage of holdings 
which were less than 5 feddans rose from 35.4 per cent to 
46.6 per cent immediately after the issue of the first 
law and then to 58.1 per cent in 1965. At the sam~·~ime 
the holdings which were more than 200 feddans decreased 
from 19.7 per cent in 1952 to 5.9 per cent after the 
issuing of the first law and were terminated after iss-
uing the second law. Moreover, the number of land-
holdings of 50 feddans was reduced from 34.2 per cent in 
1952 to 12.6 per cent in 1965. (l) 
The state aimed to increase the ~rea of agricriltural 
land by ~eclaiming about 102,000 feddan in the period 
between 1952-1960. This can be compared with the figure 
of only approximately 50,000 feddan reclaimed between 
1931 and 1952. (2 } Laws of land reform were important 
steps taken to phase out feudalism and to minimise its 
social and political domination. Moreover, these laws led 
to a re-distribution of wealth to the poorer classes and 
narrowed the gaps between classes in society. The laws 
l). S. El-Nassage, Egypt, pp. 234-235; CAPMS, Statistical Yearbook, 
pp.69-7l. 
2). Quoted by M.Roshdy, Economic Development in Egypt, p.294 . 
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also led to a rise in the value and efficiency of agri· · 
cultural production through the establishment of co-operative 
societies which prdvided farmers with modern means Of 
cultivation. 
The Socialist Laws of July 1961 were a further means 
of promoting socialist attitudes. These laws gave the 
public sector a greater part to play in the development 
process and over the means of production. At the same 
time, the laws also aimed at reducing the domination of 
c~pitalists over the means of production by abolishing 
the special ownership of banks, and big industrial and 
commercial institutions. In general, these laws contri-
buted to a change in the structure and functioning of the 
economy with the state now controlling the greatest part 
of the means of production. 
For example, the law 117 in 1961 nationalized the 
banking and 149 companies from different sectors of in-
dustry and electricity. Law 118 gave 50 per cent of the 
ownership of 91 companies to the public sector. Other 
laws were issued in 1962 and 1963 extending the power of 
the public sector to supervise completely the policies 
of companies. (l) Moreover, the Socialist Laws included 
legislation intended to extend the rights of workers and 
to raise their social and economic standard. A minimum 
and a maximum for sal~ries was introduced which reduced 
the great differences in income. Workers were given a 
share in the administration and profits of companies in 
which they worked. (2 ) Furthermore, working hours were 
l) .M.Roshdy, Econ'omic Developmentin Egypt,p.306 
2) .M.Metwaly, Historical.Foundations, pp.300-30l 
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fixed by statute and worker:s were protected from dis-
missal or exploitation. 
To encourage ~conomic and social development the 
public. sector assumed the major responsibility in the 
five year plan (1960-1965) . During the y~ars 1963 and 
19~4 the public sector contributed 79.8 per cent of the 
total industrial production. The aim of the plan was to 
increase the national income by 40 per cent at the end of 
a five year period and to invest L .. EJ.576.9 million in the 
economy. The plan ach~eved 95.9 per cent of the inv~st-
ment and the increase in national income at the end of 
the plan amounted to 37.1 per cent at an annual rate of 
7.4 per cent. The growth of the national income was more 
than the rate of increase in population, which was 2.8 per 
cent during the years of plan. This led to the increase 
in the average income of the individual from L.E.52 in 
. . (1) 1959~60 to L.E.59.8 1n 1965-65. 
In respect of industrial pioduction an increase of 
23 per cent in the contribution of industrial income to 
the national income was achieved as compared with the 
aim of 30 per cent. The agricultural income of the 
national income increased to 18 per cent as compared with 
an expected 26 per cent increase. The production of food 
increased by a percentage more than than of the popu-
lation. ( 2) Whilst the plan did not achieve all that 
had been hoped for, the rise in the contribution of indus-
trial production to l3 per cent marked a sign~ficant 
1) "R. El-Mahgoub, Socialist System in UAR, pp.58-59,65,85. 
2) .Ali El...:Geretly.t 'I'wenty Five Years :An Analytic study on Economic 
Poliqies in Egypt (1952-1972) , General Egyptian Unit for Books f:airo, 
1977 ,p.l9 ·. (iri _Arabic). 
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change from the ~b per cen~.i? 195d. 
The success of the plan was not c6nfined to economic 
development but also included social aspects, whilst 
wages incre~Sed from L.E.546.6 million in the base year 
(1959~60) to L.E.878.9 million by the end of the plan 
which represented an inciease of 60.8 per cent. The 
size of the workforce increased from 6,006,000 in 1959-60 
to 7,333,400 in 1964-65 whic~ represented a 22.1 per cent 
.. ~increase. Moreover, the percentage increase in the indivi-
dual labo~rer's wages rose to 4~.7 per- cent for agricul-
tbral wdrkers and 2l.8 per cent for the industrial workers. 
Furthermore, the state expanded the free service such a·s 
education and health with an increased expenditure of 
L.E.54 million over the base year. (l} 
Unfortunately, the relative success of the first 
five year plan was not maintained after 1965 until the 
middle of the seventies. The subsequent seven year plan 
aimed to invest L.E.3200 million with an annual rate of 
L.E.457 million according to the current prices. The 
plan failed to achieve this aim due to the economic 
obstacles which Egypt encountered after 1966. Annual 
planning replaced long term planning and investment did 
not increase noticeably between 1966 and 19·74. It was 
not until 1975 that investment reached 75 per cent of 
the planned figures. In 1976 the investment aimed at was 
L.E. 1075 million of which L.E.850 million was achieved. ( 2 ) 
Clearly, from the rise of the Revolution until the 
1). Quoted by R.El~Mahgoub 1 Socialist System in UAR 1pp.S2~53; P. 
Vatikiotis 1 'Some Political Consequences' 1 P• 376. 
2). A. El-Geretly 1 Twenty Fiye Years, p.20 1 pp.22-23,253. 
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middle sixties Egypt enjoyed some measure of success 
and progres~ in moving towards establishing sobialist 
attitud~s. Thi~ was followea by a period during which 
the development was hindered until the middle of the 
seventies when renewed attempts emerged to push forward 
economic development. The progress which was achieved in 
the first years can be explained by the enthusiasm of 
the st~te in new found socialist attitudes and the nation-
alizaticin of the main rrieans of production. The subse~ 
quent years until 1976, however, were beset with diffi-
culties arising from a rapid increase in the population, 
the wars with Israel, and the style of national planning. 
Statistics indicate th~t the population in E~ypt in 
1897 was 9,669,000. The population increased to about 
19 million in 1947 rising to more than 38 million in 
1976(l). Thus the population had doubled during the first 
50 years of the twentieth century and doubled again during 
the subsequent 29 years. Recent statistics indicate that 
the population in 1983 was 45 million who occupy 4 per 
cent of the total area of Egypt. The present rate of 
population growth amounts to 2.8 per cent annually and it 
is expected that the population ~ill be 70 million in the 
year 2000(~). Therefore any planning for social and 
economic development must take into consideration the 
annual increase of population. 
For example, this increase in population caused an 
increase in consumption by r~tes which were more than 
1) .CAPMS, Statistical Yearbook, p.6,8. 
2) .Al~Ahram, Cairo, 7 November 1983. 
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expected. It rose by 46.9 ~er cent in the first f~ve 
year plan, while the expected figure w~s 24.5 per c~nt 
only. {l) In spite of the successes achie~ed by the plan, 
the unexpected increase ~n consumption adversely affec-
ted the increase in national income. The increase in 
consumption was due to the fact that the plan assumed the 
rate of pppulation growth of 2.4 per cent, but in fact 
the rate was 2.8 p~r cent annually during·~he years of 
the plan. 
Moreover, between 1952 and 1976 the area of agri-
cultural land increased by 10 per cent while the popu-
lation increased from 21,437,000 to 38,19&v000. The 
increase in population represented 78.2 per cent. th~s 
resulted in a reduction of the. size of the average land 
ownership and the value of agricultural production corn-
pared with the size of the population. While Egypt sue-
ceeded in increasing the prbduction of food to a higher 
percentage than the increase in population during the 
years 1960 to 1965, the latter was outstripped by the 
production of food in tpe following ten years: {2 ) This 
led to an increase in grain imports which placed the 
balance of payments under pressure. 
The rapid increase in population was not the only 
factor which hindered the plans of development. The wars 
with Israel during the years 1967 to 1973 also had a 
significant effect. Priority in expenditure was given to 
defence and re-constitution of areas which were damaged 
1). R. El-Mahgoub, Socialist System in UAR, p.55. 
2). A. El-Geretly, Twenty Five Years, pp.92-93; CAPMS, Statistical 
Yearbook, p. 8. 
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during the wars. EL, Essawy and Nassar ( l) argued that 
between 1960 and 1962 5.5per cent of the total national 
income was spend on defence. This increased to 10 per 
cent aft~r the 1967 war then to 20 per cent in 1973. 
From these figures it can be concluded that without the 
1967 war, the Egyptian economy could have progressed 
with the same success of the first five year plan and the 
losses of war will extend to 1985. Apart from losses in 
military equipment and weapons and the economic value of 
.losses in men, the rate of losses in the Egyptian economy 
after the 1967 war was between LE. 20 and 24 million accor-
ding to 1973 prices. These losses ~ere equal to between 
4 and 5 times ·the national income in 1975. 
Mistakes also inevitably arose from the new experi-
ence of national planning which retarded economic develop-
ment. For example~(2 ) there was no strategy in whose 
light the five yearly and annual plans can be prepared. 
There was little movement towards the achieving economies 
of scale through the specialization of production. Further-
more, the appatatus for observing and supervising of 
economic development lacked technical and administrative 
experience. In spite of the successes that had been 
realized during the sixties, these problems, together 
with the lack of financial resources diminished the 
effectiveness of the planning apparatus. In view of the 
decline in available resources, a formal report indicated 
that the existing aims of plans were no longer relevant. 
1) .. E .El-Essawy and M.Nassar, 'Egyptian Economy and War • in Ismail 
Sabry Abd _ Alla (ed.) ,Egyptian Economy in Quarter Century {1952-
1977) ,General Egyptian Unit for Books1Cairo, 1978, pp.l27-156. 
(in Arabic.) 
2) .A. El-:-Geretly, Twenty Five Years, pp.l96-2ol. 
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For instance 1 theaims of the crossing plan1 drawn up in 
l975,were no longer· attainable. 
Although the publi~ sector was accorded the greatest 
share of resources in the development processes, it 
failed to achieve the anticipated successes and can be 
compared to the experience of other nations such as the 
. ( 1) Soviet Union and Italy. This was due to political and 
social problems and the domination of the one party 
syste~. In Egypt th~ apparatus bf the bne party system 
responsible for the ap~lication of socialism proved a 
bad example with a large number of people seeking to 
exploit socirilist principles in their own interest( 2 }. 
Propaganda was used to support state policies even where 
they were wrong. Freedom of expression and opposition 
were limited although these were tonsidered to be im-
portant elements in the development of Egyptian society. 
Investigations into the losses of the public sector 
began with a study conducted by the People's Assembly on 
ten loss-making companies in 1971-72. The study attri-
buted the causes of loss to the newness of the public 
sector experiment although some of the causes were attri-
buted to mistakes ~f planners and ministers. A report 
of the Central Agency for Accountancy in 1968-69 revealed 
that 240 cqmpanies in the public sector realized total 
profits of L.E.l25 million while 79 companies did not 
realize any profits. Though the ptiblic sector in 1973 
had achieved profits equal to ll per cent more than the 
l) • Ibid. , pp. 204-;206. 
2) .Universities Higher Council, Democratic Socialism, p.59. 
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previous year; however 1 some units lost L.E~42. milliori(l). 
Moreoverp the private sector fail~d to support the 
public sectqr in the development process., Although national-
ization bad enabled the public sector to realize many of 
its responsibilities. this resulted in a decline in the 
private sector and in individual initiative thus weaken-
ing its ability to contribute to the processes of develop-
ment. Furthermore, the economic policies did not utilize 
foreign capital and the international economy. In the 
second half of the seventies this tended to lead to the 
adoption of a more open economic policy with the world 
and encouraging the private sector. However, the one 
party system was terminated. These chang~s indicate 
that the stcite was attempting to inter-relate socialism 1 
d~mocr~cy and economic freedom. 
The adoption of an open economic policy was due to 
the failure of the Egyptian economy to raise the rates 
of savings and utilize foreign experiences. Although 
the first years-of the Revolution and the period-of the 
first five year-plan had realized a considerable success 
in the growth of the Egyptian economy, it was the most 
closed period to the world. Moreover, one of the most 
important criticiscis of the performances of the Egyptian 
economy was failure to raise the domestic savings ratio 
of economy. ( 2 ) In 1959~60 the ratio of gross domestic 
savings was 12.8 per cent of the cross domestic product 
and it d~creased to 11.6 per cent in 1962-63 then to 
1) .A. El-Geretly, Twenty Five Years, pp.206-2o7. 
2) .Robert Mabro, The Egyptian Economy (1952-1972) 1 Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1974, p~l81. 
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10.6 per cent in 1969·-·/o. (l) It seems clear ·that the 
nationalizati-on processes had caused a decline in pri-
vate and individual effort and the inability of-the 
state to_mobilize individual savings. 
The aim$- of the open economic policy were to attract 
the Arab and foreign capitalp to Utilize foreign experi-
ences, and to import modern technological ideas. The new 
pdlicy ~lso included the reorganization of the public 
sector and the introduction of the new style of adminis-
tration and methods of prodllction. Moreover, domination 
of the state over the national economy was decreased and 
encouragement was given to development and investment in 
the private sector. 
The open economic policy was implemented through 
legislation introduced in 1974, 75 and 77. (2 ) The legis-
lation attempted to encourage an inflow of Arab and foreign 
capital and to promote the development of the private 
sector by encouraging private investment in economic 
projects and securing them against nat_iong.lization. More-
over, the legislation guaranteed tax free profits for 
certain projects. Import restrictions were also relaxed. 
Although the open e~onomic policy had led to an 
increase in production and employment, some studies()) 
however, have indicated that this policy will lead to an 
over emphasis on the commerce and an increase in the 
production of the consumption goods. Furthermore, it .is 
1) .Bent Hansen, 'Planning and Economic Growth in Egypt(l960-65)' ,. in 
P.J.Vatikiotis (ed.), Egypt Since the Revolution,Frederick A. Praeger, 
New York,l968,p.36.;Qtio.ted by R.Mabro;The Egyptian Economy,p.l81. 
2) .G.Abdel-Khalik,'The Most Important Indications of Economic Opening' 
in I.Add'-Alla (ed.) ,Egyptian Economy ,pp. 367-369. 
3)..Ibid., pp.363-402; G.A.Anieen, 'Some Issues of Economic Opening in 
Egypt' ,in I.Abd~Alla(~d.) ,Egyptian Economy ,pp.403-433. 
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argued that the Egypl.:ian economy ..,,,ill develop nlong the 
lines of western capitali~m and incr~asing differences 
between the income of individuals as a result of the 
growth of private capital in the hands of a few. More-
over, national p~oduction will be replaced by foreign 
imports a,nd ownersnip of firms. 
In response, however, it can be argued that every 
policy has positive arid negative aspects. Although the 
policy of the public sector was successful especially in 
the first five years plan, defects appeared in the form 
of the n'eglect of the private sector a:nd individual 
initiative. The adoption of the open policy and the en-
couragement of the private sector were attempts to over-
come the defects in the public sector. An attempthas 
been made to balance the development of both the public 
and the private sector and the open economic policy. 
The criticism of the open policy can be met, for 
example, by the restrictions on foreign exploitation. 
Furthermore, foreign competition is likely to be a strong 
incentive to improve local production. This would seem 
important at a time when Egypt needs to invest government 
capital in the principal sector of production leaving 
the production of consumption goods to individual efforts. 
The fear of an increasing gap of an individual income can 
be overcome by an incomes policy. The advantages in the 
long run of the open economic policy are likely to be an 
increase in P.mployment and a rise in the standard of living. 
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Under the new pOlicies 1 Egypt has already experic-
enced economic improvements. For example, .in 1977 the 
private sector contribut~d about 46 per cent of the total 
national income as compared with between 25 and 30 per 
cent in 1974(L). The ~ost recent five year plan, which 
began in July 1982; aims to increase production and achieve 
rates of development greater than the rates of population 
increase. I~-~he first year of the plan.prodution in-
creased by 98.9 per cent of the expected figure. Further-
mor~, this cr_eated 347,000 new jobs. (2) 
It can be ~rgu~d that during the first years of the 
democratic socialist experience in Egypt an appropriate 
relationship between democratic and economic development 
was not realized. Although the socialist attitude devel-
oped from the fifties to the middle of the sixties, the 
development of democratic attitudes proceeded more slowly 
due to the one party system. It was argued that by giving 
the control of production to the people this would lead 
to the development of social justice. 
In the non-democratic society dominated by the one 
party system the aim of social justice, to liberate the 
individual socially and economically to practice his pol~-
tical rights, was not secured. In the absence of democ-
racy, state domination over the means of production did 
not necessarily guarantee the will of the people over the 
means of production or the realization of social justice. 
This absence of democratic practices led to the appearance 
1). A·El-Gere·t.ly;1'wenty Five Years, p.256. 
2). Ministry of Information, Public Information Department, Prime 
Minister's Address at the First Conference of Egyptians in Abroad, 
Cairo, 1983, pp.7-9. (in Arabic) 
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of negative aspects of socialism such as the exploita"· 
tion of socialist principles to serve the interests of a 
few individuals in power and inefficient administration 
and planning. 
Since the introduction of a multi-party system moves 
have been made towards a democratic system of planning 
and administration. A re-evaluation of the democratic 
socialist attitude has begun in the light of a new approach 
to the private sector and individual initiatives through 
the adoption of the open economic policy. In spite of 
the defects which may emerge from open economic policy, 
it has necessitated a review of the relationship between 
democratic socialism and the principle of economic free-
dom. 
The democratic socialist experience in Egypt is new 
and inevitably has been accompanied with difficulties. 
Nevertheless, it can be argued that the state is attemp-
ting to overcome the perceived problems. It has become 
clea~ that the most difficult problem has been achieving 
a correct balance between socialism, democratic prac-
tices, and individual initiative and freedom. 
OFFICIAL ATTITUDES TO POLITICAL EDUCATI.ON, 
It is, perhaps, important first to draw attention to 
the fact that there is a lack of studies on political 
~ducation in Egypt, As recently as 1984 Abou El-Magd, who 
was responsible for the a~tivities of jouth in fhe AS0, 
noted that this area of study had been neglected in Egypt~l) 
The study of political education is inevitably subject to 
the values of the political system and this was probably 
the main factor in preventing the study of political 
education in Egypt, Nevertheless, this study draws on a 
large number of available references, mainly primary 
resources such as constitutions, official documents, 
addres~es of political leaders, and the publications o£ 
the Egyptian Ministry of Education, 
During the period preceding the 1952 Revolution, the 
educational system in Egypt was affected by the short-
comings of the political and social situation. In spite 
of attempts to expand and reform education for the masses, 
the education system failed to meet the political and 
social desires of the reformers. From the very beginning, 
1). A.K. Abou E1-Magd, 'Youth Organization in Egypt', A1-Ahram, 
Cairo, 14 October 1984. 
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the revolution recognised the significance of education 
in accomplishing the desired changes within society. 
Therefore an aim of the revolution was to extend and 
develop education. The state's concern over education 
was reflected in its constitutions; official documents; 
and the laws of education. 
The Constitution of 1923 stated that elementary 
education was to be compulsory and free. Under the 
Constitution of 1956 free education was extended to all 
stages. This constitution stated that education was a 
right of all citizens to be guaranteed by state through 
the establishment and gradual expansion of different 
types of school. The constitution also reasserted the 
principle of compulsory education at the primary stage. 
The Constitution of 1964 re-emphasized the importance of 
state supervision of education (l) Moreover, the 
permanent Constitution of 1971 asserted the significance 
of education to meet the needs of society and promised 
the extension of compulsory education to include other 
stages of education. Article 18 of the 1971 Constitution 
stated 
Education is a right guaranteed by the State. It is 
obligatory in the primary stage and the State shall work 
to extend the obligation to other stages. The State shall 
supervise all branches of education ... , with a view to linking 
all this with the requirements of society and production. (2) 
1). M.M. Moursy, Administration of Education, Alaam El-Kouteb, Cairo, 
1974, p.35. (in Arabic.) 
2). Ministry of Information, Permanent Constitution, p.7. 
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Fur-thermore, the National Chart-er issued in '1962 
emphasized the principle of equal opportunities for all 
citizens as an essential aspect of dembc~acy. The Charter 
stated _: 
Equality of opportunity as the expression of social freedom 
can pe defined in basic-rights for every citizen. Efforts 
can be devoted for their realization ••• Everycitizen has 
the right to receive education which suits his abilities 
and talents. Education is the means of consolidating and 
~onouring human freedom; it is also the energy which can 
rejuvenate national action and daily adds ·new ideas to it, 
bringing leadin'g and serious elements in its various fields. (1) 
It would seem from th~se dbcuments that the main 
purposes and features of educational provision were : 
First, to establish an educational ladder open to all 
citizens and to abolish the dualism and categorization in the 
first stage of education. 
Secondly, to implement compulsory education for all children 
between the ages of 6 to 12 and subsequently to raise 
progressively the school leaving age. 
Thirdly, to make the provision of education at all stages 
free. 
Fourthly, to establish the principle of equality of 
opportunity ba~ed On ptipilS' abilities and talents regaidless 
of their social and ec.onomic position. 
Fifthly, to secure state supeivision over education. 
As a first step towards achieving these purposes, the 
revolution stressed the importance of primary education as 
an essential requirement in educating the mass and to face 
1). G. Nasser, National Charter, p.87. 
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the needs of socie~y within the framework of the revolu-
tionary ai~s. Although the revolution was successful in 
securing unity of prov~sion within the first stage of 
education and substantially extending primary provision 
to accommodate most of children, this was at the expense 
of the quality of education. Furthermore the objective 
of compulsory ed~cation was not completely achieved. 
At first there were difficulties to the introduction 
of unity wi.thin the primary stage. As it has already been 
seen the educational law of 1951 abolished the dualism at 
the first stage of education and introdti~~d primary 
education as the only kind of education for the first 
stage. However, in practice this law was not fully 
implemented. Subsequently, in 1953 Law 210 re-emphasized 
unity of provision during the six years of the first 
stage of education, but the law permitted pupils to 
join the next stage of preparatory schools after completing 
only four years of study in the primary schools(l). 
This created a new kind of dualism since many children 
left their schools after four ySars of study due either to 
the desire of their parents or to the lack of preparatory 
schools in some areas. To remedy this defect the Ministry 
of Education issued Law 213 in 1956 which stated that 
"Primary education should be one complete unit of six 
years study during which education is considered compulsory 
l). M. Darwish, Some Problems of Primary School, p.34. 
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and for all children starting at the age of six."(l) 
Law 68 issued in 1968 set out the obligation of both 
the state and parents in respett to the provision of 
education. The law stated "Primary education is the 
right of all Egyptian children ..• It is the State's 
responsibility and it is considered at the same time the 
indispensable responsibility of the child 1 s father or his 
guardian". (2 ) Thus, the state was charged with the duty 
of providing sufficient schdols for the ch~ldren. Fu~ther-
more, pa~ents or guardians were required to ensure that 
their children received education. 
It became clear, from experience, that the six years 
of compulsory education was insufficient in preparing 
children for citizenship and in realizing social and 
economic development within the society. Furthermore the 
six years' compulsory education was the only education 
received by many children and some citizens who had only 
completed the primary stage remained illiterate and 
unable to participate socially and pOlitically. Modern 
societies have attempted to solve these .problems by 
raising the school leaving age. For example, in England 
compulsory education was extended to a total of 11 years 
and in the Soviet Union to 10 years~ 
A significant development in the extension of schooling 
was implemented by Law 139 in 1981. This law expanded 
l). 'Law 213' in Ministry of Education, Ministerial Laws, Dar El-Tebeha, 
Cairo, 1960 (in Arabic). 
2). Ministry of Education, The 1968 Education Act, Ministry Press, 
Cairo, 1968, Article 36 ~ (in Arabic) • 
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compulsory education to nine years and included the 
primary and preparatory stages which were now categorized 
as the bas~c stage of education. Artic~e 15 stated that 
"The basic education is the right of all Egyptian 
(1) 
children who are ~t the age of s~x ... and for nine years:' 
The Ministry of Education reported that the application 
of this law was accomplished gradually and was fully 
implemented in 1984/85( 2 ). This extension of the compulsory 
period of education was a response to the nesds Of society. 
It was intended to provide citizens with the necessary 
knowled~e, values and skills, and prepare them to 
participate effectively in social and political activities 
within the society. However the implementations of the 
Law 139 in 1981 aggravated many existing problems which 
affect adversely the quality of education for exampl·e, 
overcrowding in the classroom and the lack of provision 
and qualified teachers. Moreover, the nature of some 
areas in the countryside prevented many children from 
rece~ving compulsory education because of the shortage 
of preparato~y schools in these areas. In a report,( 3 ) 
the Ministry of Education noted the lack of school 
buildings and the provisions of education, the imbalance 
between education in the cities and countryside, and 
criticised the methods of teaching and examinations. 
1). Ministry of Education, The 1981 Education Act,August 1981, 
TS. (in Arabic). 
2). Arab Republic of Egypt, Ministry of Education, Basic Education 
Guide, Ministry Press, Cairo, 1984, p • 8. (in Arabic). 
3). Min~stry of Education, Working Paper on the Development. and 
Modernization of Education in Egypt, The Minister's Office, 
Cairo, 1979. (in Arabic). 
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Between the _period 195_3/54 to 1964/65 the number of 
children in the first stage of education increased from 
1,392,471 to 3,294,832 and the rate of increase was 236 
per cent. During the same period the finance allocated to 
primary education rose from L.E. 11,812,000 to L.E. 
30,250,000~l)Subsequently, from 1970/71 to 1975/76 the 
number of primary school pupils increased from 3,740,590 
to 4,120,936 (2). Consequently, there was also an increase 
in the nuffiber of pupils in all stages of education. Table 
( 4) shows the increase of pupils from 1976/77 to 1983/84. 
The considerable ~ncrease which took place in preparatory 
education between 19B0/81 and 1983/84 was due to the 
extension of compulsory education to include preparatory 
education. 
TABLE 4 
The Development of Education in Egypt (1976/77-1983/84) 
Years Primary .Preparatory Secondary 
Educatj.on Educatjon -Education 
1976/77 4,151,956 1,435,529 796,411 
1977/78 _4,211,345 1,518,478 848,317 
1978/79 4,2871124 115471304 9281244 
1979/80 4,434,557 115561462 110101762 
1980/81 415481058 115741233 1,1071233 
1983/84 513491575 11 884 1 419 1,301,893 
Source: CAPMS, Statistica;L Yearbook,pp.l71-176; Some 
figures collected from Education Museum, 
Ministry of Education, Cairo, 1984. (in Arabic). 
1). M. Harby, Education Development (1920-1970),The National Division 
of UNESCO, Cairo, 1970, p.l04. (in Arclbic); H. El-Fiky, pp.244-245. 
2) . Ministry of Education, A Report on the Development of Education 
(1970/71), Centre of Educational Documentation, Cairo, 1971; 
National Centre of Educatiqnal Research, A Report on the 
Development of .Education (1974/75 - 1975/76) • ·(in Arabic) . 
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These figurE)S indicate the level of success and progress 
of the movement towards compulsory education. Compared 
with the total number of children within the primary 
education age group, however, the figures also show that 
not all Egyptian children were provided with compulsory 
education. The Ministry of Education had planned to 
introduce compulsory education for all children during 
the period from 1960/61 to 1969/70. However, it was only 
succes~fUl in securing compulsory education for 76 per 
cent of the children in th~ relevant age group(l). To a 
large extent this was due to the unexpectedly rapid growth 
of population. The Ministry had assumed an annual growth 
rate of children within the compulsory educat·ion period of 
2.1 per cent, but the actual growth rate was 2.7 per cent. 
Additionally, economic factors and circumstances of the 
wars led to a decrease in the budget for education. For 
example, in 1968/69 the total budget allocated to education 
decreased by 43 per cent. (2 ) 
In 1982 the Ministry was only able to provide 85.2 
per cent of children with primary ed~cation, ( 3 ) but by 
1984 this had risen to 91.5 per cent. According to the 
present Five years Plan (1982/83-19~6/87) it is expected 
that 96 per cent of children will receive primary education 
and by the end of the 1980's all children will receive 
primary education. Gradually, the revolution was able to 
l) .M. Darwish, Some P~oblems of-Primary School, p.38. 
2). Ministry of Education, Report of Arab Republic of Egypt on the 
Working Plan of the fourth Conference of the Arab Ministers of 
Education; Ministry Press, Cairo, n.d., p.48. (in Arabic). 
3). Arab Republic of Egypt, Ministry of Information, Educat:lon in the 
Arab Republic of Egypt, Cairo, n.d., p.l6. (in Arabic.) 
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progress towards the provision of universal education 
and equality of opportunity for children in the various 
stages of education. From 1952 to 1984 the number of 
pupils in all education increased from 2.1 millions to 
9 millions. ( 1) 
It is clear that the promotion and expansion of 
education in most countries serves social and political 
objectiveso The differences in educational aims lies in 
the ideology o~ the diffetent countries. As Lawton 
pointed out, "l'Vhether you want to change society· in a 
particular way or leave it as it is this is a political 
stance; whether·you want to educate all people or only·some 
of them is a.reflection of social and political va1ueso"( 2 ) 
The purpose of mass education depended on the official 
pronOuncements of leaders, state documents, goals and 
policies of education, the nature of knowledge and its 
significance. 
In Egypt the policies of education and equality of 
opportunity had ma~nly a political and social significance. 
The starting point of the inevitable connection between 
education and the state was ·due to the fact that education 
was a human right. This right obliged the government to 
provide education for every citizen. However, as 
Thompson remarked 
1). Al-Ahram, Cairo, 15 May 1984. 
2). Denis Lawton, Education an~ Social Justice, Sage, London, 1977, 
p.l71. 
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In developing countries it has long.been recpgnised that 
education :iS· i'l fundi'ltnPDti'l.J. lever for SOCial chango, thut 
investment in education is an essential f~ature. of national 
development, and that where resources are scarce the nature 
of that investment must be carefully planned together with 
other aspects of national development (1) 
In this situa-tion, the policies and aims of education 
will be subject to the political and social concerns of 
the state. 
S~nce the Egyptian RevolUtion of 1952, considerable 
attention h.as been paid to P9~itical education and to the 
relationship of education to state ideology. The political 
aims of edUdation were expressed frankly in most of the 
official statements issued by political leaders and the 
Ministry of Education. In the first year of the Revolution, 
Nasser considersd education and educators the essential 
means of realizing the aims of Revolution. In his book 
"The .Philosophy of Revolution", Nasser argued that 
educators had the principal care for students who were to 
be the force in building the new society. (2 ) In 1960 
Uasser created a Committee of National Education whose 
task was to form a new generation of youth with an under-
standing of the stage through which their nation was at 
present passing. (3 ) 
In most of his addresses Nasser focused attention on 
youth in realizing the aims of revolution. He wanted to 
create a new generation which believed in socialist concepts 
l). A.R. Thompson, Education and Development in Africa, The Macmillan 
Press Ltd., London, 1981, pp.47-48. 
2). G. Nasser, The Philosophy of the Revolution, p.22. 
3). Derek Hopwood, Egypt : Politics an~ Society 1945-1981, George 
Allen & Unwin, London, 1982, p_.l37. 
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as a basis for achieving justice, equ~lity, and freedom. 
At the Primary Education Conference held in August 1954, 
Nasser said : 
"If we want to keep pride, dignity and strength, we have to 
look to the future ... with a new and sensible policy starting 
from the rising generation. By this a strong and dignified 
country can be built up, in which everyone enjoys justice 
and freedom, pride and equality". (1) 
Nasser recommended teachers to look to their 
responsibilities in achieving these aims, and the 
Conference resolved to develop th~ curriculum for schools 
consistent with the aims of the revolution. 
Political aims in education were not restricted to 
Egypt. The Soviet Union also completely exploited its 
educational system to serve the ideological and political 
aims of communism. To a large extent, however, the 
situation was different in England. State intervention in 
education was regarded with suspicion. In a multi-party 
democracy, educators r~fused to leave educational policies 
to frequent change according to the party in power. They 
consider education a human right to develop the talents 
of the individual enabling him to participate freely 
within a free society. ( 2) In spite of this belief 
usually the party in power had an effective influence in 
shaping educational policies. However, other interest 
groups were also involved in policy making. 
1). Primary Education Union, The Leading Teacher, The fourth year, 
No.1, September 1954, p.l6. 
2). A Thompson, Education and Development in Africa, p.44. 
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All education in th~ Soviet Union is public and free 
for all citizens. Nurseries and kindergartens are 
voluntary for children between the ages of 2 and 6, but 
are under state supervision. The authorities were able 
to raise the compulsory education from seven years in 
1949 to ten years in 1975. (l) Compulsory education now 
covers the ages between 7 and 17 and consisted of three 
levels; elementary school for 3 ye~rs (grades 1-3); 
incompl~te ~ecbndary sch6b1 for 5 years (grades 4-8) ; and 
complete secondary school for 2 years (grades 9-10} . 
Moreover, great official efforts have been made to 
eliminate illiteracy. In 1939 the Soviet campaign against 
illitera~y was able to raise the percentage of literacy 
to 95 per cent for men and 83 per cent for women. ( 2) 
Soviet literacy rate during the period from 1955 to 1965 
was the highest rate (98.5 per cent) among the countries 
of Western Europe, Africa, Asia and North and South 
America. ( 3) The great attention which was paid to 
expanding education was mainly political. CoiTliP.unist 
leaders saw education as the most significant means to 
realize the communist ideology. 
Lenin defined the necessity of abolishing illiteracy 
in political terms. "An illiterate person" Lenin 
remarked, "stands outsidei he must first be taught the 
ABC. Without this there can be no politics; without this 
1). Joseph I. Zajda, Education in the USSR, First Edition, Pergamon 
Press, Oxford, 1980, p.39. 
2). J .J. Tomiak, The Sovie.t Union, David and Charles, Newton Abbot , 
1972, p.l4. 
3). Wasy1 Shimoniak, Communist Education, Rand McNally, & Company, 
Chicago, 1970, pp.68-70. 
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there are only rumours, gossip, tales, prejudices, but not 
politics". (l) Moreover Lenin spelled out the main task 
of education as to rear youth in the spirit of communism. 
"The whole task of the upbringing" Lenin said, "education 
and teaching contemporary youth should be the rearing of 
communist morality."( 2 ) 
This explicit political role of education was reinforced 
by the Communist Party and its leaders from the very 
beginning of the October Revolutibn. For example in 1919 
the Seventh Congress of the Russian Communist Party stated: 
In the field of edu~ation the RCP aims to complete the task 
that began after the October Revolution of 1917, transforming 
the school from the weapon of the ruling class of bourgeosie 
into the weapon of total obliteration of the class division 
within the society, into the weapon of a communist metamorphosis 
of the society •.. , the school not only must be a leader of 
communist principles in general but also a guide of ideological, 
organizational and educational influence of the proletariat on 
semi-proletarian and non-prole·tarian strata of the working class, 
aiming at training the generation capable of establishing 
communism completely. (2) 
This task of education was also reaffirmed by the 
Eighth Congress of the Communist Party. The Party stated: 
To fulfill the original purpose of the October Revolution of 
converting schools from aristocratic and bourgeois - dominated 
selective to complete destruction of the divison of society 
into classes. (4) 
Lenin also asserted the political function of education 
to support the class struggle of the proletariat and the 
idea of communism. 
1). Nigel Grant, Soviet Education, Fourth Edition, Penguin Books, 
England, 1979, pp.32-33. 
2). Lenin's speech, Zadachi Soyuzov Molodiozhi, 2 Oct. 1920, in 
Khrestomatiya po Pedegogike, Moscow, 1976, p.72, Quoted by 
J. Zajda, Education in the USSR, p.l09. 
3). KPSS v x:e::jolyutsiyakh ..... , Vol.2, Moscow, l970,p.48, Quoted by 
Zajda, Education in the USSR, p .11. 
4) ~ KPSS v regoliutsiiakh i resheniiakh s'iezdov, Vol.l, p.420; Boldyrev, 
Direktivi VKP (b) i· ·sovetskogo pravit el' stva po narodnom obrazovanii, 
(vypusk 1), p.l20. Quoted by w. Schimi:miak, Communist Education,p. 72. 
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He wrote in 1920~ 
All educational work in the Soviet Republic of workers and 
peasants, in the field of political education in ·general and 
in the field of art in particular, should be imbuedwith the 
spirit of the class struggle being waged by the proletariat 
for the successful achievement of the aims of its dictatorship, 
i,e., the overthrow of the bourgeoisie, the abolition of 
classes, and the elimination of all forms of exploitation of 
man by man . ( 1 ) 
In Egyptp the official attitudes which formulated the 
approaches to political education were supportive·of the 
new system and its political ideology. To some extent 
these approaches are still prevalent, however changes 
have been introdticed due to the state's attempt to d~velop 
democracy and the adoption of the multi-party system. 
Frbm 1952 to 1970 the concepts of the revolution and 
Arab unity were the prominent political ideology. The 
successful achievements by socialism and the movement of 
Arab nationalism, howeverp in the absence of democracy, 
had its effect on political education. During this period 
Nasser's announcements and th~ Ministry of Education 
official statements were to s~pport the revolution and 
the new political system in spite of the many state 
docu~ents which assured the pr~nciples of democracy. 
Whilst Sadat was in power between 1970 and 1981, political 
socialization was emphasized. In spite of the ierious 
attempts to develop democracy, official attitudes to 
political education were not significantly reshaped on 
the principles of democracy. Since 1981 a considerable 
1). V.I.Lenin, 'On Proletarian Culture', Collected Works, Vol.31, 
1966, P.316, Quoted by David Lane~ Politics and Society in the 
USSR,Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1970, p.490. 
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number of cha11ges have occurred in official statements 
emphasizing loyalty to the country and participation in 
a democratic soci~ty. 
In his address to the Egyptian Parliament in 1965, 
Nasser emphasized the necessity of preparing a new 
generatioh cap~ble of leading the revolut~on and re-
constructing the society pdlitically and socially~ Nasser 
said : 
"The main task that must be taken into our consideration 
during 'the forthcoming stage is to'pave the way in front of 
the new generation so as to lead. the revolution in all its 
political and economical fields. We cam~ot say that our 
gener;;,tion has .·already fulfilled these duties unless it was 
able to ke_ep the progress going_ on .•• The continuity in 
progress will be xnaintainec;l., when we have,, at any time, 
a new generation capable of carrying its duty towards the 
progress. " (1) 
The Egyptian ideology in supporting the idea of an 
"Arab Nationalism 11 had a significant interest in rearing 
the rising generation not only to be faithful to their 
country but also to all of the Arab world. In 1959 
Nasser asserted : 
"The new generation must be made aware that their country 
will be built up from all aspects and all the Arab countries 
must be alike in all aspects of life; and what affects any 
par·t of it must influence the other parts." (2) 
The 1967 war between Israel and Egypt had a significant 
impact in reinforcing the movement of Arab nationalism and 
the co-operation between the Arab countries. At the 
conference of the General Arab Students Union held in 1968 
1) . Arab Socialist Youth Organization (ASYO) , Abdel..:.Nasser, the 
Organization, Cairo, 1972, p.97. 
2). ASYO, Abdel-Nasser, p.99. 
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Nasser declared that the events which the Arab countries 
had exp~rienced dem~nded that the insight of educated 
youth and their responiibilities to the Arab world must 
be transferred to the new generation. (l) 
Clearly.p the official attitudes to political 
education in Egypt was related to the ideology of revolution. 
The aim of the revolution was to reform the society 
politically and socially by transforming a society of 
dictatorship, domina ted by feudalism and capitalism p into 
a society of sufficiency and justice : a democratic 
society of the working people. Furthermore, past educa-
tional experiences had also a significant impact on the 
development of political education. As has already been 
argued political and social deterioration before 1952 had 
an adverse effect on educational development. Egyptian 
youth were deprived of practising their right of participation 
in political life because the education provided failed 
to develop their political and social awareness. The 
National Charter issued in 1962 noted this failure : 
Successive generations of Egyptian youth were taught that their 
country was neither fit for nor capable of industrialization. 
In their textbooks, they read their national history 'in a 
distorted version. Their national heroes were described as 
lost in a mist of doubt and uncertainty while those who 
betrayed the nation's cause were glorified and venerated, 
successive generations of Egyptian youth attended schools 
and universities, whose educational programmes aimed at nothing 
inore than to turn out civil servants to work for the existing 
system under their lmvs and regulations ~hich disregarded the 
interests of people, completely unaware of the need to destroy 
them or change them radically. (2) . 
1). ASYO, Abdel-Nasser, p.99. 
2). G. Nasser, National Charter, p.49. 
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It seems from the very beginni11g that the revolution 
attempted to realize these aims. This necessitated 
changing the prevalent political and social concepts which 
existed before 1952, and supporting the new political and 
social concepts of the revolution. The state paid 
considerable attention to education as an essential 
instrument to establish and support the new polit~cal system 
by inculcating loyalty to system and country in the new 
generation. 
The trend to political socialization was not restricted 
to the offici~l statements of the r~volution. The Ministry 
of Education also , formulated policies to foster r'ising 
generations capable of building a democratic socialist 
society and adhering to the revolution and its leaders. 
Many official documents were issued by the Ministry of 
Education setting out this policy. For example, in 1960 
the Minister of Education said: 
"We have been re,considering the educational and cultural 
affairs, ever since the revolution .... We are serious in 
getting a straight forward, principled, stable policy, 
derived from the essence of revolution and in conformity 
with its objectives. A policy that is aiming to demolish 
all' traces of educational and cultural imperialism. A 
policy that builds up generations' belief in God, Country 
and the principles of Arab Nationalism. Generations 
enjoying freedom in their country, generations living in 
a co-operative, democratic, socialist society which possesses 
justice and prosperity". (1) 
On Teacher's Day in 1961, the Minister of Education 
re-affirmed the significance of education to support the 
1). Ministry o~ Education, Education Policy in the ,United Arab 
Republic, Government Press, Cairo, 1960, p.2. (in Arabic). 
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development of a democratic socialist society and he 
declared the commitment of education to Nasser 0 s struggl~ 
for developing society. The Minister stated : 
"During the current-period of our life our efforts, duties and 
e, ' -' ·. 
respoJ?sibilities have been duplicating. The _revolutionary 
mobilization is in need of instructors, directors and 
leaders to enlighten the mass with what has been achieved in 
victory and gains to clarify to their citizens the socialistic 
and democratic principles on which thei:r society is based, ... 
and to make each citizen a revolutionary power working very 
hard to achieve the values set out by our revival leaders 
and the resurrector of our glories, Gamal Abdel- Nasser." (l) 
Indeed Nasser was very faithful to his country a~~ 
secured many successful developments in Egyptian society. 
However, there were negative aspects to the developments 
which took place in political and social life. In respect 
of education attempts to inculcate support for the system 
and its leaders prevented an open approach to political 
education and hindered the development of society. 
The Ministry of Education drew up educational goals 
consistent with the objectives of the new system and the 
pronouncements of its leaders. Educational aims were 
intended to support the ideology of the new system based 
on the principles of democratic socialist attitudes. 
Primary education aimed at rearing children in the belief 
of the democratic socialist system and in a feeling of 
( 2 ) 
pride towards their homeland and the Arab countries. 
These aims were reinforced in preparatory and secondary 
l). Ministry of Education, Teacher's Day, Minstry Press, Cairo, 
1961, pp.l3-l4. (in Arabic). 
2). Ministry of Education, Education Goals in the. United Arab-Republic: 
Primary Education Aims, G9vernment Press, Cairo, 1961, pp.34-42 
(in .A:rabic). 
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education in such a way as was consistent with the_ growth 
of the pupils. The aim of preparatory education was: 
Enlightening the pupils as to the foundations of the Arab 
nation, ... to be acquainted with the Arab national development, 
their leaders and the role of President Gama::J...Abdel-Nasser 
in the propagation of Arab national ideas and the expansion in 
studying the history of thE! Arab world, their glories and 
partriotislll· .. Establishing the basis of democracy •.. Giving 
the pupils at this stage the opportunity to realize the 
aspects of social justice, .•. and to enlighten the pupils 
of the ideas of the ASU, its goals and organization.s~ (1) 
Similarly, the aims of secondary ~ducation were: 
To,plant the principles of revolution in our pupils mind, ..• 
studying the contemporary Arab problems with moreunderstanding 
arid precision in order to know the reasi:m_s which lay behind 
them .• ;Eillightening the pupils of the philosophy of our new 
S_OCiety aS a CO-OperatiVe 1 SOCialistiC 1 demOCratiC One and 
the origins of this-philosophy and its relation to our 
history arid development. (2) 
Since secondary stage pupils had the abil~ty to th~nk 
and discuss critically, the aims of this stage sought to 
provide opportunities for pupils to practise democracy 
through school activities. However, this aim could not 
be achieved whilst schools attempted to instill in the 
children the acceptance and loyalty to the System and its 
leaders. 
Sadat (1970-1981) attempted to remedy the negative 
social and political aspects of society which arose from 
the adoption of the one party system. He tried to bring to 
society a democratic approach not rigidly based on a 
socialist ideology. However, official statements on 
political education have continued to endorse most of the 
1). Ministry of Education, Aims of Preparatory Education, Ministry 
Press, Cairo, 1964, pp.l6-18. (in Arabic). 
2). Ministry of Education, Aims of General Secondary Education, 
Second Edition, Ministry Press, Cairo, 1964, pp.21-23. (.in Arabic) 
p:r.evious attitudes to poli ti.cal socialization. 
The state documents and the Constitution of 1971 
frequently mentioned "Democracy", "Freedom of Opinion", 
and "Individual Freedom". The Oct6ber Paper (1974) 
stated also "It is the right of every citizen to feel 
safe and secure, as to his freedom of opinion, his job 
and legitimate livelihood .•. political freedom ... is the 
prerogative of every man."(l) However, loyalty to the 
Revolution and the system was.the main approach of 
political education. In his ~ddress to th~ Youth 
Conference held in 1973, Sadat said to the youth "At 
the present you are the majority and the future is 
completely your own. You have to make efforts consistent 
with the principles of your Revolution."( 2) In 1976, 
Sadat also said to the Egypt~an youth in their General 
National Conference : 
"Today I say to you with an open mind, responsible freedom 
and the true democracy that you are always trustworthy and 
loyal to the thought of Revolution so as to renew its 
youth. " (3) 
Moreover, the President, in most of his addresses( 4 } 
re-emphasized £he signifi6ance of education as ah essential 
instrument in supporting loyalty to the country and its 
system by teaching pupils national history, especially 
the victories of the October War. He argued that history 
1). M. Sadat, The October Paper, p.:l. 
2). M. Sadat, Address Before the Youth Conference in July 1973, Ministry 
of Information, State Information Service, Cairo, 1973. (.in Arabic) 
3) . Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organization , 
Official Documents of the General National Conference of Youth 
(30 March- 2April 1976) Cairo, p.2L (in Arabic.') 
4), Ministry of Information, State Information Serv.ice, sadat's Jl.ddresses 
(1 July-31 Dec~rnber.l974), Vol.9, Cairo. (in Arabic.). i Nati0nal 
Council for Youth andSport, featu:r:esand Lights on Building'up 
the Youth,. Dar El-Taa;;.en, July 1979, Cairo, p. 49. (in Arp.bic.) 
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was an important vehicle to promote national awareness 
and loyalty to Egypt. In his address in 1979 before the 
staff of the universities, Sadat recommended educators to 
teach their students from early ages national courses in 
order to inculcate in them the love of Egypt and protect 
(l) Th;s them from alien attitudes. ~ address was made 
following demonstrations by some students in seve_ral 
universities against certain state policies. In effect, 
the aim of state policy in teaching national courses was 
not only to support loyalty to Egypt but also an attempt 
to support the p6litical system. 
Loyalty to the political system and the motherland 
was also emphasized in the 1971 Constitution and in other 
st:ate do'cuments. The constitution stated : 
The Defence of the motherland is a sacred duty •.. Safeguarding, 
Consolidating and preserving the socialist gains is a na·tiohal 
duty ... Protecting national unity and keeping State secrets is 
a duty of every citizen.. (2) 
Moreover, the constitution created a new post, the 
Socialist Public Prosecutor, to secure and safeguard 
society and its political regime. The constitution 
declared that : 
The Socialist Public Prosecutor shall be responsible for 
taking procedures which secure the peoples' rights, the safety 
of society and its political system, the preservation of the 
socialist achievements, and commitment to socialist behaviour. (3) 
Similarly, in 1980 the Law for the P~otection of Values 
1). Arab Republic of Egypt, State Information Service, Dialogue Between 
President Sadat and Assiut and Menia Universities Staff,(l4 April 1979), 
state Information Service Press, Cairo, pp.21-22. (.in Arabic.) 
2). Ministry of Information, Permanent Constitution, Articles 58-60. 
3). Ibid., Article 179. 
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was issu~d to safeguard the p6litical and social values 
within society. This law stipulated that "The protection 
of the basic values of society is the duty of all citizens 
and the violation of these values will be regarded as a 
defect in political responsibility ... All state institutions 
are requested to protect and support these values."(l) 
Moreover, the law asserted that any body trying ~o encourage 
the younger generation to violate or be disloyal to the 
country would be subject to political investigation. 
It see~s that official attitudes during the seventies 
continued to adbpt the approach of political socialization. 
Although many official statements stated the desire of 
developing democracy, political education tended to 
preserve the political system, the ideology of the revolution, 
and loyalty to country. This constituted a contradiction 
between the goals of political education in a democratic 
society and the attitudes towards supporting the system. 
The aim of political education in a democracy is to under-
stand and develop the values of the system and provide 
opportunities to participate in political life. 
Until approximately the end of the 1970s there was a 
similarity between the approaches of political education in 
Egypt and the Soviet Union with both countries attempting 
to inculcate in their children the ideology of the state 
and loyalty to the system and country. According to 
communist ideology and the declaration of its political 
1). 'The Permanent Constitution and Basic Laws', pp.l77-178; 
Al-Ahram, Cairo, 20 April 1980. 
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leaders. Soviet edUcation had the lead~ng role in 
achieving the political aims of the system. The Soviet 
education system was required to socialize a new generation 
capable of building the communist society. In this respect 
education therefore was completely shaped by communist 
ideology and under the control of the state officials. 
Although "Karl Marx wrot-e virtually nothing about 
education .•.. " Williamson arguesp "The broad outlines of 
Marxist theory of education arep however, clear enough, 
and follow from the Marxist theory of class society, the 
( 1) 
state and of ideology. i• - Soviet society was defined as 
a socialist society moving towards communism. This 
society needed qualified citizens to realize the task of 
social transformation to communism. Accordingly, education 
had a political function providing the younger generation 
with knowledge, skills and values which could induce them 
and enable them to create a communism society. This idea 
was expressed clearly by Khrushchoy at the Twenty-first 
Congress of the Comrnunisty Party. He said "to arrive at 
communism, that most fair and perfect society .... we must 
start right now educating the man of the future".( 2 ) 
In line with this idea education was seen as a 
dictatorial political institution to eliminate the 
preceding influence of thought and attachments and to secure 
1). Bill Williamson, Education, Social Structure and Development :A 
Comparative Analysis, The Macmi.llan Press Ltd. , London, 1979, p. 90. 
2). N. Grant, Soviet Education, p.26. 
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the Communist state. This was e~pressed by a leading 
educator from the very beginning of the Revolution in 1918: 
We must exempt children from the pernicious influence of 
the family. He have to take account of every child, we 
candidly say that we must nationalize them. From the 
first days of their life they will be under the beneficial 
of communist{c kindergartens and schools. Here they shall 
assillne the ABC. of Communism. Here they shail grow up as real 
communis-ts. Our practical problem is to compel mothers to 
hand over their children-to the Soviet Government. (1) 
S~milarly, in 1963 an official SoViet ~renouncement 
stated-: 
Today we should pay special att·ention to rearing the r~s~ng 
generation in the spirit of Soviet pat:r:iotism and devotion 
to the cause of communism .•• The success of upbringing is 
decided precisely ih the-early years, when the character of 
a pers'on, his attitude toward people ana to life, is being 
formed. -( 2) 
To achieve their objectives the Soviet authorities 
exploited education to impose totalitarian political aims 
over all citizens from on early age and attempted to 
carry on many of the essential functions of non-governmental 
institutions such as the family. 
Consequently, educational aims were drawn up by the 
hiqhest authority of the Communist Party. For example in 
1958, during one of the most important educational reforms, 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party defined the 
purpose of education in the following statement : 
Upbringing must inculcate in the schoolchildren a love of 
knowledge and work, and respect for people who work; it 
must shape the communist world outlook of the pupils and 
rear them in the spirit of communist morality and of boundless 
l). Quoted by James Bowen, _Soviet Education : Anton Makarenko and the 
Years of Experiment, The University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, 
Wisconsin, Second Printing, l965,.p.36. 
2) . Komsomolskaya Pravda, 10 July 1963, trans. in The Cm::rent Digest 
of Soviet Press, 15 1 (14 August 1963), Quoted by Fred I. Greenstein, 
Children and Politics, p.4. 
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loyalty to the country and the peoplef and in the spirit 
of proletarian internationalism. (l) 
Moreover, in April 1971, the 24th CPSU Congress issued 
a decree for the FiVe-Year National Economy (1971-1975) 
which defined th~ role o£ n~tional edtication as 
To carry out the further comprehensive development of public 
education and socialist culture .. ·,to raise the quality of 
training of future specialists and to improve their ideological 
and political upbringing. '( 2) 
Educational law completely adhered to the policies 
of the Conununist Party and declared frankly that education 
was the most important agent of political socialization 
in the Soviet Union. The fundamental law of 1973 on 
education emphasized that "The task of moulding a new man -
a builde.r of corrununism - is being carried out under the 
. guidance of the Co:rnnlunist Party of the Soviet Union". · ( 3 ) 
The implementation of the unity and harmony of communist 
instruction, according to this law, requested all society's 
organization to work with the state in building the communist 
society. Article 4 stated that the principles of public 
education in the US~R were '' ... Unity of instruction and 
conununist upbringing :·the co-operation of school, family 
and society in the upbrin~ing of children and yotith. 
Connection of instruction and upbringing of the rising 
generation with life, with particular conununist instruction"( 4 ) 
1). Strengthening the Ties of the School with Life, Thesis of the Central 
Committee of the.CornmiJilist Party of the Soviet Union and the USSR 
Couricil of Ministers, November 1958, Secti-on 20, Quoted by N. Grant, 
Soviet Education, p.25. 
2). Pravda ana Izuestia, 10 April 1971, Quoted by-.Seymour M. Rosen, 
Education in U.S.S.R. :Recent Legislation and'Statistics, U.S. 
Department of Health, Education and Welf<lre,_ Was~ington D.C., 1975,p.i3. 
3). ·Fundamentals of Legislation of the USSR and Union Republics on Public 
Education, Moscow : Novosti Press Agency Publishing.House, i975, p.4, 
Quoted by M. Irish and.E. Frank, Introduction to Comparative Politics, 
pp.l54-155. 
4). Uchitel' skaia gaseta, July 12, 1973, Quoted by S.Rosen, 'Education in 
the USSR, p.20. 
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However, the Communist Party retained the right to 
make decisions and formulate all educational policies. 
Moreover, as it has alr~ady seen 1 the Soviet authorities 
did not trust non-governmental institutions in upbringing 
children. Due to the importance of the family and the 
early years of childhood in formulating children's attitudes, 
the Soviet authority tended, under its supervisi~n to 
expand nursery and kindergarten Schbols. Th~s belief 
was r~cognized by early communist leaders such as Lenin 
who called nursery schools and kindergartens "the green 
schools of communism." (l) 
The purposes of education, according to the 1973 
Fundamental Law on Education, indicated that the main 
source of Soviet education was the .Harxism-Leninis.m 
ideology. This law stated 
The goal of public education in the U.S.S.R. is preparation 
of highly educated, well rounded, physically healthy and 
active builders of communist society, brought up on the 
ideas of Marxism-Leninism and in the spirit of respect 
for Soviet laws and socialist legality, capable of working 
successfully in various areas of socio-economic cultural 
construction, actively participating in social and state 
activity, and ready to defend selflessly the socialist 
homeland ... (2). 
Similarly, accotding to article 19 of this law the 
chief tasks of elementary and secondary general education 
were '' ... formation in the young generation of a Marxist-
Leninist world view, educating them in socialist 
1). M. Irish and E. Frank, Introduction to Comparative Politics, p.l55 
(in footnote) . 
2). Osnovy zakonodatel' stva SSR i soiuznykh respublik o narodnorn 
obrazovanii. (Basic Law of 19 July 1973, text in Uchitel' skaya 
gazeta, 5 April 1973.), Quoted by N. Grant, SovietEducatioT},p.25. 
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internationalism; Soviet patriotism,and readiness to 
defend the soci.3.1ist homeland 0 0 0" (1) 
Pronounce~ents issued by authorities continued to 
reinforce the political function of education in supporting 
communist ideology. The trend to political socialization 
has been carried further in recent years. The 25th Party 
Congress in 1976 paid great attention to ideological 
edu~ation and preparing the new capable Soviet man of 
building cornrnunisrrio In his report, Brezhnev stated : 
Comrades! The strength of our order lies in the consciousness 
of the masses. And the•party considers the inculcation of 
corrirnunist consciousness, the readiness, will and knowledge 
needed to build communism to be its. constant concern. Ih 
the period on which i am reporting (the previous five years) , 
questions of ideological education, and the problems of the 
formation of the new man,· a worthy builder of communism, have 
occupied a big place in all our work. (2) 
Brezhnev's emphasis on ideological education was 
conceived earlier by Lenin to promote communism. Lenin 
said "It is our task to overcome all kinds of capitalist 
resistance, not only military and political.o.but also 
ideological, which is the most profound and powerful of 
all." (3) 
AlthoUgh the SOvi~t Union achieved much through its 
policy of political socialization, Morison observed that 
Brezhnev warned against complacency even though all school-
children were now learning the fundamentals of political 
1). Uchitel' skaia gaseta, July 12, 1973, Quoted by R. Rosen, Education 
in the USSR, p.20~ 
2). L.I. Brezhnev 1 'Otchet tsentral' nogo komiteta KPSS i ocherednye 
zadachi partii v oblasti vntrennei i vneslunei politiki', Materialy 
XXV s'ezda KPSS (Izdatel' stvo politichesboi literatury, Moscow, 
1976) 1 pp.71-81, Quoted by J. Morison, 'The Political Content of 
Education in the USSR' in J.J. 'I'omiak (ed.), Soviet Education·in·the 
1980s, Croom Helm, London 1 19'83. . 
3). Lenin; sod1inenia, (III ed.), Vol.l5, Moscow, 1931, p.45, Quoted by 
Z. Katz,' Party Political Education in Soviet ·Russia,' School of 
Economics, London, 1957/58, Unpublished Ph.D.Thesis, p.5. 
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knowledge and 11 the mass study of Marxisrri:-Leninism.is the 
most important distinguishing feature of the development 
of social consciousness at the contemporary stage .. , ( 1) 
Brezhnev, at the 25th Party Congressp demanded greater 
effectiveness in this work. The Congress reaffirmed its 
concern to implant deeply the feeling of soviet patriotism 
and socialist internationalism. Brezhnev also stated : 
The great cause of bui;Ldihg of communism cannot move forward 
without the all,...round development of man .. Communism is 
impossible without a high level of culture, education, (and) 
social awareness. (2). 
In accordance with Brezhnev's emphasis, a Central 
Cornrilittee decree published on 26 April 1979 drew attention 
to ideological and political ed~cation to support the 
struggle for communism. The decree entitled 11 0n the 
further improvement of ideological and political-educational 
work .. , declared: 
The path of economic, socio-political and cultural development 
of the country, the full realisation of the possibilities of 
developed socialism, the realization of the Leninist foreigh 
policy c~urse of the Soviet Union and the strengthening of 
its international position depend all the more on the success 
of ideological and political educational work. (3). 
At the 26th Party Congress on 23 February 1981, 
Brezhnev referred to this decree. As J. Morison remarked, 
Brezhnev asserted that political education and agitation 
had to be conducted in lively language and to be £irmly 
connected to real issues of everyday life. (4) . However, 
1). J. Morison, 'The Political Content of Education in the USSR' p.l45. 
2). M. Kashin, 'Concerning the result of the Soviet school's adoption 
of new curriculum', Soviet Education, May 1977, Vol.XIX, No.7,p.7. 
3). 0 Dal' neishem uluchshenii ideologicheskoi, ... , pp.3-15. Quoted 
by J. Morison, 'The Po'li.ti.cal Content of Education in the USSR', 
p.l45. 
4). J. Morison, 'The Political Content of Education in the USSR', 
pp.l46. 
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real issues of eve:tiyday life must be se€n in the t,erms of 
communist ideology. 
As previously stated above, recent offici~l emphasis 
on political socialization has also had its effect on the 
( 1) practice of political education. For example, the 
response of the Ministry of Education to the decisions of 
Congress was to instruct all Soviet teachers to introduce 
studies for their pupils presenting ideological communism 
in an interesting way wifh concrete links £o life and to 
contemporary reality. The Minister of education asserted 
the significance of education to instil in the school 
children not just ideas, but also communist convictions 
and communist morals. 
Clearly, the main task of political edu6ation in the 
Soviet was to build a communist society based on the 
beliefs of Marxist-Leninist ideology. The Communist 
Party and Soviet authorities paid a great deal of 
attention to the function of education as a means to 
indoctrinate the children with a love of knowledge and 
values of corrununism, respect for work, sharing of the 
communist world outlook, the spirit of communist morality, 
loyalty to their country, and defence of the socialist 
homeland. Moreover, education was an essential instrument 
to realise the future aim of communism in supporting 
proletarian internationalism and socialist internationalism. 
Thus it was clearly stated that the aim of political 
socialization in the Soviet Union was to support an extreme 
1). Quoted by J. Morison, 'The Political Content of Education in the 
USSR', pp.l46-147. 
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political system and its leaders in s~curing the 
subservience of all citizens to its orders and v~lues. 
The birth of the multi-party system in Egypt was 
a significant ~tep towards introduction of political 
education in Egypt. In spite of the political Signif~cance 
of the attempts to develop education, achievinc:r democracy 
was the mo13t important aim of education. In his Teacher 
Day address in 1984 Presiden~ Mubarak said: 
"The augmentation arid expansion of the right of education 
includes as well as socia:L, political, and economic 
dimensions. Moreover, tre expansion of education on a 
large scale plays an essent;ial part in establishing the 
principles of den1ocracy and making them deeply rooted'~" . (1) 
Loyalty to the country Was the ~ain task of political 
education. In his address to the Parliament in 1983, 
Mubarak declared : 
"School plays a leading role in the citizen's life and 
thoughts since his childhool by forming his concepts and 
crystalizing his values arid.principles so as to be a 
useful element in his country. . . Thus the educational process 
is of great importance to planning for the coming generations 
and decisive to the dete:rnlination of the future .of this 
country". -(2) 
(He also asked teachers) to spare no effort so that 
education may become more e~fective in realizing its aims 
and in cont:dbuting to the. development of life. on our dear 
land and ir: arousing the feeling of belor1_ging and loyalty 
to the country". ( 3) 
In contrast to the old official attitudes,emphasis 
on loyalty to the leaders has not been found in recent 
statements Mubarak asserted : 
1). Al-Ahram, Cairo, 4 March 1984. 
2). Al-Ahram, Cairo, 7 November 1983. 
3). Al-Ahram, Cairo, 4 March 1984. 
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"There is neither loyalty to a person nor holiness -to an 
individual. All-:embracing loyalty is to our.country and 
all-comprehensive glory is to E;gypt •.. In order to achieve 
loyalty 1 each. indi Vidual_;:Whate"ve~: hiS pOSi tiOD- mUSt 
consider the interest of the country more important than 
his. own interest, see things objectively and judge his 
deeds according to their fruitful .use to h:ls society". (1) 
Patriotism and loyalty to the cotintry are not 
necessarily the same as loyalty to the political system and 
its leaders. Loyalty of citizens can effect the perpetua-
tion of the political system. However in the absence of 
democracy the system may collapse. Loyalty and patriotism 
should be mainly regar~ed directed t6 th~ country even if 
this contradicts the political system arid necessitates the 
criticism of its policies. 
The Ministry of Education has also been affected 
by the recent development of democracy. The formal 
emphasis on political ~ocialization has not been apparent in 
recent official attitudes of the Ministry. In a speech to 
the staff of the universitie~ in May 1984, the Minister of 
Education argued that democracy mainly meant the right of 
every citizen to receive education and in turn the educated 
people would be able to ~ractise and develop democracy. The 
Minister said : 
"The concept of education in democracy is not confined merely 
to giving the right of education to Egyptians but its primary 
aim is to inculcate democracy in young people's minds, 
because democracy is meaningless in a society predominated 
by ignorance. If democracy positively reflects its shadow 
on education in turn firmly establishes the content and 
significance of democracy."(2) 
1). Arab Youth, Cairo, 25 July, 1983. 
2). Al-Ahram, Cairo, 15 May 1984. 
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Correspondirig to this development· the current 
educational law, issued in 1981, did not refer to support 
of the state political system. Howev~r, the law asserted 
the role of education was to inculcate in school children 
loyalty to the country and to prepare them to participate 
in society's affairs. The law stated 
Pre-university education aims at preparing the Egyptian 
citizen who believes ·in God, his country, values of good, 
right and humanity. It is also providing him sufficiently 
with knowledge, attitudes, arid skiils •.• to achieve 'the 
development. welfare and progress. of the society ••.. 
Preparing the pupils (in secondary schools) to participate 
in pUblic life and emphasizing the incu;Lcation of religious 
and patriotic values. (1) 
It seems clear that at the beginning Of the Revolution, 
State official attitudes towards political education were to 
use education to support the new political system, acceptance 
of its id~ology, and loyalty to the revolutionary leaders. 
Moreover, political education officially represented a 
significant vehicle in strengthening not merely loyalty to 
the motherland but also to Arab nationalism. From the 
begirining of the seventies most of these appioaches were 
carried further and attempts to perpetuate the system were 
significant features in the most important offic:ial. documents, 
though these documents contained many democratic principles. 
From the beginning of the eighties political education began 
to be re-shaped to reflect the moves towards more democratic 
society. However, loyalty to the country remained the most 
important role of political education in Egypt. 
1). Ministry of Education, The 1981 Education Act, Articles 1,17,22. 
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In spite of the great·differences between the 
political ideologies in Egypt and the Soviet Union, there 
was a similarity in the political aims of the educational 
syst~m. In both Egypt and the Soviet Union the official 
attitude towards the educational system was that education 
should support the political system and loyalty to the 
countryo vlhilst the political ideology of the Soviet Union 
implie'd the continuing attention of communist doctrines, 
however in Egypt the political aims of the educationa.l 
system were to suppo~t a ne~ political system which could 
be eventually developed according to the principles of 
democracy. 
Aithough the educational system in England has 
enjoyed greater freedom from political direction and 
influence than in Egypt and in the Soviet Union, official 
reports and pronouncements have had a significant effect on 
the content of education. Some observers have argued that 
political education in England has tended to be neglected 
in schools. {l) However, official attitudes revealed the 
need for political education and contributed to its 
development in a democratic society. 
By the late nineteenth century, political education 
was concerned with loyalty to the country, conveying the 
prevalent attitudes, the glories of the empire, and the 
responsibilities of citizenship. No significant change was 
expressed in official attitudes throughout the greater part 
1). Crick and Porter, p.l. 
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of the first three quarters of the twentieth century. 
Official statements towards political education have been 
"cautious, vague and occasionally downright hostile. The 
climate began to change in the 1960s, but it was not until 
1975 that we get a really positive assertion that political 
education is a right to be expected and provided for in a 
democratic society."(l) 
The earlier reports discouraged the introduction 
of political education into school curriculum. The Spens 
Report (1938) asserted that '' •.. since with pupils under 16 
the theoretical dicussion of economic questions is imprac-
ticable, and objections.to direct discussion of current 
political questions are considerable, recent political and 
economic history is the best introduction to the study of 
politics". The report suggested that teachers "by precept 
or still more by breadth of their own sympathies ..• can best 
educate pupils to become citizens of a modern democratic 
( 2) 
country". 
Although the Norwood Report (1943) expressed the 
idea of education for citizenship, it was limited in concept. 
Education for citizenship was mainly the study of the social 
and political institutions within the society and, incidentally, 
to support desirable attitudes. The report stated 
We wish to consider one of the many topics which have been 
brought to our attention for inclusion in the curriculum, 
namely education for citizenship ... British men and women 
should have clearer conceptions for the institutions of 
their country, ... , and that they should realise their 
duties and responsibilities •... Teaching .of .. the kind desired 
1). Tom Brennan, 'Political Education and the curriculum\ Documents of the 
Political Education Research Unit, Department of Education, 
University of York, Spring 1982, TS., p.l. 
2). Board of Education, Report of the. Consultative Co:rnmittee·on 
Secondary Education, H.M.S.O., London 1938, p.174. 
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can best be given incidentally, by appropriate illustration 
and comment and digression, through the ordinary school 
subjects, particularly History, ·Ge.o"graphy, English and 
foreign languages and literatures. (l) 
This incidental approach to political education 
was not e~fective. Political education had its specific 
requirements to develbp children°s understanding of 
necessary political matters and this was difficult to 
realize in an incidental way. Ev~n so an incident~l 
approach to political socialization is not. enough to 
support the sy~tem and in this situatibn the system may 
resort to the viol~nce to support the necessary d~mands 
of the system. Entwistle expressed well the objection of 
the incidental approach to political education: 
The problem of teaching anything incidentally is that 
appropriately illustrative incidents may occur too 
rarely for necessary conceptual development to be 
fostered systematically and adequately. Proper 
understanding and mastery of facts, concepts and 
principles require that these be encountered 
repeatedly at intervals and in difJ:erent sorts of 
context .•• For in an educational context, 'incidental' 
has a habit of meaning 'haphazardi and there is no more 
reason why a child's political~education should be lEif-t 
to chance than should his mathematical education. ( 2) 
Section 43 of the 1944 Education Act encouraged 
the te~ching 6f pblitical education for young ·people 
over 16. Section 43 required·'·local authorities to 
establish County Colleges for young persons "to enable 
them to develop their various aptitides and capacities" 
and to "prepare them for the responsibilities of citizenship. ( 3 ) 
l). Board of Education, Curriculum and Examinations in Secondary Schools. 
p.58. 
2). H. Entwistle, Political ~ducation in a Democracy, p.l08. 
3). George Taylor and John B. Saunders, The Law of Education, Eighth 
Edition, Butterworths, London, 1976, pp.l36-l37. 
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It seems that the discouragement of the introduct~on 
of political education into schools was based on the belief 
that children under 16 were too young to receive direct 
discussion of pol~tical affairs. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the 1944 Act recommended the introduction 
of civic education for young people over 16. In the event, 
however, County Colleges-were not established(!) and 
section 43 remained a dead letter. 
The intentions in a succeeding official statement, 
issued in 1947, were todevelop ~omrnunity, citizenship 
and responsibility,within society. However, the 
implementations of these intentions were concentrated on 
political knowledge of the country. The New Secondary 
School pamphlet stated: 
;l'he individual pupil needs to develop .as a member of a 
community and he must learn to live with other people. 
The secondary schoo_l can make deliberate effor-ts to 
include a leading feature of its syllabuses and training 
a study of what has come to be known as 'Citizenship' I 
or 'Civics", that is, the basic information about local 
and national government, rates and taxes,· the judicial 
system, and so.on. It can lead the pupil to wider 
conception of his status and resr>i:msibili ties as a 
citizen of this country andof the rela1:_ion between this 
country and the British Commonwealth and the United 
Natiohs. · (2) 
The Ministry of Education pamphlet Citizens 
Growing Up, issued in 1949, also emphasizes the need for 
civic education by preparing an active citizen and preserving 
the system of society. The pamphlet recognized : 
1). J.P.Parry, The Provision of Education in England and Wales, 
George Allen and Unwin-Ltd., London, 1971, pp.29-30 
2). Ministry of Education, The New Secondary Education, Pam;r>~let No.9, 
H.M.S.O. London 1947, p~l5. 
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.•. In a democratic community we must all take a share in 
preya1.'ing our young people for the responsibilities of active 
citizenship .•. It would be as unreasonable as it would be unwise 
t<;> exclude_today from.the school curriculum, information about 
these institutions, local and natipnal, through which we govern 
ourselves I earn our living and manage our af.fairs. And so we 
find that secondary schools today very generally recogni·.se a 
need for introducing at least thei'r older pupils to the 
political, social and economic life of our times.(l) 
It s~ems clear then that the official attitudes 
mentioned above, saw the need for political education in 
terms of citizenship and duties and maintaining the 
tradit~ons of society. Mo~eover, official attitudes were 
still riautious to the introdudtion o£ political education 
for young children. As T. Brennan argu~d, education for 
citizenship in effec.t was never implemented and official 
publications were largely descriptive and informational. (2 ) 
In the late fifties and sixties official pronouncement 
became more sophisticated a:nd tended to encourage the 
development of political education. Whilst strong 
objections to introducing politics to all children 
remained, the Crowther Report (1959) a;r-gued that : 
Wha:t is true of ethics and philosophy is true also of politics. 
The fact that politics are controversial - that honest men 
disagree - makes preparation -f~r citizenship a difficult 
matter but-it ought to be tackled, and not least r"or the 
ordinary boys and girls who now leave school at 15 and 
often do not find it easy to see any argument except in 
personal terms. (3) 
The Newsom Report (1963) also asserted the necessity 
for political education through teaching history and social 
l). Ministry of Education, Citizens Growing Up, Pamphlet No.l6. 
H.M.S.O., London, 1949, ~.2, 21. 
2). T. Brennan, 'Political Education and the Curriculum', p.3. 
3). Ministry of Education, 15 to 18: A Report of.Central Advisory 
Council for Education, England; Vol.l, H.M.S.O., London,l959· 
p.ll4 (Para.l75). 
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stud:ies and warned : 
The importance of history and geography, or social studies in 
\'/hich are sometimes merged, seems obvious. A man who is 
ignorant of the society in which he lives, who knows nothing of 
its place in the world and who has no:t thought about his place 
in iti is not a free man even though he has· a vote. He is 
easy game for the hidden persuaders. (l) 
The School Council's working paper No.2 8 written in 
response to proposals to raise the school leaving age to 
16, also expressed concern over education for citizenship 
particularly in terms of thehumanities and of responsibil-
ities and rights. The document emphasized 
Members of a civilized society have to grasp- the rule.of 
law, a sense of justice, awillingness to accept responsibility, 
a:n honourable carrying out of undertakings, freely entered into, 
a sense of debt to the past anq responsi~ility towards the 
future, government by consent, respect for minority views, 
freedom of speech arid action and readiness to recognise that 
such freedom depends on trust, friendship and individual 
responsibility for the manner in which they are exercised. (2). 
Whi.lst the Crowther and Newsom Reports were more 
positive than earlier official reports, however, they did 
not contain a full discussion of political education and 
its role in curriculUm. Heater observed that "The Newsom 
Report ... has more to say, but the thought behind the 
scattered comments is very.superficial" ( 3 ) Moreover, 
traditional subjects remained the most desirable medium to 
implant patriotic feeli~g and to teach political and 
social norms. This attitude was reinforced by the two 
ministry pamphlets, namely Teaching History (1952) and 
l) . Ministry of Education, Half Our Future : A Report of Central 
Advisory Council for Education, England, Vol.l·, H.M.S.O., London, 
1959, p.l63 {para.499). 
2). Schools Council, Raising the School Leaving Age, Working Paper, 
No. 2, H.M.S.o., London, 1965, p.l6 (.para,68.) 
3). D. Heater, 'A Burgeoning of Interest', p.327. 
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Towards Wo.r-Jo H:Lf:;tory (196.1). The attention of these 
pamphlets, inevitably, was on "the relationship that can 
be built into a history syllabus between the traditional 
aspects of the subject and political education". (l} The 
pamphlet Towards World History emphasized the significance 
of history as an appropriate vehicle for teaching political 
education. The pamphlet· stated : 
It will be as well to give (the next generation) as ,90od a 
political· education. as may be, which means giving it ari 
education in history ..•. Most history teachers .terid :to stress 
the preliminary. training which the ·subje~t provides in 
responsible citizenship. ( 2) 
The criticisms of official attitudes to political 
education in Engla.nd reveal th.:i.t political education has 
been neglected and there is a need for further development. 
This neglect can be attributed to several factors. First 
of all was the belief that England, unlike Egypt and the 
Soviet Union, had a more stable andmature democratic 
system. Therefore, it was believed that there was no 
need to socialize the n~w gener~tion into the nbrms of the 
system. However, civic education for the masses, in 
cont~ast to emp~asis in Public Schools on preparing 
political leadership for government, "successfully 
produced the type of citizen that ensured stability''(~} 
and "remained virtually confined to the annual flag-waving 
ritual of Empire Day" (4 ). However, in democ~atic societies 
1). B. Crick and D. Heater, Essays on Political Education, p.29. 
2). DES, Towards World History, p.2. 
3) . Clive Harber, 'Politics and Political Education in 1984' , 
Eaucational Review, Vol.36, No.2, 1984, p.ll4. 
4) • D. Heater, 'A Burgeoning of Interest', p. 226. 
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j.t could be argued that massive political education is 
required in order to prdmote a citizeri's ability to 
practise democracy and to participate in political life. 
Until the late 1960s and the advent of 1970sv the 
school leaving age in England was 15 and the voting age 
was 21. Perhaps this gap of six years appeared to diminish 
the responsibility of schools in providing political 
education. Nevertheless, this factor was eliminated by 
lowering the voting age to 18 in 1970 and raising the 
school leaving age to 16 in 1972. (l) Consequently, it 
was expected that this riew situation would promote a 
~ignificant interest in political education. Many 
observers recognised that "if education for citizenship 
was to become a reality it must be undertaken during the 
last year or two at school otherwise it was unlikely to 
be undertaken at alL" (2 ) In Egypt, in spite of the 
lowering of the voting age from 21 to 18 in the early 
1970s and the raising of the school leaving age from 12 
to 15 in the early 1980s there was no significant change 
in official attitudes towards politica:J_ education during 
the 1970s. It was hoped that school curriculum provided 
young people with sufficient political education to enable 
them to practise their civic rights at a time when Egypt 
was implementing further developments in democracy. 
1). c. Harber, 'Politics and Political Education in 1984', pp.ll4-
ll5. 
2). T. Brennan, Political Education and Democracy, p.48. 
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The British system of parliamentary demqcracy has 
always been seen a~ representative democracy and it has 
<;, 
been thought that this sytem required only very limited 
political skills on .the part of cit~zens. (1) This 
argument is only true if there is an evidence that the 
actions of the representatives are always sound. In a 
representative system citizens should participate_ ih the 
political orientation of their country's affairs. 
Other factors which contributed to the neglect of 
political education in England included the "lack of 
teachers professionally committed to this field of work, 
a belief that the study of politics can only be an adult 
activity, and the fear of indoctrination". (2 ) Whilst 
these factors are significant, however, the lack of 
qualified teachers can be tackled and indoctrination can 
be avoided to a large extent in the school curriculum. It 
has been seen from the theoretical framework that political 
education can be introduced to secondary school pupils and 
Crick and Porter argue that these factors should not 
hind~r t~e introduction of political edupation into 
schools . They stat.e: 
... there is no need to fear what is one of the greatest parts 
of our cultural heritage ... because of fears of bias or indoc-
trination - of that in a moment. But it can be done better 
than it often is. There is sometimes a need for greater 
professionalism ... There is a need for a small core of political 
education to be part of teacher education at every level. (3) 
1). c. Harber,'Politics and Political Education in 1984' ,p.ll4. 
2). D. Heater, 'A Burgeoning of Interest', p.229. 
3). Crick and Porter, p.S. 
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Since the late 1960s and early 1970s a significant 
interest in political education has emerged through the 
activities of the Politics Association in company with the 
Hansard Society of Parliamentary Government, attempts by 
responsible bodies to reform the school curriculum 1 
popular interest of the major political parties, and other 
official activities. 
The Politics Association was established in 1969, to 
promote and impro~e political education. Prominent 
supporters of the work of the Association have included 
Reginald Prentice and Sir Keith Joseph. (1) Moreover, the 
Politics Association was established at an opportune time 
since politics have become a more widely accepted discipline 
in universities and polytechnics thus providing a poten-
tial source of teachers in schools. The main function 
of the new Association were to handle matters relating to 
political education by holding an annual conference, 
publishing a professional journal on Teaching Politics, 
and evaluating school curricula. 
In January 1973, a mow broke out over the arrangements 
of Sixth Form Conferences by-the Conservative Party. The 
Conservative Party was accused by a Labour Party spokesman 
of trying to indoctrinate pupils. The situation was 
resolved by Crick, the acting President of the Politics 
Association, who drafted a series of ground rules for Sixth-
Form Conferences which were accepted by all three major 
.· ( 2) 
parties. · 
l). T. Brennan, Political Education and Democracy, pp.46-47. 
2). D. Heater, 'A Burgeoriihg of Interest', p.333. 
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The qrtiund rule~ emphasiz~d the ~du~ational criteria 
and the ne~d for maintaining politidal balance in such 
matters. The rules recommended: 
.That poli.ticians talking to pupils on controversial matters in 
sch~ol time· ::;hould. only do so in circumstanc.es where they 
fit into a systematic programme organized by the school or 
groupof schools and when there has been preparation by the 
teachers. Isolated visits tend •.•• to be a waste of ev~ryone 1 s 
time, and schools should no_t think that their responsibilities 
for civic education are met simply by talks from the parties; 
they ~ust be prepared for and followed up afterwards by the 
schools. ( l) . · 
Prominent work by the Politics Association was under-
taken together with the Hansard Society.in 1978 to develop 
the introduction of political education to secondary 
schools. The main aim of the programme was to enhance 
political literacy. The Working Party identified three 
possible objectives of political education which were 
seen as political alternatives. These objectives were 
drawn from three theories : the conserving approach of 
knowing the existing system of government and its beliefs; 
the liberal or participatory approach of development of 
knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary for active 
particip?tion; and the approach to possible change of 
direction of government. The three doctrines had their 
considerations in any programme of political education. 
"All three objectives must find their place in a curriculum 
together and not be in insolation or to the exclusion of 
h h (2). t e ot ers. 
The Politics Association and the Hansard Society 
1) . 1 The Conduct of Poli.tical Sixth-Form Conferences (Appendix) 1 
in Ibid., p.342. 
2). Crick and Porter, p.l2. 
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accepted the three approaches of conservation, partici~ 
pation and change~ This approach would seem to be justified 
since not all aspects of existing systems or status-quo 
need changing or supporting. Therefore it is to be 
preferred in order to enharice political literacy through 
which a citizen "would be somebody who can appreciate 
plausibility of, give some good account of the nature and 
implications of, each of these three doctrines." (1) 
Political literacy combines knowledge 6 attitudes, and 
the skills needed to make the vast majority of young 
people inforined.about politics. It draws from the 
politics of everyday.life to enable them to participate 
effectively in ~olitical lLfe. A politically literate 
person requires to know what the main political disputes 
are and how these affect him and others and ~o try to do 
something to affect them. Political literacy gives a 
person the knowledge and concepts of political issues 
which enable him to express and defend his view and 
recognise that other people's viewpoints can be different 
from his own view. ( 2) 
Although the Working P~rty did not assert the 
assumption that political literacy was best gained by 
teaching about political literacy directly, it was posited 
that political literacy would "be advanced through other 
subjects, for instance, History, Geography, Social 
1). Crick and Porter, p.l3. 
2) Crick and Porter, p.33. 
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(1) Studies, Sociolbgy and Economics Neverth~ies~, the 
findings noted fhat there were difficulties in teaching 
~olit±cal literacy indirectly through conventional 
history ~nd A-level cour~es in British Government. The 
report of the working p~rty stat~dthat : 
Despite obvious advantages, History arid British Government 
as vehicles for political li te:i:-acy showed some signs qf, 
at the worst, crushing the hitch-hiker beyond recognition or, 
at the best, of simply taking him somewhere else, cer'tairlly 
compared to ev~n a few hours' journey in; a vehicle, however 
small, deliberately set aside for courses designed to enhance 
political literacy. Yet realistically the only opportunity 
for political education in many schools may.be its fnfusion 
through the cognate established sUbjects of curriculum. (2) 
Whilst the teaching of occasional political issues or 
issues that arose incidentally in lessons was less 
successful, the report emphasized that ·a more successful 
approach to political education courses was to concentrate 
on one or two issues and to explore them in depth. This 
approach would encourage the development of political 
literacy through creating "a disposition and a skill that 
is readily transferable to other issues by the pupil 
himself, than. any attempt· to cover in a short time the 
main issues of modern British politics". (3 ) The purpose 
of political education was not to study specific issues 
but to develop the ability of pupils to evaluate, 
understand and handle any issue. Therefore, it was 
suggested that political literacy was most successful 
1). Crick and Porter, p.2. 
2). Crick and Porter, p.24. 
3). Crick and Porter p.25. 
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through courses "which have .been constructed with exclusive 
political literacy objectives II 0 However, the progr·anune 
expressed the-"need to explore the possibility of political 
literacy objectives b~ing successfully infused or integrated 
into courses designed to mset other objectives. ( 1) 
It seems clear that the progranunes of the Politics 
Association and Hansard Society were rriore interested in 
political literacy and in asserting that the school 
curriculum should pay more attention to political education 
either through exclusive courses or other school subjects. 
Nevertheless, exclusive courses were more positi~e than 
indirect approaches through other subjects. The report 
was more efficient than earlier official reports and 
encouraged the involvement of the three concepts of 
conservation, participation and change in political 
education. However, the progranune emphasized the 
study and understanding of relevant issues to politics 
derived from every day life to dev~lop skills of active 
participation. In this way it seems that political 
l.i teracy was closer to the liberal co'ncepts of a derno·cratic 
society than to the approaches of a conservative state 
or to radical change. 
The Schools Council issued a working paper in 1975 
which outlined the problems facing teachers and set out 
principles for the content of the curriculum. The report 
drew attention to the significance of participation and 
1). Crick and Porter, p.27. 
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cd.t.i."~ sm ,in a democratic society, It also argued that 
political education should not advbcate the policy of 
any political party, The report stated: 
Pupils may reasonably expect .to receive a political education 
appropriate to participation·. in the life of democratic 
society. The school.should not advance on its authority 
the standpoint of any political party. or the personal views 
of i.ts staff. All political opinions should be· subject 
to impartial and critical scrutiny, Schools should help 
pupils understand our society as it stands and equip ~hem 
to criticise social policy and to contribute to the improvement 
of society. (i). 
Subsequently, in a re~ort issued in 1981, the Schools 
Council reasserted the need for political education and 
the aim of p+orrioting the understanding of the political 
system arid society V~lues, The objectives of education 
were the same for all children "to acquire understanding 
of the social, economic and political order, and a 
reasoned set of attitud~s, values and beliefs; and to 
prepare for their adult lives", (2 ) 
The increa~ing interest in political education was 
reflected in official statements issued by H.M.I. and 
the D.E.S. H.M.I. Working Paper (1977) on the curriculum 
11-16 examined the introducing of political education 
during the period of compulsory schooling. It was 
recognized that the social and political area should be 
one of the essential areas of experience introduced in 
the school curriculum. Furthermore, it was of equal 
importance as other areas of experiences. The working 
paper stated : 
l). Schools Council, The Whole CuJ;'riculum 13-16, Working Paper No,53, 
Evans/Methuen Educational, London, 1975, p.25. 
2). schools Council, The Practical Curriculum : a·Report from the 
Schools Council, Working Paper No. 70, Methuen Educational, 
London, 1981, p.lS. 
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•.. many younq ,People _will find that they are expected to 
play a· responsible part in their local communi ties, and at 
the age of 18, to cast· their votes • .. They wi.ll need to 
unde-rst-and different viewpoints, appreciate conflicting 
motives, resist tendentious influences, and appraise -critically ... 
They will therefore, require not. on·ly a basic knowledge of 
how'society is run· and how ~esources are distributed but 
also an introduction to ,citizenship involving not so much a 
study of institutions but of issues •.• (l) 
In contrast to some of old official statementsg this 
report encou~aged the introduction of polit~cal 
education during the early stages of secondary and it 
emphasized that the purpose of political education was to 
promote the study of political issues rather than political 
institutions. The report stated that "it is not the 
responsibility of education in this country to give direct 
ideological support to every aspect of the existing 
political system, in the sense that would be required in 
a totalitarian state". The report, however, recognized 
that "in any curriculum the selection of subjects and 
skills that are taught and of the attitudes and activities 
that are encoriraged implies certain political and social 
assumptions and values, however unconscious". (2 ) Thus, 
it seems that H. M. I. did n_ot de_ny the possibilities of 
support for the existing system in an incidental way. 
In line with this approach the D.E.S. advocated the 
idea of creating a national consensus in their document 
"A Framework for the School Curriculum (1980)". This 
document suggested a core curriculum for all pupils 
1). Department of Education and Science, Curriculum 11-16 : Working 
Paper by H.M. Inspectorate_, H.M.S.O., London, 1977, pp.l1-12. 
2). Ibid. I p.lO. 
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according to their ability; "Such a cbre~ it is hoped, 
would ensure that all pupils, whatever else they do, 
at least get a sufficient grounding in knowledge and 
skills which by conunon consent should form part of the 
equipment of the educated adult."(l) Furthermore, 
other priblications of the School Council and the D.E.S. (2 ) 
support the idea of creating the coherence within the 
British Society. 
Concern for the development of political education 
has also.been expressed in various pamphl~ts issued by 
the D.E.S. For example, in Aspebts of Secondary Education 
(1979) H.M.I. obse~ved from a survey on secondary school 
in England that : 
Teachers generally acknowledge the need for more personal 
education in the curriculum for all pupils, by including 
careers education, health education and political 
education , and by stimulating awareness or economic 
realities and social obligations. (3) 
In a report issued in 1983 on the development of 
secondary school curriculum, the D.E.S. rea$serted the 
need for political education to develop the pupils' ability 
to participate socially and politically in a democratic 
society. The report stated 
Pupils have common needs to develop, with maximum enjoyment, 
skills and attitudes necessary for their individual autonomy 
now and in the future and for work and political and social 
participation in the democratic society to which they belong. (4) 
l). Department of Education and Science, A Framework for the School 
Curriculum, (The Department), London, January, 1980, p.S. 
2). Schools Council, The Practical curriculum, p.l3; Department of 
Education and Science, Curriculum ll.:.rs:: Towards·a Statement of 
Entitlement, H.M.S.O., Loridon, 1983, p.25. 
3). Department of Education and Science, Aspects·of·secondary 
Education in England : A. Survey by H~M. Inspectors of·schools, 
H.M.S.O., LondOn, December 1979, p.42. 
4). D.E.S., c.urriculuni 11-16: Towards A_ statement of Entitlement, 
p.25. 
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The need for political education h~s Rlso received 
support from government, ministers of education and 
political parties. Reginald Prentice, a former Secretary 
of state for education and Science argued that there was 
no difference between introducing political education 
into schools and any other subject and the fear that 
teachers might impose their views on their pupils_ should 
not be a reason t_o exclude political studies from 
schools.(!) Introducing political education required a 
teacher to encotirage his pupils to express themselves 
freely without fear. from the teacher's viewpoints. In a 
speech to the Fifth Annual Conference of Politics 
Association at Bingley College of Education in September, 
1974. Prentice ~mphasized the sign~ficari~e of political 
education :i,n supporting democracy. Whilst he did not 
support the belief that ichool could solve society's 
problems, however, he b~lieved that s6hools could help. 
Prentice said: . 
"The second general election of 1974 is bound to be a tou·gh 
struggle in which politicians of all parties will f.ight hard 
to win. No~dy has any right to complain about that. But 
we might reflect for a moment on how- we shall conduct that 
struggle. On the eve of this electi~n we should ask why so 
many of our fellow citizens are saying : 'A plague on all 
your houses'. Why is there so much cynicism and disbelief?"(2) 
To reconcile political conflict and improve society 
Prentice argued that politicians, teachers and citizens 
needed to be stimulated to sustain the principles of 
democracy. 
1). Reginald Prentice, 'Civic Education', reported in·Teaching 
Politics, Vol.4., No.1., January 1975, p.S. 
2) • Ibid • I p. 6 • 
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In his D.rticle ehtit.lPr'! "Now is the time for all good 
men .... ", Norman St.John-Stevas mentioned that the 
"Prime Minister has regretted the political alienation 
of youth".(l) In the govern~ent Green Paper "Education 
in Schools" issued in 1977 1 the then Secretary of State 
for Edtication 1 Shirley Williamsu also expressed her 
support for politieal education. She asserted the 
necessity of creating a greater awareness of community and 
the importance of getting a basic understanding of how 
the British system works to develop the ability of the 
individual to participate in a democratic society. She 
said : 
Likewise within schools there should be a greater awareness 
of community at large; the needs of the nation as a whole; 
the working of a tnodern industrial society; and the role of 
the individual participating in a democracy .•... Young people 
need to be equipped with a basic understanding.of the 
functioning. of our democratic poli ti·cal system, of the mixed 
economy and the industrial activities, especially manufacturing, 
which create our national wealth. (2). 
More recently Sir Keith Joseph the present Secretary 
for State for Education, in his talk to the Historical 
Association Conference held in 1984( 3 ), explained the 
importance of history in introducing politi~al education 
into schools. He emphasized that national history should 
be an essential component in the curriculum for all 
pupils up to 16. "For the child brought up in this 
country", Joseph said "British history has something to 
1). Norman St.John-Stevas , 'Now is the time for all good men ... ' 
The Times Educational Supplement, 25 November 1977 
2). Department of Education and Science, Education in Schools : 
A Consultative Document Presented to Parl:L:iment by the Secretary 
of State for Educatio}1 and Science, H.M.S.O. I London, July,l977, 
p.37 1 41. 
3). Keith Joseph, 'Why Teach History in School', The Historian, 
No. 2, Spring 1984. 
convey which camiot, however expert the teaching 1 be 
conveyed through Roman history or Arner.ican history or 
Caribbean history." The Minister was more enthusiastic 
for teaching British histo:r'y. The main aim of studying 
other nations history was to understand the British 
society. Joseph said 11 History is indispensable to 
understanding the society we live in : to an awareness by 
pupils of the place of themselves, their families or 
communities in the developing story of the nation, a 
st:ory which itself involves other nations and peoples." 
This approach to the teaching of history could lead 
to indodtrination in c~rt~in values of British sodiety. 
Consequently, Sir Keith defined the aim of teaching 
history to "understand the development of shared values 
which are a distinctive feature of British society and 
culture and which continue to shape private attitudes and 
public policy." He recognised "that values are shared 
only in a broad sense : we disagree among ourselves about 
much, and that is as it.should be in an.opeh society". 
Sir Keith emphasized the idea that the purpose of teaching 
history was to understand the shared values rather than 
accept them. 
Other educational, religious, and industrial organi-
zations began to take an increasing interest in political 
education. During the great Debate in March 1977 several 
organizations commented on the provision of political 
education. tl) For example, the National Association of 
1). Crick and Porter, pp.7-8. 
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Teachers in Further and HicjhRr. Education said "If we are 
to de~elop greater participation in political, social and 
industrial life, ... it is necessary for the schools to 
equip young people to play their part. This involves 
a curriculum wide enough to gi~e young people the basis 
for such particip~tion''. The Council of Local Education 
Authoriti~s defihe~ the aim of a Core cuiriculum _to develop 
" ... an understanding of simple scientific facts •.. a 
knowledge bf social, historical,geographical and political 
bases of the world in which (pUpils) live." The T.U~C. 
stated "If there is a core curriculum which all young 
people should share equally ... all young·people must be 
helped to become politically and economically literate." 
Moreovf!r, the Church of England Board of Education posed 
the question "How far is the educational system, not only 
'fitting' children for life in our society, but enabling 
them constructively to criticise and reshape it?" 
Commonly, these organisations expressed the need for 
political education to develop pupils' un~erstanding of 
the political and social values of.society and to partici-
pate effectiv~ly in a democratic society. 
It seems clear that since the beginning of the 1970s 
there has been a growing interest in political education 
in England. Whilst earlier official attitudes were 
cautious and, to :some extent, tended to support the 
concepts of political socialization, recent developments 
have emphasized the need for more open political education 
in a demoCratic society through the developing of an 
undersianding of the political system and society values 
and an ability to criticize and participate effectively in 
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the pol.i.t-.. ical li.feo However, the possibilities for 
supporting the system of existing values and creating 
national consciousn~ss and coh~rence within the society 
contin~e to be found in some official reportso 
Generally, in the past official attitudes towards 
political education in Egypt were shaped by its political 
ideology in order to support the new systerno Ce11tral 
control of education meant that political education 
tended to"take an.authoritarian form of political sociali-
zati6n. To a large extent such an approach still remains 
characteristic of the Soviet Union althdugh thanges are 
being made in Egypt. 
However, since the adoption of the multi-party system 
at the beginning of the 1980s official statements in 
Egypt have tended to support an approach to pblitical 
education more appropriate to a democratic system. 
Recent developments suggest that there are similarities 
between Egypt and England although official attitudes 
towards political education in England developed much 
earlier than in Egypt~ Furthermore, the decentralized 
system of education in England enabled several bodies 
and organizations to take part in the development of 
political education. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
THE PROVISION OF POLITICAL EDUCATION 
IN THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM. 
As with other school curr~cula in Egypt, the aims, 
content and time devoted to the teaching of the subjects 
retated to political education are specified for all 
schools by the Ministry of Education. Moreover, all 
stated courses in the different grades are compulsory 
for all students. This feature of the provision of 
political education in Egypt reflects two main factors. 
First, there is a uniformity in the provision of political 
education in all Egyptian schools. Secondly, in spite 
of the opportunity for the development of political 
education, in fact the development derives from the 
state's desire fbr schooling to be consistent with the 
country's ideological developments. 
Whilst some of the formal resptinsibilities of the 
Ministry of Education have been delegated to local 
educational directorates, the Ministry stiYl retains 
control over the most important policy matters such as 
drawing up the aims and policies Of education, the 
content of school curricula, and the methods of teaching. 
In such matters local educational directorates are 
required to implement the Mihistry's dec~sions and policies. 
In respect of political education, the S'ignificance of 
this system lies in the as~umption that the policies of 
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the Ministry of EducatLon should be relevant to state 
policies and national objectives. Moreover, the Ministry 
of Education is responsible for securing and evaluating 
the implementation of education policies at the national 
level. (l} 
The centralised system of education in Egypt is 
based on the belief that the provision of educatipn for 
all citizens is a state responsibility. This is similar 
to the experience of many other new countries which 
resort to central control over education as an important 
means of creating solidarity and national community 
spir~t in line with state policies and goals. Consequerttly, 
the aims and content of school curricula will be mainly 
?haped by the prevailing political attitudes and values 
system. 
Although the central system of education in Egypt has 
its justifications, the system hinders developments in 
political education, since it discourages the development 
of an individual personality and prevents other groups 
from participating in educational policy-mak~ng. However, 
it could be argued that in non-democratic countries highly 
centralised systems of control have an even greater 
adverse effect in preventing the development of political 
education than in democratic countries. In Egypt education 
policies and school curricula have beeri mainly introduced 
to support the system and gain the acceptance of its 
1). M.M. Moursy, Admini.strati.on of Public Education,p.24,87. 
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political leaders. Aboud argues~ 
... because the school curriculum was relevant to politics 
tlie preceding generatiory was u!lable to criticize political 
posts~, Parasites wielded au,thority and its most important 
posts and they mai'nly gave p:iiority to their own interests 
at the expense of the country's interests. History courses 
became an- introduction to support the ruler . . . Loyalty to 
country was understood as hallowing the governor ~·· Civic 
courses were merely slogans aimed at exalting authority. (1) 
It is expected, ho~ever, that the adoption of the 
policy of a multi-party system will influence the 
development of political education in Egypt. This 
expectation assumes that a more democratic atmosphere 
will be positively felt in the formulation and the 
realizing of policies and goals of education in accordance 
with the principles of democracy. 
Since the beginning of the Revolution (1952) social 
studies and civic education have been the main channels 
for teaching political education. While in the third and 
fourth grades of primary education social studies have 
been taught as an integrated subject, in the fifth and 
sixth grades history, geography and civic education have 
been taught as separate subjects. Whilst this situation 
still, to some extent obtains, some changes have been 
introduced in the time allocated to the teaching of these 
subjects and in grade 6 history and civic education are 
taught as an integrated subject. 
1). Abd El-Khany Aboud et al., Philosophy of Primarv Education, 
First Edition, Dar El-Fekr El-Araby, Cairo, 1982, p.293. 
(In Arabic). 
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TABLE 5 
{ 1) 
Changes in the Periods . Allocated to the Teaching 
of Social Studies and Civics in Primary Educatibn 
B~tween 1963 and 1970. (per week) . 
Years Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Gr.ade. 5 Grade 
-=----=--=-
1963 - - 1 2 5 
1970 - - 1 2 4 
Source: Ministry of Education, Unified Curriculum for the 
Primary Stage, Dar El-Kawomia Le..:El-Tebaha, (:airo, 
1963, p.S~ (in Arabic) i R. Mankarious, School 
Administration, Vol.3, El-Anglo , Cairo, 1970, 
p.lT. (in Arabic) 
5 
4 
T~ble ( 5 ) shows that more time was allocated to the 
teaching of social studies and civic education in grades 
5 and 6 during the 1960s. Although the alloc~ted time 
does not give an indication of the content and approaches 
to political education, it does seem to indicate that Jche 
1960s witnessed considerable concern in implanting the 
values of the new system, loyalty to the country, and 
concepts of Arab nationalism. 
TABLE 6 
Periods Devoted to Teaching Social Studies and Civic 
Education in Primary Education 1984. (per week). 
6 
Subjects Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 
History - - l l 1 Geography - - 3 3 1 Civic Educ. - - 1 
Source: Arab Republic of Egypt, Ministry of Education, Basic 
Education Guide, p.l2. 
1). Usually the period consists of 45 minutes. 
1 
1 
1 
6 
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In comparison with the previous table, table ( 6) 
reveals a significant increase in the time allocated to 
teaching social studies in grades 3 and 4. Perhaps this 
increase reflects the significance given to early ages 
in the acquisition of loyalty feelings towards the country 
and system. 
Similarly, social studies and civic education are 
the main subjects in which political education are taught 
in preparatory schools (grades 7 to 9). Table ( 7) shows 
during the 1960s the total time allocated to teaching 
these subjects decreased from four to three periods by on 
average a period to each subject. 
TABLE 7 
The Development of Allocated PeriodsQ) to Teaching 
Social Studies and Civic Education in Preparatory 
Schools (per week) . 
Subjects 1958 1970-1984 
Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 
History l 1 l 
Geography 4 4 4 l l l 
Civic Educ. l 1 1 
9 
Source: Ministry of Education, The 845 Ministerial Decree on a 
Curriculum Plan for Preparatory Schools, [The Ministry], 
Cairo, 1958. (in Arabic) ; Ministry of Education, !-1odified 
Curriculum for the Preparatory Stage, Government Press·, 
Cairo, 1970. (in Arabic); Arab Republic of Egypt, Ministry 
of Education, Basic Education Guide, p.l3. 
l). Usually the period consists of 50 minutes. 
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p_erhaps, it could be argued that the extra time 
devoted tO the teaching of these subjects during the 
1960s resulted from the introduction of new supplementary 
sectidns to history and civic courses. The main aim of 
these suppl~mentary sections was to reinfor6e loyalty to 
Arab nationalism, pride towards the then established unity 
between Egypt and Syria, and the movements Of liberation in 
Arab countries. Since 1970, most of thase sections have 
been abolished due to the failure to achieve the Unity 
between Egypt and Syria. Moreover, Egypt became less 
committed to supporting other Arab countries and had more 
concern with improving internal conditions. Thus, the 
content of political education was modified to match 
internal ideological developments. 
For example, when unity with Syria was obtained, in 
grade 7 there were equal sections included in the history 
course on the civilization of the Nile Valley and Ancient 
Syria. In grade 9 the modern history course included 
equal sections on the revolutions in Arab countries and 
Egypt, together with an emphasis on the development of 
the United Arab Republic (Egypt and Syria), and the struggle 
of the Arab countries to realize their independence. In 
1970, however, the section on Ancient Syria was abolished 
from Grade 7 and in grade 9 the history of the Arab world 
was replaced by the history of the United Arab RepubliJ 1 ~ 
1) . In spite of the breakdown in unity betv1een Egypt and Syria in 
1961 the official name of Egypt remained the United Arab.Republic. 
Now the official name of Egypt is The Arab Republic of Egypt. The 
change occurred in 1971. 
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Since 1970 more than two~thirds of the history course 
has focused on the history of modern Egypt with speeial 
emphasis being given to the Revolution and the movemsnt 
of patriotic awareness before the revolution. Furthermore, 
in the civic education in grade 8 the section which 
included the duties of citizens towards Arab nationalism 
was replaced by a study of the rights and duties of citizens 
towards the Egyptian society. No significant change took 
place in the geography courses since these were less 
relevant to the teaching of political education. (l) 
In secondary school (grades 10 to 12), there has 
been a considerable decrease in the time devoted to the 
teaching of civic education. Furthermore, the majority 
of pupils take the science option and only take courses in 
history and geography in grade 10. Before 1975 the subject 
"Arab Society" was taught in all grades for one period a 
week, but since 1975 Arab Society was replaced by civic 
education and only taught for one period per week in 
grade 11( 2 ). Table ( 8 ) illustrates the time allotted 
to the teaching of history, geography and civic education. 
It should be mentioned that, in comparison with the total 
number of secondary school pupils, pupils in art 
departments represent only a small number. Moreover, 
history and geography in art departments are taught as 
1). Ministry of Education, UnifiE!d Curriculum for the General Preparatory 
Stage ( 1963-64) , Ministry Press, Cairo, 1963. ·(in Arabic) ; Ministry of 
Education, Modified Curriculum for the Preparatory Stage. 
2). Ministry of Education, Unified Curriculum for the Secondary Stage 
(1961-62), Ministry Press, Cairo, 1961, p.99 (in Arabic) i Ministry 
of Education, Modified Curriculum for the General Secondary.Stage, 
Governme~t Press, Cairo, ·r97o~· (in.J\.rabic); Y. ··.E1-Safty, Assessment 
and Examinations, National Centre of Educational Research, Cairo, 
1980, p.l2l. (in Arabic). 
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specialised subjects rather .than as a medium for teaching 
political education .. 
TABLE. 8 
Periods(!) Allocated tb Teaching Social Studies 
and Civic .Education in Secondary Scl}.ools. (per ~e·ek). 
Subjects Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade "12 
sci. Dept. Art Dept. Sci. Dept. Art 
History 2 - 3 - 3 
Geography 2 - 3 - 3 
Civic Educ. - 1 1 - -
Source: Official Textbooks. 
Dept. 
Whilst civic education and social studies are themain 
sources of formal political education in schools, in 
genera~ civic education can be ~egarded as the most important 
means for the introduction of political education. 
Comparatively civic education for grade 5 is more relevant 
to teaching political education than history and geography. 
In this grade civic education aims at "enlightening the 
pupils of the political, economic and social conditions 
of their society". (2 ) In comparison the history course 
centres on the Islamic History of Egypt. Similarly, less 
than a fifth of the geography course is devoted to teaching 
pupils some information about the local community( 3 ). Perhaps 
history and civic education( 4 ) have an equal significance 
in the teaching of political education in grade 6 since they 
1). Usually the period consists of 50 minutes. 
2). Ministry of Education, Civic Education for the Fifth Grade of 
Primary Schools, Central Agency for University and School Books 
and Instructional Media, Cairo, 1983, p.4. (.in Arabic)· 
3). Ministry of Education, Geography of Egypt for the Fifth Grade of 
Primary Schools, Central Agency for University and School Books 
and Instructional Media, Cairo, 1982. (in Arabic). 
4). Ministry of Education, Modern History of Egypt for the sixth 
Grade of Primary Schools, Central Agency for Univ;ersity and 
School Books and Instructional Media, Cairo ,1981. (in Arabic). 
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form an integrated snhjecit dealing t_,.Ji.th the modern nnd 
contemporary history of Egypt. 
Perhaps preparatory stage (grades 7-8) provides the 
most important stage in the provision of political 
education. Within civic education pupils are taught 
political and social concepts such as : Arab nationalism, 
aggression, capitalism, constitution, democracy, democratic 
socialism, dictatorship, executive author~ty, government, 
imperialism, legislative authority, Marxism-socialism, 
national planning, nationalism, nationalization, non-
alignment, political party, positive neutrality, private 
sector, public sector, republican system, revolution, 
social justice, socialism and sovereignty. Furthermore, 
the history course includes such political concepts as : 
agreement, convention, democracy, government, imperialism, 
integrqtion, law, monopoly, nationalization, occupation, 
revolution, solidarity, treaty and war. (l) 
The examination of the main topics of civic courses 
for preparatory education shows that they are more relevant 
to political education thari the history courses. For 
example, the history course in grade 'g concentrates on 
the modern and contemporary history of Egypt from the 
Ottoman occupation until the Revolution of 1952, whilst the 
civic course in grade 8 deals with the current political 
l). Hinistry of Education, A Guide for Teachers in Teaching 
Social Studies for the First Grade of Preparatory School, Central 
Agency for University and School Books and Instructional Media, 
Cairo, 1983, pp.44-'SO, 96-'100. (.inArabic); Ministry of Education, 
A Guide for Teachers in Teaching Social Studies for the. 
Second Grade of Preparatory Schools, Central Agency for University 
and School Books and Ins-trructional Media, Cairo, 1981. (in Arabic). 
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system and values. Th~s civic course is entitled "The 
System of Government in the Arab Republic of Egypt", and 
focuses mainly on the Revolution of 1952, the Corrective 
Revolution of 1971, features 6f democratic socialism, 
aspects of demociatic and socialist appl~cation, State 
constitution and law, and political institutions at the 
national level(l). Nevertheless, it is clear that the 
history courses do make a complementary contribution to 
the civic courses in political education. 
The civic course in grade 7 provides pupils with 
information about social and political institutions and 
problems at loc~l level. While the course in grade 8 
concentrates on politic~l institutions at the nat~onal 
level, ~n grade 9 the course foc~ses on the study of some 
political institutions and attitudes particularly at the 
Arab world level and more generally at the international 
level( 2 ). The history courses provide basic backgrounds 
in the creation of loyalty to the country. For example, 
whilst the history course in grade 7 provides pupils with 
~ knowledge of ancient Egyptian Civilisation, in grade 8 
Islamic history and aspects of Arab civilization 
l). Ministry of Education, Modern and Contemporary History of Egypt 
for the Third Grade of .E>reparatory Schools, Central Agency for 
University and School Books and Instructional Media, Cairo, 1984, 
(in Arabic) ; l'-1inistry of Educatic;m, The System of Government in 
the Arab Republic of Egypt for the Second Grade of Preparatory 
Sch6ols, Central Agency for Uni~~rsity and School Books and 
In~tiuctional Media, Cairo, 1982~ 
2). Ministry of Education, The Pupil in his local Environment for 
the First Grade of Preparatory Schools, Central _Agency for 
Uni versi.ty and School Books and Instructional Media, Cairo, 1983, 
(in Arabic); Mini!;;try of Edu~ation, Arab Republic of Egypt and 
the Contemporary World for the Thi:td Grade o"f Preparatory Schools, 
Central Agency for University and School Books and Instiuctional 
Media, Cairo, 1982, (in Arabic) . 
3ll 
are taught(l). 
In comparison with civic education and hi.story 
syllabuses, the geography syllabuses contain less 
reference to political education. Perhaps the most 
relevant course is in grade 9 where pupils learn the 
geography of Egypt and the Arab world. In spite of the 
relevance of some geography courses in formulating 
pupils' political attitudes, this study will concentrate 
on civic education and history courses in order to explore 
the different approaches to political education in 
Egyptian school~. 
With respect to secondary education, the examination 
of the main topics of the two textbooks that are used 
for history and civic courses in secondary schools 
reveals that the civic course in grade 11 provides pupils 
with further details about political, social and economic 
values of society. These values are illustrated through 
a study of the characteristics of contemporary society 
and the attempts of the state to achieve them. The main 
topics in the cours·e are as follows: 
1 - Scientific and technological development as a main 
source in the realization of the social and economic 
development of the contemporary state. 
2 - The investment of society's resources in accordance 
1) . Ministry of Education, Ancient Egypt-ian Civilization and Arab 
World Civilization for the First Grade of Preparatory Schools, 
Central Agency for University and School Books and Instructional 
Media, Cairo, 1982. (.in Arabic); Ministry of Education, A Guide 
for Teachers in Teaching Social Studies for the Third Grade of 
Preparatory Schools, Central Agency for University and School 
Books and Instructional Media, Cairo, i982. (in Arabic). 
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with scien-tific progress in order to realize the c'levelop-
ment and increase the national ~ncome. 
3 - Welfare and sOcial justice. 
4 - Demo~racy and the sovereignty of law. 
5 _, The belief in moral and social values such as 
religious values, freedom, justice, equality and peace. 
6 ~ Peace and international co~operation. ( l) . 
In grade 10, the history course, "The Foundation of 
the Modern World'', includes the European renaissance, the 
development of national movements in Europe, European 
imperialism in the nineteenth and twentieth centu-ries, 
and the movement of.African and Asian nations for fre~dom 
and independence in the twentieth century. (2 ) Although 
the course does not focus on teaching the contemp0rary 
history of Egypt, certain political attitudes in the 
historical context of other countries are taught. From 
the course it is expected that pupils will develop an 
ability to understand th~ international political 
attitudes and pro~lems. Moreover, the course also gives 
pupils a further perspective in understanding their own 
country's political and social values by a comparison 
with political and social values of other world countries. 
It seems, therefore, both civic education and history 
courses in secondary schools have a significant role in the 
1). Ministry of Education, Civic Education : Contemporary State for 
the Second Grade of Secondary Schools, Central Agency for Univer-
sity and School Books and Instructional Media, Cairo, 1985, (in 
Arabic.) 
2). Ministry of Education, The Foundations of Modern World for the 
First Grade of Secondary Schools, Central Agency for University 
and School Books and Instructional Media, Cairo, 1984, (in Arabic). 
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provision of political education. 
Given the central system of education in Egypt, the 
Ministry of Education h~s specifically determined the 
educatLonal policy and the content of the school 
curriculum in accordance with the state's ideology and 
national interests. This resulted in a compulsory and 
uniform provision of political education for all pupils 
throughout the country. The adverse effect of central 
system has been in inhibiting the free development of 
political education. It is expected, however, that 
with the development of a more dernocr~tic system of 
government, educators and administrators tan share in the 
development of political education and try to apply t_he 
democratic principles in the school curriculum. Durina 
the first years of the Revolution, it is cl~ar that the 
shift in the .time devoted to teaching political education 
was not dnly related to the content and aim of political 
education but also to ideological developments in the 
system. 
Of all the stages of education, preparatory stage 
(grade 7 to 9) is regarded as the most important stage 
at which school children should receive a considerable 
amount of political education. Civic education and history 
are the most important means of teaching political education, 
although civic education occupies the most prominent 
role in formulating political attitudes and in informing 
pupils of the political concepts and values of the 
country. The role of history in most cases is complementary 
to-the teaching of civic education. In comparison with 
civic education and history, geography courses have been 
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less relevant i;:o the development of poli.·tical education. 
Political edu~ation in the Soviet Union mainly 
reflects state ideology and the policies of the Communist 
Party. Although the administration of the educational 
system and the implementation of plans are in the hands 
of an all-Union Ministry and Republican Ministers of 
Education, "the real control, from the high-level 
formulation of basic policy down to the individual schools, 
is in the harids of the Communist Party" ( 1 ) Educational 
policie~, the planfiing of schools, the determination of 
curriculum content, and teaching methods do not come from 
administrators but from special committees of the-Party. 
w. Shimoniak argues that : 
The party's recommendations have a decisive significance 
on the structure of educational apparatus and educational 
decisions. The primary unit of school administration is a 
branch of.the Communist Party which exists in all schools ... 
From the beginning, the party thought its duty was to 
interfere in educational matters by "suggesting" or directly 
issuing decrees and laws binding on all scho9ls of the Soviet 
Union. They also stated that only the Communist Party has the 
right and the responsibility for educating ·a new generation 
indoctrinated in the spirit of coinrnuriist ideas and the 
communist morality. (2) 
These features of Soviet philosophy of administration 
reflect the belief that only the Conununist Party is able 
to administrate and define the policies and content of 
the school curriculum. This belief is based on the assumption 
that the school curriculum is the most important instrument 
1). N. Grant, Society, Schools and Process in Eastern Europe, 
p.65; N. Grant, Soviet Education, p.33. 
2). W. Shimoniak, Communist Educator, p.l20. 
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to realize the Communist ideology, and to rear the ,new 
generations in the spirit of Communism. Certainly the 
Communist Par-ty seeks to include the Soviet political 
principles and ideologies in most asp~cts of the school 
curriculum. 
In 1958, for example, the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party supplemented the Soviet secondary school 
course on the USSR constitution with information on civics, 
labour, the collective form, the family and criminal 
law. The aim of these modifications was to develop the 
ability of students for an "active participation in the 
social and political life of the country". (l) Similarly, 
in 1960 an ove~t ideological course was introduced to 
provide students with an overview of Marxist-Leninist 
philosophy and to explore the "increasing significance of 
the activity of the party in building of communism ... ( 2 ) 
Furthermore, one of the most obvious consequences of this 
system of administration is not only uniformity in the 
provision of political education over all Soviet schools 
but also uniformity in-teaching m~thods. There are central 
guidelines for teaching methods and the work of teachers 
are carefully inspected by school directors and Ministry 
officials. ( 3 ) 
In comparison with Egypt, it seems that there are 
1). Voprosy ideologicheskoi reboty (Problems of Ideological Work), 
Moscow, 1961, pp.l98-199, Quoted by F.C.Barghoon, Politics in 
the USSR, p.l03. 
2) . Ibid. I p .103. 
3). B. Williamson, Education, Social Structure and Development,p.l06. 
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similarities in respect of determination and uniformity 
in the provision of school curricula. In both the Soviet 
Union and Egypt the Ministry of Education is responsible 
for drawing :up educational policies and designing the 
content of the school curriculum and its political content 
in accordance with state needs and policies. Whilst in 
both countries the party in power controls educational 
policies, ~n the Soviet Union this,in effect,means that 
control over educatiorial matters including political 
education is vested solely in the Communist Party. In 
contrast, in Egypt educational administrators exercise 
an influence on educational matters and content of political 
education and this influence has increased with the 
development of democratic parties. 
In the Soviet Union, school curriculum represents 
one of the most important agencies of political socialization. 
The basic task of school is"to inculcate in the young 
generation a Marxist-Leninist world view"(l). In fact, the 
Marxis.t-Leninist view and communist outlook penetrate 
all school subjects. Ih the view of Soviet educators 
all school d~sciplines should contribute to moral educa-
tion and political indoctrination. History and social 
studies play the most prominent role in bringing up 
young people in the spirit of Communist ideology. 
1). Quoted by C.D. Cary, 'Patterns of Emphasis Upon Marxist-
Leninist Ideology', Comparative Education Review, Vol.20, No.1, 
February, 1976, p.l2. 
.. 
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Furthermore, other subj~cts such as literature, the 
sciences, fine arts and even physical education also 
play a significant role in the teaching of communist 
belief system. (l) 
It has always been recognised that history is the 
most significant instrument for the indoctrination of 
young people in the Soviet Union. History is studied 
as a separate subject from grade 4 to the f~nal year of 
secondary schools. ( 2) 
TABLE 9 
Periods Per Week Devot~d to the Subjects Most 
Responsible for Teaching Poli~ical Education. 
Subjects ·Grades Total 
1 II III IV v VI VII VIII IX X 
Soviet State - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 
& Law 
Social Studies - - - - - - - - - 2 2 
Geography - - - - 2 3 2 2 2 - 11 
History - - - 2 2 2 2 3 4 3 18 
Source: Byulleten' normativnykh aktov Ministerstva prosveshcheniya 
SSSR, 1980, No.l2, pp.27-30 Quoted by J. Morison, 'The 
Political Content of Education in the USSR', p.l72. 
Table ( 9) shows_ that comparison with other subjects 
associated with political learning, the periods devoted 
to history exceed other subjects. History courses include 
Russian and Soviet history, and world history with a 
focus on political and economic events from the perspective 
1). J. Za.jda, Education in the USSR, p.l31; N.Grant, Soviet Education, 
pp.27-28. 
2). M. Morison,·'The Political Content of Education in the USSR', p.l58. 
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of f\1ar:Xist .. Leninist ideology and historical :materialism. (l) 
Moreover, history courses aim to provide young people with 
an exposition of the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin, basic 
documents of the Communist Party and Soviet State, and 
latterly of Brezhnev. ( 2 ) History is considered important 
because 
The formation of an idea about the historical process, that 
is, about the natural movement of a society towa)Cd the highest-
economic structure, and the development of a deep conviction 
in the victory of communism in the entire world can be 
accomplished by means of the study not of individual historical 
periods but of the whole course of history from ancient times 
to the present. The cdntent of history education in the school 
is arranged accordingly. (3) 
It is believed that history instrUction, in acc6rdance 
with historical materi~li~m, convinces schoolchildren 
that their society will be transformed from a socialist 
society into a communist one. Cary argues that this 
transformation '1s possible but not automatic according to 
Marxism-Leninism". (4 ) School educators, therefore, "link 
the realization of a cominunis.t society in the Soviet Union 
to the labours of future full-fledged citizens ... Instruc-
tion in history attempts to show schoolchildren that 
communism, even though possible according to Marxism-
Leninism, must still be built, and it attempts to imbue 
them with a ... dedication to the task of the building 
of communism". ( 5 ) Clearly, Marxist-Leninist ideology 
l). Cary, 'Patterns of Emphasis', p.l2. 
2). J. Norison, 'The Political Content of Education in the USSR', p.l58. 
3) . E. I. Monoszon, ed. , Formirovanie mirovozzreiia vos' mi.letnei shkoly v 
protsesse obucheniia i truda, (Moscow : __ Izdatel '· stvo 'Prosveshchenie' , 
1966), pp.l87-l88, Quoted by Cary, 'Patterns of Emphasis', pp.l2-13. 
4). Cary, 'Patterns of Emphasis', p. 27. 
5). Ibid., p.l3. 
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and the movement towards a Communist society are the 
main motives behind the s~gnificance of teaching history. 
The possibility of the realization of a communist society 
according to communist ideology and historical materialism 
can not be accomplished automatically but by creating the 
devotion to Marxist-Leninist belief system. This can be 
mainly achieved through teaching history. Consequently, 
history is seen as the most important subject in the school 
curriculum in the iealization of the communist society. 
Evidence from political leaders, the Communist Party, 
and the Sovi~t educators indicate that the history curriculum 
has been e}{tensively used to indoctrinate young people in 
the spirit of Communism and to prepare them to participate 
in and defend the Communist society. For example, the 
Party considers itself the guarantor of the correct 
interpretation of history. "It is for this reason that no 
one may teach history in the Soviet Union unless· he is an 
accredited member of the Communist Party". (l) According 
to Marx"the distinguishing element in the education of 
the human beirig is the socio-productive activity of man-
kind~ which alters the environment. The process proceeds 
historically ... ". (2 ) Marxist criteria of good education 
must essentially lead to revolutionary activity and 
conscious participation in the historical process. Further 
1). Edmund J. King, Communist Education, Methuen & Co.Ltd., London, 
1963", pp.l3-14. 
2) . Quoted Ibid., p.l2. 
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emphasis has been paid by N. Khrushchev who observed 
that "Historians are dangerous people. They are capable 
of upsetting everything. They must be directed."(l) 
The twenty fifth Congress of theCornrnunist Party 
emphasized that the main role of the Soviet school is to 
develop in school children the Marxist-Leninist world 
view and to imbue them with the devotion to ideas of 
Communism and love for active labour and society. "The 
documents of the twenty-fifth Congress of the CPSU are 
of inestimable value in raising the level of all education 
~pbr~nging ~ork in the schopl and in increasing the 
effectiveness of history teach-ing." ( 2 ) Moreover, 
A.Epishev, a leader in th~ Soviet Army and Navy, asserts 
that "history is a greater teacher, and it teaches many 
things. Its experience hac convincingly shown that there 
is no force in the world that can destroy socialism or 
halt the development of socialist society."( 3 ) 
'Furthermore I Soviet educators also stress the 
significance of history in the all sthool curriculum. 
The authors of new history textbooks, which were intro-
duced at the end of the 1970s, state that 
More than any other subject, histo~y reveals concretely the 
most important principles of Marx:Lsm:..:Leninism concerning the 
people as the creator of history and illuminates the role 
of the people in the development of production, the class 
struggle and the revolutionary movement, ... History teaches 
1). Quoted by John Cannon, Teaching History at University, The 
Histo~ical Association, London 1984, p;6. 
2) . A. Koloskov and P. Leibengrub, 'Increase the Effectiveness of 
History Teaching', Soviet Education, Vol.XIX, No.7, May,l977, p.7l. 
3). A.'A. Epishev, 'Bring'ing up Patriots who are Committed to the 
Defence of the Fatherland', Soviet Education, Vol.XVIII, No.3~ 
Jan.l976, p.25. 
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the sharpness of class analysis of social processes; history 
helps to develop scientific ways for understanding the world. (l). 
Other subjects are also significant in the provision 
of political education. The course entitled "The 
Fundamental Principles of the Soviet State and Law" is 
studied in grade 8 for one period per week. The purpose 
of this course is to emphasize the significant difference 
between the law and constitution of the Soviet Union and 
those of bourgeois systems. Pupils learn that whilst 
the purpose of law in bourgeois societies is to protect 
the property and the interest of the ruling classes, the 
purpose of Soviet law is to protect the common good and 
guarantee basic human rights. Furthermore, this course 
aims to create law-abiding habits among Soviet youth. (2 ) 
The social studies course, which was introduced 
into the school curriculum in 1962, is taught only in 
the final year of secondary school (grade 10) . Two periods 
per week are devoted to this course. The course emphasizes 
~nd expands the various aspects of political concepts 
gained from the history course. It also gives deeper 
understanding to the work of the Communist Party. (3 ) In 
contrast to the history, geography and literature courses, 
social studies explicitly examines philosophical and 
theoretical questions of the communist ideology. The 
main aims of the course are to " ... arm students with the 
l). M. Kashin, 'Concerning the result of the Soviet school's adoption 
of the new curriculum', p.39. 
2) • J. !'1orison, 'The Political Content of Education in the USSR' , 
p.l61. 
3). Ibid. I p.l62. 
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knowledge of the basic laws of the development of nature 
and socLety, to teach them to link theory with practice 
of communi~f construction, and instill the fundamentals 
of dialectical think~ng, and to inculcate firm convictions, 
willP and other qualities". ( 1 ) It seems that in the final 
years of the secondary school, the social study course 
attempts to promote and intensify the understanding and 
the conviction of communist ideological beliefs. 
Geography courses are studied as a separate discipline 
from a child's fifth year at school, right through to his 
ninth year. The aim of the geography course is "to 
convince schoolchildren that the building of communism is 
both desirable and possible and that they should commit 
themselves to the effort"( 2 ) In spite of the fact that 
history, geography and social studies all attempt to 
inculcate the Marxist-Leninist belief system in young 
people, an emphasis upon Marxist-Leninist ideology is 
more prominent in history than in geography text~books. 
In comparison with geography, history has at its core a 
central tenet of Mar~ist-Leninist ideology and hist~rical 
materialism. Although there is an emphasis upon Marxist-
Leninist ideology in both history and so~ial studies, the 
latter appears to be a more overtly indoctrinating 
subject since it is based on a philosophical and theoretical 
treatment of the basic tenets of Marxism-Leninism. 
1) . Obshche s tvovedeni : Po sobie dli a uchi.te lei (Socia 1 
Sc~ence : Guide fa~ teach~r) (Mosc6w ; Izdatel 1 stvo 
1 Pros v e s h c·h en i e 1 , 1 9 7.1) , p . 5 . Quoted by C a r y , 
'Patterns of Em~hasis 1 ~ pp.l3-14~ 
2). Cary, 1 P.atterns of Emphasis', p.l3. 
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Nevertheless, history plays the key role ~n the process 
of indoctrination during the years of primary and 
secondary schooling. In comparison with history, the 
geography courses do not include clear ideological 
principles. 
Although history, geography, social studies and the 
course on Soviet State and Law are the main means for 
introducing communist ideology into the school curriculum, 
other aspects of the school curriculum also contain a 
considerable amount of political indoctrination. "In an 
obvious way (for example) this is reflected in the heavy 
emphasis which Soviet schools place on science and tech-
nology with particular pride of place given to the study 
of mabhematics''( 2 ). For instance biology and natural 
science are exploited to destroy in the mind religious 
beliefs and to convince schoolchildren that man can 
dominate nature and his environment in terms of materialism. (3 ) 
According to the Communist view, these courses are 
essential in the realization of a communist outlook. 
Williamson argues that "science education is, like so much 
else in the Soviet Union, consistent with their view of 
what it is to construct socialism. But the same penetration 
is equally evident in the study of literature."( 4 ) 
A considerable amount of time is given to a study of 
1). Ibid., p.lS,, 23. 
2). B. Williamson, Education, Social Structure and Development, p.lOS. 
3). J. Morison, 'The Poli.tical Content of Education in the USSR,' p.l57. 
4). B, ~illiamson, Education, Social Structure and Development, p.lOS. 
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Communist ideology in the literature courses in secondary 
school. For example, 30 per cent of the literature 
lessons in grade 4 are devoted to the Civi.l war, the 
Great Patriotic War, the October Revolution, and Lenin. (l) 
The aim of literature in secondary schools is to develop 
pupil's awareness of the Motherland and Communist Party. 
In grades 8 to 10 the main approach to literature is 
through communist ideals. ( 2) Similarly, the teach~ng 
of reading in primary schools "contributes to the 
ideological and political, the moral and aesthetic 
education of children. Reading articles and stories about 
the Motherland, about nature and people helps educate 
pupils in the spirit of collectivism, of love of their 
Mother-country and of friendship between the workers of 
all lands''. (3 ) Furthermore, foreign language courses 
are also used to convince pupils of the sovereignty of the 
socialist system over the capitalist system. 
There are some similarities between Egypt and the 
Soviet Union in the provision of political education. In 
both countries humanities are extensively used to initiate 
children in political ideology and the values svstem of their 
country. Although there are important variations in the 
contribution made by each subject, all these subjects 
play an integ+ated role in the imparting of political 
1). Sovetskaya Pedagogika, No.3, 1976, pp.26-27, Quoted by J. Zajda, 
Education in the USSR, p.l39. 
2). Kurdiumova, T., 'Zadachi prepodavaniya literatury', Narodnoe 
obrazovanie, No.9, 1973, p.So, Quoted by J. Zajda, Education in 
the USSR, p.l40. 
3). Progranuna vos' miletney shkoly, nachal' nye klassy, 1971, p.S, 
Quoted by F. A. O'Dell, Socialization through· chi.ldren' s Li teratu:):'e, 
The Soviet Example, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1978, p.76. 
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ideology and the values system. For example, whi.le in 
Egypt history courses in many c~ses are used to facilitite 
an understanding of which are taught in civic courses, 
soci~l study courses in the Soviet Union emphasize and 
elucidate the ideological concepts derived from the 
teaching of history courses. Among other courses 1 
however, civic education in Egypt and history in the 
Soviet Union are the most prominent subjects in teaching 
political edtication. It seems clecir that courses such 
as "Soviet State and Law" for grade 8 of Soviet schools 
and the civic course entitled "The System of Government 
in the Arab Republic of Egypt" for grade 8 of Egyptian 
schools have similar purposes. Both courses attempt to 
create respect and obedience for the laws and constitution 
of the respecti.ve countries. In both countries the 
content of geography courses has less significance for 
political education. 
In contrast to Egypt, the teaching of history in the 
Soviet Union is underpinned by essential ideological 
principles since it is based ort the Marxist-Leninist view 
of historic~l materialism and the realization of a 
communist world. V.7hile Soviet schoois use all other 
aspects of the school curriculum to explore and inculcate 
the communist ideology in schoolchildren, there is little 
evidence to suggest that few subjects such as literature 
are utilized as a means for political learning in 
Egyptian scho6ls. In neither Egypt nor the Soviet Union 
is there a subject specifically designed for teaching 
political education as there is in England. 
With respect to curricular policies in England, 
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although it "is desirable that objectives for subjects 
should be nationally agreed, it i.s also desirable to 
leave schools freedom to vary the sta~e at wh~~h pupils 
are introduced to or offered particular subjects ... 
Schoolsu policies are affected by the wishes of pupils 
and their parents ... What school can otfer, will depend 
partly on LEA's curricul~r policy''. (l) In contrast to 
Egypt and the Soviet Union, the more decentralized system 
ot education in England provides opportunities not only 
to various bodi~s but also to pupils and parents to share 
the responsibility in formulating educational aims and 
curricular policies. Consequently, there are greater 
opportunities for the development of political education 
in English than in Egyptian and Soviet Union schools. To 
a large extent the decentralization of the educational 
system, especially in more democratic countries, 
minimizes and resists any governmental attempts or 
pressures to seek to propagate and support specific 
policies and attitudes. 
By the late 1960s it seems that little overt political 
content had been introduced into the school curriculum in 
England. In the sixties a survey was undertaken by the 
National Committee for England and ~vales to specify the 
extent of political instruction related to civic education 
in the·school curriculum. The findings revealed that 
history and economic history syllabuses made the dominant 
1). Department of Education and Science, The Organisation and 
Content the 5-16 Curriculum : A Note by the. Department of 
Education and Science and Welsh Office I s'eptember I 1984, pp. 3-4. 
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contribution ~o civic Rduc~tion for fourtccn·ycar olds 
to eighteen-year-old pupils. However, the Committee 
concluded that "civic education is a 'by~-product' of 
formal education rather than a major component". (l) 
These findings are confirmed by other research. For 
example, Tapper argues that direct political education 
in British schools is limited; however, various subjects 
have a strong political indication( 2 ). Moreover, 
Heater found while British constitution and Civics 
were cornrhon subjects in the CSE arid GCE, history is used 
f th t h . f 1 . t . 1 d t . (J ) or e eac lng o po l lCa e uca lon. 
On the basis of these findings it could be argued 
that political education in Englahd was limited in 
provision and taught through traditional subjects such 
as history and social studies. Nevertheless, perhaps 
its impact on shaping the political orientation of future 
citizens should not be underestimated. For example, 
Gardner states "the view that British schools are not at 
all directly concerned with political education seems 
sup~rficial; conscious programmes for the development of 
citizens are not present, of course, but considerable 
knowledge about politics is dispensed". ( 4 ) In response 
to recent developments, from the middle of the 1970s, 
some English schools have taken an active and conscious 
1). Goldsmith College Curriculum Laboratory, 'Report of the National 
Committee for England and v7ales I I Mimeographed, March 1967, 
Quoted by w. Gardner, 'Political Socialization', p.41. 
2). E.R.Tapper, Political Education and St~ility, p.49. 
3) . D. Heater, 'Political Studies in the Schoo1 : Some Problems', in 
B.Crick and D.Heater, 'Essays on Political Education, p.21. 
4). W. Gardner, 'Political Socialization', p.41. 
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interest in providing their pupils with some sort of 
political education either directly through specifically 
designed courses or indirectly through the traditional 
subjects. 
In 1977, the Department of Education and Science 
issued a Circular(l) to LEA's to collect information 
about ''their policies and practices in curricular matters". 
The DES asked "What steps have the authority taken to 
help schools promote the development in their pupils 
of a basic understanding of contemporary economic, social 
and political life?". The summary of responses revealed 
that many LEA's had taken an active interest in the field 
of political education. Three-fifths of the LEA's said 
that the issues underlying the question "could largely be 
incorporated into more or less traditional subjects (such 
as history, geography and social studies) of the secondary 
curriculum". A quarter of the LEA's were encouraging 
the introduction of political education through specially 
designed courses to cover most aspects of the question. 
However, several authorities "made particular mention of 
political education, usually expressing an awareness of 
the need for caution in introducing this as a separate 
subject". Less than one-tenth of the LEA's revealed that 
they had appointed an advisor with specific responsibility 
for all or part of the area included in the question. 
Over a quarter of the LEA's had prepared discussion papers 
l). Department of Education and Science, Local Authority Arrangements 
for the School Curriculum : Report on the Circular 41/77 Review, 
HMSO, London, 1979, pp.l60-l62. 
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on contemporary issues in politics and economics. 
:eurthermore, a q1,1arter of the authorities encouraged 
schools to invite people from industry and the unions 
to t~lk with pupils about contemporary issues. 
It is quite clear that this survey suggests that 
there is a variety of the provision of political education 
in the school curriculum. Whilst in some instances 
political education is introduced directly through specific 
courses, it would seem that the traditional subjects still 
play a significant part in teaching political education. 
Parallel findings were made by the Curriculum Review Unit 
in a survey conducted in 1981. The survey was based on 
information collected from a random sample 10 per cent of 
all maintained secondary school in each LEA in England 
and Wales. 
The survey's findings, indicate that English schools 
are generally introducing political education within the 
formal curriculum in three distinct ways .. : ( 1) 
First, 22 per cent of the schools provided courses 
exclusively concerned with the aims of political education 
(Exclusive Provision). Some exclusive courses for sixth 
forms focused on current affairs, while the provision for 
fourth and fifth years of secondary school mainly dealt 
with "civics". Some of the courses were entitled 'political 
education', and 'community politics'. The survey analysed 
three non-examined exclusive courses and found that they 
were mainly concerned with the transmission of political 
1). R. Stradling and M. Noctor, 'The Provision of Political Education 
in Schools : A National Survey', curriculum Revi.ew Unit, 1981, TS. 
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knowledge. However, one of the three courses which was 
offered for fourth and fifth year pupils was mainly 
based on the working paper of the Hansard Society 1 s 
programme for political education. The aim of this 
course was "the development of the pupilsv political 
literacy". Although there was little evidence that the 
course attempted to develop skills in political partici~ 
pation, the course was concerned with the development of 
the pupils' awareness of political issues and an 
understanding of politics. In general,- however, the 
survey seems to indicate that the exclusive courses are 
attempting to make use of the new approaches to political 
education. Secondly, 30 per cent of the schools provided 
self-contained units or modules solely concerned with 
political P-ducation within a progru.m.."ne which had a 
broader educational aim and content (Modular Provision) . 
In general, the main aim of the modular courses was to 
provide an introduction to the study of national 
institution. Courses for fourth and fifth year pupi~s 
concentrated on party politics, current political issues, 
and the work of pressure groups. In both exclusive and 
modular courses, there was little evidence that such 
topics as civic rights and obligations were covered. 
Thirdly, 71 per cent of the schools made 'Indirect 
Provision' with political education integrated with the 
existing aims and content of other subjects. (l) 
1). It should be noted that the total of schools exceed 100 per 
cent because some schools offered more than one type of 
provision. 
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However, the findings indicated that :ll per cerit 
of the schools made no provision for political education. 
A number of head teachers said that the lack of provision 
was temporary and that they would introduce political 
education within the curriculum in the near future. 
Nevertheless, a significaht indicatioh of the survey is 
that since 1977 the number of schools offering exclusively 
political courses have doubled. (1) According to these 
findings the most common provision for political education 
is through the existing subjects of history and ~ocial 
studies (71 per cent) , while more than half of the schools 
now provide political education directly either through 
exclusive courses (22 per cent) or modules (30 per cent). 
The survey reveals that Historians and History 
Departments are the most prominent in teaching and providing 
schools with political education. In relation to 
exclusive courses History Departments introduce 40 per 
cent of the courses, with only 13 per cent and 20 per 
cent being introduced by Departments of Humanities, and 
Economics and Politics respectively. Where an indirect 
provision obtains several subjects such as history, 
social studies, geo~raphy, humanities, English and 
personal and social development are usually involved. 
Nevertheless, once again history is the most frequent 
subject used in the indirect provision of political 
education. It is only in modular courses that the 
1). R. Stradling and M. Noctor, 'The Provision of Political 
Education in Schools', p~6,lo. 
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provision made by social ~tudies (20 per centJ and 
humanities (19 per cent) exceeds the provision made by 
history. Even so, History Departments still provid~d 
15 per cent of modular courses with Economic.s and 
Politics Departments providing 13 per c~nt. ( 1) 
These findings indicate that political education 
could be provid~d thrbugh a variety of related subjects. 
Despite the belief that political educatibn should be 
develbped through exclusive specific courses, history and 
other subj~cts still play a sigrtificant part in providing 
politiccil education. It could be argued, ther~fore, that 
the direct teaching of political education either through 
exclusive or modUle courses is nbt the only way to 
successfully promote the teaching of political education. 
It would seem that there is some evidence to support 
this contention. The national survey in Eng.land indicated 
that all approaches to teaching political education have 
their advantages and disadvantages. In respect of the 
exclusive provision the survey revealed that although 
there was an increasing trend towards compulsory courses, 
most of the courses tended to be optional because of the 
over-crowded school timetables( 2 ). The ILEA said 
"Political education does not imply that a new subject 
area has to be introduced into an already crowded 
secondary school curr icul urn". ( 3) Moreover, exclusive 
1). Ibid., pp.9-18. 
2). Ibid. I p.l3. 
3). ILEA, History and Social Sciences at Secondary Level History,p.68. 
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courses seem to be boring and unreal; "without the 
historical context it can be seen as an analytical subject 
divorced from reality of time and place". (1) However, 
exclusive courses do provide more opportunities to deal 
with basic concepts and ideas, realities of modern 
politics,and political affairs. 
Most of the problems facing the exclusive provision 
are not to be found in an indirect provision of political 
education. Over three-fifths of teachers' responses 
recorded thei~ preference for the indirect provision in 
educational terms and 38 per cent preferred this approach 
because it plac~d politics into a socio-historical context. ( 2 ) 
However, the indirect approach is often inadequate to 
develop the new approaches to political education. 
It seems clear that all the above approaches to 
teaching political education have their advantages and 
defects. As it has already been noted, the Hansard Society 
and Politics Association (1978) pay considerable attention 
to the approaches of political literacy in the school 
curriculum either through direct (exclusive) courses or 
other subjects, although they believe that exclusive 
courses are more effective. However, the national survey 
suggests that considerable defects have resulted from 
teaching exclusive courses and the survey reveals some 
of the advantages in teaching politic~! education in a 
socio-historical context. 
1). Stradling and Noctor, P.l2-13. 
2) • Ibid. I p. 21. 
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It is not surp~ising, therefore, in a sbbsequent 
statement on the best place for political education in 
the school curriculum, the Politics Association states: 
A substantial body of opinion both within and outside the 
Politics Association takes the vieH that, on balance, 
political education should form part of a broader approach 
to the study of man in society and is best located within the 
traditions and framevl<)rk of the humanities and Social 
Sciences. It recognises that social, economic and political 
concepts are inter-related and that there are considerable 
advantages in the development of teaching strategie~ Hhich 
will enable each of these fields of study to inform and 
enliven the other. It is equally important, however, that 
political education is not merged int~ a Hider programme 
of inter-disciplinary or .integrated' study to the extent 
that it loses its identity. (1) 
This approach of teaching political education within 
the framework of social sciences has been supported by 
Harber and Brennan( 2J. Whilst opposed to the introduction 
of political education as a separate subject, the ILEA 
argues that the existing courses on history and social 
sciences neglect the discussion of issues which are 
significant to ~upils. Therefore, ILEA advocates that 
substantial foundations for political education should 
be provided in teaching history and social sciences 
through secondary schools' pupils. This would include 
developing an understanding of real issues, a knowledge 
of the actions of groups involved in political decision-
making, and an understanding of the role and influence of 
local and central government within society. (3 ) 
l). T. Brennan, 'Political Education and 'A Framework for the School 
curri~ulum' ', Documents of the Political Education Research Unit, 
Department of Education, University of York, 1980, T S., p.S. 
2). Clive Harber, 'Political Education and Social Studies in the 14-16 
Core C).lrriculum', Te~ching Politics, Vol.lO, No.2, 1981, pp.l23-
129; .T. Brennan, 'Politics in Schools : From Socialization to 
Education' , in Barry Du'fotir (ed.) , New Movel1lents in the Social · 
Sciences anq Humanities~ Maurice Temple Smith, London, 1982, p.l42. 
3). ILEA, History and Social Sciences, p.68. 
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Essentiallyu these foundations would-develop the ability 
of pupils to take an active part in and influence 
political life. 
There are significant variations in the time 
devoted to political education in schools in England. 
The national survey, for example, revealed a substantial 
variation in the hours per week devoted to political 
education. Some of non-examined e~clusive courses last 
for less than one year and others are t_aught over two 
years. 29 per cent of non-examined exclusive courses 
are timetabled for less than two hours per week and 2L 
per cent of courses for "A" level are timetabled for five 
or more hours. In general, the average time spent per 
week on exclusive courses is 2.86 hours(l). Similarly, 
in modular courses there is also a variation in time 
allocated to the teaching of political education. 
Whilst the average length of these courses is 12 weeks, 
in some schools they last no more than 3 to 4 weeks. 
Furthermore, only 36 per cent of the schools devote 
more than two hours per week to such courses and the 
average of hours is 1.93 per week. (2 ). In respect of 
indirect provision there is also a large variation in the 
time allocated to teaching of the humanities such as 
history, geography and other courses. ( 3) 
l). Stradling and Noctor, p.ll. 
2). Ibid., p.l3. 
3). Department of Education and Science, Curriculum ll-16 A 
Review of Progress, HNSO, London, 1981, p.44. 
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The national survey also revealed that two~thirds 
of exclusive courses could be taken either as optional 
or examined courses. However, since 1977 there has been 
a gradual increase in the provision of compulsory courses. 
Moreover, teachers of non-examined compulsory courses 
said if these courses were examined "students are motivated 
to learn about ~olitics"(l) Over three-quarters_ of 
modular courses are non-examined and 43 per cent are 
compulsory. Between 1977 and 1980 there has been an 
increase in the number of schools providing non-examined 
modular courses on a compulsory basis. 
the indirect courses are examined (3 ) 
( 2) Most of 
and there was a 
considerable interest that they should be made compulsory. 
Recently the Department of Education and Science has 
shown a great interest in lhe teaching of humanities 
which makes indirect provision for an integrated approach 
to political education. In 1984 the DES recommended 
It is government policy that the 11-16 curriculum for all 
pupils ... should contain ... a worthwhile offering of 
humanities ... Some pupils are bound to devote less time 
to the humanities (giving that term a broad meaning) than 
others. During the five secondary years, every pupil 
should study, on a worthHhile scale, history, geography. 
and, under whatever guise (which may in some cases be 
history or geography) the principles underlying a free 
society and some basic economic awareness. (4) 
It seems, then, that there is a tendency for modular 
courses to be non-examinable, whilst exclusive and 
1). Stradling and Noctor, pp.B-13. 
2) . Ibid. , p. 14 . 
3) . Ibid. , p. 20. 
4). Department of Education and Science, The Organisation and Content 
of the 5-16 Curriculum, p. 6,9. 
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indirect courses are usually examined. Hm1ever 1 there 
is a significant trend toward making all types of course 
compulsory. 
All three countries are aware of the importance of 
political education and its relationships to political 
values held by their societies. There are, however, 
differences in time allocated to teaching political 
education between the countries. The aVailable 
information suggests that while there are variations in 
the time devoted to the teaching of political education 
in English schools, there is a great uniformity in the 
time devoted to teaching the subjects related to political 
education for all pupils in Egypt and the Soviet Union. 
The uniformity in compulsory subjects and the time 
devoted to them in Egypt and the Soviet Union reflect the 
deliberate attempts to ensure all pup~ls receive the 
same programme of political education. 
In England there has been a remarkable increase in 
time allocated to the teaching of political education 
mainly through direct provision. There would also seem 
to be a growing interest in making political education a 
part of compulsory provision of education whether through 
direct or indirect provision. Consequently, it would 
seem that in England a similar significance is being 
given to political education as has been the case in Egypt 
and the Soviet Union. However, the approach to teaching 
political education in England has been tentative and 
influenced by recent thinking of political and the 
democratic values held in the country. 
In E~ypt, civic education and social studies are used 
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as the main app~o~~h for the .introductlon of political 
education in the school curricUlum. In comparison to 
history and geography, civic education occupies a prominent 
role in teaching pupils politital knowledge and the 
relevant political and social attitudes. Apart from 
the established approaches to political learning which 
support the relev~nt attitudes of the systemp there is 
some evidence to s_uggest that c,ivic education has become 
more consist~nt with the approaches of political education. 
In other words civic education is becbming more concerned 
with the develobment of schoolchildren's ability to 
handle social and political iss~es and to participate in 
political life. Whilst geog~aphy courses have lesser 
importance in the teaching of political education, history 
courses make a significant contribution to the acquisition 
of political knowledge and attitudes in historical 
context. Thus they have complemented civic courses in 
in providing justifications for adopted political 
attitudes and have facilitated an understanding of the 
present conditions. 
It could be argued that the teaching of political 
education in Egyptian schools through history and civic 
is cons~stent with recently advocated views on the best 
approach to the teaching of political education. It 
would seem that, from recent experience from England, 
that political education should not be isolated from 
the broad meaning of social studies. However, political 
education should include the development of children's 
understanding of political knowledge and institutions, 
their political attitudes, their skills in political 
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participation, and their abLlity to handle political 
issues which arise from every day life. 
In all three countries the traditional school 
subjects play art important role in teaching about 
politics and civics. However, there are significant 
differences in purposes and.the political and educational 
connotations given to s~bjects b~tween the Sovi~t Union 
on the one hand and Egypt and England on the other. 
In the Soviet Union, history is seeq in ideological terms 
and the si~nificance of history in inculcating politital 
concepts has been reinforced by the belief that historical 
materialism is the main factor behind th~ transformation 
to a communist society. Consequently, history represents 
the most important subject in the teaching of political 
education and the realization of Communist ideology. In 
England and Egypt, however, the use of teaching history 
and other social studies as means of teaching political 
education is based on educ~tion criteria. 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
APPROACHES TO POLITICAL EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOL 
CURRICULUM 
Political Socialization. 
From the beginning of the 1952 Revolution until the 
adoption of the multi-party system, the approaches to 
political education in Egypt have been governed by the 
state policy. These approaches have mainly focused on 
supporting the new political regime and loyalty to the 
country and its leaders. In other words, political 
education has terided to.be consistent with the concepts of 
politic~l socialization. With recent developments in 
democracy and the ~dopt~on of the multi-party system, there 
is evidence to suggest that political education is 
becoming distinct from the concept of political 
' 
socialization. Nevertheless, loyalty to the country and 
support for the ideology of the system remain prominent 
features of political education at the present. 
During the first years of the Revolution, syllabuses 
of all educational.stages focused on inculcating feelings 
of loyalty to the country and to the policy of the new 
system. An analysis of the aims of courses in social 
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studies and civics (l) indicates that politic~l indoctrination 
was a prime objective of these courses. These courses 
attempted to inculcate in pupils three aspects of loyalty:-
First : loyalty to the country and the ideology of the 
new political system based on socialist principles, 
concepts of social justice, and equality of opportunities. 
Furthermore, loyalty entailed an acceptance tha:t the 
policies of the state and its political structure were 
just and right. 
Secondly: loyalty to the Arab nationalism and the assertion 
that it was necessary to secure Arab unit~. 
Thirdly: hostility towards imperialism, capitalism, 
Zionism and all kinds of exploitation. 
As regards the first aspect, the aims of social 
studies in primary education were to develop the spirit 
of dignity and loyalty to the country. On the issue of 
the National Charter in 1962, which mainly emphasized the 
socialist attitude~ of the State, the syllabuses were 
modified in line with the principles of the National 
Charter. Schools concentrated on developing a feeling of 
loyalty, since young children readily acquire feelings of 
loyalty towards their leaders. As has been observed 
children were receiving a certain amount o£ political 
indoctrination. 
l). For Example, Ministry of Education, Unified Curriculum for the 
P:dmary Stage; Ministry of Education, Aims of Preparatory 
Education; rHnistry of Education, Modified Curriculum for the 
Preparatory Stage; Ministry of Education,Unified Curriculum for 
the Secondary Stage (1961-62); Ministry of Education, Modified 
Curriculum for the General Secondary Stage. 
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Usual;Ly·\'Jhcm entering the classroom, the teacher asked·the 
s i...uueuLs Lo si:.and. Hi sing to their fee.t they would shout 
"Nasser" or "freedom" or perhaps "independence", and when 
asked tosit down they again would shout , usually a word 
symbolizing some aspect of the regime's ideology .... 
The children would repeat rhythmically at morning assembly,Nasser, 
Nasser, or shout out G-A-:-M'·A-'-L Gamal !A song f~Opular among 
elementary students was "Nasser,all of us love you, we will 
remain by you·r side, Nasser, leader of all, oh Nasser". (1) 
In preparatory and secondary education, social studies 
and civic education concentrated on the development of the 
national spirit through bringing out the economic and 
social achievements of the ~evoiutlon. As in primary 
~ducation, social studies and ciVics in preparatory and 
seccindary education tried to develop the beliefs of young 
people in the concept of social justice and the principles 
on which the co-operative socialist society was based. 
Moreover, these subjects were concerned with teaching 
the concepts of the ASU; its organ~zation and role in the 
process of constructing a democratic socialist society. 
Furthermore, they were concerned with imparting the 
principles of the National Charter in respect of the 
adopted socialist attitude. 
It could b~ argued that loyalty to the country was 
mainly intended to support the political ideology of 
the new system and loyalty to its leaders. The school 
curriculum attempted to instruct pupils in the main 
principles of socialism and social justice, and convince 
1). D. Hop\·lood, Egypt:Politics and Society 1945-1981, p.l37. 
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them of the correctness of the socialist application 
and the policy of the government and to glorify ehe one 
party system. Although it seems that some attention was 
devoted to the development of democratic attitudes, never-
theless the belief in the one party system, the acceptance 
of the government policies, and the concentration on th~ 
socialist attitudes resulted in a failure of syllabuses to 
develop the pupils' ability to discuss and practise 
democracy. 
For example, the 'Arab Society"(l) course, which was 
introduced into secondary schools, concentrated on the 
inculcation of socialist principles in the students to 
convince them of the necessity of the socialist solution. 
The course focused on teaching the values of the one party 
system, glorifying the state policy, and emphasizing its 
achievements. The course, however, included very little 
discussion of social and political problems. Whilst the 
present curriculum still places an emphasis on loyalty 
to the country, there are some differences in approaches 
due to development in democratic practices and the adoption 
of the multi-party system. 
The term loyalty was not c0nfined merely to Egypt 
and its political system, but extended to cover loyalty 
to the whole Arab community. The aim was to support the 
idea of Arab nationalism and to achieve Arab unity as 
wellos to support the movement for liberation in Arab countries. 
l). Ministry of Education, Modified Curriculum for the General 
Secondary Stage. 
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This was du~ to the fact that Egypt was erithusiastic to 
sustain Arab countries and the idea of the Arab unity 
particularly after establishing unity with Syria. For 
instande, syllabuse~ in the preparatory stage aimed to 
enlighten the pupils with the ingredients of Arab 
nationalism and the role of Presid~nt Nasser in 
propagating this concept in the Arab world. (1) Similarly 
social studies at the secondary stage attempted to 
inculcate in pupils cornrni tment to unity be.tween Egypt and 
Syria and to develop the students' pride in their Arab 
nationalism and the past glories of the Arab world. ·( 2) 
Moreover, the school curriculum sou~ht to concentrate 
only on the successlul aspects of Arab history and, 
therefore, it was historical propaganda. For example, in 
regard t6the course entitled Arab Society "when asked why 
the historical chapters entirely ignored four centuries 
of Ottom~n rule in the Arab East, the co-~uthor of one of 
the texts disarmingly exp1ained that the Ottoman Age was 
a dark period in Arab history and that he and his 
colleagues deciided to treat only the brighter periods~.(J). 
The third aspect of loyalty is associated with the 
two previous concepts. hThen the Revolution broke out it 
aimed to abolish capitalism, achieve independence, and 
resist imperialism. Furthermore, in 1948 the first of a 
1). Ministry of Education, Aims of Preparatory Education,pp.l6-17. 
2). Ministry of Education, Unified Curriculum for the Secondary 
Stage (1961-62), p.97. 
3). M. Kerr, 'Egypt', in J.S. Coleman (ed.)1 Education and Political 
Development, p.l82. 
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series of wars with Israel had begtin. Therefore, courses 
in social studies and civic~ at all stages of education 
tended to in~til students with hostility towards feudalism, 
capitalism, imperialism, ahd Zionism. 
An examination· bf the contents of the present text-
books used in ci'vic and social studies courses seems to 
indicate that there is a·considerable emphasis given to 
loy~lty to country, its political system, and the loyalty 
to Arab nationalism. 
In the third grade of primary schools, a child 
acquires certain political attitudes and loyalty to the 
country and its political system in an indirect way. 
Moreover, the inculcation of feelings of loyalty start in 
most cases with non-political experiences which have 
laten political consequences. In social studies a child 
acquires feelings of loyalty towards his family and school 
by learning simple phrases indicating that the family and 
school exist to serve him and therefore he must like them 
and co-operate with them. Love and obedience to the 
family and school are based on social and ethical justifi-
cations. For example, the child loves his parents since 
they are looking after him and trying to secure his 
happiness. The child learns "I love and respect my mother 
because she loves me and co-operates with my father in 
making me happy". Similarly, as a justification for 
obedience and respect for the teacher a child learns "I 
respect and obey my teacher because he teaches me and 
goes with us on trips and visits with us to the fields, 
farms and factories"(l). A child acquires a ~pirit of 
1). Ministry of Education, Social Studies for the Third Grade of 
Primary Education, Central Agency for Uniyersity and School Books 
and Instructional Media 1 Cairo, 1982 I (in Arabic.) 
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co~operation through being encouraged to take part in 
decorat~ng the class~oom, k~ep~ng the school tidy, and 
participating in school activities. 
Social studies in grade three are not merely con-
fined to the dev~lopment of the loyalty to the family 
and school. Many phrases are also learnt by the child 
in order to develop his loyalty to the government: The: 
government is represented as a major institution which 
provides services for the child 1 s family and school. 
Furthermore, a child also acquires positive attitudes 
towards the Revolution and its achievements. For 
ex~mpl~, a Child learns that the government of the 
revolution encouraged citizens to build healthy houses 
by giving them money. Children also learn to obey the 
orders of policemen and the instructions of traffic 
lights. -Thu~;the· social studies course in the third 
grade focuses on imparting a general predisposition 
towards the concept of loyalty and acquaints children 
with the duties of obedience and co-operation towards 
their immediate environment. 
In the fourth grade attitudes towards loyalty and 
duty to local government are acquired. (l) In this grade 
the children learn about the social and political 
institutions of local government and their role in society. 
1). Ministry of Education, Social Studies for the Fourth Grade of 
Primary Education, Central Agency for University and School 
Books and Instructional Media, Cairo, 1982, (in Arabic). 
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It se~ms, therefore; that political learning is more 
direct than in the previous grade. In the fifth 
grade the civics course attempts to acquaint children 
with some of the social and political values of their 
society. (l) The main aim of this course is to create 
solidarity and loyalty to the country and its values as 
set out in state documents. For example, a child_ learns 
that "national unity" means that both Hoslems and 
Christians took part in the revolution of 1919;and that 
they both supported claims for Egyptiah ind~pendence. 
Both also participated ih the October War in 1973. 
Furthermore, children learn that "social peace" means 
that the family and individuals live in peace, the father 
will not be dismissed from his work without reason, and 
every individual has the right to express freely his 
views. The civic course also emphasizes that the 
economic policy of the state is based on counterbalancing 
both the private and public sectors, and encouraging an 
open economic policy. It seems clear that the intentions 
of this course are to inculcate children with many of 
the social and politic~l valu~s of the system, to create 
solidarity within society, and to foster loyalty to the 
country and its political regime. 
History and civic education in the sixth grade( 2 ), 
l). Ministry of Education, Civic Education for the Fifth Grade of 
Primary Schools 
2). Ministry of Education, Modern History of Egypt for the Sixth 
Grade of Primary Schools. 
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consolidate and re· ·emphasize the concept of loyalty to 
the country and its political system. Ln this grade 
children study the modern history of Egypt from the 
Ottoman invas.ion until the present t.ime with a focus 
on government 1 s achievements in overcoming social and 
economic problems. Moreover, the efforts of the corrective 
Revolution in 1971, the vi6tories of the October War in 
1973, and the state's efforts to achieve peace are 
emphasized. Although children discuss so~e of sodiety's 
failures, this is used as a mean to develop loyalty to 
the existing regime and to present its achievements. 
For example, children learn that the reason for the 
failure of the Or~bi revolution in 1882 was the system 
of dictatorship which ruled Egypt before the Revolution 
of 1952. 
At the end of each chapter of the textbook there is 
a summary of the most important points under the heading 
of "remember". The aim of the summaries is to impress on 
children the historical patriotism of the Egyptian people, 
government's achievements, and the social and political 
values of the system. For example, the summaries include 
such phrases as "remember that your grandfather revolted 
against the oppression of the Ottomans amd Mamelukes .... 
remember my son that }'our Egyptian grandfathers had revolted 
against the French occupation and they killed many of the 
French .... remember that your grandfathers were able to 
stop the British invasion from Alexandria, hence, Britain 
tried to invade Egypt from the area of the Suez canal". 
Similarly, in regard to the existing politic~l system the 
summaries include "remember my son that the government 
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of revolution managed to make political orqanization 
based on the alliance of the working forces of the people. 
It has recently allowed political parties to be~in their 
work and to gather the people in order to represent 
them politically under the principles of social peace 
and national unity 6 and democratic socialism". (l) 
Thus, it would seem that in effect much of the 
political education in primary schools is political 
socialization. The courses in social studies and civics 
attempt to indoctrinate children in feelings of loyalty 
towards the country and its political regime. It is 
also clear that these courses attempt to shape children's 
attitudes in relation to the accepted duties of respect, 
and obedience to autho~ity and social values in society. 
The aim of inculcating loyalty to the country is 
not only restricted to social studies but it is also 
present in the teaching of some other subjects. For 
example, children learn many poems and stories of 
patriotism in the October War in the Arabic and reading 
textbooks. In the fourth grade children learn "Egypt is 
my country ... ! live in it, I love it and I like to live 
in a happy country ... the Arab world is big and its land 
is my land ... My Arab grandfathers were courageous, they 
had a great history and glorious past known to all the 
world".(2 ) 
.-:': 
1) . Ipid. 
2). Ministry of Education, Reading and Songs for the Fourth Grade 
of Primary Education, Central Agency for University and School 
Books and Instructional Media, Cairo, 1983, p.36, 162, (in 
Arabic) . 
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In children's textbooks many of the political figures 
are symbolized to develop patriotic feelings towards the 
country by showing children, for example, pictures of 
the October War and the battlefield 1 the Egyptian flag, 
and of the Egyptian and Arab leaders. 
The process of political socialization continues 
in the preparatory school where the courses irtclude in 
depth knowledge about the political institutions on both 
the nationl and the international level. Despite the 
fact that pupils are provided with some opportun~ties 
to practise the democratic life and to become acquainted 
with some of society's problems, the focus of the school 
curriculum continues to emphasize loyalty to the country 
and the policies and achievements of the political regime. 
In the first year of the preparatory school (grade 
7) the civics course(l)includes some problems of society 
such as, population control, the high cost of housing, 
consumption, cleaning, traffic congestion in the means 
of transportations, and illiteracy. However, the course 
focuses on the duties of individuals and the efforts of 
the government in resolving these problems, and especially 
on the relationship between rights and duties. In 
presenting the theoretical side of a problem, students 
are required to learn some of the texts of the constitution 
so as to acquire a knowledge of the political and economic 
1) . Ministry of Education, The Pupil in his Local Environment. 
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concepts of the state and a predisposition to obey it~ 
regulatiOns. For example, when pupils examine the 
factors that have led to improvements in society they 
are afso required to learn the section of the constitution 
which states that ~ "Payment of taxes and public imposts 
is a duty, in accordance with the law ... Public ownership 
sh~ll have its sanctity; and its protection and consoli-
dation is the duty of every citizen in accordance with 
the law, as it is considered the mainstay of thecstrength 
of the homeland, a basis for the socialist system and a 
source of prosperity of the people".~l) 
Moreover, pupils learn that it is essential that 
they should fulfil their duties in order to secure and 
maintain the democratic socialist ideology, "citizens 
in the Ar~b Republic of Egypt must realize that the 
democratic socialist society will not be able to revive 
and continue unless each individual in it performs his 
duty". (2 ) Pupils also learn that the moral values of 
the family, i.e. love, loyalty, pride in affiliation 
and sacrifice should be appli~d to th~ir relationship 
with the state. 
" Political ~ducation in preparatory schools covers a 
study of local, national and international political 
institutions. In the seventh grade, pupils learn about 
some of the political institutions which exist in the 
local environment 
1). Xbid., pp.53-54 
2) • Ibid . I p. 4 7 . 
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and in the ci~ics co~rse in the fOllowing year they 
lea-rn abou·t the system of national government ( l ~ The 
ciVics course in the eighth grade deals with the revolu-
tions of 1952 and 1971, the democratic socialist attitude, 
tbe state constitution, the politic~! institutions, and 
the various authorities of the state. By examining the 
content of this co:urse which focuses on justifications 
that led to the adoption of demociatic sOcialism, it is 
clear that the main aim is to develop in pupils loyalty 
to the country and a favourable political attitude 
towards democratic socialism. Moreover, the course 
presents the knowl~dg~ about the constitution arid 
political institutions and how they work in a descriptive 
rather than an analytical way. The course also concentrates 
on the achievements of the government and emphasizes 
the duties and rights of individuals. However, democratiC 
practices, sovereignty of law, the freedoms bf individuals, 
and the establishment of political parties are also 
emphasized. The textbook also includes quotations from 
the constitution which emphasize these principles. 
The civics course for the ninth gra~~( 2 ) concentrates 
on the study of some political institutions both in the 
Arab World (for example the Arab League) and at the 
world level (for example the United Nations). The main 
1). Ministry of Education, The System of Government in the Arab 
Republic of Egypt. 
2). Ministry of Education, Arab Republic of Egypt and the Contem-
porary World. 
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purpose of the course is to dev~lop loyalty to Egypt 
and to the Arab world. For instance pupils learn the 
concept of Arab nationalism and its ingredients, aspects 
of Arab unity, the Arab League and its role in strength-
ening the ties between the Arab people and supporting 
the movements of liberation in the Arab countries, and 
the efforts of Egypt in supporting peace. Howeve~, 
there is little discussion of the problems which have 
been encountered in trying to secure Arab unity, for 
example objections to peace treaty which was signed by 
Egypt and Israel and the transference of the Arab League 
from Cairo to ~unisia (March,l979). 
Similarly, the history course in preparatory 
education also rei.nforces loyalty towards the country 
and its political regime. This is seen through the 
various courses which cover a continuum of Egyptian 
history starting with the ancient history of Egypt and 
ending wi~h the modern period. These courses concentrate 
on the cultural, political and social aspects of the 
Egyptian society. In grade I}ine the history course ( 1 ) 
attempts to promote loyalty to the country through 
pride in the leaders of the national movement in Egypt 
and an appreciation of their efforts in trying to improve 
the social and political life of the country. The 
course also engenders negative attitudestowards imperialism. 
1) . Ministry of Education, Modern and Contemporary History of Egypt. 
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Moreover, the course focuses on the successful achievements 
of the Revolution 6f 1952 irt order to constitute a 
hostile attitude towards dictatorship ahd a positive 
attitude towards the Revolution ~nd democracy. 
~he main approach to political edu~ation in the 
preparatory stage (grades 7-9) is to promote loyalty to 
the country and the prevalent political attitudes. 
Nevertheless, to some extent, opportunites are provided 
for the development of the democratic attitudes and the 
ability of pupils to participate in social and political 
life. In the se.condary school perhaps the history course 
for the first year (grade 10) is the main course in which 
loyalty to the country predominates. However, the course 
is not merely confined to supporting loyalty to the 
system and Arab nationalism or providing pupils with 
political knowled'ge and attitudes towards the system. 
The course also includes the development of political 
and social attitudes in other countries of the world. 
This policy is consistent with the idea that loyalty 
to a country and system are established during the 
early years of schooling while the secondary school 
pupils need to develop their understanding and knowledge 
of other countries of the world. 
Approximately 50 per cent of the content of the 
grade 10 history course deals with the national revolu-
tions to secure liberation and independence from 
dictatorships, for example, the English Revolution in 
1688, the French Revolution in 1789, and the development 
of the nationalist movement in Europe and some other 
countries. Only 8 per cent of the total content of the 
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course is devoted to the revolutions in Arab dorintries 
and Egypt. (l) Moreover, this pa~t of the course 
represents the only p-olitical content in grade 10 since 
no course in civics is provided. 
Furthermorep the course tends to approach the 
concept of loyalty to the country in a more objective 
way. Pupils are still expected to develop a spir~t 
of pride in the Arab culture and hostility towards 
imperialism. Nevertheless, they also learn that the 
Arab world entered the modern ages in a state of 
stagnation and underdevelopment because of the political 
disagreements among its rulers and the effects of.the 
Ottoman occupation which attempted to isolate the Arab 
countries. Moreover, pupils learn about the factors 
Vlhich have led to the development of modern societies 
in both the East and West. (2 ) 
One of the purposes of the strong emphasis on 
inculcating feelings of patriotism is to develop in 
children a p~edisposition to defend their motherland 
and to accept national service in the army. This is 
due to the historical experiences of Egypt against 
foreign occupation and the former wars between Egypt 
and Israel rather than support for the system and 
political ideologies. In other words schools attempt to 
l). Ministry of Education, The Foundations of the Modern World. 
2). Ibid., p.l3, 19. 
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promote studen-ts 1 attitudes and prepare them for th~ir 
national duty in the army to defend the motherland from 
enemy attacks. 
In October 1956 a combined Frenc::h, Israeli arid 
British force attacked Egypt. Immediately a Military 
Education course was introduced which occupied two 
peribds a week in all grades of secondary school~. (l) 
The main aim of the course was to provide pupils with 
a considerable amount of military training to enable them 
to defend their country and to participate in the b~ttle 
alongside the army if required. Perhaps, as a result 
of an increase in the power of the Egyptian army and 
the recent agreed peace treaty between Egypt and Israel 
the need for military training for young people has 
decreased. Since 1970 the military training element 
has decreased( 2 ) and students are now receiving some 
knowledge of military tactics and fighting skills. 
Moreover, a specific course entitled "Bright Aspects 
from the Military and Patriotic History of Egypt"( 3 ) 
is taught to promote pride in its heroes and clarify 
the necessity of the army to defend the country and 
keep the peace. For example, students learn that the 
October victory in 1973 war led to the peace treaty 
between Egypt and Israel. 
1). Ministry of Education, The 211 )!:ducation Act in 1953 and 
supplementary Laws, Dar El-Teba:ha, Cairo, n.d. p.67. (in Arabic). 
2). Ministry of Education, Modified Curriculum for the General 
Secondary Stage, p. 29"3. · 
3). Ministry of Education, Bright Aspects from the Military and 
Patriotic History of Egypt for the Secondary Education, Central 
Agency for Univ{:rsity. and Schools Books and Instructional Media, 
cairo, 1984, (in Arabic). 
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Primary school children acquire strong f~elings 
towards th~ protection of their country. For example, 
by the age of 11 the civics course provides children 
with inform-ation about the armed forces and their 
structure with an emphasis on the defensive role of the 
army. l\1oreover, the course attempts to develop in 
children a spirit of nationalism and a desire to defend 
the motherland. For instance, children learn "All of 
us love our country, protect and defend it against our 
enemy. Defending the couniry is a duty of all Egyptians. 
Armed forces are always on alert at the time of peace 
to protect our land and our country. At the time-of 
war armed forces stand up in the battlefield to defend 
our land, our freedom, our independence and our dignity." 
The textbook stimulates children and encourages them to 
join the army when they become adults. "By the efforts 
you spend in study and by your success you will be able 
to join the Naval College in order to become an officer 
in the Navy Forces''. (l) Similar encoura~ements are 
repeated in resp~ct of other military colleges. Children 
also acquire responsible attitudes towards keeping 
military secrets. 
Thus the school curriculum emphasizes the duty of 
young people to defend their motherland in times of war. 
However, the school curriculum at all stages also 
emphasizes the necessity of living in peace at both 
1). Ministry of Education, Civic Education for the Fi£th Grade of 
Primary Schools, p.l7.30. 
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national and international levels. It also attempts to 
promote in students the love of peace and to convince them 
of the importance of the peace treaty between Egypt and 
Israel. For example, the aim of social studies in 
preparatory education is "to develop the love of justice, 
the desire of peace, and the right of all nations in 
freedom, independence and progress". (J.} Many les_sons 
of history and civic~2 ~xplain in some detail the efforts 
exerted to achieve peace and cover the. October War 
o:9 73} , the peace initiatives ( 1977} I the Camp DaVid 
agreemeht (1978),and the peace treaty (1979). Moreover, 
the school curriculum informs pupils that the previous 
wars between Egypt and Israel had resulted in the loss 
of many men and women and hindered the development of 
society. Furthermore, the United Nations efforts to keep 
world peace, to secure disarmament, and to promote human 
rights are emphasized. 
Since the beginning of the 1952 Revolution in Egypt 
loyalty to the country, acceptance of the new political 
regime and support for its leaders have been emphasized 
in the school curriculum. Moreov~r, to a large extent, 
the school curriculum attempted to inculcate in school 
children positive feelings towards Arab countries 
1). Ministry of Education, A Guide for Teacpers in Teaching Social 
Studies for the Third Grade of Preparatory.SchooJs, p.l5. 
2). Ministry of Education, Modern History of Egypt for the .Sixth 
Grade of Primary Schools, pp~l61-166; Ministry of Education, 
·The System of Government in the Arab Republic of Egypt for the 
Second Grade of Preparatory Schools, pp.29-30; Ministry of 
Education, .Civic· Education :contemporary State for the Second 
Grade of Secondary.Schools, pp.l27-144. 
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and the concepts of unity and Arab nationalism. Recent 
developments in the po_litical ideology which have 
attempted to develop democracy further through the 
establishment of political parties has positively 
affected the nature·of political education in the school 
curriculum. However 1 the school curriculum still 
emphasizes the concept of political socialization in 
order to support loyalty to the country and its political 
system. 
The primary stage provides children with a 
considerable amount of political socialization directly 
artd indirectly. Children not only acquire positive 
feelings towards the country and its political system 
but they also learn to obey the orders of authorities 
and the norms of society. There is clear evidence to 
suggest that children are expected to acquire some of 
society's values such as national unity and social peace 
with the aim of creating solidarity within society. 
Furthermore, children are provided with political 
knowledge about lo_cal government. 
In the preparatory stage although there are some 
indications that pupils discuss some of society's 
problems, the school curriculum continues to indoctrinate 
pupils in the political values of the system and its 
achievements, focusing on the acquisition of political 
knowledge about the constitution and political institutions 
at national level. In co~parison with other stages, it 
seems that the most common approach to political education 
in preparato~y schools is the concentration on political 
knowledge. In spite of the significance of thi~ approach 
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to develop the ability 6f political participation, by 
focusing on thi~ appro~6h it c~n lead mere1y to loyalty 
to the system. As in primary schools the c_oncept of 
nationalism and loyalty to the country is expanded to 
include the loyalty to the Arab world and Arab nationalism. 
As pupils p~ogre~s from middle grades to higher grades 
the emphasis on loyalty to the country and the political 
ideology of the system obviously decreases. It would 
seem, however, that the secondary schools curriculum only 
includes a minimum amount of political. socialization. 
In comparison with the Sovi-et Union, it would seem 
that there are certain similarities between Egypt and 
the Soviet Union. The similarities are more marked 
during the period preceeding the adoption of political 
parties. However, recent developments in democracy in 
Egypt suggest that while the school curriculum in Egypt 
could move from a rigid concept of political socialization 
to the more open approach of political education, the 
scho61 curriculum in the Soviet Union continues to 
supp6rt an extreme concept of political socialization. 
In the Soviet Union political socialization takes 
place at all stages including the kindergarten. In 
kindergartens there is no specific political learning 
but the essential basis of the state political ideology 
is symbolized in concrete figures. Pictures of Lenin are 
displayed in every classroom, the children are told 
stories about "Our Lenin" or "Uncle Lenin" and they 
learn to live as Lenin lived. The children are also 
introduced to the lives of military and historical heroes. (l) 
l). R.W.Clawson, 'Political Socialization of Children in the U.S.S.-R.' 
Political Science Quarterly, Vol.BB, No.4, December 1973, p.705. 
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In primary schools explicit. pbli'cical. learning is 
introduced through lllure abstract concepts such as the 
party and communism. Children learn that the Communist 
Party was established by Lenin who led the Soviet people 
to a happy life. They re~d: 
The communi~t Party is called the Leninist party because 
it was organized by Lenin. Vladamir Il'ich devoted all 
his strength to a struggle for the happiness of the 
people. The Communist 'Party is continuing the work qf 
the great Lenin. It is leading out people to a b:dght 
happy life, to communism. (l). 
In primary schbols an intenSive effort is made to 
establish in 6hildr~n's minds a full b~lief in the love 
of the Country and the acceptance of the pb1itical 
regime and its leaders. Children are taught the concepts 
of patriotism and loyalty which include a love of the 
motherland and a belief in communist ideology. On the 
assumption that it is easy to establish a positive 
attitude in the early years towards the country and 
its political f~gures, from an early time, Soviet 
educators emphasize that "children progress most easily 
to the feeling of love for their motherland ... and their 
state through a feeling of love for the leaders of the 
Soviet people- Lenin and Stalin", ... and that "they 
quickly began to perceive that under the leadership of 
the Party of Lenin and Stalin we both build and defend 
our Soviet State, our fatherland"( 2 ) 
l). M.S.Vasil'eva, '0 kotnmunisticheskoi partii na wrokakh chteniya' I 
Nachal' naya shkola,l981, no.4, pp.23-24, Quoted by J.Marison, 
'The Political Content of Education in the U.S.S.R.', p.l55. 
2). G.S.Counts, I want to be like Stalin (New York, J.Day, 1947), 
p. 54, Quoted by J .R.Azrael, ., Soviet Union', in J. S .Coleman 
(ed.), Education and Political Development, p.239. 
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Collectivism and love of work are essential elements 
in Soviet moral education. Thus, these elements are 
e~phasized in children's textbddks in such a way as to 
create love for the motherland. Th+ough stories and 
school activities children learn that the purpose of the 
collective is to help in achieving the general good. 
Devotion to the coL!.ecti ve -and love of work have their 
significance in developing love of the motherland, since 
children develop the limited concepts of ·collectivism 
and a love of work in their school area which is then 
r~lated to the bigger collective of the state or mother-
land. It is argued that 11 patrio'tism in the Soviet-moral 
theory is treated as the ultimate form of collectivism 
rather than a simple love for one • s native heath 11 • (l) In 
their textbooks children learn " ... be brave and skilful 
and above all else on earth, love your Soviet Motherlan'd ... ( 2 ) 
The textbooks also emphasiz~ to children that collectivism 
and love of work is to the great glory of the motherland: 
Live, study and be proud, my son, 
That you are a Soviet ·citizen, 
And having chosen your path in life, 
Everywhere: in battle and labour, 
Always : in happiness and sorrow, 
Be true to your Fatherland. (3) 
The Soviet view of loyalty is not restricted to the 
love of the motherland but also includes the important 
1). F.A. O'Dell, Socialization through Children's Literature, p.36. 
2). Flagzhok, (Little Flage), l'1oscow, 1971, p.24, Quoted by O'Dell,p. 79. 
3). Nasha rodina (Our Motherland), Moscow, 1971, p.l20, Quoted by 
O'Dell-, p. 79. 
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dimension of belief in conununist ideology and "s.tresses 
the legitimacy of the Communist Party's role as the only 
possible guiding force dapable of leading society to 
the attainment of its goals". (l) Children are taught 
information about the party and political system in such 
a way as to develop their love of the motherland. 
Children learn that the motherland is a big family of 
co-operative peoples seeking to build a bright new life. 
In this the people are led by the Party, "the leading 
attachment of the working class". In one poem, Octobrists 
are asked "What is the PARTY?", "It is a hero, a good 
friend, a scout, and itself a family headed by dear 
Lenin."( 2 ) Moreover, primary school teachers are trained 
to undertake their responsibilities in political 
indoctrination ~ince no less than ten per cent of the~r 
preparatory course is devoted to a study of political 
ideology; history of the Communist Party, Marxism-
Leninism, Political Economy, and Scientific Communism. (3 ) 
Thus, the Soviet morality of collectivism and love 
of work ~re directed to developing children's loyalty 
towards their motherlan'd. Moreover children are expected 
to link their love of the motherland with loyalty to the 
system and an extreme love and acceptance of the leaders 
of the Communist Party. 
1). O'Dell, p.37. 
2). Nasha rodina (Our Motherland), Moscow, 1971, p.4, pp.l4-17, 
Quoted by 0 'Dell, pp. 80-81. 
3). T.Brennan, Political Education and Democracy, p.S. 
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The same approach to political socialization used 
in primary schools pervade the seconda,xy scho.ol 
curriculum. However, as children progress from lower 
to upper grades there is an increasing emphasis upon 
Marxist-Lenini§t ideology. In his research Cary notes 
that the higher the grade, the more emphasis there is 
upon Marxism~Leninism. In history and geography, the 
emphasis upon ideology is greater in senior grades 
(8-10) than middle ones (4-7). Between the middle and 
senior grades there is an increasing emphasis within 
the sChool curriculum to inculcate a Marxist-Leninist 
belief system. Senior grade students are exp~cted·to 
acquire a more sophisticated knowledge of the philosophical 
basis of the Marxist-Leninist ideology in order to become 
builders of Com.rnunism. (1) In general Cary concludes 
that: 
As Soviet children progress through school, they are 
expected to develop an increasingly sophisticated Marxist-
Leninist belief system. In,comparison with schoolchildren 
in the fourth or fifth through seventh grades who are only 
expected t~ become acquainted with rudimentary tenets a~d 
logic of the ideology, those in the eighth.grade and above 
are expected to acquire convictions and durable political 
orientations and predispos'i tions towards political behaviour. 
( 2) 
The introduction of the political ideologies of the 
Soviet system during the upper grades of the secondary 
school is consistent with the ability of students of this 
1). C.Cary 1 'Patterns of Emphasis' 1 p.l6 1 29. 
2). Ibid. I p.28. 
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age to acquire abstract concepts. vJhilst students of 
this age also develop the ability to think in a 
critical way, Soviet political education is more concerned 
with the inculcation of the particular ideology. 
Consequently, it is expected that the process of 
political socialization in creating a conviction to 
Marxist-Leninist ideology will be incomplete since 
opportunities are not provided to examine, criticize and 
compare Marxism-Leninism with other ideologies. 
As has already been seen, in effect most political 
education in Soviet schools takes the form of political 
socialization which permeates the whole school curriculum. 
Recent developments in the school curriculum indicate 
that there is an increasirig emphasis on political 
socialization. Ivanov, an official in the U.S.S.R. 
Ministry of Education, asserted in 1980 that the school 
curriculum should be more closely linked with the 
tasks of constructing communism and formulating 
political orientation. (l) Moreover, a great emphasis is 
also placed on the need for politically competent 
teachers to develop the ideological convictions of the 
pupils and to evaluate social and political life from 
a party position. In response to this requirement many 
pedagogical institutions have introduced special courses 
such as "The Formation of the Cominunist World View in 
School Pupils", "Inculcating in Pupils an Activist Stance 
in Life", and "The Education of School Youth on the Basis 
1). Quoted by J.Marison, 'Political Content of Education in the 
u s s R I I p.l53. 
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of the Life and Activity of V.I.Leniri''. (l} 
Political indoctrination not only includes the 
inculcation of a love for the motherland based on the 
communist ideology but also attempts to promote an 
acceptance of the socio-political system and defend its 
ideology. For example; the secondary school curriculum 
sets out to convince students of the superiority of 
the social-economic political order of the· Soviet 
system in accomplishing present undertakings and the 
future plans of communist transformation. For instance, 
young people in the seventh and eighth grades are 
expected to have an understanding of "Communism as the 
highest form for the organization of social life". (2 ) 
Moreover, the ideological and political opponents of the 
Soviet Union are emphasized since in the view of 
communist ideology the opposing·bourgeois fo;rces threaten 
the communist transformation and the Soviet motherland. 
Thus students in grades seven and eight are expected 
to "display intolerance toward bourgeois views". (3 ) 
These features of political indoctrination are also the 
basis for the provision of military training for young 
people. 
A further aim of the school curriculum is to promote 
1). Ib~d. I pp.l53-154. 
2). Akademiia pedagogicheskikh nauk SSSR1 Nauchno-issledovatel' 
skii institut obshchikh problem vospitaniia, Primernoe 
soderzhanie vospitaniia shkol' nikov (HoscoH, Pedagogika, 1971), 
Quoted by C.D.Cary, 'The Goals of Citizenship Training in 
American gnd Soviet Schools' , Studies in Comparative Communism, 
Vol.lO, No.3, Autumn 1977, p.293. 
3). c. Cary, 'The Goals of Citizenship Training in American and 
Soviet Schools', p. 293. 
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international understanding. However, the concept of 
international understanding is mainly based on the 
communist world outlook. Soviet schools attempt to 
promote the concept of proletarian internationalism by 
supporting the struggle of the proletariat in all parts 
of the world in order to achieve the ultimate victory 
of socialism and communism. A Soviet report states 
that the school teaches students about ''the inevitability 
of the end of capitalism and victory of socialism and 
communism ... History and society study are important 
means of bringing the pupils up in a spirit of selfless 
love for, and devotion to 1 their socialist motherland, 
in a spirit of peace and friendship among the nations, 
in the spirit of proletarian internationalism". (l) 
International understanding of the world is · 
considered as an extension of Soviet loyalty to the 
motherland and includes instilling positive feelings 
and friendship towards _other socialist systems in the 
world. Soviet training in internationalism prepares 
young people : first, to work unceasingly on strength-
ening economic, political and military might, and the 
friendship and brotherhood of the peoples of the Soviet 
nation; secondly, to strengthen the world socialist 
system by friendly collaboration and brotherly aid; 
1). International Conference on Public Education, Session 27, 
General 1964, Public Education in the Soviet Union, Moscow, 
1964, p.54, Quoted by D.Lane, Politics and Society in the 
USSR, p.499. 
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thirdly, to strengthen the bonds of brotherly ti~s with 
the working class of capitalist nations.and to support 
their fight against_ imperialist oppression; fourthly, 
to fight for the implementation of the world communist 
and the workers 0 movement(l). Thus, students are 
requi~ed to inferpret their understatiding of the world 
and political events in accordance with the Marxist-
Leninist ideology. Essentially, international under-
standin9' rneans'support for the builders of communism 
in other countries of the world. 
Military t~aining is another of the important 
aspects of the Sovietschool curriculum~ The Soviet 
militari leader A.Epishev de£ines fhe main task of 
military education as to prepare young people to be abie 
.to defend the communist ideology cJ.nd fatherland. This 
task is mainly realized by schools. He states: 
Today's schoolchildren and students are tomorrow's builders 
and defenders of communism. It is specifically in school 
that the citizen, patriot, and serviceman begins to 
develop ... It is the lofty duty a:nd mission of Soviet 
teachers to rear our youth in a spirit of civic duty and 
personal responsibility for the fate of the fatherland, 
a spirit of socialist collectivism and comradeship; to 
rear Ci. generation of patriots and internationalists who 
are committed to the defence of their fatherland and who 
are ready to perform military and labour feats. (2) 
The school curriculum issued in 1976 asserted 
similar aims for military education and emphasized the 
1). V.P. Moshniaga, Moldse pokolenie internationistor (Moscow,l972) 
pp. 7-8, Quoted by c. Cary, 1 Education for· International Under-
standing in Soviet Schools 1 1 Slavic and Europe'ah Education 
Review, Vol.2 1 1979 1 p.l2. 
2). A. Epishev 1 1 Bringing,up Patriots who are Committed to the 
Defence of the Fatherland 1 1 p. 39. 
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friendship between schools ahd armed forces. (l) 
Military educa~ion is included in the school 
curriculum at all stages of edubation. In prifuary 
school (grades 1~3) literature lessons children learn 
stores about the motherland, the Soviet army, war 
heroes, the Civil War, the Great Patriotic War, and 
the heroic deeds of children. The slogan 11 1 love you 
Russia, my Soviet land!"( 2 ) reflects the main reason 
behind the introduction of military education. Soviet 
education attempts to convince schoolchildren that the 
Soviet people is a peace-loving nation. For example 
in their textbook "Little Star" children learn anti-
war songs such as "We are the children of a free and 
peaceful country. Our great people does not want war''. (3 ) 
MoreOver, they learn to write by copying dmvn that peace 
is necessary and war is hated: 
Distinct in the morning light, 
Each letter is clear. 
Soviet children are writing. 
"Peace to all people on earth. 
We need no War!" ••. {4) 
However, many sections such as the Soviet Army Protect 
the Motherlan~, The Motherland must be Protected, and in the 
Defence of the Hotherland ar.e included in the childrens 
textbooks. The main aim of these $ections is to emphasize 
the defensive role of the army inprotecting the 
Motherland. (S) Children, therefore, must be convinced 
l). Vospitani Scl<olnikov, No.6, 1975, pp.57-60,Quoted by J.Zajda, 
Education in .the USSR, p.209. 
2). J.Zajda, Education.in the USSR; p.210. 
3). Flazhok (Little Star), Moscow,l97l, p.l76, Quoted by O'Dell,p.82. 
4). Nasha:rodine (our Motherland.), Moscow,l97l,p.360,Quoted by 
O'Dell, 'p.84. 
5). O'Dell, pw82. 
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that the existence of the army is rtecessary to protect 
the Soviet borders against ~ttackers. Soviet soldiers 
and war are described in such a way ~s to create pride 
in the Soviet army and readiness to fight in time of 
war. 
Military training is introduced in the secondary 
schools. The aim of secondary schools is "to in~till 
in students a lofty sense of Soviet patriot-ism - a love 
for the Motherland, their own people, and the Corrununist 
Party of the Soviet Union and readiness for the defence 
of the socialist Fatherland. (l) The defensive role of 
military training is clearly associated with the s6cial-
economic-political system of communist ideology. The 
new secondary school curriculum issued in·December 
1977 emphasized Soviet patriotism and socialist 
internationalism, civic and military duties. (2 ) 
The importance of military training is increasingly 
stressed as pupils progress through the secondary school. 
Whilst in the first grades (4-8) young people are expected 
to underst~rid the necessity for the defence of the 
motherland and to develop a desire to be prepared to 
defend the motherland, in the ninth ~nd tenth grades, 
however, they are actually expected to be ready to join 
the Soviet army•s ranks and activities in the name of 
the motherland. (3 ) 
1). Quoted by C.D.Cary, 1 Martial~Patriotic Themes in Soviet 
School Textbooks', Soviet Union/Union Sovietique, Vol.6, Part l,l979,p.82. 
2). Uchitelskaya gazeta, 29.Dec.l966,p.l, Quoted by J.Zajda, Education 
in the USSR, p.206. 
3). c.cary, ·'Martial-Patriotic Themes in Soviet School Textbooks', p;BS. 
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Thus, the two perspectives of pen:ce ;:':mc1 ''!a.r are 
represented in the school curriculum. Milita~y education 
reveals to primary schoolchildren that peace is a pre-
requisite to build the society and secure its life. 
However, war is necessary also to defend the motherland 
and communist ideology from enemies. Peace is recognized 
"but not to the extent of tolerating hostile action by 
any country potentially antagonistic to the Soviet Union."(l) 
The responsibility of secon(iary school extends not only 
to creating a strong desire to defend the motherland 
and the communist ideology but also to preparing attitudes 
for an actual role iri military $ervice. The purpose of 
military education, then, is to realize the communist 
ideology through the creation of active fighters and 
defenders of communism. 
In comparison, military education in Egypt arises 
from the historical experiences of the country,·whilst 
the emphasis on military training in the Soviet Union 
is mainly related to the ideological beliefs of communism. 
However, in both countries the school curriculum 
emphasizes the two aspects of peace and war. The two-
sided issues of peace are recognised in the debate 
about peace education in England. However, as will be 
seen, it has been argued that the introduction of 
peace education must be consistent with the approaches of 
1). O'Dell, p.88. 
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political education. 
Obviously, the approach to political learnin~ ~hich 
creates loyalty to a country and its value system with 
the idea of creating coherence, community, and national 
consensus is an essential requirement for mo~t societies 
even the more democratic one. From this perspective 
there is a similarity between the Soviet Union, Egypt and 
England. However, there are great differences in approach 
to political learning in the three couritries mainly due 
to the political ideology. Political ideology and a 
society's need for stability basic-allY determines the 
extent to which the school curriculum includes political 
learning which supports loyalty to the country and the 
system. In the Soviet Union political learning in the 
school curriculum is completely based on the approach of 
political socialization so as to create a solid community, 
coherence, and co~pliance to the political system and 
ideology. The existence of these aims are more apparent 
in the Egyptian school curriculum than in English schools. 
Comparatively, political education in England provides 
pupils with a great opportunity than in Egypt for 
participation and questioning the values of society and 
the system. However, in both England and Egypt there 
is a similar desire to create a national community and 
consensus. 
It has been recognized that the school curriculum 
in England should take into consideration national needs 
and provide similar experiences for all pupils to secu.re 
a national community and consensus. In accordance with 
their responsibilities to promote the education of the 
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people of England and Walesu the Secretaries. of State 
must involve themselves in "ah overall view of the 
content and quality of educa;tion seen from the stand-
point of national policies and needs .... The Secretaries 
of State consider that the diversity of practice that 
has emerged in recent years ... , makes it timely to 
prepare guidance on the place which certain key elements 
of the curricu-lum should have in the experience of 
~very pupil during the compulsory period of education". (l) 
The need to provide common experiences for all pupils 
has been recognized by the Politics Association which 
argues that political and social awareness are essential 
elements of this common experience. (2 ) 
The belief that creating coherence within society 
is a substantial responsibility of the school curriculum) 
was also emphasized by the Schools Council in 1981: 
In whatever part of the country they live, and whether 
they are girls or boys, children have the same rights, 
and should enjoy the same opportunities for education. 
If children share similar experiences and knowledge, vle 
believe t~ere will be greater cohesion between different 
social <::)TOUpS and between generations. ( 3) 
The Department of Education and Science (19S3) 
maintains that the secondary school curricblum should 
not only enhance the understanding of British society 
and creating coherence and national community but should 
1). D.E.S.1 A Framework for the School Curriculum, p.l,S. 
2). T. Brennan, 'Political Education and 'A Framework of the School 
Curriculum 1 1 , p. 2. 
3). Schools Council, The Practical Curriculum, p. 31. 
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also promote inteinational uriderstanding~ 
(Pupils) face the c6rrimon -~:Xperience of living in a world 
which is increasingly international, multi-ethnic and 
interdependent both economically and politicallY; their 
c~rricula should be based on a frame\·mrk which provides 
coherence, and, while taJcing account of individual needs 
and abilities, still ensures theprovision of a broadly based 
common experience. (1) 
The prev~ous appro~ch to developing national loyalty 
and world understanding was ~onfirmed through the means 
of teaching hi~tory. Slater argues: 
We shall say that we _would be very unhappy if young people 
},eft school at the age-of 16-not having done any British 
history ·or any local history and that we should also feel 
unhappy if the content of their syllabus had no_t reminded 
thern,that there is aworld elsewhere, outside these islarids 
of Europe . ( 2) 
It is not surpri~ing, therefore, that the Department 
of Education and Science recommends all schools to 
establish a common or core curriculum for all pupils in 
the compulsory years of secondary education( 3 ). The 
main goal of a common curriculum is to provide pupils 
with similar experiences based on national needs and 
creating coherence and national consensus. The suggested 
cor~ curriculum should include eight areas of experience 
which are defined as "the aesthetic and creative, the 
ethical, the linguistic, the mathematical, the physical, 
the scientific, the social and political and the 
spiritual"( 4). Moreover, a subsequent document of the 
1) .· D.E.S. 1 Curriculum ll-16:Tovlards a Statement of Entitlement,p.25. 
2). J.Slater, 'The Case for History in School', p.l4. 
3). D.E.S., Curriculum 11-16: Norking Paper by H.M.Inspectorate,p.6. 
4) . Ibid. , p. 6 . 
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D.E.S. stated that "it was proposed that the curriculum· 
should offer properly thought out and progressive 
experience in eight areas to w_hich equal importance 
was attached."(l) It cotild be argued that social and 
political aspects are an essential part of a common 
curriculum to achieve a national community and coherence 
within the British society. 
Similarly, the Department of Education and Science 
stresses that the primary school curriculum should 
provide children with an understanding of not only the 
British culture but also international understanding. 
The D.E.S. argues that: 
Children should be encouraged, in the context of the 
multi-cultural aspects of Britain today and of our member-
ship of the European Communities, to develop an understanding 
of the world, of their own place in it and of how people 
live and work. (2) 
Similarly, in Better Schools, it is argu~d that: 
There is wide agreement that the content of the primary 
curriculum should, in substance, make it possible for the 
primary phase to lay the foundation of understanding in 
religious educatioD, history, geography and the nature of 
British society.· (3) 
As has already been seen the school curriculum in 
the Soviet Uriion has been exploited to develop the concept 
of nationalism based on the link between the love of 
the motherland and communist values. Moreover, the 
perspective of internationalism has been based on the 
1). D.E.S. Curriculum 11-16: A Review of Progress, p.3. 
2). Department of Education and Science, The School Curriculum, 
H.M.S.O., London, March 1981, p.lo. 
3). Department of Education and Science, Better Schools, H.M.S.O. 
London, March 1985, p.2o. 
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concept of supporting proletarian or socia~ist inter-
' 
nationalism in order to realize the communist world. 
Internationalism, therefore, is seen as an integrated 
part of nationalism based on the specific ideology of 
communism. In Egypt evidence clearly suggests that the 
school curriculum is used to create not only a spirit of 
natiorialism towards the country and acceptance of the 
values of the system but also to create positive 
feelings towards Arab nationalism. In contrast to the 
Sovi~t Union, however, due to recent democratic develop-
ments in Egypt opportunities are provided for the 
development of international understanding. In England, 
it would seem that moves are being made towards promoting 
national loyalty and consensus through the school 
curriculum. However, international understanding of 
other world aspects are also emphasized. 
The realization of national loyalty and the creating 
of community within society is objected to as bias and 
political socialization. Although England has enjoyed 
a more stable system, during the. period preceding the 
recent development of political education nevertheless 
there is evidence to sugge~t that English schools have 
inevitably been involved in political socialization. 
Gardner argues that "English schools are important 
factors in political socialization". (l) Ian Lister 
1). w. Gardner, 'Political Socialization'/p.45. 
found a significant bias towards British values. He 
observed from different research that: 
Students are most ignorant about political-economic concepts, 
and about countries other then their own. Indeed other 
countries and social systems are usu~lly cited to say how 
much worse they are than Britain-Russia has no freedom; 
Germany is authoritarian, the United States has violence; 
and third world countries have mass poverty and 
starvation ...• (l) 
Moreover, in ~pite ~f an increasing concern for 
the teaching of history to include a wider ou~look and 
international aspect, Tapper has noted that : 
Many schools continue to teach an elitist interpretation of 
history; it .is the story of kings and queens, dukes., earls 
arid barons, and m~re recently prime ministers and their 
ililmediate entourage. It is still conunoh practice ·for 
teachers to subdivide his:tory ii1to distinct periods with 
the boundaries defined by the births and deaths of 
monarchs. (2) . 
Furthermore, it has been noted that hidden values 
within the school curriculum tend to promote an accep-
tance of the political status-quo: 
the 'hidden 'r:curriculum has played a perhaps even more 
important part through the unspoken transmission of norms 
and values which encouraged minimal expectations of 
political participation and assumed essentially conformist 
political roles for the mass of the citizenry. (3) 
Nevertheless, th~ evidence would seem to suggest 
less political socialization takes place in schools in 
England than in schools in Egypt and the Soviet Union. 
Moreover, Coleman observes in comparison with American 
schools little of political socialization has been 
1). Ian Lister, Aims and Methods of Political Education in Schools, 
A Report Presented to A Conference on the Development of Democratic 
Institutions in Eu:r:-ope, Council of Europe, Parliamentary Assembly, 
Strasbourg, 21-23 April,l976, p.9. 
2). E.R.Tapper, Political Education and Stability, p.50. 
3). T. Brennan, 'Politics in Schools:From Socialization to Education', 
p.l35. 
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introduced into English schobls.(l) The civics courses 
in secondary schools in the Uriited Stat~s have strongly been 
orientated towards preserving the status-quo( 2 ). 
Similarly, Harber argues that political indoctrination 
is very rare in Britain. (0 ) Although there are 
preferences and predispositions towards certain political 
values and attitudes, ~lternative viewpoints are also 
available. 
Furthe~more, the recent national survey on the 
provision of political education in English schools 
indicates that ~he political education movemertt in 
Engl~nd dep~rts fr6m the concept of political social-
ization .. ( 4 ) The- survey reveals that there are no 
Sighificant differences between the schools which have 
a very high proportion of immigrant pupils and the 
schools which have a sizeable minority of immigrant 
children. However, the more enthusiastic advocates 
of political education still believe that "schools 
should move from their current role in partisan political 
socialization to a more open fbrm of political education."(S) 
It seems clear that the period from the first years 
of the 1952 Revolution until the emergence of political 
parties the school curriculum in Egypt attempted to 
indoctrinate in pupils loyalty to the country and support 
l). J.S.Coleman, 'Introduction:Education and Political Development', 
in J.S. Coleman (ed.), Education and Political Development, p.23. 
2). D. Armstrong, Social Studies in Secondary Education, p.376. 
3). C.Harber, 'Politics and Political Education in 1984' p.ll7. 
4). Stradling and Noctor, p.25. 
5). C.Harber, 'Politics and Political Education in 1984', p.ll3. 
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for the new system and its pol.iti.cal ll?c<'ler" The 
purpose of promoting feelings of loyalty towards the 
country was considered necessary in shaping attitudes 
towards the adopted socialist principles and the 
political leaders. Moreover, the school curriculum 
also linked loyalty to the country with the idea of 
supporting Arab nationalism. 
It is expec:ted that recent developments in demo-
cratic practices in Egypt should promote a movement from 
the cbncept of political socializatio~ towards the 
approach of political education. At pre~ent the 
curriculum is characterized by two features. First, in 
the ?rimary stage there is a great emphasis on devsloping 
loyalty to the country and inform.ing children about the 
social and political attitudes of the system. Gradually 
with the transference of children to the preparatory 
stage (grades 7-9) and then to the secondary stage 
(grades 10-12) the emphasis on loyalty to the country 
and its system is di~inished. The preparatory stage 
covers in ~epth the predominant political values. and 
concepts and provides students with a considerable 
amount of knowledge about national institutions and the 
state constitution. Secondly, it seems that the 
departure from the concept of political socialization 
aims to develop the ability of students to take part in 
political and social life by giving them the opportunity 
to understand and discuss some of the social and political 
problems of their society. 
The emphasis wit~in political education, however, 
is still placed on the iriculcation of the political 
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ideology of the system and an acceptance of succes~ful 
achievements and policies of the state. The main aim 
of political socialization is to support the system 
and create solidarity and the spirit of nationalism 
tow~rds the country and its defertce. The concept of 
nationalism is not restricted to love of the country 
but also includes loyalty to the Arab countries and 
the concept of Arab nationalism. In general, it is 
obvious that one of the main features of political 
education is to emphasize the concept of political 
soci.alization. 
There is a similarity between Egypt and the Soviet 
Union in respect of the emphasis on the·concept of 
political socialization. The similarity was closer 
during the first. years of the 1952 Revolution. At 
that time it was believed that the new system in Egypt 
needed stability and support through the means of 
political socialization. Whilst the school curriculum 
in Egypt is being affected by the recent movement 
towards democracy, in the Soviet Union political 
socialization and compliance to communist ideology has 
always existed and continues to be the predominant 
motive of political learning. In the Soviet Union from 
the early years of kindergarten until the final year 
of secondary school, young people are provided with a 
considerable amount of political socialization. 
In kindergarten in the Soviet Union plitical concepts 
are symbolized in concrete figures in order to create 
love for the political leaders and the Communist Party 
and its role in leading the Soviet people~ AS pupils 
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grow up t~ey receive explicit political ind6ctrination 
in corrum.inist ideology and political concepts in a more 
abstract manner. In the senior grades of secondary 
schools there is an increasing emphasis upon the theories 
of Marxi~t-Leninist ideology. In general, the school 
curriculum is seen as an important means for creating 
loyalty to the Soviet motherland with the associated 
objectives of obedience and allegiance to the communist 
ideology. The coricept of loyalty is not only based on 
the acquisition of pr~dispositions towards the superiority 
of the Soviet over the bourgeois system but also on the 
preparation of yourig people to defend their ideolo~y 
against the bourgeois system and to support proletarian 
internationalism. 
In England there is evidence to suggest that 
political socialization has been present in the school 
curriculum. However, the political socialization in 
England was much less than in Egypt and the Soviet Union. 
With recent developmenmin political education it could 
be argu~d that there is a movement within the school 
curriculum towards the approaches of political education. 
However, in all three countries national loyalty and the 
creation of coherence within the society are considered 
desirable objectives to be included in the school 
curriculum. Nevertheless, the concept of nationalism is 
basically dependent on the ideology of the country and 
the extent to which the country practises democracy. 
Whilst in England the school curriculum gives a greater 
opportunity th-an in Egypt for pupils to deve·lop inter-
national understanding, Soviet schools interpret 
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international understand.ing in ·terms of communist 
ideology with its support for proletarian internationalism 
and the socialist countries. 
Political Education 
In spite of the fact that instruction in political 
education in Egypt attempts to inculcate in school= 
children loyalty to the country and its political 
ideologies, there is some evidence to indicate that the 
• 
school curriculum, particulaily in the senior gra~es, 
has also included approaches which could develop the 
ability of young people to practise democracy and 
participate in Social ahd political life. Thus, the 
approach to political learning does not only emphasize 
the concept of political socialization but also moved 
toward the approach of political education. The interes~ 
in developing political education is largely due to the 
recent democratic developments in state ideology which 
provided a great opportunity to practise democracy. 
In the civic education course for the second year 
of the secondary school (grade 11) students are 
expected to discuss with their teachers the stated 
democratic principles of the constitution. For example, 
under the title "Egypt: the state of law and democracy" 
pupils discuss the statement that "All. citizens are 
equal before the law. They have equal public rights 
and duties without discrimination betwee~ them due to 
rare, ethnic origin, language, religion or creed ... 
Freedom of opinion is guaranteed. Every individual 
has the right to express his opinion ~nd to publicise it 
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verbally or in writ~ng or by photography or by other 
rneans ... self-criticism and constructive criticism is 
the guarantee for the safety of the national structure''. (l) 
Moreover, young people are required to write a comparative 
essay on the systems of democracy and d~ctatorship. 
The teacher is not only advised to give his pup~ls the 
opportunity to express their own viewpoints in classroom 
discussion but is also required to avoid imposing his 
particular views on students. Consequently, it is 
expected that the ability of students to discuss and 
handle issues will be developed and that they will 
acquire predispositions towards political participation. 
In a similar way, the methods of teaching the 
civics course for grade 9( 2 ) involve a teacher discussing 
with his pupils the current affairs relevant to the 
content of the course such as Arab League and the United 
Nations. A teacher is also required to encourage his 
pupils to express their viewpoints freely in handling 
relevant issues to the course. Although political 
instruction in the course entitled "The System of 
Government in The Arab Republic of Egypt" for grade 8( 3 ) 
is mainly introduced in a descriptive rather than in 
an analytical way, teachers are recommended to teach 
their pupils electoral behaviour and democratic practices 
1). Ministry of Education, Ci:\TiC Education:Contemporary State for 
the $econd Grade of Secondary Schools. 
2). Ministry of Education, A Guide for Teachers in Teaching Social 
Studies, for the Third Grade of Preparatory S,chools, pp .111-113 · 
3). Ministry, of Education, A Guide for Teachers in Teaching Social 
·studies for the Second Grade.of Preparatory Schools, pp.ll9_:123. 
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through establishing classroom cbuncils and school 
activity groups. 
In contrast to the emphasis upon the achievements 
of government, a study of the failures of a society and 
its political and social problems can have a great 
impact on the development of pupils' ability to think 
critically and to take an active part in political life. 
The civics course for grade ll(l) emphasizes that not all 
of the values of society are appropriate and practicable 
s~nce sbme of them need to be changed. Moreove~, pupils 
are informed that the Revolution of 1952 .failed to intra-
duce democratic life. However, the course does no.t 
develop the ability of pupils to analyse and criticise 
current political and social problems. For example, the 
section on "the state of development and progress" 
informs pupils of aspects of underdevelopment such as the 
low level of national income, high increase in population, 
unemployment, st~te inability to realize political and 
social improvement. How.ever, the section concentrates 
on ~tate efforts to achieve economic and social develop-
ment rather than dealing with state failures and social 
and political problems. 
The aim of the civic course in grade 8 is to improve 
the pupils' understanding not only of the problems which 
their society has faced but also recent problems. (2 ) An 
l). Ministry of Education, Civic Education:Conternporary State. 
2) . Ministry of Education, A Guide fo.r Teachers in Teaching 
Spcial Studies for the Second.Grade of Preparatory Schools,p.ll8 
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examination of the contents of the textbook that is 
used for this course(l), however, reveals that there is 
little discussion of the social and political problems 
which have taken place since the 1952 Revolution such 
as the failure of the one party system (ASU) in 
achieving democratic life and improving society. The 
textbook concentrates ori the political and social 
problems of society during the period preceding the 
Revolution such as the dictatorship and the deterioration 
of politit~l and social life. Moreover, whilst the 
course focuses on the achievements of the 1952 and 
1971 revolutions, the problem of implementing democratic 
socialist atti tu¢les, for example difficulties in the 
socialist transformation and the negative aspects of 
the open economic policy are neglected. 
In the sixth grade of primary education the history 
course( 2 ) instructs children that the reasons for the 
defeat in the 1967 war were ·the control by "the centres 
of power" over the government, the absence of democratic 
practices, and the failure of the military leadersh~p 
in adopting recent developments in warfare. Moreover, 
the civic course for grade 5 provides children with the 
opportunity to discuss some of society's problems such 
as population growth and illiter~cy(J). Nevertheless, 
1). Ministry of Education, The System of Government in the Arab 
Republic of Egypt for the Second Grade of l;'reparatory Schools. 
2). Ministry of Education, Modern History of Egypt for the Sixth 
Grade of Primary Schools, p~ 231. 
3). Ministery of Education, Civic E9ucation for the Fifth Grade of 
Primary Schools. 
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these courses emphasize the efforts of the government 
in facing such problems. 
It could be argued that some attempts are being 
made tp develop pupil's understanding of the political 
and social problems of society and society 1 s failure. 
However, moat of the explanations giveri to the pupils 
deal with the failures of sodiety and the social and 
political problems of the past and there is a lack of an 
analytical approach to present problems and issues. 
Consequently, whilst the ability of young people to 
understand and criticise political and social aff~irs 
is developed, however their ability to c~iticise the 
specif~c current affairs is neglected. 
The development of political education is not 
restricted to promoting pupils' understanding of the 
ideology of their country. Understanding of other 
countri~s in the world also helps pupils to understand 
their own country and its place among other nations. 
There is some evidence to indicate that the school 
curriculum tries to provide pupils with an understanding 
of political values and attitudes in other countries and 
to develop their awareness of some of the broader world 
problems. For exa,mple, the history course for grade 10 
promotes the pupils awareness of the development of 
political ideologies and concepts in some other world 
countries such as the development and struggle for 
democracy, the socialist concepts and Marxist ideas, 
h 1 . f 1' 't d ·'t' t l't (l) t e po 1cy o non-a 1gnmen , an pos1 1ve neu ra 1 y. 
1). Ministry of Education, The foundations of Moc;iern World for 
the First Grade of Secondary Schools. 
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Moreover, the course provides young people with an 
introduction to the leaders of democratic thought such 
as John-Locke, Montesqui~u, Rousseau, and Voltaire and 
their beliefs in democracy and freedom. 
Furthermore, the civic cou~se in grade 9 aims to 
develop the pupils' awareness of world problems such 
as food production, pollution, ethnic discri~ination, 
and unemployment. (l) These problems are approached 
through t·he work of the United Nations and its specialized 
organizations such as the Food and Agricultural Organ-
iz~tion, the International Labour Organization, the 
World Health Organization, and the United Natioris 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
These courses provide pupils with further insights into 
their own societ.y' s ideology and problems through a 
comparison with other countries and by encouraging them 
to discuss world affairs. 
An understanding of political parties and their 
ideologies helps to develop pupils' political awareness 
and participation skills. There is evidence to suggest 
that pupils are acquiring some knowledge of the recent 
established political parties which coincide to some 
extent with the developmental stage of the children. 
An examination of the contents of the textbooks that 
1). Ministry of Education, Arab Republic of Egypt and the 
ContE;!mporary World for the Third Grade of Preparatory Schools. 
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are u~ed for political edudation in primary education 
show that in grade 6 pupils start to learn simple 
ideas about the developmept of political parties. The 
section "Achievements of the Revolution in Realizing 
Democracy" gives some indications that :the ASU was based 
on the alliance of the working forces of the people and then 
the Revolution established political parties under the 
prihciples of social peace, national unity and democratic 
socialism. However, the aims, programmes and even 
names of political parties are not taught to children 
at this age. ( 1) 
Similar information about politic~l parties is 
included in the c,ivics education course for grade B. <2 ) 
Names of political parties and their ideologies are still 
not yet covered in this course. However, on the assumption 
that pupils at this age are able to understand the 
ideologies of political parties, pupils are required, 
with their teacher, to visit the local o£fices of the 
political parties in order to discuss their programmes 
and ideologies. Although such visits help pupils to 
distinguish between the different ideologies of the 
political parties and discuss their views on specific 
issues, some political parties do not have local branches 
in many of the preparatory school areas. Furthermore, 
1). Ministry of Education, Modern History of Egypt for the Sixth 
Grade of Primary Schools. 
2). Ministry of Education, The System of Government in the Arab 
Republic-of Egypt for the Second Grade of Preparatory·schools, 
P • 27 1 36 1 52 • 
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the range of party visited is often determined by the 
teacher interest and attachment to political parties. 
Only in grade 9 are the names of the political parties 
introduced and brief ideas about their progranunes 
included in the history course. (l) 
In comparison with other stages, in the secondary 
stage a considerable emphasis is placed on matters 
relating to political parties. In grade 11 pupils 
discuss the fa~t that democratic systems permit the 
e~tablishment of political parties with the aim of 
expressing different viewpoints and ideologies towards 
pblitical and social issues. Pupils also learn that 
the political parties share responsibilities in politicai 
life and in wielding authority. Differences in 
political parties in democratic and in non-democratic 
systems are analysed and the disadvantages of the one 
party system in Egypt, for example the hindrance to the 
development of democracy are considered. (2 ) The 
required visits to political parties are more effective 
in this stage than in the preparatory staqe because 
political parties have branches in most secondary school 
districts. It seems that the teachinq of political 
party matters in this grade is likely to be more 
effective in developing the political awareness of 
l). Ministry of Education, Modern and Contemporary History of 
Egypt for the Third Grade of Preparatory Schools, p.ll2. 
2). Ministry of Education, Civic Education:Contemporary State 
for the Second Grade of Secondary Schools, p.97. 
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pUpils and giving them an ability to discuss current 
political affairs and issues. However, there are some 
shortcomings in the course which might counteract this 
development. For example, most of the stated information 
about political parties is theoretical and there is 
little analysis of the ideological differences between 
the established political parties and their views towards 
current problems and issues in the society. Moreover, 
the teacher's choice of visits to political parties 
might restrict the knowledge and discussion of pupils to one 
or more selected political parties. 
As has been noted civic educati~n courses, usually, 
have little impact on the development of the ability of 
students to participate in political life. This is due 
to the fact that the civic education courses provide 
pupils mainly with theoretical rather than practical 
experiences. In response to this defect most of the 
civic courses in Egyptian schools attempt to.combine 
both theoretical and practical components. For example, 
the philosophy of the civic course in grade 7 is based 
on the idea that the practical ~tudy and the interest of 
pupils is the best approach to clarifying the theoretical 
study. (l) During this course pupils are required to 
visit some of the local institutions to study the way in 
which they work, the problems facing lbcal society, 
and to discuss alternative solutions. There is no 
1). Ministry of Education, The Pupil in .his Local Environment 
for the First Grade of Preparatory Schools. 
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doubt that through this form o~ participati~n pupils 
are encouraged to think critically, to form concrete 
concepts, and to formulate attitudes towards social 
and political institutuions. It also develops an 
awareness in pup~ls of their responsibil~ties towards 
the problems of the environment in which they live. 
The grade 8 civic education course includes_many 
practical exercises aimed at linking the theoretical 
material to real experiences in the local environment. 
For instance, pupils and their teachers visit political, 
social and economic institutions related to the course 
and discriss with responsible people in these institutions 
the electoral system and the membership, organization, 
duties, and problems of the institution. (l) Similarly, 
pupils in grade 9 are required to visit'some of the 
national divisions of the international institutions in 
Cairo. Moreover, opportunities are provided for pupils 
to discuss societal problems through classroom dis-
cussion, and school activities. ( 2 ) 
It could be argued that such practical elements 
effectively contribute to the development of the 
political and social awareness of pupils of current 
affairs and problems and encourage pupils to express 
their own viewpoints. However, the lack of qualified 
1). Ministry of Education, The System of Government in the Arab 
Republic of Egypt for the Second Grade of Preparatory Schools, 
p. 20, 60. 
2). Ministry of Education, A Guide for Teachers in Teaching Social 
Studies for the Tqird Grade of Preparatory Schools, pp.lll-117. 
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teachers capable of lifiking theory Rnd practice , and 
the shortcomiJ1gs of school facilities are detrimental 
to the effectiveness df this approach to teaching 
political education. For example, in a study of the 
political awareness of student teachers undertaken in 
1978 it was found that they were nOt able to define 
the concepts of the poli~ical ideologies of thei~ country 
and they had little irtformation about political parties. 
Moreover, the study indicated that the student teachers 
had few ideas about how they might organize the activities 
of pupils in relation to political edu6ation. {i) 
A significdnt difference between the Soviet Union 
on the one hand and England and Egypt on the other is to 
b~ found in the development of approaches to political 
education. It could ba argued that whilst the approach 
of political education is basically open and related to 
democratic systems, the Soviet Union approach is clearly 
closed and politically dictatorial. As previously noted 
Soviet schools attempt to inculcate in young people certain 
prescribed ways of thinking and acting. Consequently, 
it is expected that intellectual participation skills 
and critical thinking are not developed in Soviet young 
people. This does not mean, however, that the process 
of political socialization and indoctrination in the 
Soviet Union guarantees the successful achievement of 
compelling all young people to accept Soviet political 
policies or securing their commitment to the Marxist-
1). E.F.Hana, Political Education and Politial Awareness of Students 
in Fac~lties of Education, EL.:..Anglo, Cairo, ·1978, p.74. (in Arabic) 
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Leninist system. 
In 1974 a S6viet s~rvey was undertaken to find out 
the effectiveness of political socialization in the 
upper grades of the secondary schools. (l) The finding 
indicated that more than two-thirds of the sample 
reported that they were not given the opportunity to 
discuss and analyse political current affairs. Similarly, 
Mouly notes that there is a lack of interest in politics 
and ideology among the present generation. (2 ) Other 
findings indicate that, except for a very small number, 
Soviet students dare not criticize or dissent from the 
Soviet system. The findings also reveal that only 5 
per cent of students belong to the 'Democratic Movement" 
which consists of a group of Soviet citizens who are 
critical of various aspects of the system. (3 ) One of 
the reasons for the reluctance of students to criticize 
the system is the severe punishment given to students who 
violate the rules and values of the system. Soviet 
students realize that any attempt to express a viewpoint 
against the system and its authority could resu-1 t in 
"expulsion and that this would endanger their whole 
future careers". <4 ) 
Despite the fact that any organized political 
1). Vospitanie Shk1nikov, No.2, 1974, pp.34-36, Quoted by J.Zajda, 
Education in the USSR, pp.121-122. 
2) . R. Mou1y, 'Values and Aspirations of Soviet Youth' , in P. Cocks 
et al. (eds.) , The Dynamics of Soviet Po1i tics, Harvard 
university Press, 1976, p.233. 
3) ~ P. Reddaway,Uncensored Russia, (New Ycirk:American Heritage, 1972), 
p.-32, Quoted by R.Mouly, 'Values and Aspirations of Smdet Youth, 
p.234. 
4) ~ Ibid., p.234. 
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opposition ls dbsolutely taboo~ nevertheless discussion, 
questioning of the Party officials, some freedom of 
inquiry, and even of verbal dissent can be observed 
in Soviet education. Furthermore, "there are still many 
aspects of the system that are deeply resented. Students 
want to be left alone in their personal lives ... Many 
youth do not feel that.th~ Party gives them the_truth, 
and.believe it often keeps important information from 
them altogether."(l) It could be argued on the basis 
of these f~elings that political socialization in the 
Soviet Union to a large extent hinders the development 
of participation skills of pupils in criticizing and 
influen6ing the values of the system. However, the 
political socialization process in the Soviet schools 
does no.t guarantee that all young people are indoc-
trinated to the values of the system and the authorities. 
Moreover, some studies not only reveal little 
influence by the school curriculum in developing a 
Marxist-Leninist belief system but also suggest that 
Soviet schoolchildren have a lower level of intellectual 
thinking. Cary concludes that whilst instruction in 
history, geography and social studies develop pupil's 
understanding of Marxism-Leninism ideology, evidently 
it is not effective in helping them to develop a 
personal belief in the system. (2 ) Similarly, Grant 
1). Ibid. I p.235. 
2). Cary, 'Patterns of Emphasis' 1 p.28. 
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Brgues that a high level of conunitment among Soviet 
young people is due more to patriotic pride rather than 
the to doctrinal conviction. (l) Moreover, Bronfenbrenner 
concludes whilst Soviet children appear to be much 
better than children in the West in respect to propriety 
such as being clean and orderlyp they "gave less weight 
than the subjects from the other countries (Englandp 
Switzerland and the United S.tates) to telling the truth 
and seeking intellectual understanding". (2 ) Williamson 
argues that such findings indicate that "ideological 
claims of the state are not yet fully ~ooted in the 
beliefs and sentiments of its citizens;,. =D) 
It seemi that the main factor behind the relative 
ineffectiveness of ideological training in Soviet schools 
is the nature of the political socialization process. 
Since political indoctrination is confined to the 
predetermined political ideology of Marxism-Leninismp 
it is not easy for the secondary school student to accept 
a prescribed ideology since the student has developed 
an ability to think critically and has a desire to find 
out about the world and other ideologies. Mouly found 
that most Soviet students have a keen desire to read 
about Western societies. Soviet students "greatly envy 
Western students who can read whatever they wish. Russian 
1). N. Grant, Soviet Education, p.32. 
2). U. Bronfenbrenner, Two Worlds of Childhood. U.S. and US.S.R., 
Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 1970, p.Bl. 
3). B. Williamson, Education, Social Structure and Development, p.l07. 
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students listen frequently and with much interest to 
Western radio broadcasts ... They consider these broad-
casts valuable resources of information either omitted 
or distorted in the Soviet !-1edia." (l) Moreover, perhaps 
the Marxist-Leninist ideology is too abstract and that 
prevents students in the first years of the secondary 
schools understanding the concepts of communist ideology. 
Furthermore, participation in social and political 
life is confined within the concepts of communist ideology 
and based on the desired policies of the Communist Party 
and Soviet government. While in democratic countries 
young people are expected to develop an open-mindedness 
and an ability to serve both their personal and society 
int~rests, iri the Soviet Union considerable attention is 
paid to preparing students for"useful labour" to serve 
the group as a whole and less attention is given to 
individual development. Although young people are 
expected to be aware of the political affairs of their 
country ahd other countries, this is seen "with respect 
to the political issues and problems that bear on the 
building of communism". Young people "are expected to 
become aware of the problems that are subject to reso-
lution through the political process". (2 ) 
It seems clear that the development of participation 
1) .R. Mouly, 'Values and Aspirations of Soviet Youth', p.236. 
2).C. Cary, 'The G.oals of Citizenship Training in American and 
Soviet Schools' p.295. 
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skills is seen only as a means to build ·the communist 
ideology and permitted discussion has to be consistent 
with the policies of the Communist Party and political 
system. In contrast to the Soviet Union, qpportunity is 
given to Egyptian young people to criticize and participate 
in political life and to express alternative viewpoints. 
In England political education in school~ provides greater 
opportunities for the development of the intellectual and 
critical thin~ing of pupils to enable th~m to participate 
in poli tica·l life and criticize governmental policies 
than is the pract~ce in Egypt. 
Preceding recent developments the approach to 
political education in England was traditional and 
concentrated on descriptive political knowledge rather 
than critical analysis of real issues in political life. 
For example, the approach to teaching civics and the British 
Constitution was descriptive and avoided discussion of 
controversial issues. Ian Lister has argued that political 
educationin schools was "passionless, quietist-political 
issues were seen as nuisances which interfered with the smooth 
working of government - and put people off participation". (l) 
Mercer attributed the low level of participation by British. 
young people to the concentration of political knowledge 
in political education courses. The emphasis in political 
education was on ''the recall of political information rather 
1). I. Lister, Aims and Methods of Political Education in Schools, p.8. 
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than elaboration directly of political valUes (and wh~ch) 
will inhibit teachers from devoting valuable time to .... 
the discussion of political norms and values". (l) 
Stradling observed that the traditional civic courses 
in political education for GC~ •on Level mainly focused on 
the acquisition of political knowledge about the institutions 
and political machinery of central and local gove_rnment. ( 2 ) 
Moreover, Harber argued that the traditional approach of 
teachingBriti~h Constitution and civics was conservative, 
focused on the formal institutions of ~entral government 
and emphasized consensus rather than the examination nf 
conflict and real issues in political life. He argues 
th~t the idea 6f focusing on the political system and its 
real behaviour, actual conflict in politics, the discussion 
of political matters, and stimulating a more active form 
of participation are necessary developments in the teaching 
of political education. ( 3) 
In a survey of GCE Syllabuses during 1971-72, Brennan 
found that all the syllabuses at 'O' Level and more than 
half at 'A' Level followed the traditional constitutional 
approach. Five of the eight boards offered 'O' Level 
papers under the title of British Constitution, two 
offered Economics and Public Affairs, and one offered 
Economics and Public Affairs with an alternative paper on 
1). G.Mercer, 'Political Education and Socialization to Democratic Norms' 
Survey Research Centre, University of Strathclyde, Occasional Paper 
No.ll, 1973, pp.i9-30, Quoted by C.Hakirn, 'Political Socialization 
in Venezuelan Secondary Schools', Essex, 1974, Unpublished Ph.D. 
Thesis, p.l59. 
2) . R. Stradling, 'Political Education in the 11 to 16 Curriculum' , 
Cambridge Journal of Education, Vol.8., Nos.2 & 3, 1978, p.l02. 
3). C.Harber, Politics and Pnlitical Education in 1984' I p.ll6. 
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the Structure and Working of the British Government. (l) 
Brennan also found that the teaching of the British Con-
stitution was descriptive rather than analytical. Whilst 
the emphasis was on the acquisition of political knowledge 
of institutions and procedures, little concern was given 
to developing political awareness of the realities of the 
political system, controversial issues, and political 
parties matters. He concluded that ~ 
The general criticism of the existing papers at '0' Level is 
that they are much too formal and encourage an approach which, 
because of the detailed knowledge demanded, either inhibits 
or prevents a study of political life which could be made 
challenging, realistic and revealing. Above all, they fail 
in the essential educational purpose.of developing a fuller 
understanding of basic concepts as the key to increasing 
intellectual awareness. (2) 
The teaching of British Constitution to young people 
in both GCE 'O' and 'A' levels has also been criticized 
by Crick on the grounds that the constitutional approach 
to teaching political education is not relevant to the 
real life of political affairs. Crick advocated the idea 
of introducing Current Affairs instead of descriptive 
knowledge about the Constitution and political institutions. (3 ) 
Perhaps the above-mentioned argument confirms the 
idea that political education in England has not been able 
to avoid the concept of political socialization. It seems 
that the approach to political education before recent 
1). J. Brennan, Political Studies : A Handbook for Teachers, Longman, 
London, 1974, pp.l4-l5. 
2). Ibid. I p.l9. 
3). B. Crick, 'The Introducing of Politics', in D.Heater (ed.), 
The Teaching of Politics, p.3. 
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nPvP.l opmPnt s was to r.oncen.t:rr.tP. on t:he ~.CCJnJ s:i t_j_on of 
political knowledge about the constitution and local and 
central government. Courses in political education dis-
couraged the discussion of real issues and problems related 
to political current affairs. Consequently, instruction 
in political education was descriptive and conservative 
and in accordance with the prevailing political norms of 
society. 
In spite of the fact that political knowledge has 
importance in promoting the ability of a student to 
participate in political life, the development of 
participation skills and critical thinking are al~o 
important in the process of political participation. The 
recent developments in political education in England since 
the mid 1970's have obviously influenced moves in political 
education to prqmote the ability of pupils to understand 
issues, criticize political matters, and to participate 
effectively in political life. 
In recent year~ there have been improvements in the 
content of political education in schools, especially in 
the GCE syllabuses. Although improvements in general are 
slow, GCE subjects reveal a continuing "move away from the 
traditional British Constitution syllabuses towards courses 
of study which encourage a much greater degree of political 
awareness and political realism". (l) Moreover, developments 
1). T. Brennan, 'Politics in Schools:From Socialization to Education', 
p.l42. 
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in political educatiori in line ~ith the appioache~ of 
political literacy are mo~e ~pparent ~t the GCE 'A' Level 
than at the GCE '0' Level and CSE levels. In general, 
however, there is a marked development "in the direction 
of a more conceptual treatment which encourage a realistic 
appraisal of current issues and problems, a realisation of 
the compl.ex·ities and limitation~ of government". (l) 
For example, in 1974 the Northern Universities Joint 
Matriculatioh Board introduced a new 'A' Level course in 
British Government and Politics. The main approach of this 
course is to concentrate on voting behaviour, the nature of 
pa~ty conflict, and matters of current controversy. 
Similarly, The Associated Examining Board 'A' Level syllabus 
in Government and Politics which replaced the British 
Constitutiori Course in 1974 provided students with a 
compulsory paper under the title of Political Behaviour -
Britain. This paper included knowledge about the concept 
of political culture and its applications; a sttidy of 
voting behaviour, pressure group~, political power, and 
the nature of political and social change. (2 ) Furthermore, 
the London 'A' Level GCE examination, which was introduced 
from 1978, placed a considerable emphasis on political 
values and decision-making. (3 ) 
Political education courses for 'A' Level are not 
l). Ibid. I p.l43. 
2). T.Brennan, Political Education and Democracy, p.65. 
3). L. Cohen, 'Political Literacy and the Primary School : A Dutch 
Experiment', Teaching Politics, Vol.lO, No.3, 1981, p.259. 
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. . 
restricted to a particular_political system but also 
include other political systems. For example, Paper 
Three in the Associated Examining Board 'A' Level course 
has three options, the study of political institutions in 
Britain, the USA, and the USSR. (l) The course under the 
title of The Impact of Marxist Ideas on the World, which 
is designed by Holland Park School (LohdonY for sixth form 
students includes basic Marxist ideas, industrial and 
economic features, the effect and spread of Marxism in other 
countries, and finaily Marxism in England.< 2 ) 
The national survey (1981) generally· reveals that 
courses in political education, which are conunonly intr-o.;.. 
duced to senior grades in secondary schools, focus on the 
development of political literacy through current political 
issues and affairs, party politics, and the work of 
pressure groups~ Moreover, some of these courses develop 
participation skills by encouraging pupils to take part 
in discussion and debate, and being able to empathise 
with another persons' point of view.()) 'I' he survey ' s 
findings also indicat_e that the introduction of political 
education into senior grades especially 'A' Level is 
consistent with the assumption that at the later ages in 
secondary school students are more able to understand and 
handle political matters and issues. (Table 10) shows that 
l). T.Brennan, Political Education and Democracy, pp.65-66. 
2} .R. Pask, The Impact of Marxist Ideas on the vJorld', Documents of 
the Political Education .Research Unit, Department of Education, 
University of York, Spring 1982, TS. 
3) • Stradling and Noctor, p .12. 
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exclusive and modular provisions are more popular in 
senior grades and 'A' Level than in the first years of 
secondary school. 
TABLE 10 
TARGET GROUPS FOR EXCLUSIVE AND !>10DULAR PROVISIONS 
IN ENGLISH SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
Students' Age Range Exclusive Provision% Hodular Provision 
lst-3rd year 2 7 
4th-5th year 28 66 
6th form 70 25 
Source: Stradling and Noctor, p.B, 14. 
In general, there has been less progress in intro-
ducing and improving GCE '0' Level syllabuses. Since 
1974, however, some courses on Government, Politics and 
Economics have been introduced for 'O' Level students. (l) 
Some of these courses are designed to encourage a study 
of both the institutions and processes of fhe modern 
political system, government action in economic and social 
affairs, and the behaviour of individuals in the context 
of society and its political system.( 2 ) Much less 
improvement hqs been introduced to first years of the 
secondary schools. Some syllabuses, however, concentrate 
1). T.Brennan, 'Politics in Schools 
p.l43. 
From Socialization to Education', 
2). T.Brennan, ·Political Education and Democracy, p.64. 
0· 
'0 
4o4· 
on cential and local gov~rhment and there is a lack of 
material ~hich develops the conceptual approach or which 
deals with current issues. "The sad truth is that th.ere 
is a desp~r~te need to develop teaching materials of all 
kinds which will support the teacher in his task of 
stimulating interest in the everyday world of politics. (l) 
-A recent document issued in 1983 by the Department 
of Education and Science indicates that teachers are 
becoming more concerned withthe development of their 
pupils' participation skills. The document states that 
"Active participation of pupils in carrying out enquiries, 
in collecting and interpreting info~mation and in 
exchanging idsas ~ith each other in class and group 
discussions became a more obvious part of lessons than 
previously". (2 } More recently in February 1986 the 
Secretary of State for Education and Science, Sir Keith 
Joseph, has taken an interest in the teaching of politically 
controversial issues in schools. Joseph advocates the 
necessity of discussing controver~ial issues on the grounds 
that they could arise spontaneously in many aspects of 
the school curriculum. An understanding of these issues 
necessitates the development of students' participation 
skills and critical thinking appropriate to a free and 
open society. Teachers, therefore, should "encourage 
1). T. Brennan, 'Polit1cs in Schools: From Socialization to Education', 
pp.l43-144. 
2). DES., Curriculum ll-16:Towards a Statement of Entitlement, p.l7. 
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pupils and st~dents to form their owh conclusions on 
the basis of evidence and reflection and of discussion 
with others". (l) 
The introduction of a course in the elements of 
economics into the school curriculum is a possible 
approach to helping students understand the affairs and 
problems of their societ·y. An understanding of basic 
economic concepts and knowledge about the national 
economy could positively affect their ability not only 
to participate in economic and political affairs, but 
also to develop their understanding of the relations 
between economics arid poli ti.cs. The Department of 
Education and Science asserts that in democracy all 
citizens should be aware of the main economic and 
political issues. The DES., therefore, emphasizes 
the introduction of economics into the secondary school 
curriculum and asserts that "If it is a purpose of the 
curriculum to add to young people's social and political 
competence, then economic knowledge is a necessary 
condition of educational value''. ( 2) Schools should 
introduce pupils to the main issues of economics which 
affect their life. 
Moreover, the Economics Association in its report 
(1977) ( 3 ) stresses that the secondary school curriculum 
1). Department of Education and Science, How to Approach Politically 
Controversial Issues when Teaching, a press release, 4 February,l986. 
2). DES, Curriculum 11-16: Working Paper by H.M.Inspectorate, p.54. 
3) . Economics Association (1977) , The Contribution of Economics to 
General Education:ReporLby anAd Hoc Committee, p.4,6, Quoted 
by T.Brennan, Polit~cal Education and Democracy, p.78. 
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should provide pupils with some economic facts of life 
and it suggests three essential objectives in tea6hing 
economics. First, to provide pupils with economic knmv-
ledge, skills and concepts necessary for understanding 
the world in which they live. Secondly, to dev~lop an 
understanqing of the more important economic institutions. 
Thirdly to develop the ability of pupils to participate 
in the decision~making process of modern industrial 
democr~cy. Furthermore, in 1984 the DES underlined the 
necessity of providing secondary school pupils with 
knowledge about national economics and some basic economic 
awareness. ( 1 ) 
A feature of the recent movement in political 
education in England has been the introduction of elements 
of political education in primary schools. Although the 
tradition in most primary schools is to avoid the 
introduction of overt political education into the 
school cur~iculum, attempts have been made to modify this 
traditioJ~) For example, the Schools Council in their 
document "Social Studies 8-13" recommended that "social 
studies is not only concerned with knowledge but also 
with attitudes and values ... and there is a need for 
schools to play some part as early as possible in 
encouraging children's awareness of the existence of 
evidence, as well as encouraging such attitudes as respect 
1). DES, The Organization and Content the 5-16 Curriculum, pp.S-9. 
2). A. Ross, 'Developing Political Concepts and Skills in the 
Primary School', Educ_ational Beview,Vol.36, No.2, 1984, pp.l32-l33. 
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for ~vidence, (and) readi~ess to revise opinions ~n the 
light of evidence". {l) 
In 1977 the Schools Council curriculum project 
produced teachers' books to explain the development of 
critical thinking skills and to a~sert the necessity to 
develop core concept~ such as values and beliefs, 
conflict and consensus, similarity and difference, causes 
and consequence, and power. (2 ) More recently the Inner 
London Education Authority'~ project 'for teaching social 
studies in primary school stresses that social studies in 
primary schdols is concerned to de~elop· children awareness 
and understanding of their society. (J) The a~quisition 
of knowledge and attitudes about society, and the 
development of other people's views are the prominent 
aims 6f social studies in a prjmary schools. According 
to the project's materials, it is expected that children 
will learn directly some political and social concepts 
such as power, authority, conflict, interdependence, 
c6-bperation1 and social change. 
A parallel to military education in the Soviet Union 
and Egypt, is the introduction of peace education in 
England. Whatever the form of the adopted subject, ~t 
seems that in all three countries the main issues b~hind 
the teaching of the subject is related to the defence of 
l). Schools Council, Social Studies 8-13: Working Paper No.39, Evans/ 
Methuen Educational, London, 1971, pp.ll-12. 
2). t'l.A.L. Blyth et.al., (197.7), History, Geography and Social 
Sciences 8-13: A Guide to Curriculum Planning, Collins/ESL, 
London, Quoted by Ross, 'Developing Political Concepts in 
the Primary School' , p .133. 
3). ILEA, Social Studies in the Primary School, ILEA, London,l98o. 
' 
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the country. However, the emphasis on preparing Soviet 
young people to defend their motherland is based on 
ideological beliefs. The move to introduce peace 
studies j,n England, however, is in some respect more 
consistent with the approach to political education than 
in Egypt and the Soviet Union. 
Perhaps the first organized institution for promoting 
peace in England came in 1959 with the establishmen,t of 
the Lancaster Peace Research Centre. SUbsequently, in 
1973 the School of Peac~ Studies was established at 
Bradford University. Many institutions of higher 
education have now introduced courses in peace studies. 
Moreover, the subject is not restricted to higher 
education. Many local education authorities, especially 
Labour controlled ones, and teachers have introduced 
peace education to schoolchildren in secondary and 
primary education. (1) According to a survey undertaken 
by the University of Lancaster, two out of three local 
education authorities .in England and Wales have peace 
studies in their schools. ( 2 ) Whilst some schools 
introduce peace education as a separate subject, others 
introduce it as a part of other aspects of curriculum 
such as English, Religious Education, and General 
Studies. ( 3 ) 
l). D. Regan, 'The Threat·of Peace Studies', Gong, January, 1985. 
2). The Sunday Times, 4 March 1984. 
3). B. Cox, 'Peace Studies:How they Cheat our Children', Reader's 
Digest, Vol.l26, 1985, p. 34. 
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The international Atlantic Collegef whi~h prepares 
students for the International Bacc~laureate, has been 
one of the most enthusiastic proponents of peace 
studies. The Atlantic College's Peace Studies Project 
aims to develop a student's ability "to confront and 
combat violence in all its forms and especially the 
threat of war ... and co-operative skills in the creation 
of more peaceful relationships''. (l) The project 
concentrates on the concepts of peace and violence, 
the phenomenon of human aggression, conflicts within 
society, non-violence in theory and practice, the 
superpower conflict, and international organization~(~) 
Although the course encourages young people to partici-
pate in the creation of a more peaceful society, it 
also gives opportunities to make their own decisions. (3 ) 
Many local education authorities have established 
guidelines for teachers to promote peace education in 
their schools. For example, in 1981, the Education 
Cominittee of Nottinghamshire County Council produced 
guidelines on peace education for schools. The main 
objectives were to ensure that pupils were provided 
with a balanced view of any issues and that they "should 
know the facts,hear the arguments from all points of 
view and ultimately be able to form their own views". (4) 
1). C.Reid and s. Duczek, 'Constructing a Peace Education Programme', 
Documents of the Political Edu·cation Research Unit, Deparbnent 
of Education, University of York, Spring 1982, TS., p.2. 
2). The Times, 6 January, 1984; The Times, 20 February 1984. 
3). C.Reid and S.Duczek, 'Constructing a Peace Education Programme'. 
p.2,6. 
4) .. Report to. the Education Committee. of the Working Party on the 
Development·of·a Curricu1urn·£or Peace Education, The Central 
Reprographic Unit, Nottinghamshire County Council, June 1982, pp.·3-4. 
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It seems that the guidelines are consistent with the aim 
of political education since they attempted to avoid the 
indoctrination of any specific view towards the issues of 
peace. However, the guidelines seem to be more concerned 
to foster peace through non=violent solutions. For 
example, the aim of peace education was "'to understand 
the meaning and implication of peace and to foster the 
ability to strive for peace in relationships between 
individual, groups and nations". (l) This aim could be 
realized by a study of institutions dedicated to striving 
for peace and resolving conflict such as the CND 
European Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, World bia-
armament Campaign, and the World Council of Churches. 
In 1981, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Education Committee 
established a Working Group on the Nuclear Issue to 
produce a teaching guide for the Newcastle area schools. 
The guide recognizes that pupils should be aware of 
aspects of the nuclear issue.such as nuclear weapons 
and the arms race, deterrence and disarmament, the 
effects of nuclear explosion, and the search for peace. (2 ) 
The guide emphasiz~s the need to ~evelop the ability of 
pupils to strive for peace and to dislike war. It also 
attempts to provide pupils with a "scope for the 
development of intellectual skills". (3 ) In 1982 the 
1) . Ibid. I p. 5. 
2). The Nuclear Issue in Education:A Teaching Guide for Newcastle 
Schools (Part. One), Working Group on the Nuclear Issue, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne Education Committee, 1981. 
3) . Ibid. I p. 3 . 
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Avon project on peace educa·tion for· secondary and primary 
schools was introduced. The project at~empted to 
promote peaceful attitudes and behaviour among school-
children and to teach them to reject nucle~r weapons 
and the use of violence in solving conflict. The purpose 
of the project was to "encourage attitudes that lead 
to a preferehce for constructive and non-violent 
resolution of conflict and to help pupils develop the 
personal and social skills necessary to live in harmony 
with others . 11 ( 1 ) 
It seems that the general approach of these proj~cts 
is to maintain peace by developing a student's awareness 
of conflict and violenc~, their ability to participate 
in solving conflict peacefully and to strive for peace 
and non-violent solutions. In this respect peade 
education is to support the unilateralist view of 
maintaining peace since it neglects the other aspects 
of peace which necessitates the existence of force to 
realize national defence. However, iri some cases, for 
example the Nottinghamshire's guidelines and the 
Atlantic College's project, there are attempts to provide 
students with opportunities tci formulate their own 
views and make their own decisions. The movement for 
teaching peace education in the school curriculum has 
raised an essential argument in the te.aching of the 
1). G.F.Crump; Peace Education :Guidelines for Primary and 
Secondary Schools, Education Department, Avon County Council 
. 1983, p.l. 
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subject to schoolchi,ldren. On: the one hand some people 
advocate the idea bf peace education so as to resolve 
conflict among people and nations peacefully. On the 
other hand, other people advocate the idea that peace 
education should deal with the concept of peace from a 
two-sided discussion of disarmament providing students with the 
opportunity to formulate, their particular view towards 
the issues of peace and war. 
At their conference held in 1981, the NUT expressed 
their support to promote peace education as a means to 
combat nuclear weapons and conflict among nations. The 
NUT's document stated that: 
International tensions, the continuing expansion of nuclear 
and conventional armaments, and the negative response of the 
developed nations to the needs of the Third World ... all 
demonstrate the relevance and indeed urgent importance of 
peace education as part of an overall strategy for the 
elimination of conflict and the reallocation of resources. (1) 
The large number of teachers affiliated to the 
CND draws attention to the role that educ~tion can play 
in working for a peaceful world. At the NUT conference, 
held incl982, more than 100,000 t~achers voted in favour 
of affiliation to the CND and considered themselves as 
the educational wing of the CND. Many teachers now 
support the CND and indoctrinate children in its 
unilateralist view. For example at a south London 
comprehensive school, a talk to pupils on nuclear weapons 
and the 1945 bombing of Hiroshima was followed by a 
1). NUT/NATFHE, Education for Peace, Quoted by D.Heater, Peace 
through Education, The Falmer Press, London, 1984, p.29. 
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teachervs assertion fhat the CND produces the best 
means of avoiding nuclear waro (l) 
Moreover, Neil Kinnock, the Leader of the Opposition, 
has advocated the introduction of peace educationo He 
srgues that every school should have a teacher respon-
sible for teaching peace educationo {2 ) McCrum, a former 
Headmaster of Eton who is now Master of Corpus C~risti , 
Cambridge, also argues that peace education contributes 
in maintaining peaceo He says "th6se who urge that 
such issues should not be seriously studied in schools. 
do positive harm to the cause of peaceo Is it not 
likely that this cause will be furthered if the young 
have a clearer and broader understanding of them than 
they have today?"{ 3 ) 
On the other hand, the introduction of peace 
education into ther school curriculum has been ~criticizedo 
It would be argued that peace education should not be 
restricted to the unilateralist view of peace, since any 
attempt to introduce the issues of peace should take into 
account the needs of national defence. Moreover, 
educational criteria are an essential factor in the 
teaching of peace education. It is necessary that 
peace education should avoid any attempts to indoctrinate 
a specific view towards the issues of peace. 
Professor B. Cox, of Manchester, ~o-editor of the 
Black Papers on Education, in a study of peace education, 
l). B.Cox, 'Peace Studies', p. 34-. 
2). Quoted by D.Heater, Peace Through Education, p.l8. 
3). The Times, 6 January, 1984. 
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argues that there is an overridinq bias towards the 
unilateralist view of nuclear deterrence. Moreover, 
among 300 documents less than 10 per cent have an 
impartial view. (l) E.Leigh argues that the domination 
of the unilateralist view in peace edubation excludes 
any realistic study of the nature of the Soviet system. 
He also asserts that schools should protect thei~ pupils 
from any attempts of political indoctrination. As in 
the case of religious education under the 1944 Education 
Act, parents should have the right to withdraw their 
children from any course which attempts to indoctrinate 
children in specific views towards controversial political 
issues. (Z) 
Similarly, Cox condemns the attempts of teachers 
to impart a one-sided view on nuclear weapons and hostility 
to NATO. Cox argues "By far the most serious aspect of 
peace studies is the way in which they create at atmos-
phere of intellectual coercion and intimidation in our 
schools". ( 3) She also criticizes peace education on the 
~rounds ~hat fhe enthusiastic supporter~ of peace studies 
see the issue of peace in narrow application. At 
Atlantic College, for example, there is a conspicuous 
absence of systematic teaching about the realities of 
life in the USSR and Eastern Europe. (4 ) Moreover Dr.Rhodes 
1). B. Cox, 'Peace Studies', p.34. 
2). The Times, 20 January 1984 
3). B. Cox, 'Peace Studies' p. 37. 
4). The Times, 9 January 1984. 
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Boysonp a former Junior Education Minister, criticiz~d 
the unilateralist view of peace which denounced nuclear 
weapons. He argued that peace ~ducation should be aware 
of ·the repressive Soviet policies towards Afghanistan 
and against the genuine peace protesters in Moscow. 
Boyson also condemned teachers who supported peace 
education and displayed-the CND logo. He Says: 
"I am appalled to see teachers in schools wearing unilateral 
disarmament· badges. As a parent, I would take up with 
the Head and governors of the school the wearing by staff 
of such badges which betray the neutrality of classroom 
and school. Children go to school to be taught and not 
politically infiltrated". (1) 
Furthermore, at a conference on peace education, 
organized by the National Council for Women on 3 March 
1984, the Education Secretary Sir Keith Joseph accused 
some of the local education authorities of attempts to 
indoctrinate pupils through the teaching of peac~ 
education. The Minister disagreed with th~ teaching of 
peace studies as set out in the guidelines prepared by 
some of the local authorities. He said: 
"In the course of preparing such guidance, opinions are 
expressed and propagated by councillors and others do 
great educational harm. I deplore such attempts to 
trivialise the substance of the issue of peace and war, 
to cloud it with inappropriate appeals to emotion, and to 
present it so one-sidedly that if the teacher actually 
adopted the guidance he would be guilty of indoctrination". (2) 
The Education Secretary re-emphasized the right of 
parents to complain even to him if they believed that their 
1). The Times Educational Supplement, 24 December 1982. 
2). Department of Education CtDd Science, Speech by,Education 
Secretary Sir }(eith Joseph to the National Council of.Women of 
Britaip, London, 3 March 1984; p.S. 
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children were being indoctrinated. 
It seems clear that one of the main arguments for 
introducing peace education has been support among 
teachers for a unilateralist view of nuclear issues and 
disarmament. Peace education, however, should provide 
students with the opportunity to understand and assess 
all the facts behind nuclear weapons and their effect 
not only in time of war but also as the main factor in 
keeping peace and the balance between the West and East. 
In other words pupils should be aware of the two~sided 
nature. of peace and war in a balanced way. For example, 
disarmament discussion should examine the claim that 
"there is no way to preserve peace in Europe·without 
matching the armaments and blocking the expansionist 
policies of the Soviet Union. (l) A parallel discussion 
is that the Soviet policies should also be examined. 
Such an approach to peace education would help students 
to weigh all evidence and eventually enable them to come 
to a rational judgement. 
In spite of the apparent attempts with peace educa-
tion to indoctrinate children with unilateralist views, 
there is also concern to avoid indoctrination. Providing 
students with opportunity to express and formulate 
their own views is an essential claim in the development 
1). The Times, 11 January 1984. 
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of peace education. In this respect the introduction 
of peace education in England is consistent with the 
approaches of political education. Any attempts to 
influence the pupil's mind discourage the development of 
his intellectual and critical thinking towards the 
issue of peace. 
In spite of the fact that schools in the Soviet 
Union attempt to prepare pupils for peace and war, 
pupils are discouraged from forming their own views on 
the issue. In bther words pupils are required to follow 
state policies on peace and war. Whilst in someEnglish 
sGhool~ the concept df peace education dbes not mean a 
unilateralist view, Egyptian schools also emphasize a 
pupil's duty towards peace and defence of the country 
against attackers. Perhaps, in both England and the 
Soviet Union the emphasis on a balanced view of peace 
and national defence is mainly related to political 
strategies and conflict between the West and East. 
Military training, however, in the Soviet Union is 
related to ideological belie{s. In contrast to England 
and the Soviet Union, in Egypt the role of education in 
promoting attitudes favourable to defence stems from the 
country's experience to imperialism and wars between. 
Egypt and Israel. 
It is clear that the former approach to political 
education in the school curriculum in England was con-
cerned with the acquisition of knowledge about political 
institutions through the teaching of civics and the 
British constitution. The conceptual and analytical 
approaches, which associate understanding and discussion 
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of real issues derived f.rom current political affairs~ 
vJere neglected. However, recently there has been a 
change toward the development of pupil's political 
awareness and participat~on skills. Thus, in general~ 
courses in political education are now mainly concerned 
with stimulating a more active form of political 
participation. 
This change has been more marked in courses for 
older pupils in secondary schools than at lower ages. 
Perhaps, this refle6ts the fact that pupiis in the 
senior grades of secondary schools are more able t6 
think in·an abstract ~nd critical manner than young~r 
pupils. As has been seen, however, the ability of 
children in understanding political matters in abstracts 
could be also develop~d in the early days of secondary 
schools and even, to some extent, in the primary school. 
There is some evidences to suggest that political 
education has been introduced to these age groups. In 
some primary schools social studies are used to introduce 
children to political knowledge and values of the 
society and to develop their ability to understand some 
political concepts. In secondary schools 'O' Level and 
courses for younger pupils concentrate on the acquisition 
of political knowledge about institutions. However, there 
is an interest in developing the pupil's participation 
skills through the study of economic and social affairs, 
the int~rrelation between individuals and the social 
political system, and by encouraging classroom discussions. 
There have been more significant changes in GCE 'A' 
Level courses in line with current developments than in 
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GCE 'O' Level coursP.s. The approaches·to political 
education in 'A' Level courses have moved from an 
emphasis on the traditional approach Of teaching 
Briti~h Constitution and the acquisition of knowledge 
about national and local political institutions to an 
emphasis on the development of political participation 
skills and an understanding of political matters. 
Syllabuses reveal a preference for content ~hich 
encourages young people to take an active part in 
political life. The content concentrates on the conceptual 
treatment of understanding current issues and problems, 
political party matters and conflict, p6litics and 
economics, the relationship between political concepts 
and the actual behaviour of the political system and 
institutions, and the study of alternative political 
systems and values. It seems, therefore, that 
political education in secondary schools consists of 
first, institut~onal political knowledge about the 
system and secondly, the development of political 
~articipation skills and understanding real issues of 
political life. Whilst the former is more common in 
'O' Level courses and the preceding ages, the latter 
is more prominent in the senior grades of secondary 
schools. 
Although improvements in political education in 
Egypt have been less than in England, in Egypt as well 
as in England it is in the senior grades that most 
changes have taken place. Whilst there is some evidence 
to suggest that the courses in political edUcation in the 
primary schools and early years of secondary schools in 
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England are consistent with the.approaches of political 
education, there has been little progress towards 
encouraging participation skills and critical thinking 
in primary and preparatory schools in Egypt. Further-
more, whilst there is an emphasis on the concept of 
political educ~tion in English schools, in the Egyptian 
schools both political socialization and political 
education are emphasized in all stages of education. 
However, there is a great emphasis upon the concept of 
political socialization at the primary stage. At this 
stage children acquire the feelings of loyalty towards 
the country and its political system through knowledge 
of the prevalent political attitudes and an emphasis 
on the government's.achievements. Moreover, children 
acquire respect for the authorities and the norms of 
society. Perhaps, political learning in primary schools 
is based ori the assumption that the early years are the 
most important in acquiring predispositions towards 
the country and the system. 
Whilst the preparatory stage in Egypt is th~ ~ost 
prominent stage in providing pupils with a la,rge 
amount of political knowledge about the system which 
leads to loyalty to the system, there is a decreasing 
emphasis on such matters on secondary schools. In. 
general, the school curriculum attempts to develop the 
participation skills of pupils and encourage them to 
take a more active part in the political life of their 
country. It seems that the approaches adopted in 
developing political education are : first, giving pupils 
the opportunit~ to practise democratic principles and 
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express their views through discussion of the democratic 
principles of the constitution; secondly, giving pupils 
the chance to understand and discuss some of the current 
social and political problems; thirdly, providing pupils 
with knowledge of the political system and attitudes in 
other countries with a focus on the democratic movement; 
fourthly, in developing ~upils 0 understanding of 
political party matters and the role of the parties in 
developing social and political life in the society; 
fifthly, attempting to combine between the theoretical 
and practical experiences of pupils. 
Although the school curriculum attempts to develop 
the above features, there are still many shortcomings 
which can hinder the movement towards the approaches of 
political education and consequently the ability of 
pupils to participate and to criticize political matters 
and issues. These shortcomings are attributable_to: 
first, the school curriculum attempts to concentrate on 
the acquisition of political knowledge and attitudes 
about the system with the aim of promoting loyalty to 
the country. and its system; secondly, there is a great 
emphasis on the successful achievements and policies of 
the government. The critical element of the courses are 
directed to past events and there is a f~ilure to develop 
adequately the ability of pupils to criticize and discuss 
current political matters and issues. Thirdly, there 
is a lack of discussion of the realities of party political 
matters and their ideologies. Fourthly, despite the fact 
that the school curriculum attempts, through the school's 
activities, to relate the theoretical and practical 
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elements v the lack of school facilities and qu·alified 
teachers minimise the effectiveness of this approach. 
It could be argued, therefore, that the emphasis 
on political socialization within the school curriculum 
in Egypt has an adverse effect on the development of 
political education which mainly aims to promote the 
ability of pupils to participate effectively in political 
life. In the Soviet school curriculum the adverseeffect 
of political socialization is even more significant 
since there are no opportunities provided for the 
development of the pupils' paiticipation skills or 
their ability to think critically about political 
issues. Participation in social and political life 
is only exercised and permitted in accordance with 
the perspectives of communist ideology and 'l.¥i thin the 
desired policy and resolutions of the Soviet government. 
Even so the emphasis on the process of political 
socialization in the Sbviet schools does not necessarily 
guarantee the commitment and conviction to the Soviet 
ideology in young people. 
CHAPTER NINE 
THE ARAB SOCIALIST YOU'J.'M ORGANIZATION AND 
THE RECENT POLITICAL PARTIES. 
The Arab Social~st Youth Organization. 
During the period in which there was a one party 
system in Egypt, the Arab Socialist Youth Organization 
(ASYO.) was established-is a deliberate form~l means to 
reinforce the role of the formal educational system in 
inculcating the p6litical ideology in young people and 
support for the system. Whilst in the Soviet Union youth 
organizations are closely linked with all stages of 
education and perform the same function of political 
indoctrination, in Egypt the ASYO covered only the senior 
grades of schooling. Moreover, although the ASYO performed 
a similar role to political socialization in the school 
curriculum, it was sepa~ated from the educational system. 
This emphasizes the fact that the Soviet Union is more 
concerned than Egypt to secure co-operation and integration 
between the educational system and youth organizations in 
order to consolidate cornmi tment to the ruling ideolog·y, 
in this case Soviet communism. 
The idea of establishing the ASYO as an independent 
organization for youth in Egypt emerged dur~ng the first 
years of the ASU (1962) but was not implemented until 
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July 1966. The organization was co·,ordinated by and 
took directives from thP ASU v.rhich v.ru.s the uHly political 
party. It seems that there were two main factors behind 
the need for establishing the ASYO. First, the former 
political organizations (the Liberation Rally and the 
National Union) did not possess youth organizations that 
could arouse enthusiasm among young people and guarantee 
their support for the new system. Therefore, it-was 
believed that the ASYO was necessary to support the ASU 
and increasing its membership from young people. The 
ASYO also aimed to prepared a new generation capabl~ of 
providing leaderships in the ASU and securing the prin-
ciples of socialism. In 1962 Nasser declared that the 
revolutionary work and support for socialism required 
leaderships from young people. (l) It his address to the 
Egyptian youth in 1965 Nasser also said: 
"First,our main work is to set up the Arab Socialist Union. 
The second operation which worries us, is b_ringing up the 
youth - the youth' is considered the backbone in the Arab 
Socialist Union ••• I believe that we have aware youth, its 
thinking may not be fully clear but by means of organizing 
and explaining, we can create a great power thatcan protect 
the society and preserve the principles of the Charter." (2) 
Secondly, there was a feeling that the radical revolutionary 
changes needed to be defended by those who believe in them 
and were capable of guaranteeing their continuity. 
From the early sixties u-ntil the middle of the 
seventies(J) the polidy of the ASU and state political 
1). G.Nasser, Democracy, p.ll7. 
2). Arab Socialist Youth Organization, Abdel-Nasser,p.97. 
3). Arab socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organisation, Cairo, 
21 July 1966, pp .11-14. (in Arabic) ; Arab Socialist Youth Organ-
ization, El-:Taleha Newspaper, Cairo, November -1970. (.in· Arabic) 
Arab Socialist Union, 'Socialist Youth Organiz~tion in Brief' Cairo, 
n.d. TS. (in Arabic); A.K.Abou El-Magd, 'Youth Organisation in 
Egypt ', Al~Ahram, Cairo, 18 October 1984; Arab Socialist Union, 
Central Conunittee, Youth Secretariat, Do~uments of the Public 
Conference on the Declaration of the Youth Organization (24 July 1973) , 
Dar El-Shaab, Cairo; 1973, pp.l8_:21, (in Arabic).-
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developments affected the work style and a:ctiv.i.t .. i P._s of 
the ASYO. Of all the other age groups of citizens young 
people were most affected by the 1967 defeat. They lost 
confict~nce in many of the country 1 s leaders and they took 
part in the demonstrations of the students in February 
and November 1968 against some of the state 1 s actions. 
The apparatus of security and intelligence became. sus-
picious of young people in general and particularly the 
ASYO. The reactions of the state authorities had an 
adverse effect on the development of the ASYO, recruitment 
decreased and the ASYO confined its activities mainly to 
training the leaders. Moreover, as a result of the 
Movement of Correction in May 1971, a crisis in confidence 
arose between the ASYO and the President of the State 
who arrested most of the political leaders of the ASYO. 
In July 1973 a new regulation was issued to give the 
ASYO, to some extent, its independence from the ASU and 
to enlarge its membership. This regulation aimed to 
promote not only political trainino but also the social 
and cultural developments of youth and to channel their 
energies to the liberation of the occupied land of Egypt. 
The ASYO continued to be affected by political 
development in the country which included the movement 
towards the acceptance of democratic principles. In line 
with the state's intentions to adopt a multi-party system, 
in September 1975 a new regulation was issued which 
introduced the principle of election and voting for all 
the ASYO officers. Moreover, the new regulation secured 
the right of the ASYO's members to express their points of 
view,and to discuss and propose policies at all levels of 
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of the ASYO (article· 9) . However, the ASYd still :r.em;:dned 
attached to the ASU. Article one of the regulation stated 
that the aim of the ASYO v7as "to work in accordance with 
the political plans of the Arab Socialist Union''. {l) The 
termination of the ASU in 1976 inevitably put an end to 
the ASYO. 
The main task of the ASYO had been to support the 
ideology of the new system and its political party, and 
to stimulate youth ifi taking an ~ctive part in developing 
their society. According to its regulations issued in 
1966 the aims of the ASYO were:( 2 ) 
First, to prepare a new generation of youth which believed 
in the principles of the Revolution, and was obedient to 
its leadership and struggle for achieving a socialist 
society. 
Secondly, to protect the Revolution and its achievements 
and secure its continuity. 
Thirdly, to organize the youth efforts to achieve the 
aims of the development plans and to participate in the 
process of increasing production. 
Fourthly, to provide the Party (ASU) with new members 
who believed in its ideology and were capable of providing 
leadership for the progress of society. 
These aims remained the main core of all the subsequent 
1). Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organi::::;ation, Guide 
on the Reconstruction of the Youth Organizati·on by Election, 
Dar El-Shaab, Cairo, December 1975, (in Arabic). 
2). Arab Socialist Union, Arab Sociaiist Youth Organization. 
:t:-P.gulations relating to the ASYO. Howevere the regulations 
issued in 1975 asserted that the aim of the ASYO was to 
train young people mainly in socialist pepaviour, 
democracy and freedom, and constructive criticism and 
holding responsibility. 
The ASYO members' duties and rights reveal that 
the organization sought to secure not only the COI!lffiitment 
of the youth to the principles of the Revolution and the 
policy of the one p~rty system but also to protect the 
system from the attitudes and values of its opponents. 
For example, all Egyptian young people between the ages 
of 15 and 25 years old had the right to be members of 
the ASYO. However, they were obliged to accept the 
principles of the Revolution, its leadership and the 
setting up of a socialist society. Moreover, a member 
of the ASYO had to be cormni tted to the political line of 
the ASU and the instructions and decisions of the ASU 
leadership. It was also stated that any young person 
who accepted the rules and regulations of the ASYO had 
the right to be a member of the ASYO. ( 1 ) 
Although the regulations of the ASYO emphasized 
that its members had the right to practise many demo-
cratic principles such as discussion, freedom of 
expression and criticism at all levels of the ASYO, 
l). Arab Socialist Youth Organization, Youth Secr~tariat, Socialist 
Youth, No.6, First year, Cairo, l June 1966, pp.l?-18. 
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their duties prevented them from pract .. i sing these rig.hts. 
Moreover, the duties of members required them to ensure 
that non~members also accepted the ideology of the 
system. In effect the members were required to be 
guards of the Revolution and to detect any hostile 
attitudes towards the system and its leaders and inform 
authorities about them. A member of the ASYO was_ also 
required .to discover supporters of the Revolution and 
stimulate them to join the ASYO. Undoubtedly, these 
duties made the ASYO like an intelligence apparatus to 
analyse opinion and detect opposition. 
There was a significant change in the regulat~ons 
issued in July 1973(l). Whilst the regtila~ions 
included most of the former duties, members of the ASYO 
were no longer required to detect opposition to the 
system. Furthermore, the membership was expanded to 
include young people between the ages of fourteen and 
thirty. The subsequent regulations issued in 1975 
included( 2 ) a further democratic development with the 
members of the ASYO were no longer obliged to obey the 
instructions and decisions of the higher levels within 
the structure of the ASYO. Moreover, they were given 
the right to take an active part in formulating and 
discussing policies and activities of the ASYO. Never-
theless, the members were stil;L committed to the ideology 
1). Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organization, The 
Fundamental Regulation of the Arab socialist Youth Organization, 
El-Akhbar Press, Cairo, July 1973. (in Arabic). 
2). Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organization, 1The 
Decree 30 in 1975 of the President of the Arab Socialist Onion 
on the Reformation of the Arab Socialist Youth Organization', 
Cairo, July 1975, TS. (in Arabia). 
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of the system and the polic~es of the party. 
The organizational structure of the ASYO was 
similar to and closely linked to the ASU. As in the 
ASU, the structure of the ASYO resembled a pyramid in 
which each level was directed and supervised by the one 
immediately above. The basic units included the members 
within schools, universities, factories and so on_. 
Above them there were the district and governqrate 
committees which were selected by the Central Committee 
of the ASYO. The highest level was the General Con-
ference which elected the Central Committee. (l) Although 
-
the General Conferance selected the Central Committee of 
the ASYO, the Committee's membership was subj'ect to 
the approval of the Higher Executive Committee of the 
ASU. Furthermore, whilst the Central Committee of the 
ASYO was responsible for the activities of the organization 
and the selection of its ranks, all these tasks were 
mainly under the supervision of the ASU and it~ policies. 
Thus, it seems that : First, the ASU attempted to 
impose its political ideology on the ASYO since young 
people were requred to follow the principles and.policies 
of the ASU and to be prepared to take over the responsibility 
of leading the political work in the ASU. Secondly, the 
ASU attempted to link the organizational structure of 
the ASYO and the structure of the ASU in order to 
facilitate the indoctrination of youth in accordance 
with the system ideology and the desired policies of 
its party. The ASU's control preVented the ASYO from 
meeting the needs of young people and to developing 
their ability to participate freely in political life. 
1). Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organization. 
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Althoush the regulations issued in 1973 attempted 
to make the ASYO more independent, the change was only 
superficial since the ASYO was still committed to the 
policy of the ASU. Article 4 of the 1973 regulations 
stated that "The Arab Socialist Youth Organisation is 
the wing of the Arab Socialist Union. It has its 
independent regulations-and responsibilities which are, 
(however) , parallel to the regulations of the Arab-
Socialist Union and work in complete co-ordination with 
• t 11 ( 1) J. • The most significant change was that the 
formulation of the Central Committee of the ASYO was 
accomplished without interference from the Higher 
Executive committee of the ASU. 
The ASYO programmes of political education derived 
mainly from the principles of the revolutions of 1952 
and 1971, and the state ideology declared in its 
documents. The ASYO prepared three programmes. (2 ) First, 
a programme for the youth who were non-members which 
aimed at developing their political awareness by providing 
them with knowledge about the importance of the ASYO, 
its aims and regulations. This programme included the 
principles of the 1952 Revolution, its necessity, and 
the government's achievements. It seems that the main 
aim of this programme was to convince the youth to join 
the ASYO and inculcate in them the ideologies of the new 
system. 
1). Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organization, The 
Fundamental Regulation of the Arab Socialist Youth Organization. 
2). Arab SociaHst Union, Arab Socia;tist -Youth Organization,Offic-ial 
Documents of the General National .Conference of Youth (30 March-
2 Anril 1976), pp.64-68; Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist 
Yoqth Organisation, A Report on the Achievements of theArab 
Socialist Youth Organization, Cairo, March 1976,pp.l7-:19. (in 
Arabic) • 
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Secondly, a programme was offered to the members 
of the ASYO,which included the modern history of Egypt 
which focused on the political and social life in Egypt 
before the Revolution, the struggle of Egypt for 
independence and progress, the political economy, the 
factors of underdevelopment, Arab nationalism and Arab 
unity. It seems that this prograinme concentrated on 
ideology of the system and that little attempt was made 
providing knowledge and an understanding of other world 
ideologies and issues. 
Thirdly, a programme was introduced to leaders who 
were responsible for members' training and activities. 
This programme was designed at three levels. The first 
level was provided for the secretaries of the units and 
the cornmi ttccs of differelYl levels. The programme 
included five lectures on the documents of the Revolution, 
and the methods of work which enabled the leaders to 
practise their responsibilities. The second level of 
the programme was designed for preparing and training 
those who were responsible for different activities. 
At this level the programme concentrated on the appropriate 
approaches for implementing activities. At the third 
level the programme was to qualify political directors 
who were responsible for training the ASYO's members. 
Political directors received in ·depth ~ost of the 
materials that were taught in the previous levels. More-
over, they were provided with a specific course to enable 
them to work with youth such as the role of youth organizations, 
the psychol~gical needs of youth and the methods of work 
with·them. 
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The ASY0°s activities were not restricted to political 
training and indoctrinating youth in the ideology of 
the system. The ASYO also attempted to promote and 
organize the social and economic activities of youth 
in order to utilize their efforts in developi~g the 
country. For example, young people participated in 
illiteracy campaigns, raising the standard of backward 
and weak pupils, raising the awareness of the youth in 
health and culture and taking part in solving their 
problems. Moreover, the ASYO took an active part· in 
establishing productive projects by making use of the 
local possibilities, digging canals and fighting the 
agricultural pests. The·ASYO also organized holiday 
camps, and art and sporting festivals. During the 
perJod from 1972 to 1975, the ASYO established 555 
classes for the weak pupils, 114 classes for abolishing 
illiteracy, 81 local work camps which took part in 
cleaning work and filling up the pools, 19 canal re-
construction camps in the towns, 138 holiday journeys, 
97 sporting parties and 44 sporting festivals. (l) 
Furthermore, the youth of the ASYO could form voluntary 
detachments to occupy the frontiers of Israel. They 
formed groups to share in civil defence and blood 
donations. For example, in 1973, 233,000 youth took 
1) .Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organization, 
A Report on the Achieveroen~s of the Arab Socialist Youth 
Organization, pp.21-25. 
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part in the battle against Israel and civj] ~efencc, 122,000 
donated blood, and 19,000 took part in public service 
activities. (l) 
Clearly, the ASYO represented a political organization 
for the new generation aimed at supporting the Revolution 
and the ideology of the new system and creating solidarity 
among young people in achieving the progress of s~ciety. 
In spite of the defects in the activities of the ASYO, 
Abou El-Magd argued that the ASYO realized among its 
members a strong feeling of loyalty towards the country 
and its progress which still exists up to -now. ( 2) This 
suggests that the ASYO succeeded in strengthening the 
feelings of loyalty towards the country based on young 
people's desire to achieve the progress of their society. 
Moreover, the ASYO effectively contributed towards 
creating political awareness and-developing the ability 
of youth to criticise political life. Although this 
awareness could be partly attributed to the social and 
political programmes of the ASYO, it mainly resulted 
from the desire of youth to take an active part in the 
social and political life in accordance with the declared 
democratic principles of the 1952 Revolution. Furthermore, 
the negative aspects of the organisational structure of 
the ASYC and the dominating role of the ASU over it, 
1). G. Hyde, Education in Modern Egypt, p.166. 
2). A.K.Abou E1-Magd, 'Youth Organization in Egypt', A1-Ahram, 
Cairo, 14 October, 1984. 
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U1lCODsciously created political <l'irV'arcncso in the youth 
which took the form of Obje~tions to some of the state's 
policies. Many of the leaders of the current political 
parties were once ~embers of the ASYO. 
There were many negative features of the ASYO 
which stemmed from its organizational structure and 
style of work, attempts at political indoctrinatLon, and 
the shortcoming in training facilities. The structure 
of the ASYO was characterised by a highly centralized 
system,with its Central Co:rnffiittee required to carry 
out the policy and decrees of the Higher Executive 
Committee of the ASU. This prevented members from 
participating in planning the activities of the ASYO 
and expressing their opinions. Moreover, the duty of 
the lower levels to follow and obey the decisions of 
higher levels was exploited by some of the ASYO's 
leaders who tried to impose their own views over the 
youth. For example, some of the leaders of the ASYO tried 
to polarize the view of its members in order to create 
a power to support their own political position, (l) 
Because of the domination by the ASU, the ASYO 
failed to represent the view of the youth and to transmit 
their claims to the ruling authority. The youth had no 
means except through demonstrations and objections against 
authority to express their claims and participate in 
political life. For example, the Egyptian youth were 
affected by the defeat of 1967, the inability of the state 
to guard its land and the absence of democratic practices. 
Therefore, in February 1968 the youth demonstrated against 
1) . Ibid. 
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auth6rity and the light sentences given to military 
leaders who were responsible for the defeat of the army. 
The youth claims were : First, the retrial of the 
leaders of the army who were responsible for the defeat 
of 1967. Second, the fre~dom of the press, the introduction 
of democratic practices, and elections free from the 
int~rference of the ASU. Thirdly, the election of a 
student union without the interference of the the state 
and abolishing of detectives in the university(l). 
Although the authority put an end to the youth demon-
strations by force and violence, the youth demonstrated 
again in -November in the same year. This evidence 
suggests that the attempts of political indoctrination 
by ASYO did not guarantee loyalty to the system. 
In addition to the failure of the attempts at 
political indoctrination by the ASYO, it was also 
unsuccessful in its training programmes. Because of the 
rapid increase in its membership, the ASYO was not able 
to provide an adequate number of trained leaders or to 
provide appropriate political training for its members. 
The members regardless of their ages and thinking 
abilities only received ten days training at the 
socialist institutions. This merely consisted of some 
lectures concentrated mainly on the principles of the 
1). A.A.Badre El-Deen, 'The Phenomenon of Political Stability in 
Egypt (1952-1970) ', Faculty of Economic and Political Sciences, 
Cairo University, Cairo, 1981, Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis. 
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Revolution, the democratic socialist attitudeu and the 
concept of Arab nationalist. (l) The attempts at 
indoctrination, the short period of training, and the 
age differences in abilities of understanding and 
thinking among members hindered the development of the 
ability of the members to participate in political li·fe. 
A report issued by'the ASYO in 1976( 2 ) noted that 
a lack of materials and qualified staff for training 
prevented it from fully implementing its programmes. 
Due to the small number of socialist institutions, it 
became necessary for these institutions to Concentrate 
mainly on providing political training for the leaders 
of the ASYO. Moreover, the report indicates that many 
members in the basic units did not receive any programme 
of political training and the responsibility for their 
training was undertaken ·by unqualified staff. 
Apart from the political ideology, there is 
great similarity between Egypt and the Soviet Union in 
respect of the purpose of youth organizatiotis. Both 
countries established youth organizations to s~pport 
the existing one party system and the ideology of the 
country. The process of political socialization in 
the Soviet Union takes place not only by means of the 
1). Arab Socialist Union, Assiut Governorate, Socialist Institution, 
'Cultural and Social Programme (second reg~ment) ', Assiut, 
n.d., TS. (in Arabic). 
2). Arab Socialist Union, Arab Socialist Youth Organization, 
A Report.on the Achievements of the Arab Socialist Youth 
Organization, p.l9. 
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school curriculum but also through the Soviet youth 
organizations. These organizations are seen as 
essential instrUJTients to reinforce the role of the school 
in the political indoctrination of the Soviet ideology. 
Youth organizations in the Soviet Union perform 
their tasks with young people from early ages of 
schooling at three levels; the Octobrists for the young 
child between the ages of seven to nine; the Pioneers 
for those between ten and fourteen; and the Komsomol 
(The All-Union Leninist Communist Youth League) for 
young people from approximately fourteen to the age of 
· twenty~eight. ( l) T-he activities of the Youth Organizations 
are described as social activities, but in fact are 
mainly based on the ideological beliefs of communism 
and devotion to the Communist Party. The main purposes 
of youth organizations are to rear young people in the 
spirit of communism, anti-religion and love for labour 
and the motherland. They also promote respect and obey· 
~he orders of the communist authorities and their 
leaders. (2 ) 
The Octobrist groups are based on five rules which 
mainly reinforce the role of political and social up-
bringing of children and stimulate young children to 
become members of the Pioneers. These rules include 
1). F.C.Barghoorn, Politics in theUSSR, p.l05; N.Grant, Society, 
Schools and Process iri Eastern Europe~ p. 70; U. Bronf'Embrenner, 
Two Worlds of Childhood in U.S. and U.S.S.R., p.36; I.N.Thut 
and D.Adams, Educational Pattern in Contemporary Societies, 
McGraw-Hill, Inc., U.S.A., 1964, p.l99. 
2). W.Shimoniak, Communist Education, p.443. 
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Firstf Octobrjs~s RrA futurA Pioneers. Secondly, Octbbrists 
are diligent children, study well, like school, and 
respect grown-ups. Thirdly, only those who like work 
are called Octobrists. Fourthly Octobrists are honest 
and truthful children. Fifthly, Octobrists are good 
friends and read, draw, and .Live happily. (l} The 
Octobrist groups promote in young children feeli~gs of 
loyalty towards the country and the political figures 
of the communist ideology. For example, Octobrists sing 
patriotic songs, learn about the life of Lenin, wea~ a 
badge with a little red star and a baby picture of Lenin, 
organize the flag ceremony and participate in the 
celebration of national events and holidays. Moreover, 
young Octobrists acquire some knowledge about local 
politics and also become acquainted with the norms of 
life within the collective( 2 }. Thus, the main task of 
the Octobrist groups is to secure the objectives of the 
communist ideology in an appropriate and attractive way 
for the very young child. 
In May 1922 a Kornsomol conference, held in Moscow, 
decided to establish the Pioneer organization( 3 ). The 
purpose of the Pioneer organization is to supply the 
Komsomol with qualified members from young people and 
to reinforce the role of the Soviet youth organizations 
1) . I .A. Kirov (ed.) 1 Pedagogicheskii slovar (Pedagogical Dictionary) 1 
2 vols 1 Moscow: Izdatelstvo Akademii Pedagogicheskikh Nauk, (1960) , 
38, Quoted by U. Bronfenbrenner, Two Worlds of Childhood in U.S. 
and U.S.S.R., p.37. 
2). J. Zajda 1 Education in the U.s.s.R., pp.l49-154. 
3). K. Weaver, Russian's Future : The Communist Education ,of 
Soviet Youth, Praeger Publishers, New York, 1981, pp.32.,-33. 
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in political training in the norms of comm1..mist ideology. 
In the Teacher's Gazette in 1927 Krupskaya (Lenin's wife) 
argued that "the school and the young Pioneer movement 
pursue one and the same aim : to bring chiLdren up as 
fighters for and builders of a new system. The goal of 
the young Pioneer movement is to bring up a new youth 
which will achieve socialist, communist construction". (l) 
More recently on the 18th May 1976 at the All-Union 
Congress of the Pioneer leaders Brezhnev expressed the 
important role of the Pioneers in political and ideological 
training. He said : 
" Youth in our country is closely related to the Pioneer 
organization, which carries the name Vladimir Illich Lenin. 
In the Pioneer detachments and regiments million·s of 
children undergo ideological, political, labour and moral 
upbringing; they learn to live, work and fight as the 
great Lenin bequeathed ... \~orking with the Pioneers :is a 
complex affair •.. requiring a high pedagogical mastery, 
profound .knowledge, and a big soul and hear-t. Insist on 
studying Marxist-Leninist theery •.. Remember : Today they 
are children but tomorrow they are active builders of 
communism. (2) . 
The rules of the Pioneer indicate that the foremost 
role of the organization is to create in children love 
for the motherland, devotion to the communist authority, 
and love of work and the collective. For example, the 
rules state First, A Pioneer loves his motherland and 
the Communist Party. Secondly, A Pioneer prepares himself 
to enter the Komsomol organization. Thirdly, A Pioneer 
1). Krupskaya, N.K., 'The Young Pioneer Movement as a Pedagogical 
Problem' , in Uchi tel' skaya ~aze,ta, No .15, April 8 1 1927 1 
Quoted by J .• Bowen, Soviet Education : Anton Makarenko and the 
Years of Experiment, p.140. 
2) • Brezhnev, L; , Pravda, 18 May 1976, p .1. , Quoted by J. Zajda, 
Education in the U.S.S.R., pp.l54-155. 
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ledrns well and ~s polite and well disciplined~ Fourthly, 
A Pioneer loves labour and is careful of public property. (l) 
Clearly, both Octobrist and Pioneer organizations are 
established as an important means in fostering the 
communist ideology. They mainly aim to create a new 
generation which accepts the communist authority and 
is capable of building the communist society and promote 
collectivism and love of work. 
Whilst the ASYO in Egypt covered only the secondary 
school years, the youth organizations in the Soviet 
Uhion cover all primary and secondary school years. 
Moreover, the Soviet youth organizations are closely 
tied with the work and aims of the educational system. 
Furthermore, all the Soviet organizations are inter-
woven and the membership of each one leads to the above 
organizations. The Komsomol, which represents the final 
level of youth organizations, is the most relevant to 
the Communist Party. These features of the youth 
organizations in the Soviet Union are important since 
the youth organizations are designed to help and support 
the role of the educational system in political indoc-
trination under the control of the Communist Party. 
Each classroom in the Soviet Union is a unit of the 
Octobrist youth organization. At the level of the 
Pioneer and Komsomol organizations each classroom has 
one or more links consisting of from five to twelve 
members according to the level of the organization. 
1). N.Grant, Soviet Education, p.77. 
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Links are.combined to form a detachmPn~ th~t inciudes 
all the children in a single school grade and then the 
several detachments of the school ·are combined to 
form t~e ali-school brigade. A brigade selects a 
council consisting of between thtee to fifteen members(l). 
The Octobrists are stipervised and helped by the Pioneers 
which in turn are organized under the supervisio11 of 
.the Komsomol. (2 ) Whilst Octobrists prepare children 
for membership of the Pioneers, members of the Pioneers 
are prepared to be members in the Komsomol. Moreover, 
the Soviet youth organizations are seen as an integral 
part o£ the educational syst~m and they are used to help 
in the implementation of school upbringing and activities. l 3 ) 
In Egypt the only political youth organization was 
the ASYO which existed for young people of the same age 
group as the Komsomol in the Soviet Union. Because 
the ASYO was established during the period in which Egypt 
adopted a one party system and it was also more close to 
the socialist system, it might be expected that there are 
similarities between the ASYO in Egypt and the Komsomol 
in the Soviet Union. 
The All-Union Leninist Communist Youth League 
(Komsomol) was established in 1918 on Lenin's initiative 
to accomplish the task of communist education for the 
1). A Kassof, The Soviet Youth Program, Harvard University Press, 
1965, pp.67-69. 
2). c.D.Cary, 'Education for International Understanding in Soviet 
Schools i, p. 20. 
3). B.Williamson, Education, Social Structure and Development, p.l05; 
c.D.Cary, 'Political Socialization of the Soviet Youth and the 
Building of Communism' in G. K. Bertsch and T. t>J. Ganschow ( eds. ), , 
Comparative Communism, Freeman and Company, San Francisco, 1976, 
p.292. 
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Soviet Youth. A~ in Lenin's address before the third 
Congress of the Komsomol in October 1920, the Komsomol 
must be organized by Corrununists to "learn Corrununism". (l) 
In July 1923 Lenin's wife (Krupskaya) defined the main 
aim of the Komsomol to improve in young people 11 Cornrnunist 
consciousness by helping them to tealize that they are 
members of the working class which is fighting for 
mankind's happiness, members of the huge army of the 
international proletariat."( 2 ) The b~sic aim of 
establishing the Komsomol, to support the communist 
ideology and its party, has been emphasized by recent 
Soviet political leaders. For example, Brezhnev in 
his speech at the Komsomol's Congress in 1974 said: 
"Today the Komsomol numbers 34 million persons (young people) 
in its ranks. Youth enter the ranks of the Komsomol to 
express their love of loyalty to the Leninist Communist 
Party to devote themselves to the service of its ideals 
and to the building of cummunism. Soviet youth is following 
the read outlined for them by the great Lenin." (3) 
Among the other youth organizations the Komsornol 
is seen as a most impressive agent for political indoc-
trination. The Komsomol inculcates in young people 
the ideas of Marx{im-Leninis~, the heroic traditions of 
the revolutionary struggle, examples of the selfless labour 
of workers, and the collective farmers. Moreover, it 
aims to prepare young people for the defence of their 
l). K. Weaver, Russian's Future, pp.30-31. 
2). Krupskaya, N.K., speech entitled 'International Children's Week' 
repartee in Pravda, July 24-30, Quoted by J.Bowen, Soviet 
Education: Anton Makarenko and the Years of Experiment, p.l40. 
3). 'C<;>mrade L.I.Brezhnev's Speech at the Seventeenth Congress of 
·the All-Union Leninist Communist Youth League on April 23, 
1974' Soviet Education, Vol.XVII,No.4., February 1975,p.l1. 
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socialist homeland. The Komsomol o s rules are mainly 
to secure the conununist objectives. These rules, for 
example, require(l) First, loyalty to the cause of 
communism and love of the socialist motherland and of 
socialist countries. Secondly, conscientious labour 
for the good of society. Thirdly, a high feeling of 
awareness of social duty and intolerance of violation 
of society's interests. Fourthly, collectivism and 
comradely mutual aid : all for one and one for all. 
Fifthly, friendshop and brotherhood among all peoples 
of the USSR and intolerance of ethnic and racial hatred. 
There is a similarity between the ASYO in Egyp~ 
and the Komsomol of the Soviet Union in respect of their 
relationship with the political party. The Komsomol 
in the Soviet Union is officially described as " an 
autonomous organization of Soviet Youth''. (2 ) The 
Komsomol, however, derives its support from the authority 
of the Communist Party in order to counteract and fore-
stall the influence of th~ youth movements in democratic 
and burgeois societies. The earlier Komsomol rules 
which were issued in 1954 emphasized that "the (Kornsomol) 
is joined to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union ... 
The (Kornsornol) demands from its members a persistent and 
ceaseless struggle for the realization of the decisions 
1). 'Rules and Regulations of the All-Union Leninist Communist 
Youth League, Soviet Education, Vo. XVII, No.4, February,l975, 
pp.93-94. 
2). Kasso:iL, The Soviet Youth Program, p.49. 
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of the Communist Party a'nd of the Soviet government". (l) 
Althouth subsequent Komsomol rules issued in 1962 
attempted to make the Komsomol more independent from 
the Commuhist Party, the change was only superficial 
since the Komsomol was still subservient to the Communist 
Party. The preamble to the new Komsomol rules stated 
"The Komsomol is the active assistant and reserve of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The (Komsomol) ·helps 
the Party to bring _up ycmth in the spirit of communism; .. 
The strength of the Komsomol lies in the leadership of 
the CPSU, in ideological conviction, and in ioyalty to the 
Party cause. The Komsomol learns from the Communis-t Party 
how to live, work, struggle and win in the Leninist way. ( 2) 
It is clear from the official pronouncements that 
the Komsomol is the helper of the Communist Party in 
realizing and supporting the communist ideology. At 
the twenty-fourth Congress of the Communist Party, 
Brezhnev re-emphasized that the role of the Komsomol 1 
members is to help the party in carrying on the "cause 
of their fathers, the cause of the great Lenin". He 
also asserted that the task of the Komsomol in "bringing 
up the youth in the spirit of communist commitment".()) 
Moreover, at the twenty-fifth Party Congress, Brezhnev 
considered the Komsomol as the "trusty ally of the Party." 
The Komsomol, therefore, is the most essential resource 
in providing the Communist Party with new members. At 
the Seventeenth Congress of the Komsomol Brezhnev reported 
1) . Ustav Vsesoiuznogo Leninskogo Kamrnunisticheshogo Soiuza .Molodezhi 
(Rules of the All-Union Leninist League of Youth, Moscos, 1959), 
pp. 3-5, Quoted by Kassof, The Soviet Youth Program, p. 51. 
2). Komsomo1skaia pravda, 21 April 1962, p.6. Quoted by Kassof, The 
Soviet Youth Program, p.Sl: 'Militant Helper and Reserve·of the 
Party • , Soviet Education, Vol. XVII, No.4. February 1975, p. 29. 
3). L.B:rezhnev, Report of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, · (Moscow; 1971) , pp. 93-'-94, Quoted by 
Barghoorn, Politics in the u.s.S.R, p.l04. 
4). L.I.Brezhnev, Leninskim Kursom (Moscow:Izd.Pol.Lit., 1976), Vol.S, 
545, Quoted by s. White,. I Political Socialization in the u~s .s .R. : 
( 4) 
A Study in failure?", StudiEj!S inComparative Communism, VaLlO, No.3., 
Autumn, 1977; p. 332. 
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that "T.he liv:ing ties between the Party and the Komsomol 
are also expressed in the fact that,tens of thousands of 
young leaders are elected to the Party's executive bodies 
from bureaus and committees of central organizations to 
the Central Committee of the CPSU."(l) 
There is a great similarity between the ASYO in 
Egypt and the Komsomol in the Soviet Union in respect 
of duties and rights of membership. The main similarity 
is that the membership of the youth organizations.in the 
two coun.tries is confined to those who are committed 
to the ideology of the system and the policies of th~ 
Party, and who also accept the rules and regulations of 
the organization. A member of the Komsomol is required 
to abide by the rules and regulations of the Komsomol, 
take an active part in building communism, carry out 
the decisions of the Komsomol and pay membership duties. 
A member of the Komsomol also has the obligation to 
promote his knowledge and understanding of the Marxist-
· Leninist ideology, to h~lp in the implementatiori of the 
Communist Party policies and explain them to others,and 
to develop criticism and self-criticism. ( 2 ) Similar to 
the ASYO in Egypt, a member has the right to vote and to 
be elected to Komsomol organs and to discuss and make 
proposals relating to its activities. However, the 
l). 'Comrade L.I. Brezhnev's Speech at the Seventeenth Congress of 
the All-Union Leninist Communist Youth League on April 23, 
1974' I p.l2. 
2) . 'Rules and Regulations of the All-Union Leninist Communist 
Youth League', pp.94-96. 
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indoctrination attempts of the Komsomol prevent the 
development of the ability of its members to think 
critically outside the norms of communism. 
The organizational structure of the ASYO in Egypt 
were also similar to the Komsomol in the Soviet Union. 
In both countries the similarity is based on the deter-
mination of the party to create channels of cOJ!UTiunication 
to enable it to impose its policies over the organization 
and secure that it will i~plemerit the party's decisions 
and programmes of training. The str:ucture of the Komsomol 
resembles a pyramid in which each higher level of 
auth()rity is selected by the one immediately beneath. 
The basic units include the members' place of work, 
schools, universities, factories, farms and so on. 
Above them there are the city or district cormnittees 
elected by the members of the basic units. The highest 
level is the Congress, which elects the Central Committee. {1) 
Each level of the Komsomol has an obligation to obey the 
decisions of the higher level. (2 ) 
The Communist Party is considered the highest 
authority of the Komsomol since the Komsomol Central 
Committee is "directly subordinate to the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party 11 and the 11 work of local 
organizations is directed and controlled by the corresponding 
1). Kassof, The Soviet Youth Program, p.54; N.Grant, Soviet Education 
p. 79. 
2) . 'Rules and Regulations of the All-Union Leninist Communist Youth 
League', p. 99. 
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republican, provincial, city and regional Party 
organizations". (l) Moreover, the Party effectively 
saturates the Komsomol with its own members and the 
post of the first secretary of the Komsomol Central 
Committee is held by a member of the party's Central 
Committee. This structure means that the Komsomol is 
in effect a wing of the Party. Although members have 
the right to criticise and discuss the Komsomol 
programmes and activities, such criticisms are ineffective 
due to the domination by the Communist Party and the 
higher levels over the lower ones. In the Soviet 
view, "criticism and self-criticism in the Komsomol must 
be directed towards ... the optimal implementation of the 
decisions of the Party."( 2 ) 
In spite of the fact that there is a large nwnber 
of members in the Soviet youth organisations who 
participate in their activities, there is a doubt about 
the effectiveness of the youth organizations in nurturing 
the desired political upbringing of young people. 'vhilst 
the members of the Pioneers are generally satisfied 
with their activities, members of the Komsomol are less 
satisfied with the activities of their organization. The 
findings of Soviet studies on the Pioneers' activities 
indicate that 75.5 per cent of pupils in the Pioneers age 
l). Quoted by Kassof, The Soviet Youth Program, p.52. 
2). 'Rules and Regulations of the All-Union Leninist Communist 
Youth League' , p.lOl. 
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group took part and were satisfied with their social 
activities. The others did not participate and were 
dissatisfied with the same activities. In another 
study related to the members of the Komsomol it was 
fourid that whilst 39 per cent reported that they were 
sat~sfied with their social activities, 56 per cent 
expressed dissatisfaction. ( 1) 
Furthermore, the Soviet document "On further 
improvements in education and upbringing of the secondary 
school pupils and their participation for labour" issued 
in December 1977 revealed that the ideological training 
of Soviet Youth was not always realized. (2 ) .A survey 
carried out by the Academy of P~dagogical Latvian 
secondary schools to determine the responses of Komsomol 
members to their societal tasks revealed that the 
Komsomol had failed to develop the personal conviction 
of many of its members to the l'llarxist-Leninist ideology. ( 3 ) 
Many of the Komsomol members were far from being 
ideologically convinced individuals and displayed 
materialistic motives towards life. Mo~eover, 47 per 
cent of the sample indicated that their participation 
in Komsomol activities should be carried out only 1 when 
it corresponds t one's personal interest and the majority 
felt that their participation was boring. 
1). C.D.Cary, 'Political Socialization of Soviet Youth and the 
Building of Communism', pp.293-294. 
2) • Uchitelskaya gazeta, 29 December 1977, p.l. Quoted by J.Zajda; 
Education in the U.S.S.R. p.l74. 
3) . Uchitelskaya gazeta, 3 December 19771 p.3. 1 Quoted by J.Zajda, 
Education in the U.S.S.R., p.l75. 
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Obviously, t.hP. Jlli'l:in t-ask of the youth organisations 
in the Soviet Union is to extend and reinforce the 
ideological work in the school curriculum and to help 
the Communist Party in taking over the process of 
political indoctrination. These org~nisations are 
established to inculcate in youth the spirit of 
communism ideas, revolutionary labour, defenders-for 
communism and love of motherland. Jl.1oreover 1 they aim 
to create in youth devotion and absolute obedience to 
the Coimnunist Party and its policies and prepare them to 
be memb.ers in the Party. A considerable emphasi-s is 
placed on the role of the Komsomol in accomplishing these 
objectives and therefore it is clos~ly supervised and 
controlled by the party. 
However, the evidence s~ggests that there is a 
considerable dissatisfaction among youth with Komsomol 
activities. Similar to the reaction of young people 
towards the school curriculum, the nature of the age 
group of youth in the Komsomol, the development of 
their ability in criticial thinking and the authoritarian 
structure of the Komsomol are the main factors behind 
the dissatisfaction with the social activities and the 
incomplete conviction with the Marxist-Leninist ideology. 
It is obvious that indoctrination attempts are not 
consistent with the development of the ability of young 
people to think critically at this age. Moreover, the 
structure of the Komsomol and the domination of the 
higher levels and the Communist Party over decisions 
prevents the young people taking part in the selection 
and design of the activities. 
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Similar to the youth organizations in the Soviet 
Union, the ASYO was also established to reinfor·ce the 
political indoctrination role of the school curriculum. 
However, in contrast to the youth organizations in the 
Soviet Union, the ASYO in Egypt covered only the years 
of secondary schools and worked separately from the 
educational system. The main aim of the ASYO was to 
secure the ideology of the new system and its party by 
inculcating in youth the belief in the principles of the 
1952 Revolution and devotion to the system, obedience 
to the party and its policies, and feelings of loyalty 
towards the country and Arab nationalism. Moreover:, it 
aimed to mobilize the efforts of youth to help in 
realizing the plans for developing the country. The 
ASYO's programmes of political education, which mainly 
adopted the concept of political indoctrination, were 
not parallel to needs of youth and developing their 
ability to participate freely in political life. The 
programmes were mainly directed to serve the political 
line of the ASU and the philosophy of the one party 
system. 
The experiences of the ASYO indicate that the 
attempts of political indoctrination were not altogether 
successful in securing support for the political system, 
and subsequently it was necessary to r~sort to force 
and violence. Although the state established the ASYO 
as a means of gaining the commitment of youth and their 
support to the state's policies and its leaders, desires 
of the young people for democracy were stronger than the 
indoctrination attempts of the ASYO. In spite of the 
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fact thet many of the democratic princip~es wer~ assured 
in the documents of the Revolution, democracy was not 
practised at all levels of the ASYO. Thus, it was 
clear that there were differences between the democratic 
principles declared by the Revolution and the real 
practices within the ASYO. The youthu therefore, stood 
behind these democratic, principles and rejected the 
attempts of political indoctrination and the domination 
of the ASU over their organization and the political 
life. In other words the ASYO practices unconsciously 
led to the development of political awareness among 
youth and criticisms of the system and its one party. 
The Recent Political Parties 
After the termination of the ASYO many of its 
members participated in political life through the 
National Democratic Party (NDP) . This could be 
attributed to the effectiveness of the NDP and its 
ability to wield the authority. Moreover, many of 
the youth believed that the work with the NDP gave them 
more opportunities and responsibilities in the government 
and political life, than any other political parties. 
Thbse who still believe in the socialist principles as a 
main source to improve the society participated in 
political life through the Collective Progressive Unitary 
National Party (CPUNP) . Other members of the ASYO 
affiliated to the other parties as they believed in 
their ideologies. The other groups of youth preferred 
to stay away from all political parties. 
Many of the political parties exercised some sort 
of political education in order to promote loyalty to the 
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party and its principlesr expanding the membership to 
youth, and prepared them to take a role within the 
party. These aims are accomplish,ed through the establishment 
of a youth wing or a youth organization within the party 
and related to its structure and regulations. Up 
until 1984 there were five political parties. This 
studyr however, concentrates on the NDP (the centre) and 
the CPUNP (the left) who are more interested in political 
education than the other parties. The available 
information suggests that the parties such as the Liberal 
Socialist Party and the Wafd are not yet involved in 
political education of youth, however, they are 
influenced by liberal attitudes which objects tor attempts 
of political indoctrination, and emphasizes the develop-
ment of the ability of the youth to participate in a 
democratic society. 
For example, the Liberal Socialist Party emphasize 
the understanding and discussion not only of matters of 
the party, but also of other parties. (l) Similarly the 
Wafd party emphasizes the necessity of youth freedom in 
' . d .1 t' . t' ' 1' t. 1 1' f ( 2 ) op1n1on an ear y par 1c1pa 1on 1n po 1 1ca 1 e. 
The other parties emphasize the practicing of 
democracy, however, they concentrate on discussing the 
matters of th~ir particular party and discourage the 
1). Liberal Socialist Party, The Party Programme, Cairo, 1984·, (in 
Arabic). 
2). The Wafd, Cairo, 12 April 1984. (in Arabic) 
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understanding bf the other parties viewpoints. More-
over, they ~re more concerned with securing the party 
and convincing the youth with its ideology. 
Among all the other parties, the NDP is the most 
active party in the political education. The party, 
however,.attempts to support its ideology through 
encouraging the youth tci participate in politica~ life, 
on the basis of the party ideology,and protect them 
from the influence of other political attitudes. In 
1977 the first leadership conference for the youth 
of the NDP was held. The conference decided to establish 
a youth wing within the party to be responsible for 
organizing youth activities. From the beginning the 
youth wing declared its commitment to the philosophy 
of the party and the democratic socialist attitude. 
The youth wing also declared its belief in religious 
values, the democratic practice, participation in 
decision-making, peace efforts and Arab solidarity. (l) 
It is clear that these declarations are compatible 
with the ideology of the party which is based on the 
belief in religuous values, democratic socialism, the 
reconciliation of socialist practice and economic 
freedom, and Arab nationalism. ( 2 ) 
In a·similar way, the CPUNP established a youth 
l). National Democratic P_arty I Youth Wing I Documents of the First 
Leading Conference of the National Democratic Party's Youth, 
Cairo, 1979 1 pp.90-96 .. (in Arabic). 
2). National Democratic Party, 'The Intell~ctual Framework of the 
National Democratic Party', Jnformation Publication, No.55 1 
May 1983. (in Arabic). 
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wing in 1976 to perform its task in accordance with the 
party ideology. Article 57 of the internal regulation 
of the party states that "the party should have a youth 
wing under the name of the progressive youth union in 
order to take the responsibility of activity in the 
circles of youth, preparing youth capable o£ leadership 
and continuous work within the.party. The progressive 
youth union execute the party tasks and programmes in 
the field of youth particularly supporting their role in 
the service of the Egyptian ma~ses and bringing up the 
youth in the spirit of patriotism and progressiveness''. (l) 
The o~ganizational structure and style of work of 
the youth secretariats within .the political parties are 
different from that of the ASYO. Whilst the ASYO was a 
parallel to the structure of the ASU, the secretariat 
of youth in the NDP, for example, is not separated 
from the party and it works as an integral part of the 
party and under the supervision of its general secretariat. 
Clearly this structure facilitates the communication 
between the party and the different levels of its youth 
secretariats and consequently support the ability of 
the party in supervising and directing the youth in 
accordance with the party policies and ideology. 
The youth wing in the NDP consists of different 
levels begins with the local level and ends with the 
national level. (2 ) In every city there is a youth 
l). Collective Progressive Unitary National Party, The Party Political 
PrOgramme, CaiX:o, i9Bo, p.3o2. (in Arab:lc). 
2). National Democratic Party, Youth Wing, Documents of the F.irst 
Leading Conference of .the National DemoCratic Party's Youth, 
pp.l28-l32; National Democratic Party, Youth liling, Featur~s and 
Commentary on the Plan and Programme of.the Youth Party, Cairo 
n.d., pp.42-43. (in Arabic). 
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committee,led by a youth secretary whose job is to carry 
out the youth plan on the city level after being approved 
by the immediate higher level. This committee formulates 
the youth corr.mittees in basic units a:nd directs their 
activities. Moreover 1 it accomplishes any political task 
derived from the party committee at this level. At the 
level of governorate there is a youth committee that 
includes the governorate youth secretary and youth 
secretaries in governorate's cities. The governorate 
youth committee is formulated by the governorate party 
secretariat. It performs similar tasks of city committees, 
however at the level of the governorate. 
At the national level there is the youth secretariat 
which includes the general secretary of youth, youth 
secretaries in the governorate, and a number of the youth 
leaders in the party. According to the party regulations 
the youth secretariat undertakes the studying of all 
the draft laws submitted to the people's Assembly as 
regards to youth in the political and social matters. 
Moreover, the youth secretariat is responsible for 
securing and evaluating the implementation of the party 
policies and plans as regards youth at the national level. 
At all levels the youth secretaries are members in the 
opposite levels of the party. The belief in the political 
line of the party, an ability to defend its ideology, 
and acceptance of the regulations of the youth wing are 
prerequisites for the membership of those between the age 
of 18 and 30. 
The main function of the youth wing is to provide 
the party youth with political education. The prominent 
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view of political education is to consolidate the 
political lin~ of the party and its ideology through 
creating the ideological conviction among the party youth 
and the acceptance of its programmes. Moreover, it 
aims to disp·lay a predisposition towards the superior! ty 
of the party policies in facing the society problems and 
issues. The party, however, declares the significance 
of practising of democracy and developing the ability 
of the youth to participate in democratic and political 
life. The main source of political education is the 
principles of th·e 1952 and 1971 revolutions, democratic 
socialist, speeches and talks of the party leaders, and 
the Egyptian heritage. ( 1) Clearly, political education 
is mainly seen in terms of political indoctrination to 
support the party and display its ideology among the 
youth. 
Similar to the NDP youth wing, the progressive 
youth union exercises its activity as one of the basic 
components of the CPUNP. There is also a close 
connection between the different levels of the pro-
gressive youth union and its counter levels in the 
party. This connection is mainly aimed to facilitate 
the communication between the party and its youth and 
enabling the party to realize its policies and programmes. 
At the level of basic units and cities the progressive 
youth union consists of the youth conference and committee. 
Above them there is the conference and youth committee 
at the governorate level. The highest level is the 
national level which consists of the general conference 
and the youth central committee. The youth committees at 
1). National Democratic Party, Youth Wing, Documents of the First 
Leading Conference of the National Democratic Party's Youth, pp.l43-144. 
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all le\rels . 2:re · rPspons5bl P- fnr ren l i.zJng youth nctivi t.ies 
designed by the higher level in accordance with the 
party policies and programmes. Mbreover, they are 
involved in displaying the party ideology and increasing 
its youth membership for those between the age of .18 
and 35. To secure the party policies, s~cretaries of 
youth committees and their members in all levels _of the 
progressive youth union are represented in the party 
at countre level. Moreover, all union members are 
committ$d to the party ideology and its programme and 
accept the regulations and rules of the party and the 
-
progressive youth union. (l} 
According to the political programme of the CPUNP, 
the progressive youth union aims to indoctrinate youth 
in the political line of the party. (2 ) Although the 
party encouraging youth to practjse democracy and 
participation in political life, the principle of 
abiding by the ideology of the party and its political 
programme does not allow them to take an active role 
in the democratic life. In general the party emphasizes 
the principles of the 1952 Revolution, the establishing 
of democratic socialist society, the importance of the 
public sector, continuing the socialist transformation, 
and the belief in religious values and Arab unity. Clearly, 
1). Collective Progressive Unitary National Party, Progressive 
Youth Union, Toward the First General Conference of Progressive 
Youth Union, Cairo, 1984, pp.29-30. (in Arabic). 
2). Collective Progressive Unitary National Party, The Party 
Political Programme, pp.76~87, 208-210. 
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both the NDP and CPUNP attempt to Rttra~t youth through 
the establishing of a specific youth organization within 
the main structure of the party in order to disseminate 
the ideology of the party among youth. 
Although the political parties in Egypt emphasize 
the sitjnificance of democratic practicesv parties 0 
attempts to polarize yocith and consolidate the P?rty 
ideology do not provide youth with opportunities to 
recognize and understand the different ideologies of 
other parties. Political parties have the right to 
consolidate their ideologies and policies, however, 
the development of youth understanding and evaluating 
matters of all political parties are important aims 
of political education. That is to say, a real approach 
to political education could not be realized under the 
supervision of any political party. 
Moreover, it is expected that political parties 
are not in the same position which enable them to display 
an equal opportunity of supporting their ideologies among 
youth. For example, the general secretary of youth in 
the ruling party takes over the responsibility of the 
chairman of the Highest Council for Youth and Sports. 
This organization was esta0lished to care for the youth 
throughout the country regardless of their party attitudes. 
It is supposed that the Highest Council's chairmanship 
is taken over by a member who is at least not a youth 
leader belonging to any party in order to avoid any 
attempt to impose any party viewpoint over the youth. 
Moreover, in the last elections in 1984 one of the 
opposition journals "The Liberals" accused the general 
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secretary of youth in the NDP of nffPrtn0 cheques,of 
financing the governorates youth centres to th~ NDP, 
candidates to make propaganda and consolidate their 
position in the elections.tl) In Engl?n~ there is an 
interest to encourage the British Youth Council and 
National Association of Youth Clubs to work in the field 
of political education v (02 ) however, these youth_ 
organizations refuse any external pressure that would 
impose specific political views over the youth. For 
example, the National Youth Bureau "insisted that it 
must been seen to be free from .political bias." ( 3 ) The 
significant indication is that youth organizations should 
be free from the effect of any governmental or party 
political bias. 
Furthermore, the CPUNP declared that since its 
establishment in October 1976 until 1981 its youth 
wing,could not practice political and social activities 
because of the political conflict which had arisen 
between the party and ruling authority and its opposition 
to the party ideas.(~) Moreover, the CPUNP expressed the 
inequality of the potentialities to the NDP and claimed 
for sharing other parties in joint activities on the 
grounds of equality in potentialities. (S) · 
1). Liberals, Cair, 14 May 1984. (in Arabic). 
2). R.Stradling, 'Political Education in the 11 to 16 Curriculum', 
p:99. 
3) . The Times Educational Supplement, _9 December 1983. 
4). Collective Progressive Unitary National Party, Pr:ogressive Youth 
Union, Toward the First G.emeral Conference of Progressive Youth 
lln:i,on., pp..l0-14. 
5). Collectiye Progressive Unitary National Party, Prpgressive 
Youth Union, New Initiatives of Youth, Cairo, 1984, p.2. 
(in Arabic) . 
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Whilst the main interest of the Egyptian political 
parties in political education is directed to provide 
the ybuth of the party with predisposition towards the 
party ideology, the political parties in England are 
involved in developing political education within the 
school. In 197 3 the Polit-ical Sixth Form Conferences 
were held with rE;!presentatives from the Conservative, 
Labour and Liberal parties on the pr~mises of the Hansard 
Society. The Conference argued that "Civic education, 
whether in CSE, 0 or A-level syllabuses ... , is both a 
highly important and a difficult, hence sometimes 
neglected area. It needs expansion and more thought 
for its educational values and as a deliberate attempt 
to make people aware of their respoi}lsibili ties as citizens, 
which obviously must include the responsibility of 
supporting and even joining political parties and pressure 
groups". (l) Moreover, the two ~ajar political parties 
emphasize their support to the recent approaches to 
political education in the school curriculum. (2) 
On the basis of these claims political parties in 
England emphasize the significance of the school 
curriculum,in carrying out the responsibility of political 
education. This emphasis is due to the fact that the 
introducing of political education is most significant 
1). D.Heater, 'A Burgeoning of Interest', p.342. 
2). G.Whitty, 'Political Education in Schools', Soci.alism and 
Education, Vol.S., No.5, 1978, p.S. 
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liu.cin\.:1 the years preceding the age of voting and joining 
political parties since young people should promote their 
abilities to formulate a specific view towards a 
particular party before th~y reach the age of voting 
and affiliating to political parties. 
In November 1977, Norman St.John Stevas, the then 
Conservative Opposition spokesman on Education, . 
reported that the education policy of the Conservative 
Party will support the introduction of political education 
into schools. Stevas recognized that "There are funda-
mental values on which our society is based and on which 
there is general consensus in the democratic parties." 
He advocated the need "to build up a consensus among the 
democratic parties". (l) However, he declared that "There 
are some values on which neutrality is not enough. We 
may legitimately expect from those teaching in our 
schools cominitment to the Crown and Constitution. 
Loyalty to the monarch and our traditions are not 
optional extras but an intrinsic part of the value system 
whieh we may legitimately expect to be transmitted 
through our maintained schools system ... ( 2 ) 
The same approaches are expressed in the Conservative 
Party's discussion document is~ued in June 1978 under 
the title "A Time for Youth". The document reported that 
1). Norman St.John-Stevas, 'Political Education in Schools', 
Speech to Birmingham Bow Group, Conservative Central Office, 
18 November 1977, p.l. 
2) • Ibid . I p. l. 
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the youth policy '<.::as neglected anfl "This could produce 
great dangers for the stability of our system and the 
survival of our dernocracy"(l). Thus, the party encourages 
the introducing of political education into the school 
curriculum for all pupils. Political education is 
seen "to instil in young people a framework of political 
values ..• to explain the ·system by which the nation is 
governed and how Parliament relates to other institutions; 
both local and national ... (and) to give young people a 
greater knowledge of political facts.~ ... (2 ) It seems 
that the Conservative Party is more enthusiastic in 
preservirig the status-quo of the British system. Throu~h 
a debate on political education a senior back-bench 
Conservative MP declared that "It is right that all 
young people corning up through secondary schools 
should be made aware of the British Constitution, the 
British way of life, the form of democracy and our 
parliamentary system", ( 3 ) The party, however, warning 
from bias and imposing specifi~ viewpoints over pupils 
and recognize that the need for participation cannot 
be ignored. 
On the other hand, the Labour Party emphasize a 
more active form of political education in schools. The 
1). Conservative Party Study Group on Youth Policy, A Time for 
Youth:A Discussion Document, Conservative.Central Office, 
June 1978, p.l. , . 
2). Ibid. ,pp.S-6. 
3). R. Evans, 'Teaching about Politics', The Times Educational 
Supplement, 17 September.l982. 
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party ~s moie concerned in d~veloping the concept of 
participation through giving young people a feeling of 
democratic participation.{!) Neil Kinnock, who is 
currently the leader of the party, argues that political 
education is important in informing people about their 
rights and he sees education for citizenship as the 
"provision for enlightenment and for change". (2 ) 
Similar emphasis declared in the manifesto of the party 
in 1983. The party stated: 
In a country where people can, with the right understanding, 
take part in the decisions which effect their lives, .•• all 
schools should ensure that pupils gain the political know-
ledge, competence and confidence required toplay a full 
and informed part in that decision_:making. The curriculUm 
should encourage responsib~e participation through an 
understanding of the political process. (3) 
It seems that the two major political parties have 
different perspectives towards the concept of political 
education. On the one hand, although the Conservative 
Party defends the British democracy and its parliamentary 
system and recognizes the significance of participation, 
it mainly sees the role of political education in terms 
of maintaining the political status-quo. In its view 
political education is to "presenting the world as it 
is and explaining the system whereby formal politics 
administered". (4 ) On the other hand, the Labour Party 
sees political education in a more democratic society 
l). Ibid. I 
2) . G. t-Vhi tty, 'Political Education in Schools' , p. 7. 
3) . Birmingham Labour Party, Get Brum Back ·to Work! The Labour 
Party Manifesto, Birmingham, 1983, pp.l4-15. 
4). R. Evans, 'Teaching about Politics', The Times Educational 
Supplement, 17 September 1982. 
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and it particular;Ly emphasizes the uev8lOJ:lll1ei1 t of a 
particip~tory role of political education for political 
and social chang~s within British society. Never-
thelessr the two perspectives 6f the two major political 
parties could not largely affect the objectives of 
political education in the school curriculum. Since 
recent developments of political education in England, 
as it has been seen, emphasize the two perspectives of 
conservativ~ and progressive 6r more participatory role 
fbr change. Political education within school develop 
the updeistanding of pupils to the existing society 
values of system and at the same time improving their 
ability of participation of what values need change. 
Despite the fact that the two major poli,tical 
parties in England advocate a specific perspective 
towards political education, there is a significant 
evidence to suggest that political parties have a desire 
to promote political education in schools and developing 
the ability of young people to understand and discuss 
different views of political parties. Political parties 
accept that pupils should have real facts about their 
different ideologies and understand the justification 
behind their policies. In the Political Sixth-Form 
Conference held in 1973, the three major political parties 
accepted the recommendation that there is a responsibility 
for political parties to talk to pupils through a 
programme organized by the school. (.l) Moreover, Shirley 
1). D. Heater, 'A Burgeoning of Interest', pp.342-343. 
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Williams suggested that representatives of political 
parties should be allowed to. speak to p~pils. (l) 
Similarly, the Conservative Party reported that 
"representatives of the political parties should be 
allowed into schools to declare their political beliefs 
and their reasons for holding them". (2 ) 
In comparison with Ehgland 1 the political parties 
in Egypt are more interested in supporting the ideology 
of the party and its policies. Although there is 
evidence to develop democracy and give youth the 
opportunity to discuss and express their viewpoints, the 
main aim-of political education within the political 
party is to consolidate the party ideology and its 
political line. The performance of political education 
is accomplished by a specific youth win~ associated 
completely with the structure of the party in order to 
realize the objectives of political education in accordance 
with the party line. Thus, the task of political 
education becomes political party work divorced from 
educational criteria. 
Attempts of the Egyptian political parties to 
attract the youth and implant in them the party ideological 
beliefs may be justified on the ground that the youth 
party affiliated to the party after they accepted its 
l). The Times Educational Supplement, 21 October 1977. 
2). Conservative Party Study Group on Youth Policy, A Time for 
Youth, p.6. 
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ideology. These at~empts, howeverp will bertainly 
affect the young youth at the beginning of the age 
membership and who have no real experiences in politic~! 
life and who are unable to discriminate between the 
means of political propQganda and the formulation of a 
particular viewpoint arising from being convinced with 
the ideology of the part¥ to which they belong. A 
further support for this argument is that there is a 
clear lack in knowledge and understanding of political 
parties ideologies amongst the Egyptian youth. In 1983, 
A professor in the Faculty of Economic and Political 
Sciences-complained that many of his students (at the 
age of 19) were not able even to name the established 
political parties, their leaders, and their newspapers. 
Moreover, he expressed that there was a great lack of 
political interest among his students. (l) 
The political parties in England emphasize the 
importance of the introducing of political education 
into the school curriculu:rr. and express their acceptance 
to the recent development of political education. 
However, they advocate a specific concept of political 
educatiorc consistent with the party beliefs. Thus, it-
could be argued that there is some similarities between 
political parties in both England and Egypt in respect 
of the party's attempt to support a specific view. 
Nevertheless, due to the more democratic practices in 
1). A. Al-Deen Hellal, 'The Future of Parties in Egypt•, 
Ros El-Yousef, p.45. 
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England politic~l parties' attempts to develnp pnJi~ical 
education are more consistent than in Egypt with the 
recent development of political education. 
Although the Conservative Party is more concerned 
in maintaining the status-quop there is an obvious 
.agreement on the importance of participation in 
political life and to avoid bias and imposing a specific 
view over young people. Moreover, the recent development 
of political education in England resolved the differences 
in the concepts of political education between the two 
major political parties. Furthermore, the encouragement 
of political parties to visit schools and talk to pupils 
helps, to a large extent, to overcome the possibilities 
of political bias. 
CIIAI'T:CR TEN 
.. CONCLU8ION ·~ WITH SOME RECOMMENDATIONS 
Gener:al 
This research is devoted to a study of the teaching of 
political education and its approaches in Egypt with 
reference to England and the Soviet Union. The implemen-
tation of the research is based on the theoretical frame-
work of political education and the development of political 
life and ideologies in Egypt. Political socialization and 
political education are often·regarded as coterminous and 
in most 6ountries both political socialization and education 
are represented in the school However, there are differences 
between countries as to the extent that a country practi~es 
the terms of political education or political socialization. 
Although political education is a part of political 
socialization, the former has a deeper conceptual approach 
than the latter since political education focuses on the 
development of the ability of the individual to understand 
and critisize the values of the system, to participate in 
political life 6 and to influence the system and its 
values. However, political socialization is seen as the 
political learning which aims to support the values of 
the system and its ideologies. 
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Ideological developments, values and policies of 
a system, the rieed of a system for support, and the 
desire of its leaders are the main factors which affect 
the concept of political education adopted by a country. 
Of all the ideologies and forms of governmentsv the 
democratic system is perhaps the most favourable for 
developing the approaches to political education~ In 
democratic societies the need for political education is 
more necessary than in other ideologies in order to promote 
the ability of citizens to practise democracy and to 
participate in social and political life. 
Official Atti·tudes to· Political· Education 
In Egypt the Revolution of 1952 regarded the 
development of educational provision for all citizens 
as the main instrument for achieving the desired aims 
of the Revolution and securing the values of the political 
system and its leaders. Despite the fact that the 
Revolution aimed to develop democracy and many of its 
documents assured the principles of democracy, the 
failure to introduce' democratic practices, the rigid 
system of socialism, and the belief in the one party 
system hindered the development of political education. 
During more than a quarter of a century the state official 
documents and pronouncements of the leaders continued to 
emphasize the concept of political socialization to 
support the Revolution, the values of the political system, 
and to declare support for the political leaders and their 
policies. Thus loyalty to the country was seen in terms 
of supporting the state ideology and commitment to its 
policies and leaders. During this period the Constitution 
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of 19'/1 was issued to bring about further .development in 
democracy and in 1976 the o~e party system was replaced 
by political parties. Howeverq official attitudes to 
political education remained largely unchanged. This 
was due to the restrictions on freedom given to the newly 
established political parties. The government continued 
to emphasize stability and support for its policies and 
did not feel strong enough to introduce democratic 
practices which might encourage criticisms of its 
policies. 
The official approaches to political indoctrination 
in Egypt -can be compared with the official. statements in 
the Soviet· Union. Clearly, Marxist-Leninist ideology 
and the objectives of the Communist Party constitute the 
main basis of Soviet education. Research findings reveal 
that official attitudes to political education in the 
Soviet Union reflected the concept of political socializa-
tion to secure the communist ideology and to build a 
communist society. The purpose of political socialization, 
as determined by the Soviet political leaders and the 
Communist Party, is to create an individual who must be an 
integrated part of the communist society, who thinks and 
acts in accordance with the policies of the Communist 
Party and its leaders. In the Soviet view, the task of 
political socialization is to inculcate in children and 
youth, loyalty to the comlnunist system, ideas of Marxism-
Leninism, love of the motherland, collectivism and love 
of work, the spirit of socialist internationalism, and 
hostile attitudes to~ards the capitalist systems. 
From the beginning of the 1980 9 s considerable 
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~hanges, ho~ever, have taken place in the ~tate policieS 
in ~gypt including a greater freedom to establish 
political parties. Consequently, official ·attitudes to 
political education now emphasize the necessity of 
participation and the expression of different viewpoints 
as the main features in the development of democracy. 
toyalt¥ to. the cou~try still r~~ains the most im~ortant 
a~m of political education. However, it i~ based bn the 
principles of democracy and the realization of appropriate 
changes in improving society. Recent development in 
political education in Egypt indicate that : First, 
whilst official pronouncements towards political education 
in the Soviet Union continue to emphasize the concept of 
political socialization, the approach to political 
socialization in Egypt could be changed towards political 
education in a democratic society. Secondly, there is art 
increasing similarity in approaches to political educatdon 
between Egypt and England. However, improvements which 
have taken place in political education in England are 
more compatible with the characteristics of democracy than 
in Egypt. 
Until the beginning of the 1970's official attitudes 
in England meant that political education was neglected. 
The main reasons for this neglect were due to the belie·f 
that discussion of political matters a~d understanding 
politics were beyond the ability of pupils under 16, the 
fear of indoctrination, the lack of qualified teachers, 
and that the representative system of democracy required 
only limited participation skills on the part of citizens. 
Neverthelessu these reasons can be contested and have not 
prevented the introduction of political education. First, 
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there is evldence to indicate th~t p6litical education 
could be introduced to all pupils in secondary schools 
and evenp to some extent, to primary schoolchildren. 
Secondly 0 political indoctrination can be largely avoided. 
Thirdly 0 the lack of qualified teachers can be overcome 
by teacher training. Fourthlyf it could be argued that 
political education is vital in a democratic_system 
to develop the ability of all citizens to practise and 
safeguard democratic life. Earlier official attitudes 
saw political education in terms of sUpporting loyalty to 
the country 0 the glories of the Empire, promoting political 
knowledge of the country, and developing the desired and 
prevalent values in an incidental way through the teaching 
of traditional subj~cts. 
The most significant developments in promoting 
changes in political education came from the Politics 
Association and the Hansard Society which emphasized the 
importance of political literacy. Political literacy 
combines and reconciles the three approaches of con$ervation, 
participation and change, since not all the values of the 
system need to change. It also promotes the knowledge, 
attitudes and skills necessary to inform an individual 
about politics and develop his ability to participate 
effectively in political life. The concentration on the 
st~dy of political life. The concentration on the study 
of political issues in depth is regarded as important in 
developing participation skills. ·The Politics Associa-
tion argued that the exclusive courses which concen·trate 
on the objectives of political literacy were more successful 
in developing political educatio~. However, recent re~earch 
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on the teaching of political educa·tion indicates that 
exclusive courses .are not necessarily the most sucqessful 
form of te~ching politic~l ~ducation. 
The Provision of. Pol·i tical Education in the "S_choo·l Curriculum 
In Egypt as well as in the Soviet Union the central 
control of educati.on resulted in uniformity of the 
provision of teaching political education for all pupils 
throughout the ·country. This system facilitates the 
state 9 s desire in providing all pupils with 'the same 
programme of pol'i tical education. In both countries the 
Ministry .of Education has foremost responsibility in 
determining the aim and designing the content of courses 
of political education. However, in the Soviet Union 
the Communist Party is seen as the most directly responsible 
body in all educational matters and in particular with 
respect to political education. In contrast to the Soviet 
Union, recent democratic developments in Egypt have 
provided educational planners with the opportunity to modify 
the aims and content of political education. The Ministry 
of Education in Egypt, however, still retains the final 
responsibility for the important matters of education 
including the provision of political education. In England 
there is a more decentralized system of education and 
several institutions and bodi~s have t~ken part in 
curriculum plann~ng in political education. Consequently, 
there is considerable variety in the teaching of political 
education. The decentralized system also tends to act as 
a constraint on governments and parties attempting to seek 
to propagate and ~upport specific views and policies in 
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political edtication courses~ 
In Egyptp the time d~voted to the teaching of the 
subjects related to political education and their political 
content are affected by the ideological development. 
Social studies and civic education are the main channels 
for teaching political education and providing pupils 
with pol,itical knovdedge and values. Whilst civic 
education u particularly in preparatory schools, is seen 
as the most important means for introducing political 
education, history courses make a complementary contri-
bution to the civic courseso History courses are significant 
in providing pupils with political knowledge and the values 
of their country in a historical contento They are also 
important in giving pupils some justifications for and 
understanding of the existing system and its values. 
Geography couses. are less important than civic education 
and history in providing pupils with political education. 
Similarly, in the Soviet Union the traditional 
subjects of humanities are used in teaching political 
education. In contrast to Egypt, however, the Soviet 
Union uses more fully all aspects of the curriculum to 
inculcate in pupils the communist ideology. In both 
Egypt and the Soviet Union, not all aspects of social 
studies have an equal importance in the teaching of 
political education although they cont·ribute to political 
education. Whilst the civic courses are the most 
prominent courses in the teaching of political education 
in Egypt, history in the Soviet Union plays the most 
significant role in the implanting of the Soviet ideology 
and the story of the Communist Party. This accrues with 
the concept of historical materialism w.hich reqards 
history as the most important means of c"mvincing youth 
that their society will be transformed automatically 
into a communist society. However, the realization of 
communist society also necessitates devotion and commitment 
to a Marxist-Leninist belief system which is also fostered 
in history courses. The co:r'nmunist ideological perspec-
tiv~ to the teaching of history prevents the application 
of education criteria to be used in developing political 
education through the teaching of history. 
In England social studies, particularly history, are 
still t~e main sources ~or teaching about political educa-
tioii.o However, there is a great interest in developing 
new patterns of courses to promote the teaching of 
political education such as exclusive and modular courses. 
These courses, in general, have been influenced by recent 
developments in political education and attempts to develop 
the ability of pupils to take an active part in political 
life through developing their understanding of political 
knowledge, value~ and concepts, and participation skills. 
However, the tentative experimentation with these 
courses emphasizes that political education needs to be 
placed in a socio-historical context to be interesting 
and understandable to pupils. This stresses the 
significance of social studies in the introduction of 
political education. However, it is also important that 
any courses in political education should include the 
development of an understanding of knowledge, values·and 
concepts, and participation skills. 
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~~~s:::_h_e§___!_i?_:_:l?olitica'l Sociali·z a!:~9~-~ip __ the_ School 
Curriculum~ - -
In all three countries the aims and political 
content of the school curriculum ~re compatible with fhe 
respective perspective of the official attitudes to 
political education. In Egypt there have been two distinct 
periods which have affected the introduction of political 
education into the school curriculum. During the period 
from 1952 until the beginning of the 1980vs the ~olitical 
content of the school curriculum mainly emphasized the 
~on~~pt ot political socializ~tibn.to ~upport the new 
regime and its political values and leader~. Since the 
beginning of the 1980us, however, there have been serious 
attempts to extend democratic practices through the 
establishment of political parties and giving them more 
freedom to participate in political life. Accordingly, 
changes are being made to develop political education. 
However, the political content of the school curriculum 
still emphasizes many approaches of political socialization 
in order to promote loyalty to the country and its values 
system. Thus, at the present time the school turriculum 
still emphasiZes the concept of political socialization but 
also includes elements of the concept of political 
eflucation. 
There are some similarities between Egypt and the 
Soviet Union in respect of the emphasis of the school 
curriculum·on the approach of political socialization. 
The similarities were more significant during tne period 
in which Egypt adopted the one party political system 
and it was close to the socialist solution. The one party 
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system and nrm<~c1Pmor.rat::ic system emphasized. and adOpted 
the process of political_socialization to support their 
political system and its policies. Nevertheleas, whilst 
recent developments in democracy in Egypt provide an 
opportun-ity for the school curriculum to move from a 
rigid concept of political socialization to the more 
open approach-of political educationp the school 
curriculum in the Soviet Union has remained as an 
essential means of political indoctrination. 
In.spite of the fact that all three count~ies 
emphasize the concept of promoting loyalty tothe 
country and the values of the system with the idea of 
creating coherence and national consensus, there are obvious 
differences between the three countries in respect of 
the extent to which the school curriculum practices the 
concept of polit~cal socialization. The school curriculum 
in the Soviet Union attempts to create a closed community 
based on the communist ideology. A similar aim is to be 
found in Egyptian schools. However loyalty to the 
country is less related to a rigid ideology since the 
opportunity is given-to practice democracy and to 
influence the values of society and system. Creating 
coherence and national consensus are also desirable aims 
in the school curriculum in English schools. However, 
there is a little evidence to.suggest that the approaches 
of political socialization are widely used. 
The differences in the extent to which the three 
countries exercise the approach of political socialization 
are mainly related to their political ideology. Undoubtedly 
the nature of the more democratic system in England-and 
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the existence of strong npposi tj_on and other vicVJPoints 
have affected the development of political education. 
Moreover, recent developments in political education 
reject any attempts to support any system or specific 
views in the school curriculum. Recent developments in 
democracy in Egypt have resulted in departures from the 
concept of political socialization to a more open form of 
political education through developing the ability of 
pupils to participate in political life. The retention 
of the concept of political socialization in the ~chool 
curriculum might be justified on the grounds that the 
school curriculum needs more time to be developed. How-
ever, it seems that there is still a belief that schools 
should be required to promote solidarity within the 
society and support the changes and values in the system. 
In the Soviet Union the concept of political socialization 
in the school curriculum is based on the belief that the 
Soviet society must move towards the realization of the 
communist society. It is commonly acceptable, therefore, 
that the school curriculum $houJd rear young people in the 
/ 
spirit of communism and prepare them to build and defend 
communism. 
During the period preceding the recent developments 
in democracy in Egypt the aim of much of the content of the 
school curriculum in all stages was to inculcate in young 
people loyalty to the country and support for the new 
political regime and its leaders. The concept of loyalty 
to the country was seen in terms of displaying the 
ideology o£ the new system and its leaders, promoting the 
concept 'Of Arab nationalism arid securing Arab unity, and 
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creating a hostile predisposition towards imperialism 
and all kinds of exploitation. Clearlyv most of these 
aspects could be attributed to the historical experienc;:es 
of Egyptian societyv the need for support of the new 
revolutionary system, and the necessity for stability in 
creating solidarity within the society. Whilst the creation 
of solidarity and stability are acceptable, most_ of these 
aims were not compatible with democratic principles which 
the Revolution aimed to achieve. 
At the present time the school curriculum, in general, 
still emphasizes many approaches of polittcal socialization. 
The emphasis on the concept of political socialization 
is more common in primary schools (grades 1-6) than in 
senior grades. The main aims of political socialization 
are to inculcate in children the spirit of nationalism 
towards the country and its defence, the ideology of 
the system, and support for its policies and government's 
achievements. Moreover, loyalby to Arab nationalism 
is also emphasized. Through direct and indirect 
political learning children acquire loyalty to the country 
and its political ststem and they also acquire predisposi-
tions towards obedience to the authority and acceptance 
of the political and social values. The emphasis on loyalty 
to the country and values of its system is based on the 
assumption that the primary school years are the most 
appropriate years in creating positive predisposition 
towards the country and its system. 
Despite the fact that pupils in preparatory schools 
(grades 7-9) are provided with some opportunities to 
develop their ability to participate in democratic life 
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and to become acquainted with some of society 0 s problems, 
the school curri6ulum continues to indoctrinate pupils 
in loyalty to the country and the policies and successful 
achievements of the political system. The most common 
feature in the preparatory schools is that courses in 
political education cover in depth prominent political 
values arid concentrate on political knowledge about 
the national government and the state constitution. In 
secondary schools (grades 10-12) less emphasis is placed 
on political socialization and more concern is given to 
develop political education. 
In Egypt the concepts of loyalty and nationalism are 
not restricted to love of country and the Arab world but 
also include international understanding. The school 
curriculum in England is more concerned than in Egypt 
in providing pupils with international understanding o£ 
other countries, however understanding British society 
and creating coherence and national consensus are also 
emphasized. In contrast to Egypt and England, the 
concept of loyalty to the motherland in the Soviet Union 
is solely based on-the communist ideology since school 
curriculum links love of the motherland with loyalty to 
the Marxist-Leninist ideology and the acceptance of the 
Communist Party and the policies of its leaders. Further-
more, internationalism and international understanding are 
also seen in terms of the communist ideology and support 
of proletarian and socialist internationalism. 
In all stages of education in the Soviet Union and 
even in kindergartens, an intensive effort is made to 
inc~lc~te in pupils a Marxist-Leninist belief system. 
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In kindergartens young children are provided with 
concrete political figures that foster devotion to the 
motherland and the Communist Party. As children progress 
they receive direct political indodtrination in the 
communist ideology and political values in a more· abstract 
manner. On the assumption that the early years are 
significant in promoting positive attitudes towa_rds the 
system and its values, primary schools include a 
considerable amount of political socializat.ion. there 
is an increasing emphasis upon Marxist-Leninist ideology 
as pupils progress from middle to senior grades in 
secondar~ school. Pupils in senior grades ar~ ~xpected 
to develop more sophisticated knowledge of the theories 
of Marxism-Leninism. The concentration on Marxist-
Leninist ideology in seniQr grades is consistent with 
the ability of students at this age in understanding 
political ideologies. Students, however, at this 
age also develop their ability to think critically. 
Thus, the indoctrination attempts at the prescribed 
ideology of communism are not guaranteed to create a 
conviction to Marxist-Lepinist ideology. 
Approaches to Political Education in the School Curriculum 
At the present time the school curriculum in Egypt 
is becoming increasingly concerned with the development 
of polit~cal education through promoting the ability of 
pupils to participate in social and political life and 
to practise dem~c:tacy. This development is more marked 
in courses offered to older pupils in secondary schools 
that at lower ages. In spite of the fact that the 
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development in poli t i r.nl Pflucation in Engl;)nd is grea-Le:r: 
th~n in Egyptp in both countries th~ most ~ignificant 
developments have taken place in the senior grades. 
This is perhaps consistent with the fact that pupils within 
the senior grades are more able to think in a critical 
and abstract wayo Whilst there is some evidence to 
suggest thai courses in political education for.primary 
schools and the early years of secondary school in 
England are consistent with the approaches of political 
~ducation, there has been little prcigress in preparatory 
schools and much less progress in primary schools in 
Egypt towards developing the critical thinking,and 
participation skills of pupils. 
Formerly political education in the school currie~ 
ulum in Erigland was concerned with a descriptive approach 
to knowledge about political institutions and the British 
constitution. However, a considerable change has taken 
place towards developing more active forms of political 
participation. The recent changes emphasize more 
development of pupils political awareness and partici-
pation skills through understanding and discussing 
political matters and issues. In the first years of 
secondary schools and in 'O' level courses,the main 
focus is on providirig pupils with knowledge about local 
and central government. However, there is an increa~ing 
emphasis particularly in 'O' level, on developing 
participation skills. Political education cburses at 
'A' level are more concerned with developing political 
9wareness and participation skills through the introduction 
of current political issues and aff~irs, matters of 
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political partiesu pressure groups, alternative political 
systems and values, economic concepts and its relation to 
politics and life, political concepts and realities of 
the political systemu and encouraging pupils to express 
their own views and to take an active part in discussion 
and decision-making. 
The main features ·in the recent developments in 
political education in the school curriculum in Egypt 
are 
First, schools are expected to promote the under-
standing of democratic concepts and the necessity of 
democracy to the development of the society. Children 
are provided with opportunities to discuss the declared 
principles of the constitution and to express their own 
views through classroom discussions. Secondly, pupils 
are provided with opportunities to discuss some of the 
failures of society and its political and social problems. 
However, courses in political education concentrate on 
the successful policies and a~hievements of government 
and most of the criticisms are directed towards the 
failures of the past society. Moreover, insufficient 
time is devoted to an analytical approach and discussion 
of current issues and problems vlhich are important in 
developing participation akills of pupils. 
Thirdly, political education courses in the school 
curriculum provide pupils not only with political know-
ledge and values about local and central government, but 
they also attempt to develop political knowledge of the 
values of other countries. It is expected that pupils 
will become acquainted with political knowledge about 
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ir1 Le.LHdi.:.ional institutions and al tein0.t :tvA political 
systems and values vlith special emphasis given to the 
dernocrat~c countries. However, there is a lack in 
developing the ability of pupils to criticize the values 
of the systerno Moreoverv there is a concentration on 
providing pupils with descriptive political knowledge 
rather than encouraging an analytical approach to the 
system ahd this inhibits the development of critical 
thinking of pupils and their ability to relate the 
function of political institutions to the realities 
of the politic~l system~ 
Fourthly, attempts are being made to develop pupils' 
understanding of political party matters. In political 
e~ucation courses pupils acquire some knowledge about 
the recently established political parties and they corn-
pare the disadvantages of the one party system with the 
significance of political parties in developing 
democracies and participating in the improvement of the 
social and political affairs of the society. Pupils 
are required under the supervision of their teachers to 
visit and discuss with the political parties, their 
ideologies and programmes. In spite of the significance 
of this approach in promoting the political awareness of 
pupils and their understanding and participation skills 
in political life, an inadequate political knowledge and 
understanding of political parties and their ideolog~es 
towards society problems are provided. Moreover, visits 
to political parties in most cases are ineffe~ive due 
to the lack of local offices of the political parties in 
many of the school areas and due to the bias of some 
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teachers tow?r~ a specific political partv~ 
Fifthly, there is a great interest in linking the 
theoretical aspects in civic cour~es with practical 
elements and the interest of pupils and their school 
activities. However, as in other shortcomings in 
introducing political education, the lack of qualified 
teachers capable of understanding the aims of ~olitical 
education and linking between theoretical and practical 
elements hinders the development of political education. 
The Role of Political Part·ies. 
The Arab Socialist Youth Organization (ASYO) was 
established in Egypt to reinforce the role of schools 
in political indoctrination. Apparently the ASYO was 
created to provide social and political activities for 
the youth. However, the aims of the ASYO, its relation 
to the ASU, its structure and style of work, and the 
duties of members indicate that the ASYO was mc:iinly a 
political organization for young people who were 
committed to the values and policies of the political 
system. The youth organizations in the Soviet Union have 
similar characteristics to the ASYO in Egypt. The youth 
organizations in the Soviet Union were established to 
reinforce the role of formal education in the process of 
political indoctrination and to inculcate in young people 
the morality of the communist ideology and devotion to 
the Communist Party. 
Among the Soviet youth organizations, the ASYO in 
Egypt was similar to the Komsomol in the Soviet Union. 
The similarity is based on the fact that the two 
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organizations were established to secure the pol.i cy of t.hP. 
one party system. To a large extent, the purposes, 
membership, structurep relation to the party and the 
style of work were similar in the two organizations. 
However, the termination of the ASYO in Egypt reflects a 
significant difference between Egypt and the Soviet 
Union. Whilst the Komsomol continues to support the 
Commun.l,st Party and the state ideologyp the ASYO in Egypt 
provoked criticisms of the policies of the system and the 
absence of demcicratic practices. 
The Octobrists and Pioneers organisations in the 
Soviet Union play an important role in implanting in 
young people the spirit of communism, love of the mother-
land, and devotion to the Communist Party. The Komsomol 
however, is seen as the most important servant of the 
Communist Party in the implementation of political 
indoctrination of youth and in providing the party with 
new members. Thus, all of the Komsomol activities are 
under the supervision and control of the Communist Party. 
As in the case of the school curriculum, the indoctrina-
tion attempts of the Komsomol are not guaranteed to create, 
in the Soviet youth, a full conviction to the Marxist-
Leninist ideology. 
The aims of the ASYO in Egypt wer.e to secure the 
principles of the Revolution and loyalty to the country, 
and to guarantee the support of the youth to the syst~m and 
its party. The organisational structure of the ASYO was 
designed to be consistent with the structure of the ASU 
in order to facilitate control over the ASYO and to realize 
the political indoctrination of the youth. These features 
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and the absence of democratic practices were the main 
factors in hindering the development of political 
education and restricting the ability of the young 
people in expressing their ovm views. The ASYO, 
however, was inadvertently instrumental in developing the 
wider political awareness of the youth,which took the 
form of angry demonstrations against some of the state 0 s 
policies. This was mainly due to the desire of the youth 
to participate in social and political life and to realize 
the progress of their country based on the declared demo-
cratic principles of the Revolution in 1952. Thus, it 
could be argued that the attempts of political indoctr.:Lna-
tion of the ASYO to a large e~tent failed. 
Although the political parties in Egypt emphasize the 
significance of practising democracy, they tend to support 
an approach to political socialization which refle·cts 
suppo;rt for the ideology of their own party and the means 
for securing their policies. The two most active parties 
(the NDP and CPUND) provide political learning through 
specific youth wings that are linked completely to the 
structure of the pa~ties. They see political education 
mainly in the form of political indoctrination to consoli-
date the ideology of their parties, convert youth to 
their political plan and programmes, and to persuade youth 
to join their parties. Thus, the youth wings tend to 
inhibit the development of young people to understand and 
formulate their own views towards political parties and 
issues. 
The aim of political education in the view of politic'al 
parties are similar to the aims adopted by the former ASYO. 
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It would be argued that the ASYO was substitutedoby 
several ybuth organizations belonging to ~he political 
pa~ties with each organization is adhering to the 
ideology of its party. Although there is a great 
similarity between the political parties and the ASYO 
in respect of their attempts at political indoctrination, 
the extent of political indoctrination by the political 
parties is less than it was in the ASYO. This is mainly 
due to the existing movement towards democratic practices 
and the introduction of newspapers by parties which 
encourage political awareness among young people. More-
over, whilst the membership of the ASYO was for the youth 
between the ages of 14 and 30, the membership of the you'th 
wings of the political parties are for the youth between 
the ages of 18 and 30 or 35. Consequently, there were 
great dangers of political indoctrination attempts for 
those at the age of 14 in the ASYO than for those at the 
age of 18 in the youth wings of the political parties. 
Presumably at the age .of 18 young people join a political 
party from a self-chosen conviction of its ideology. 
However, since yourig people in Egypt at the age of 18 
tend to be politically immature and a lack of experiences 
in their new democratic practices, the indoctrination 
attempts of political parties might have a harmful affect 
on the development of political awareness among young 
people. 
Political parties in England emphasize the significance 
of the school in political education as a means of providing 
pupils with the opportunity to understand and discuss 
different views of political parties. However, the two 
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major political parties differ in their view on specific 
tasks of political education which are based on their 
ideologies. In this respect there is a si~ilarity 
between Egypt and E~gland but the political parties in 
Egypt are more concerned in inculcating in the youth the 
specific view and ideology of their own party. In 
England.the Conservative·Party is broadly concerned with 
maintaining the parliamentary system of the Bri t.ish 
democracy, and preserving the status-quo of the British 
traditions and the monarch. The Labour Party encourages 
a more open form of participation in political and social 
life to introduce changes within the British society. 
Both parties, however, recognize the dangers of political 
indoctrination and imposing specific views on the 
young people. It could be argued that whilst political 
parties in England emphasize the significance of schools 
in developing political education, in Egypt the political 
indoctrination task of political parties gives an 
indication that schools are the most important means of 
political education. 
Some Recommendations. 
At a time when the Egyptian society is hoping to 
become a more democratic society, political education 
becomes a prerequisite in developing democracy. There-
fore, above all this research recommends that improvements 
in political education necessitate the relinquishment 
Of the political socialization approach. There ~s 
considerable evidence to suggest that the ~olitical 
socialization approach neither develops democracy nor 
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propagates successful support or Stabllity for the system 
and its policies. Since 1952 democracy in Egypt has 
developed very slowly and at times somewhat haltingly. 
Political socialization in the schools has been one 
of the most significant factors in hindering the develop-
ment of political awareness in youth and their ability to 
practice and develop democracy. At the present time there 
is evidence of a movement towards developing political 
education in schopis. However, if the already existing 
approach of political socialization cqritinues, democracy 
in Egypt will develop more slowly than expected. Although 
there is no ~mpiri~al evidence to show the ability of 
pupils to practise democ~acy and participate in political 
li!e, other evidence indicates that young people lack 
political awareness and an ability to participate in 
political life. 
In the Soviet Union there is evidence to suggest 
that the predominant approach of political socialization 
and political indoctrination does not guarantee success 
in bringing up all young people to accept Soviet policies 
or with a personal belief and conviction in the Marxist-
Leninist ideology. Whilst political socialization in 
the Soviet Union could be justified on the basis of the 
nature of the Soviet ideology, in Egypt political socializ-
ation is no longer appropriate for developing the desired 
aim of extending democratic practices. 
The fact that young people in Egypt have demonstrated 
against certain policies of the state, suggests that 
political socialization does not necessarily guarantee 
support for the system. Moreover, the outcome of political 
socialization is only one factor among others which can 
affect loyalty to the system and its stability. Stability 
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~s mainly r~l~t~d to th~ political b~haviour of the sy~tem 
arid its ability to adapt successfully in response to 
changes demanded by the majority. Loyalty to Egypt, 
therefore, is not necessarily synonymous with support 
for the policies of the system. It is mainly concerned 
with improving social and political conditions of the 
society even if this co~tradicts the policies and values 
of the system and requires changing some of them. 
In spite cif the fact that education alone cannot 
change the values of the system and its policies, it can 
influence the ~ystem thrciugh developing democratib 
practices. Loyalty to the country, therefore, should 
be seen in terms of supporting the principles of democracy. 
Young people should learn to accept only what they 
believe, with conviction, to be the appropriate values 
and policies for society after open consideration and 
discussion. Thus, it is necessary to develop their 
ability to criticize and influence the system and to 
change inappropriate values and policies. 
The findings of the research indicate that the 
recent developments in political education emphasize 
the necessity of political knowledge, attitudes and 
participation skills as essential elements in developing 
political awareness in young people and their ability to 
participate effectively in political life. Political 
particip~tion in a democratic society is inevitably a 
prerequisite to develop democracy and to increase political 
activity in the largest number of citizens. In Egypt it 
is hoped that democracy will become a reality. However, 
it is noted that courses in political education concentrate 
on a descriptive approach to political knowledge and there 
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is a lack in promoting adequately an approach ·to partici~" 
pation skills. ~oreover, most of the. value& represented 
in the school curriculum ~end to ~mphasize su~port for 
the system and a critical approach towards the values 
of the system is n~glected. 
Therefore, it is recommended that courses in political 
education should include· the three el~ments of political 
kl)owledge, attitudes al).d participation skills. Developing 
participation skills is more appropriate in secondary 
schools than in primary schools due to_the development 
of critical thinking in pupils. Thus, more attention 
Should be' given to developing participation skills in 
secondary schools (including preparatory schools). 
Political knowledge should give pupils an under-
standing of basic political concepts, the local and 
central government of the country and how they work and 
make decisions, alternative forms of government with 
their strengths and weaknesses, actual facts about 
basic problems and issues, and what sources of 
information are available when pupils need them. 
Courses in political e9ucation should not advocate any 
specific values but they should develop the ability of 
pupils to examine and evaluate the values of the system. 
This would develop a conceptual understanding and critical 
attitude towards the values of the system and therefore 
pupils could develop their ability to make their own 
judgements on the values of the system. 
It has been noted that there is a shortage of 
materials for developing participation skills·. It is 
recommended, therefore, that courses in political education 
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should provide_~upils with more oppbrtunities to discuss 
current and 6ontrove~sial issues. What is needed h~re 
is to identify is.sues that arise from every day political 
life. Issues cOuld be selected from the media, political 
party matters and conflict, el~ctions and ele6toral 
behaviours, and the economic matters. It is also 
important that selected is.sues should be close to the 
experiences of pupils and arise from their own interests. 
A vital pre-condition is that di~tussion ~hould be 
opened and not seek to impose on pupils specific views. 
Pupils should have the opportunity to examine and evaluate 
knowledge and evidence related to the issue, and to 
formulate their own views and discover alternative 
solutions towards the issue. 
The research findings reveal that there is la6k 
in providing pupils with adequate political knowledge 
and ideologies of political parties. An understanding 
of party political matters is significant in developing 
the ability of pupils to participate in political life 
and preparing them to take some responsibility in the 
political parties. This is particularly vital as the 
political parties in Egypt are newly established and many 
young people have no clear idea about them. Thus, it 
is recommended that political education courses should 
give more attention to providing pupils with detailed 
knowledge about the political parties, their ideologies 
and policies towards political and social issues. More-
overt it would be more useful to invite representatives 
from the political parties to visit schools instead of 
the visits of pupils to the local offices of political 
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p~rties. Edch representative from the political parties 
should have an equal opportunity in talking to pupils 
about their party's ideologies and programmes. This 
would avoid, to a large extent, the possible bias and 
indoctrination attempts of teachers towards a sp~cific 
political party. Furthermore, these visits would help 
pupils to formulate their own views towards poli~ical 
parties. 
As well as in secondary schools, most of the above 
mentioned recommendations shoulo also ·be given more 
attention in the preparatory schools (ages 13-15) . This 
is important since many pupils leave schools at the age 
of 15 and also there is evidence to suggest that the 
political education courses at this stage give insufficient 
attention to the development of critical attitudes and 
participation skills. It is also recommended that primary 
school children should receive some sort of political 
education since they are capable of understanding some 
of the social and political concepts. 
It has been noted that one of the main factors 
which has prevented the development of political education 
is the central control over the educational system. At 
the present time official attituoes and the state pronounce-
mentE have already recognized the significance of political 
education. However, the approaches to· political education 
in the school curriculum are developing slowly. This can 
be accounted for by the f~ct that the. responsibility for 
developing the school curriculum, including political 
educ~tion, is re~tricted to the plannets and designers 
within the Ministry of Education. Evidence suggests 
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thAt a more decentralized system of education and 
providing opportuniti~s for seve~al bodies to contribute 
to the development of political education, prevents 
attempts at political indoctrination. Thus, it is 
recommended that more opportunities should be given to 
several bodies including the local educational directorates, 
inspectors, teachers, pupils, parents, and universities 
staff to share the responsibility for developing political 
education and to participate in designing courses. 
In the light of evidence from the experiences of the 
ASYO and from the recent political parties, oin order to 
avoid any attempts of political indoctrinatipn it is 
suggested that the responsibility of political education 
should not rest with the political parties. For the same 
reason any youth organization should be free from the 
influence of the government and the authorities of the 
political parties. The experience of the ASYO indicated 
that the Egyptian youth needed an organization through 
which they could promote their ability to participate in 
social arid political life on the basis of democratic 
principles. Thus, the establishment of National Youth 
Organizations for all Egyptian youth, reg~rdless of their 
•immatured•· political beliefs is recommended. This 
organization should be free from government authority 
and any political party and should be ~ainly directed by 
the members themselves. The suggested organization 
would be supervised and financed by the existing Highest 
Council for Youth and Sports which in turn must be 
independent of the government and political parties. 
~he suggested organization should be for young people 
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between the age of 15 and 21. The aims o:t the organiza .. 
tion would be to allow young people to pursue their own 
chosen activities and to promote their political 
awareness and an ability of participation in political 
democracy. More opportunities should be provided for the 
study of the political parties matters and their ideologies; 
elections and electoral behaviour of citizens. It is 
essential that this organization should give young people 
opportunities to express freely and formulate their own 
views, in particular towards political parties. A gap of 
three years between the school leaving age (15) and the 
age of voting (18) emphasizes the significance of this 
organization in preparing those who leave schools at 
the age of 15 to carry out their responsibilities in 
political life. 
Further research is recommended to improve the 
political education in Egypt. First, much of what has, 
been recommended is dependent on trained teachers who 
are capable of teaching political education. However, 
it has been noted that there is a shortage of qualified 
teachers with suitable training to enable tnem to make 
an effective contribution to political education. More 
research is needed to develop courses and training 
programmes for student teachers and in-service training. 
Such research should concentrate mainly on the most 
appropriate ways in developing teacher's awareness and 
understanding of the nature of politic~l education and 
political socialization, the democratic form of govern-
ment and the need for political education in Egypt, an 
analytic perspective to the existing political content 
in the schoo 1 r.n:r:-ri r.n.l.mn, rmd teach.tng skills for political 
education. 
Secondly 1 developing an ability to participate in 
political matters is not restricted to the formal means 
of the school curriculum. Extra-curri.culum activities are 
also effective in developing this ability. Therefore, 
further research is needed to define and assess the 
contributions of these activities to developing the 
participation and decision~making skills of young people. 
Thirdly, it has been observed that there is a lack of 
empirical research into the attitudes of pupils towards 
the political system and its values 1 their political 
knowledge and abilities of participation in political 
life, and the influence of the school curricul.um in 
developing these aspects. Therefore, more research 
is recommended into these areas based on appropriately 
designed tests, questionnaires yinterviews and classroom 
observatiOns. 
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